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‘The rapid redevelopment of Chinese cities, along with the vast expan-
sion of geographic and social mobility, have almost completely erased the 
collectivist urban neighbourhoods typical of the Mao era. In this deeply 
researched book, Fulong Wu vividly documents the varieties of newly 
emergent urban communities and provides a conceptual framework for 
understanding a new and distinctive Chinese urbanism.’

Andrew G. Walder, author of China Under Mao

‘Fulong Wu grapples with the complexities and contradictions of social 
change in urban China – state-centred but creating new opportunities for 
individualism, disrupting traditional village and neighbourhood social 
relations but generating new forms of association. He shows the rele-
vance but also the limited reach of general models like market transition, 
postcolonialism, and neoliberalism. Like an ethnographer, his approach 
is to understand social relations at the ground level, working upwards 
from that vantage point to understand the ongoing Chinese urban revo-
lution on its own terms.’

John R. Logan, Professor of Sociology, Brown University

‘This book provides a novel, insightful and inspirational interpretation of 
the emerging state-society-space relationship in China where an urban 
revolution is taking place at a scale and speed unparalleled in the world. 
Theoretically informed and empirically grounded, the book takes us to 
embark upon a fascinating journey travelling from Chinese workplace 
(danwei) to neighbourhoods, urban communities, and urban villages so 
as to unveil a phenomenal and restless landscape of greater urbanism 
and state-centred governance. A path-breaking contribution to the bur-
geoning literature on global urbanism in general and China’s new urban 
social geography in particular.’
George C.S. Lin, Chair Professor of Geography, University of Hong Kong

‘In this masterful study of residential neighbourhoods across regions, 
generations and classes in China today, Wu successfully convinces us 
that China’s contemporary socio-political transformation is ultimately an 
urban transformation. This book is one of the most illuminating reads in 
the last decade on Chinese urbanism.’

You-tien Hsing, Professor of Geography and  
Director of Global Studies, UC Berkeley



  

‘As observers continue to grapple with the significance of China’s urban 
revolution, this book offers an innovative conceptual framework for 
thinking about the meanings of this revolution from the perspective of 
urban neighbourhoods with different housing forms. Richly illustrated, 
and drawing upon decades of research and observations from one of the 
most prominent and prolific scholars of the contemporary Chinese city, 
Creating Chinese Urbanism locates the essence of China’s urban revolu-
tion in the passing of longstanding modes of social relations and their 
replacement with new institutions of governance in which the state 
led-urbanization remakes the nature of state power itself.’

Mark W. Frazier, New School for Social Research

‘In this pathbreaking study of the diversity and heterogeneity of neigh-
bourhood life in urban China, Wu Fulong asks readers to reflect on the 
seemingly simple question what distinguishes the rural from the urban. 
But rather than foregrounding paired comparisons of the material condi-
tions and built environments, Wu focuses on comparing social relation-
ships within four types of urban residential areas: alleyway or courtyard 
neighbourhoods built before 1949, socialist era workplace apartment 
blocks, peri-urban villages now physically incorporated within cities, 
and suburban gated communities. And rather than foregrounding con-
temporary debates about agglomeration and capital accumulation, Wu 
asks readers to concentrate on the degree to which grassroots sociality 
and social relationships have departed from Fei Xiaotong’s concept of 
differential modes of association (差序格局 chaxugeju) developed during 
fieldwork in rural China during the 1930s. Thus, for Wu the “fading of 
rurality is urbanization” (p.231) and the absence of a placed based moral 
order marks entry to city life. A remarkable, original and bold interpreta-
tion of China’s recent warp speed urbanization.’

Deborah Davis, Professor Emerita of Sociology, Yale University, USA
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Preface

Geography is a science subject in China. Students of Urban Planning 
in Geography in the 1980s had one thing in common: they did not 
take Geography or any humanities subject for their university entrance 
 examination. Interested in physics, but for leisure reading, by chance 
I found a small book, Rural China, by Fei Xiaotong. Fei was an interna-
tionally renowned anthropologist and sociologist. At that time he was 
striving to re- establish Sociology in Chinese universities after its earlier 
abolition. But I did not know any of this. To me, the book, only about 
100 pages in Chinese, is appealing because it provides a grand overview 
of the characteristics of Chinese society, offering synthetic narratives of 
complex social phenomena.

The 1980s, a liberal era in China, saw an intellectual renaissance. 
The discourse of Western market economics was introduced, though 
aggressive marketisation occurred a decade later. Disillusioned by the 
Cultural Revolution, the whole of society reflected on its root causes and 
on the nature of Chinese society. Based on my own experiences of life in 
the two urban worlds described in this book –  alleyway neighbourhoods 
and work- unit campuses –  I could not help but feel their resemblance 
to traditional societies. Instead of thinking of the order as externally 
imposed, I aimed to identify the foundation –  an endogenously gener-
ated social order.

I began to think about danwei (workplace) as a basic social envi-
ronment. But at that time I did not know of the publication of Andrew 
Walder’s book, Communist Neo- traditionalism (1986). By 1989, I thought 
that I had discovered a physics- like dynamic for the longevity and 
super- stability of Chinese society, despite periodical peasant revolu-
tions. But the idea seemed quite ridiculous to me. I put the draft paper 
aside. Some years later, the editor of a Chinese journal, Chengshi Yanjiu 
(Urban Research), visited the University of Hong Kong, where I was 
a PhD  student. I passed the manuscript to him and published it in the 
journal. Of course, the idea was neither controversial nor received much 
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attention. On the other hand, based on some life experience and imagi-
nation, another article on the ‘types and characteristics of Chinese urban 
communities’, published in 1992, was actually widely noted in China, 
because it was one of the earliest articles on the community (shequ), 
which only became a major topic in the 2000s.

While I later have observed two other types –  ‘commodity housing’ 
estates and urban villages –  I have no direct living experience and have 
only studied them as empirical research objects. It is more difficult for me 
to imagine urban life without close engagement. They are ‘new’ types. 
However, I do not suggest that they represent a contrast between the old 
and the new. All types of neighbourhoods are subject to a similar context 
of emergent urbanism, which was not observed in a traditional and ‘total-
ised’ (zongti) society. For the word ‘totalised’, there is also a translation 
problem because zongti is perhaps better translated as ‘comprehensive’. 
Here my position is perhaps slightly different from neo- traditionalism. 
I intend to attribute stability to the nature of the under- bureaucratised 
and embedded state– society relationship.

As for governance change, in advanced capitalist economies neolib-
eralisation is seen as a process of welfare state retreat. China had a much 
smaller sphere of welfare provision only for industrialised workplaces 
(danwei). Thinking in terms of traditionalism, the state was embed-
ded in the society, perhaps also owing to the deliberate practice of the 
‘mass line’ (qunzhong luxian) –  maintaining association with the mass. 
The state was temporarily pushed out by the process of marketisation 
it initiated as a practical solution to economic growth. To understand 
the changing social order through a new coordination approach (gov-
ernance), I go beyond marketisation per se. Again, from a microscopic 
view of urban neighbourhoods, the way I was thinking about China in 
the 1980s, what we have observed since is an ‘urban revolution’. Because 
of the slow development of society, for whatever reasons, intended or 
unintended, society’s self- protection is not characterised as social move-
ments, leading to a self- organised society but rather by a more visible and 
professionalised state. In the sphere of urban planning, I noted in my ear-
lier book that Planning for Growth (2015) perhaps should not be seen as 
for the market interest but rather as dealing with the problems created by 
market development and pursuing an overall legitimate goal of national 
prosperity and modernisation. In this book, from the vantage of neigh-
bourhoods, I observe urban revolution at the grassroots and explain gov-
ernance changes in this context.

The book was written during lockdown. Unable to travel to do the 
fieldwork, what I could do was a virtual journey. I stopped watching the 
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depressing news about infection rates and the death toll –  they are not a 
football match score deserving constant attention. The virtual tour is of 
course full of images. I wished to revisit these places to take new pictures 
for the book. But this is still not possible. Now, looking back, what makes 
these photos interesting is time. The sense of history adds some appeal. 
My intention is just to show the reader what I have seen on the ground of 
very ordinary places.

Now completing this book in London, I am pondering what it is 
about. Perhaps as the saying, ‘in the past three thousand years, a funda-
mental change has occurred’ (此三千余年一大变局也 ci sanqian yunian 
yi da bianju ye), the book depicts a landscape that ‘differential relation 
persists but its mode perished’ (差序依在、格局无存 chaxu yizai, geju 
wucun).
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Introduction: leaving the soil

Rural China: a society from the soil

Fei Xiaotong, a renowned Chinese sociologist, described the foundations 
of Chinese society as ‘earth- bounded’ (Fei 1947/ 1992). In such an earth- 
bounded society the social structure was characterised by the order of so- 
called chaxugeju (the differential mode of association), which is the basic 
organisational principle of rural China. Different from clearly defined 
social boundaries in Western society, traditional Chinese society was ‘just 
like the circles that appear on the surface of a lake when a rock is thrown 
into it. Everyone stands at the centre of the circles produced by his or 
her own’ (p. 62). Rural society is essentially a society of acquaintance, 
in which one is ‘differentially associated’ with the inner circle of family 
members, then the outer circle of extended family members, and further 
out, the ring of villagers. These differential associations integrate indi-
viduals into a society with dense social networks. Because of close but 
varying associations, rural villages were governed by social norms rather 
than laws or regulations. While the concept indicates the characteristic of 
Chinese culture in terms of differential relations, it concurs that the rural 
society is built upon tight- knit primary relations. The concept is applied 
in this book with an emphasis on collectivism derived from association 
instead of the nature of ‘differentiation’.1 Although villages did not rep-
resent a special spatial scale, they were meaningful places in which fam-
ilies, extended families and clans lived together. The rural village thus is 
presented as an ideal type, representing characteristics opposite to those 
of urbanism defined by Louis Wirth (1938).

However, Fei’s earth- bounded village is not confined to rurality. 
It is a cultural interpretation of the entire Chinese society. In this sense, 
his concept of differential mode of association is not a Weberian ideal 
type to present a concept but rather depicting the empirical world.2  
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The differential mode is an abstraction of the social relation of China’s 
rural families and kinships.3 He presented a rather unique Chinese cultural 
feature beyond the generic contrast between urban and rural social char-
acterisation (for example, the classic sociological notion of Gemeinschaft 
and Gesellschaft by Ferdinand Tönnies4). The social relations are not only 
close but also differentiated, stronger with close social proximity. Because 
of limited geographical mobility, such social proximity also turns into ter-
ritorial bonding. As a cultural and social description, the differential mode 
of association transcends the distinction between the rural and the urban. 
In other words, although mainly referring to rural China, the mode can 
be extrapolated into the description of Chinese cities in the imperial era, 
which was a predominantly ‘earth- bounded’ society.5

Although the differential mode of association can be a base to sug-
gest that social relation (guanxi) widely exists in modern China,6 the 
original purpose of Fei’s conceptualisation is to make a contrast between 
rural society and market society, as explained by Jack Barbalet (2021b):

Perhaps the most pertinent element of Fei’s treatment of chax-
ugeju, however, that deflects its viability as a model for guanxi 
is his prognosis mentioned earlier in this article, that with the 
development of market society in China the days of chaxugeju are 
numbered. This reflects the way Fei juxtaposes rural society and 
market society. (p. 376)

In the same way, Fei’s concept is used in this book as a defined self- centred 
relation that lacks individualism. While rural markets were well devel-
oped in China, and commercial activities were flourishing and accommo-
dated in market towns, forming the urban system and regional economies 
as early as in the Tang and Song dynasties as shown by William Skinner 
(1977), the commercial activities did not introduce market logic into the 
dominant principle of social relation. China had not been thoroughly 
‘urbanised’ in Fei Xiaotong’s time.7 Fei’s concept refers to social relations 
that are often called ‘traditional’ (particularistic, ascriptive) in contrast 
to the supposed ‘modern’ relations of impersonalism and legal- based 
norms.8 Here, Fei was influenced by the Weberian idea of Occidental 
modernity. But he also tried to depict the world of rural China that was 
constructed upon families and lineages. They formed place- based attach-
ment and moral order. Besides lineage, a native- place association com-
monly found in late imperial and republican China is another example of 
the differential mode of association affecting urban governance.9 These 
territorially based or related social relations have been severely impacted 
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in China’s ‘urban revolution’ today, though the native- place identity and 
relation continue to exist in urban villages. This book examines these 
changes of territorial relations at a close distance in typical residential 
neighbourhoods.

The city in imperial China was mainly an administrative centre. 
But the differential mode of association as an indigenous, self- centred, 
bottom- up and decaying- with- distance governance mechanism neces-
sarily deters the escalation of bureaucratisation in society. In imperial 
China, the power of the emperor did not intrude into vast numbers of 
rural villages. Nor was it visible in the everyday life of ordinary people 
living in the city. Fei observed that:

Rural society is a small- scale peasant economy, and, if necessary, 
each peasant household can become self- sufficient, except for a few 
items of daily necessity. The household may simply close its doors 
on the larger economy. When this occurs, we can imagine that the 
scope of consensual power would also decrease. Judging from the 
reality of people’s lives in agrarian societies, then, we can see that 
the power structure, although it may be labeled a ‘dictatorship’, is 
actually loose, weak, and nominal. It is a government that does not 
actively govern at all. (Fei 1947/ 1992, 113)

The county seats were the lowest base of administrative power. The vast 
rural area was governed by the gentry, representing the social order –  
and the consequential morality acceptable to its associated members.10

The gentry had the ‘legitimacy’ to govern, because they were a 
moral exemplar rather than being endorsed by a procedure, either exter-
nally (for example, appointment) or internally (for example, voting). 
‘Self- governance’ was buttressed by baojia –  an administrative organ-
isational system (see later discussion). Although baojia represented a 
formal institution, its principle was more a decentralised system of local 
responsibility, making neighbourhood and village leaders accountable 
for anti- government political actions. Most of the time, this formal insti-
tution did not operate on routine neighbourhood governance or recipro-
cal social support. Therefore, the society from the soil is an organic one, 
maintaining order not chaos, but not a bureaucratised society. It is in this 
context that we should understand the (lacking) role of the city in social 
governance.

As the seat of administrative power, the city had a salient ele-
ment: yamen (the government compound).11 But beyond this confined 
space of formal bureaucracy, other activities were ‘suppressed’ or found 
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it difficult to flourish, because the Confucian elites all preferred to pur-
sue their careers in the government rather than becoming merchants.12 
While in the Song Dynasty (960– 1279) China saw an embryonic urban 
culture brought about by booming commerce, the city as a space outside 
traditional governance by gentry and with limited yet effective adminis-
tration was absent; professional associations were not developed into a 
‘civil society’ and community in the modern sense. The Chinese city can 
still be regarded as an earth- bounded society.

As mentioned earlier, the conceptualisation of earth- bounded 
society based on the differential mode of association is not exclusively 
applied to the system of agricultural production but rather originates 
from a social and moral order. The vast area of the Chinese city was 
occupied by traditional cellular neighbourhoods, which were alleyway 
housing neighbourhoods. The residents had occupations different from 
agricultural production as merchants and craftsmen, but differential 
mode of association applied well to this kind of society.

The Chinese title of Fei’s book is transliterated directly as Rural 
China, and the published English title is From the Soil. The book is not 
about the countryside, but rather about a social construct of villages 
originating from the specific field site of his anthropological investiga-
tion (Kaixiangong village in southern Jiangsu province). It represents 
Chinese society at that time. As argued earlier, this characterisation can 
be extrapolated to include the city although the city was rather periph-
eral and China was not really urbanised. In Rural China, the city is not 
a generic term. This book will further argue that differential mode of 
association can also be extrapolated temporally into industrialised cit-
ies under socialism. Despite revolutionary change after 1949, Chinese 
society was not fully urbanised until after the economic reform. From 
the perspective of urban studies, particularly urbanism, I will revisit 
how differential mode of association –  represented as ‘communist neo- 
traditionalism’13 –  continued to maintain a society from the soil.

There has been a long tradition of thinking of cities in the Orient as 
different from the European city, or the ‘Occidental City’, as in sixteenth- 
century Europe in the account of Max Weber. Hartmut Haussermann and 
Anne Haila (2005) explain that, according to Weber:

The role of city dwellers also differentiated European cities from 
cities in Asia. Whereas in Europe citizens participated in the local 
administration, in China urban dwellers belonged to their families 
and native villages, while in India urban dwellers were members of 
different castes.
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For Max Weber, cities were special kinds of societies. In Europe, the 
contrast between the city and the countryside was clearly defined. 
Up to the beginning of modernity, the border between the urban 
and the rural was demarcated by walls. The walls also separated 
different types of societies. Cities distinguished themselves sharply 
from the surrounding feudal countryside. Inside the city walls, 
economic and political life flourished and cities became the breed-
ing ground for the new mode of production –  capitalism –  and 
Occidental modernity. (p. 51)

In other words, the development of the city in the West represents the 
advancement of modernism. The implication of modernisation for every-
day life is the bureaucratisation of social relationships. Social and cul-
tural innovations fostered capitalism.

In contrast, the Chinese imperial city was the site of administration 
with limited commercial activities. Laurence Ma (2009) explained:

As seats of administration and local political power, cities were 
walled for defence and local population control. Aside from city 
walls, the most salient spatial element of the cities was the gov-
ernment district consisting of a set of local government buildings 
(yamen) that served as the nerve centre of a city. Other key spaces 
in the cities included official residences, military compounds, drum 
and bell towers, granaries, schools, temples, and commercial areas. 
(pp. 66– 7)

Urban markets were marginal in location and restricted in their time of 
operation until the nineteenth century. Although commercial activities 
were no longer restricted and became dispersed across the city, ‘signif-
icant commercial capitalism failed to appear in Chinese cities because 
the most profitable commodities such as salt and tea were monopolised 
by the state and the Confucian elites all preferred to pursue government 
service as their career goal’.14

This landscape changed dramatically after the establishment of 
the treaty- port cities following the Opium War. International settle-
ments and foreign concession areas were set up. Foreign merchants and 
entrepreneurs formed their own spaces outside the walled Chinese cit-
ies, showing a contrast between the under- serviced Chinese part and 
the European quarters with modern building codes.15 The influx of rural 
migrants and war refugees and a growing working class in Shanghai 
led to an increasing urban population in the 1920s and 1930s. The rich 
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Chinese began to seek the protection of Western extraterritorial power in 
international settlements and concession areas, creating a mix of Chinese 
and foreigners in these places. The real estate boom in Shanghai created 
a landscape of shikumen –  a ‘stone portal gate’ style of terraced housing 
with an internal courtyard.

The quality of the housing and public services in international 
settlements and French concession areas was superior to the Chinese 
walled city.16 The development of foreign residences led to citywide resi-
dential differentiation –  as in Shanghai, the residential areas were differ-
entiated into upper and lower quarters. In upper- market areas, cultural 
entertainment and amenities flourished, symbolising a new middle- class 
culture.17 In the peripheries of cities, slums became widespread, accom-
modating the influx of migrants from the countryside which suffered 
from constant wars and became impoverished in industrialisation driven 
by Western imperialism.

China’s efforts to modernise its cities were short lived. In the 1920s 
and 1930s, as a semi- colonial treaty- port city, a thriving financial cap-
ital, and an early industrialising city, Shanghai arguably developed a 
‘cosmopolitan’ culture.18 This ‘middle- class’ culture was built upon mate-
rial comfort, as re- emerging consumerism has been since the 1980s.19 
Learning from Western city planning, Chinese planners trained in the 
West even envisioned in the Greater Shanghai Plan of 1927 the building 
of a new civic centre in Jiangwan, Shanghai’s exurb at that time, to serve 
the public. The public facilities were to include a library, a stadium, a 
museum and a hospital to enhance the quality of life. At the centre was 
the city hall. From the perspective of city planning,

The new civic centre was planned to combine Chinese architectural 
style with a Western planning concept. This would be a new monu-
mental civic centre, not like a traditional Chinese government com-
pound –  yamen, which symbolises imperial or magisterial power. 
The central square was to be surrounded by ‘public buildings’ such 
as the library and stadium and open to the public, which aimed to 
enhance the quality of everyday life. (Wu 2015, 10)

Except for a few buildings, the civic centre did not materialise, due to the 
Japanese invasion. The city hall was completed and survived but became 
the administration building within the ‘work- unit compound’ of Shanghai 
Physical Education College after 1949. The building was therefore not 
open to the public. In fact, outsiders could not even access the place 
as it was a work- unit territory. The extent of the influence of Western 
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modernist planning and middle- class cosmopolitanism on neighbour-
hood structure and governance in Shanghai before 1949 is unknown. We 
can only speculate about this past life from observing the lane housing 
neighbourhoods in old Shanghai.

As a fusion of traditional courtyard and modern terraced housing, 
shikumen alleyway houses were real estate projects to maximise prof-
its from rent and were uniformly constructed.20 The residents were an 
emerging ‘middle class’ of small workshop owners and foremen or fore-
women in factories, as Jie Li (2015) observed:

The Republican- era residents of Alliance Lane also led hybrid 
lifestyles –  as compradors (intermediaries) whose livelihoods 
depended on foreign industries, as dandies who danced in jazzy 
ball- rooms with Western clothes, and as Confucian patriarchs and 
matriarchs who maintained strict domestic hierarchies and impris-
oned daughters- in- law in their inner chambers. (p. 36)

Although designed for multiple occupancies, these lane houses initially 
had a lower density than the later crowded houses created through sub-
division and densification after 1949. We can only speculate that these 
lane houses in the republican era maintained a certain privacy while, as 
a popular and mixed residential environment, neighbourhood interac-
tion increased through the length of residency. These neighbourhoods, 
in their architectural style, had a strong social imprint of rural communi-
ties. Still, perhaps time was too short for the Chinese city to evolve into 
self- organised communities. After 1949, alleyway housing neighbour-
hoods became marginalised as their petit- bourgeois urbanities were not 
at the centre of state- led industrialisation.

This brief historical review of Chinese society and its urban history 
shows that despite commercial activities, limited administrative func-
tions and the short- lived cosmopolitan middle- class culture in treaty- 
port cities, Chinese society, including rural and urban places, remained 
as an earth- bounded society from the soil. I will show in the next section 
that the Chinese city in the socialist era still maintained such a character, 
even though the economy experienced state- led industrialisation.

The neo- traditionalism of the Chinese socialist city

If the Chinese city in the imperial era is not a theoretically meaningful 
object, then what is the meaning of the ‘socialist city’ for China after 
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1949? This question has a theoretical implication. For the European city, 
or the capitalist city more generally, Manuel Castells (1977) asked ‘the 
urban question’, arguing that the city had lost its meaning as an ecological 
contrast to the rural area, empirically researched by the Chicago School. 
The city was integrated into the national economy by the Keynesian wel-
fare state. Under the welfare state, the (capitalist) city has lost its mean-
ing as a distinctive form of social life. The main ‘urban’ function was the 
venue for the welfare state to organise ‘collective consumption’ through 
its redistribution.

After the communist revolution, the Chinese city was trans-
formed from a consumption base to a production site for state- led 
 industrialisation.21 In contrast to the countryside, the city represented 
the domain of the state. The level of formalisation or bureaucratisation, 
however, varied between the old urban core with private housing and the 
new industrial areas. The latter more thoroughly reflect socialist planning 
principles. However, compared with Eastern European and Soviet cities, 
China witnessed a much lower level of industrialisation and the lack of a 
thorough transformation of its cities. I argue that, because consumption 
was constrained, the Chinese city did not see an emergent urbanism along 
its industrialisation during the socialist period. Like the earth- bounded 
society from the soil, the socialist city maintained an organic order from 
differential mode of association. In addition, this order of traditionalism 
was deliberately maintained through its work- unit system.

The city remained peripheral in industrial organisation. Instead, 
state work- units (danwei) became the basic unit for organising economic 
activities, consumption and housing provision. The city, as a spatial form, 
is more or less a collection of work- units plus traditional neighbourhoods 
built before the revolution. City- wide bureaucratisation was much under- 
developed. Strong evidence comes from city planning. In China, devel-
opment control under the city/ municipality was not established until 
1990 when the first city planning ordinance was enacted.22 It is therefore 
difficult to conceive of Chinese city planning as planning in the ‘public 
domain’,23 not because of state authoritarianism and the lack of civil soci-
ety, but because such a vocabulary implies a city- based politics.

In contrast, although the city is a territory of local government, sec-
toral administration has always been strong. The absence of civil society 
and the influence of the state over everyday lives through its work- units 
meant that the state had strong influence over urban development. But 
such language of the state controlling society is inappropriate, as will be 
seen from an ‘urban’ perspective, because the Chinese state was deeply 
embedded into its society. For example, in terms of land use control, state 
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work- units played an important role in self- regulation through their dis-
cretionary decision- making power over land uses. The role of the city 
government was to supplement work- units through citywide infrastruc-
ture provision, to fill the gaps between work- units. Comprehensive urban 
development was rare.24

Despite revolutionary change after 1949, traditionalism continued, 
formalised and in some aspects strengthened by work- unit socialism. 
There are two related conceptualisations by Andrew Walder (1986) and 
Liping Sun (2004, 2008). Both disregarded state socialism as an ‘author-
itarian state’ and tried to find a description of how the state organises 
social life, respectively from industrialisation and its organisational form, 
and social organisation. Their studies do not particularly focus on urban-
ism; but both are related to the socialist city and point out the absent 
space outside the collective/ public/ state realm. Walder examines labour 
processes and welfare within work- units; Sun stresses pervasive, pene-
trating, wide- ranging state functions and resource controls which dis-
place and overlap with society. They paid attention to the local sphere 
and provided a picture of urban life in the socialist city. In the planned 
economy, the state organised collective consumption through state work- 
units. These work- units were more than production units; they were 
‘totalised social entities’ carrying out service provision, housing develop-
ment and distribution, and social management.

Walder criticised both the totalitarian interpretation and ‘interest 
groups’ (e.g., fraction or civil society) explanation of the Chinese state. 
Because the membership of the work- unit was permanent and the inter-
action between the state and individuals occurred closely within a short 
distance of the work- unit, the work- unit was a societal organisation, in 
which the relation was particularistic rather than impersonal. Because 
the state controlled the resources of work- units, within which workers 
were obliged to live, this created ‘organisational dependence’, which led 
to the concentration of state power. Walder describes the dominance of 
state work- units in social lives as ‘communist neo- traditionalism’. On this 
point, this particularism resonates with Fei’s differential mode of associa-
tion because in the society from the soil, relationships are differentiated. 
Although Walder did not regard neo- traditionalism as in continuity with 
traditional society, the territorial aspect of the work- unit compound as a 
combination of living and work implied a replication of similar relations 
of dependence and of the comprehensiveness of social relations (and 
hence difficult to maintain as ‘impersonal’ and universal).

The concept of the ‘totalised society’ proposed by Chinese sociol-
ogist Liping Sun (2008) describes the omnipotent state that totalises 
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its relation with the society. The concept is less about the power of the 
state in total control (authoritarianism) and more about its ability to 
control resource management –  ‘near monopoly of resources’, which 
‘engenders a total social system where the state controls everything’. Sun 
describes how:

Such a total society is constructed on a series of institutions. For 
instance, in addition to the monopoly system, the urban work- unit 
system and the rural commune system were important organisa-
tional institutions in China during the socialist period. Since these 
two institutions were actually extensions of the formal bureau-
cracy, the fact that their members heavily relied on them meant 
that they actually heavily depended on the state. Consequently, to 
strengthen the state’s total control over society, it was necessary for 
the Chinese government to eliminate any social forces that tended 
towards independence from the state. Thus it was that all the pre-
viously independent social forces in China were deprived of their 
independence after 1949. The state- society relationship in such a 
country undergoing transition involves a ceaseless weakening and 
disassembly of the total social system, the formation of a civil soci-
ety, and the rebuilding of society. (Sun 2008, 96)

While Sun emphasised bureaucratisation and control through resource 
management, thinking of work- units as part of formal state organisa-
tion, it is equally possible to read this totalised society as a society with 
‘under- differentiated social structure’, in which ‘the state controls the 
economy and monopolises all social resources. Further, politics, society 
and ideology are highly overlapped with each other’.25 Further, related 
to Fei’s differential mode of association and Walder’s particularism, the 
totalised society can be read as the modern adaptation of traditionalism, 
and perhaps an essential outcome of underdeveloped urbanism. ‘Total’ 
does not refer to the degree of entirety of state capacity but rather to the 
comprehensiveness of relations, in terms of the absence of partial and 
impersonal relations. These relations are dense and confined in a local 
space. Similarly, in traditional urban neighbourhoods, Martin Whyte and 
William Parish (1984) reveal a comprehensive function of residents’ com-
mittees, which combined the state and society. Compared with the state 
workplaces, the official state organisation was not fully developed in these 
traditional urban neighbourhoods. Despite the penetration of the state 
into the grassroots and multiple functions of the residents’ committees 
such as political mobilisation, the state–society relationship maintained 
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a high degree of informality as the committees were not formally staffed 
but served by volunteers. Thus these neighbourhoods bore more features 
of traditional rural China than of modern industrial societies.

This book will pursue this perspective, arguing that the totalised 
society is characterised by the embedding of the state in society. The con-
cept of ‘communist neo- traditionalism’ indicates its socialist tradition. 
Indeed, the close relationship between living and work was deliberately 
designed as a planning concept for the socialist city, seen in Eastern 
Europe. Alison Stenning (2005) described everyday life in the town of 
Nowa Huta in southern Poland and depicted social life built upon the 
state steelworks:

Soviet town planning and social policy ideals were imported to 
establish microdistricts which would serve many of the residents’ 
daily needs –  schools, medical facilities, playgrounds and food 
shops –  within a small area… . The social and cultural facilities 
offered by the steelworks, the Party and its youth organisations pro-
vided workers and their families with opportunities to socialise and 
be entertained within the community. (p. 117)

The restrictions placed on mobility by the state were reinforced by 
the integration of so many spheres of life around the workplace 
which meant that moving was a complicated process. Long wait-
ing lists for accommodation also slowed the mobility process. The 
structuring of social lives in this way shaped a tendency to stabil-
ity and meant that mobility was often unnecessary and difficult… . 
The immobility was coupled with the migrants’ more recent peas-
ant past to create a ‘small- town climate’, the intimacy of social rela-
tions within families, blocks and neighbourhoods more reminiscent 
of rural Poland than cosmopolitan Krakow. Low levels of housing 
mobility and the association of housing tenure with the workplace 
have meant that networks of acquaintance and friendship tend to 
be long- standing and stable. (p. 122)

The public housing system centred upon the state workplace reinforced 
the nature of traditional neighbourhoods.

Compared with cities in Eastern European countries and the Soviet 
Union, Chinese cities share similarities of low mobility, neighbourhood 
stability, intense neighbouring and strong attachment, suggesting that 
traditionalism is not limited to Chinese society as one from the soil. 
Walder’s conceptualisation is certainly not linked to the Chinese imperial 
past, as Fei’s differential mode of association is. Both China and socialist 
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economies in Eastern Europe tried to contain urbanism while fostering 
industrialisation. They presented similar features of neighbourhood 
traditionalism. But different levels of industrialisation have meant that 
China has perhaps preserved more traditional features like those old 
urban areas and witnessed less pervasive state service provision, partially 
because compared with the European socialist economies, the Chinese 
urbanisation level was even lower, and partially owing to the Chinese 
culture of differential mode of association. In China, the advantage of 
public service provision was actually concentrated on state key devel-
opment projects. Similarly, the socialist city was built within a shortage 
economy and underdeveloped consumption and missing consumerism. 
China’s traditionalism was maintained in its cities, perhaps also due to 
a much lower level of urbanisation than in their socialist counterparts 
in Eastern Europe. Urban life only began to flourish after the economic 
reform when migration and urbanisation accelerated.

Urban revolution: the society leaving the soil

Neither in its imperial time nor in the socialist era was the Chinese city 
the spatial scale for organising production and social life. The pivot of 
urban life under socialism was the residential micro- district as the world 
for socialist workers. The economic reform in 1978, however, started 
an urban revolution. The Chinese city became the engine of economic 
growth. Under the catalyst of globalisation, China joined the global pro-
duction network and became the ‘workshop of the world’. While socialism 
has not officially ended, the transformation of production and reproduc-
tion has led to society ‘leaving the soil’ –  away from its neo- traditionalism. 
The state has reinvented its role in economic promotion and acts through 
various state- owned enterprises and agencies in the market.26 The state 
persists in neighbourhood governance through ‘community building’ but 
its relation with society is different –  the state is no longer embedded in 
society through (neo- )traditionalism.

The 1949 revolution was the first socialist revolution, which radi-
cally transformed the means of production, nationalising and controlling 
the economy through administrative commands; a comprehensive 
approach to urban development through city planning was missing 
until the 1990s. The second urban revolution which started in 1978 
reorganised the city as the spatial scale of production, consumption and 
the pivot of urban life. China turned from state- led industrialisation to 
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urban- based accumulation.27 The level of urbanisation has risen from 
about 18 per cent in 1978 to over 50 per cent in 2015.

Development zones were initially set up near the large cities in 
the coastal region but soon spread over the country. In southern China, 
as a result of globally driven industrialisation, densely mixed rural and 
urban land uses appeared.28 Initially, workshops, warehouses and the 
living space of factory owner and workers were combined into the same 
building, known as ‘three in one’ (sanheyi), which created a convenient 
place for rural workers to live on site. Later, larger factories built their 
own workers’ dormitories. To maintain an effective management factory 
regime, these dormitories deliberately disrupted the social networks 
of migrants and allocated different accommodation to fellow migrants 
from the same place of origin. Both the rudimentary accommodation 
combined within workshops in villages and more advanced workers’ dor-
mitories in factories were very different from traditional village neigh-
bourhoods or socialist workers’ villages in that they are not a socialised 
space or a community for life. The relation with the living place is ‘con-
tractual’, even if there is no formal contract.29

The early stage of economic reform had already begun to transform 
Chinese urban life, creating an embryonic yet more liberal and vibrant 
culture in the 1980s. Deborah Davis and her co- editors (1995) were per-
haps among the first to speculate on the potential implications of new 
urban spaces for ‘personal autonomy’ and found the tendencies in many 
spheres such as urban form, leisure, film- making, arts and workers’ asso-
ciations to develop ‘associational ties that signalled emergent urban com-
munities or non- state institutions’ (p.10). Despite greater autonomies 
brought about by urbanisation and emergent urbanism, concepts such as 
‘civil society’ or the ‘public sphere’ do not fit properly in the Chinese city. 
Chinese cities in the 1980s were characterised by a persistently dominant 
state- owned economy, emerging private sectors led by township and vil-
lage enterprises (TVEs), and limited and low- value- added foreign and 
overseas investment, in contrast to experimental policies to introduce 
markets and urban consumption. Yet full- fledged market development 
was not initiated until 1992. Housing and land development were not 
commercialised in the 1980s.

After a more radical reform was launched by Deng Xiaoping’s south-
ern China tour in 1992, the tendencies of the 1980s were strengthened 
by a booming urban consumer market; the market development was less 
ideologically oriented but more pragmatically focused on profit- making, 
which was deemed beneficial for national revitalisation, as the slogan 
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suggests –  ‘it is glorious to become rich’. The full- fledged marketisation 
after 1992 seemed to develop a ‘market society’,30 while Deborah Davis 
(2000) referred to the change in society as ‘the consumer revolution’ 
with profound implications as ‘an increasing reliance of urban residents 
on horizontal ties of friendship, kinship, or informal sociability that chal-
lenge the vertical relationship between subject- citizens and state agents’ 
(p. 3). And if this were true, then the consumer revolution would be ‘a 
story of how changing consumer behaviour can enlarge the social space 
for urban residents to invest in nonofficial initiatives’.31

The change, namely the emergence of autonomous urban space, 
would be profound, as this would break up the ‘hegemony’ imposed by 
the state in the past, described here as:

Politicised ties between subordinates and superiors in the work-
place could define the quality of one’s personal life, and it was vir-
tually impossible for employees or their family members to prosper 
without the active support of enterprise leaders. If an employer 
denied or failed to provide a benefit, there was rarely an alternative 
source. (Davis 2000, 5)

As can be seen from this perspective, traditionalism and informal social 
networks were thought of as forces countering authoritarianism.

However, this was very different from the understanding of neo- 
traditionalism because for the latter, it was this ‘traditionalism’ that 
tended to strengthen the state’s role. Although the strong influence of 
the state over urban life has been found in neo- traditionalism by Andrew 
Walder (1986) or urban life under work- unit socialism studied by Martin 
Whyte and William Parish (1984), their perceptions were quite differ-
ent. They did not regard state control as ‘vertical’ and operating outside 
the urban space; rather that the state was closely linked and embedded 
within the workplace community. For neo- traditionalism, it is the tightly 
intertwined relations in workplaces that made it possible to govern rather 
than simply operate through coercive forces.

Unlike the state apparatus, the nature of traditionalism was not 
in force, although the setting of undifferentiated urban space through 
a neighbourhood system such as baojia made control more effective. In 
other words, the close proximity between the state and society in a neigh-
bourhood setting makes it more convenient and effective for monitoring, 
because the social order is not established by monitoring –  the latter 
is very much a modern view of the state. In the Chinese urban setting, 
according to Fei’s differential mode of association, which describes a 
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society from the soil, order and coherence were indigenously generated, 
hence it was a moral order.

In this sense, the study here does not seek marketisation or its 
related manifestation such as residential differentiation or consumer- 
driven diversity as the explanation for changing governance. In other 
words, the ‘consumer revolution’ does not directly transform the order. 
We need to explore how consumerism together with other social and 
institutional changes have played out in a spatial setting –  neighbour-
hood changes –  in order to understand how urban China is ‘leaving the 
soil’, which finally separates state and society. This is not to deny that 
interpersonal networks, kinship and lineage continue to play a role, for 
example in the formation of migrant settlements by migrants from the 
same place of origin.32 Nevertheless, these relations have been changed 
by emergent urbanism. The Chinese urban society in the post- reform era 
is very different from a ‘totalised’ society.33

A note on methodology

Compared with research monographs based on in- depth single- case 
 studies,34 this book adopts a holistic approach built upon my three dec-
ades of observations and research on Chinese cities. Some of my studies 
are quantitative through neighbourhood surveys and population censuses 
at a fine spatial scale. Others include long- term observation and detailed 
case studies (such as the Fifth Village in Nanjing or the Gaojiabang neigh-
bourhood in Shanghai). The overall argument made in the book is not 
associated with a specific research project. But I take a broader historical 
and interpretive stance to develop new concepts and claims, based on 
hundreds of research site visits over many years.35 While nowadays abun-
dant journal articles aim to fill a gap in specific literature, there is a lack of 
an overall picture of the Chinese urban landscape. Existing studies often 
focus on a specific type of neighbourhood. For example, ‘urban villages’ 
have been extensively studied, mostly examining informal development. 
Few studies cover the aspects of governance and social life across differ-
ent neighbourhoods. Most studies on housing tenure are cross- sectional 
and do not provide a longer history of neighbourhood changes.

On the other hand, historical books depict more general polit-
ical, economic and social changes,36 lacking attention to specific 
 neighbourhoods37 and, with few exceptions, to ordinary life and pub-
lic space. This book tries to view general social change from multi-
ple sites –  various types of urban neighbourhoods –  while not being a 
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rigorous historical study. As an urban scholar, I have paid more attention 
to urbanisation. Although the changing urban landscape is depicted in 
the context of political changes, the book does not cover Chinese politics 
and social movements.38 Rather, my intention is the other way round, 
to speculate on the implications of urbanisation for politics, especially 
changing governance, from place- based neighbourhood observations.39

On urbanisation, this book is not a population study concerned with 
the increasing percentage of urban population, regardless of how the 
urban is categorised or ‘defined’ statistically or administratively. I refer 
to the transformation of social relations as ‘urban revolution’ after Henri 
Lefebvre (1970/ 2003). This change in social relations has been triggered 
by the introduction and more pervasive use of market logic in Chinese 
society. This revolutionary change, that is, China becoming urban, has 
generated profound political implications. In a way, it represents how 
social change at the level of the urban neighbourhood (in a sense of par-
ticularity) creates a more macro and regime- wide pattern (in the sense of 
universality). Some aspects of this trend are surprisingly similar to what 
we have observed in the contemporary world beyond China. Therefore, 
the book has a comparative intention in mind,40 although I do not situate 
the study outside China. In fact, these several sites are concentrated in 
coastal China, in super large cities, which manifest the trend in a more 
visible way. The neighbourhoods observed in this book are understanda-
bly concentrated in large cities such as Shanghai, Beijing and Guangzhou 
in the coastal region. Some have a history of being treaty-port cities 
and thus are quite special in China. But the general trend observed here 
should be applicable to other smaller or remoter cities in China. While 
there are some studies on cities in remote regions,41 very few provide 
neighbourhood- level studies.42

Finally, I have encountered great difficulty in presenting certain 
terms to the world outside China. My original intention was to preserve 
the precise and ‘authentic’ meaning of Chinese terms. The most fre-
quently used term in this book is Fei Xiaotong’s chaxugeju. The question is 
whether I should keep translating it throughout the book. English trans-
lation was used to help to reveal meaning, for example, fengbi xiaoqu 
(sealed estates) for gated communities. This helps to point out some 
essential differences, indicating that the term ‘gated communities’ in 
its English version is often loaded with ‘private governance’, which may 
not exist for the Chinese ‘sealed estates’. But I admit that this could cre-
ate some readability problems. Then, I tried using the English term first 
and supplementing it with the Chinese pinyin specification, for exam-
ple, gated communities (fengbi xiaoqu) to limit the meaning of gated 
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communities here in this book. The constant reminder of the limitation 
of the English term (actually as the ‘concept’) seems to apply a Western 
concept to China and test its validity. But this is not necessary as my inten-
tion is not to bring in Western theory to explain China. In the end, for the 
sake of readability, I gave up double translation and sometimes only use 
the English terms with the occasional pinyin specification. In this way, 
I do not treat them as concepts but rather as commonly used expressions.

The outline of this book

This introductory chapter discussed the concept of chaxugeju developed 
by Fei Xiaotong, a renowned Chinese sociologist, which describes the 
social order of rural China as a society ‘from the soil’. In contrast to the 
‘Occidental City’, the Chinese residential settlement largely maintained 
the features of rural society throughout China’s imperial history. Despite 
a short- lived thriving urban culture in the republican era, the Chinese 
city has not evolved into a structure of separated state and society. The 
socialist city after 1949 experienced state- led ‘industrialisation without 
urbanisation’. This neo- traditionalism built upon state work- units (dan-
wei) created a ‘totalised society’, resembling an ‘earth- bounded’ society. 
The economic reform started China’s urban revolution. The Chinese city 
has become the engine of economic growth. As China urbanises, the 
social typology of the residential world has changed.

Following the introduction of the perspective of differentiated 
mode of association, Chapter 1 examines China’s changing residential 
landscapes, which reveals a new urban social geography of four types 
of neighbourhood. That is, a dualistic one of traditional and work- 
unit neighbourhoods is expanded into a fourfold one with two new 
types: migrant and middle- class neighbourhoods. For a long time, the 
Chinese social areas had revealed a mixed nature of social classes but sep-
aration by occupation. The market reform and housing commodification 
introduced a pattern of housing characterised by tenure- based differen-
tiation. Chinese cities experience greater heterogeneity and diversity. 
But at the same time, the four types of neighbourhoods show the path- 
dependent logic of development. Each presents different residential 
dynamics and governance changes. A new Chinese urbanism arises from 
not just residential segregation but also neighbourhood changes. Chinese 
cities thus see social relations with greater heterogeneity, superficiality 
and diversity. These relations are less place- bounded and impose great 
challenge to form a social order, particularly when the society has been 
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underdeveloped and remains passive. Echoing the classic research on 
urban life and social mentality, the chapter also introduces some survey 
results to reveal that the new urban China is organised with greater infor-
mality, networks and urbanity of social mentality. In the three chapters 
that follow this overview chapter of neighbourhoods, these neighbour-
hood types are examined in detail with cases.

Chapter 2 investigates two types of traditional neighbourhoods –  
inner- city alleyways neighbourhoods developed before 1949 and work- 
unit neighbourhoods built in the socialist era. Inner- city neighbourhoods 
were largely left untouched after 1949 and remained organic. Consisting 
of an inferior type of public housing, these neighbourhoods were not 
thoroughly ‘bureaucratised’ in the socialist era. Many traditional neigh-
bourhoods have vanished since urban redevelopment began in the 
1990s. Work- unit compounds and a larger version of the workplace 
 neighbourhood –  the workers’ new village –  have seen collective consump-
tion organised by the state and their workplaces. Both traditional and 
workplace neighbourhoods have seen large- scale urban redevelopment 
since the 1990s. The chapter examines some redeveloped neighbourhoods 
such as Ju’er hutong, Nanchizi and Nanluoguxiang in Beijing, Xintiandi 
in Shanghai, Yongqingfang in Guangzhou, the Fifth Village in Nanjing 
and Huajin in Wuhan to understand neighbourhood changes. Many old 
neighbourhoods had deteriorated into an overcrowded and dilapidated 
condition. Yet very few courtyard and alleyway houses were upgraded 
through residential gentrification. Instead, low- income migrants moved 
into inner- city neighbourhoods and to a lesser extent workplace neigh-
bourhoods. Social interaction and participation declined. The traditional-
ism has come to an end. Along with the task of dealing with the problems 
created by marketisation, the state apparatus has been formed, improved 
and upgraded at the neighbourhood level. Through the ‘community con-
struction’ movement in the 2000s and more recently ‘grid management’, 
neighbourhood governance has seen professionalisation. The new state– 
society relation is now more administratively oriented. The change is a 
reaction of these traditional neighbourhoods to market development –  a 
social protection mechanism. But this mechanism of social self- protection 
has eventually transformed society itself –  beginning with the restoration 
of some state redistributive functions. In order to redistribute social wel-
fare, the nature of the society ‘from the soil’ has been transformed. We see 
a more procedural and bureaucratic state apparatus in a Weberian sense 
in traditional parts of urban China.

Chapter 3 investigates a new type of migrant neighbourhood –  
‘urban villages’ –  which has evolved out of former rural villages near the 
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city. Migrant enclaves are created as informal settlements on the social-
ist urban topography of inner- city and workplace neighbourhoods. The 
informal housing is built by villagers or their shareholding cooperatives. 
The corporatisation of village land has led to disappearing traditional 
collectivism. Building urban villages means ‘business’. The chapter looks 
into how Little Hubei in Guangzhou is transforming into a space of pro-
duction, and how the relation of native places (laoxiang) is different 
from the close social relation of traditional villages. Urban villages are 
places of transience, as seen from Tangjialing in Beijing, changing from 
an ‘ant tribe’ enclave to a new town; Gaojiabang in Shanghai, vanish-
ing into a business park; and Liede in Guangzhou, experiencing corpo-
ratisation and massive redevelopment. A new moral order is based on 
property rights rather than organic social engagements. Although rural 
migrants maintain neighbourly social interactions, they are not incorpo-
rated into village governance. Different from a rural village, the urban 
village is a ‘limited’ society, a mixture of production activities and partial 
social relations. The rural village has been physically transformed and 
disappeared. There is a temptation to interpret the change as a result 
of Chinese authoritarianism –  strong state authority and a weak soci-
ety under socialism. However, the main problem with this view is the 
inappropriate assumption about state and society relations in the past. 
There is a need for a more spatialised view to understand the Chinese 
residential landscape. We need to understand both broad urban changes 
and how the state and society co- evolve under the impact of marketisa-
tion, generating significant impacts on the traditionalism of rural society. 
Urban villages represent not only residential differentiation but also the 
process of differentiation between the state and society, through which 
the state is separated from the society in the process of urbanisation. The 
state has been ‘forced’ out of its embedded position in a totalised soci-
ety and then takes over new functionality –  partly as a social protection 
mechanism to respond to the threat of a marketised society. The urban 
village is an exemplar of disappearing traditionalism, which had been 
remaining strong due to urban– rural dualism under state socialism until 
the Chinese urban revolution.

Chapter 4 investigates the middle- class gated communities. 
Residential enclosure is a ubiquitous landscape of Chinese cities. Gated 
communities are the mainstream residential form for the middle class. 
Residents seek greater personal privacy rather than collectivism in these 
neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods are spaces moving away from a 
‘totalised society’. However, private governance is not a defining param-
eter of Chinese gated communities. A closer look into the development 
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process reveals that the residential form of enclosed super- blocks is a 
cost- effective approach to property development, as a built environment 
product for residential privacy. This chapter examines cases such as Sun 
City Beijing and ‘Orange County’ to understand service packaging and 
decorative design. The emergent homeowners’ association and the prop-
erty management company complicate neighbourhood governance. The 
solidarity of Chinese gated communities is built upon shared property 
interests rather than a world of acquaintances. Reflecting Fei Xiaotong’s 
distinction between the public and private in China, the book concurs 
with the idea that the development of gated communities is a process 
of ‘individualisation’ accompanying the Chinese urban revolution. As 
residents left traditional and workplace neighbourhoods and moved 
into gated communities, the differential mode of association and neo- 
traditionalism has come to an end. Property owners do not replicate 
their social relation of previous traditionalism in new places. Choosing 
a gated community is basically a choice of consumer products, with dif-
ferent degrees of security, services and prices; the gated community is a 
micro consumer society. It is not a public choice for different governments 
or governance modes. The extent of self- governance is quite limited. 
The gated community is a new type of ‘community’ of property owners. 
Different from the rural village based on the differential mode of associa-
tion, it is an imagined community that has little actual social interaction 
but common interests in property rights. It is not evolving into a ‘civil 
society’ that can exert political demands for governance. The construc-
tion of these gated neighbourhoods started with the market provision of 
housing and consequent property management services. But the state 
still plays an important role in neighbourhood governance. The configu-
ration of governance mode becomes even more complicated when there 
are different combinations of actors such as the property management 
company, the homeowners’ association, the residents’ committee and 
street offices in diverse neighbourhood types.

Chapter 5 summarises the findings from residential neighbour-
hoods in China to shed light on the ‘nature of cities’. Placing urban China 
in three recent debates in the field of urban studies –  the ‘nature of cit-
ies’, the city as concentrated form versus the urban as assemblages, and 
particularism versus generalisation –  the book adopts a historical and 
contextualised view of neighbourhood changes to show that Chinese 
society has embarked on a journey towards greater complexity, diversity 
and heterogeneity. Fei Xiaotong developed an ideal type of rural China –  
a ‘society from the soil’ –  from Kaixiangong village in Jiangsu province. 
In contrast, observations from these Chinese urban neighbourhoods 
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show a common trend of ‘leaving the soil’ in the new urban China. The 
consumer revolution has not led to a self- governed society, nor has the 
building of residential communities by the state managed to recreate an 
entirely totalised society. Rather, urban revolution leads to a necessarily 
modernised and more visible state in China. Residential transformations 
in China over recent years have not only changed cities but changed state 
governance itself.

The Conclusion suggests that new urban China is no longer con-
fined to the differential mode of association or the principle of (neo- )
traditionalism. It is no longer earth- bounded. Introducing the market 
mechanism, along with urbanisation, has generated significant impacts 
on Chinese society. Echoing earlier research on the ‘consumer revolution’ 
in China, this book understands Chinese social changes as an urban ques-
tion and explores the implications for governance. The purpose of this 
book is to understand the origin of the strong state in its urban context. 
The urban revolution does not lead to the dominance of the market, nor 
a self- governed society, but rather triggered a Polanyian turn –  social 
self- protection achieved through consequential rising state action. In 
the Chinese case, we see the rise of ‘state entrepreneurialism’ with pro-
fessionalised and technical governance, which have established a wide 
range of formal neighbourhood governance institutions. Thus, a visible 
state emerges from China’s urban revolution.

Notes
 1. The original use of Fei Xiaotong stresses the differential pattern. But from its application to an 

earth- bounded rural village, an overall mode can be inferred, as all residents are associated 
by the territorial network of social relation based on kinship and lineage. This book interprets 
the pattern as an overall order derived from differential associations. In this way, I tend to 
interpret chaxugeju as ‘the mode of differential associations’. That is, the emphasis is placed on 
an order of differentiation. See Barbalet (2021a; 2021b) for further elaboration on the usage 
of the concept.

 2. See Barbalet, 2021a: 360.
 3. Barbalet, 2021a: 360.
 4. The notion was related to the contrast between rural and urban life, back to Ferdinand Tönnies 

about Gemeinschaft (community) and Gesellschaft (society) whereby Gemeinschaft refers to 
more closely knit and localised social ties, while Gesellschaft refers to indirect interactions, 
social norms and formal values. For Fei Xiaotong, the contrast is also between Chinese and 
Western societies. For relational networks (guanxi) derived from Fei Xiaotong’s concept in 
Chinese society, see Bian (2019).

 5. See Esherick, 2000.
 6. For example, Bian (2019) developed sophisticated social network analysis based on the belief 

that Fei’s differential mode of association lays down the validity of guanxi in China.
 7. Although this does not mean that the Chinese urban ecology is totally static. For example, from 

the sixteenth to the mid- eighteenth centuries, Beijing saw the development of two distinct 
centres, ‘one serving merchant and tradesmen and the other host to China’s scholar- official 
elite’ (Belsky, 2000: 54).
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 8. Thanks to the reviewer for suggesting this sentence.
 9. Thanks to the reviewer for reminding me on this point. For native-place associations, see 

Belsky, 2005.
 10. Esherick, 2000.
 11. Ma, 2009.
 12. Ma, 2009.
 13. This concept was coined by Walder (1986), which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
 14. Ma, 2009: 67.
 15. See Wu, 2015 for city planning in different areas.
 16. Strand, 2000.
 17. Yeh, 2008.
 18. Lee, 1999.
 19. Davis, 2000.
 20. Li, 2015.
 21. Wu, 1997.
 22. Wu, 2015.
 23. Friedmann, 1987.
 24. Wu, 2015.
 25. Sun, 2004: 31.
 26. Wu, 2018b.
 27. Wu, 2003.
 28. Lin, 2006; Wu, 2016b.
 29. Wu, 2016c.
 30. Wu, 2008.
 31. Davis, 2000.
 32. Ma and Xiang, 1998.
 33. Sun, 2004.
 34. See for example Smith (2021) on Chongqing; Kipnis (2016) on Zouping city in Shandong 

province.
 35. Thanks to the reviewer for the suggestion to stress this point.
 36. See Lincoln (2021) for an overall introduction.
 37. With exceptions, for example, Lu (2006) and Liang (2014).
 38. There are extensive studies on labour movements and social contexts. Frazier (2019) linked 

social movements such as riots, strikes and protests with place- based politics.
 39. In this sense, it is similar to The Power of Place (2019) by Mark Frazier, who compared urban 

social movements in Shanghai and Mumbai and their impacts on their respective political 
regimes.

 40. As Fei Xiaotong, his rural China is also in contrast with ‘Western’ society.
 41. For smaller cities, see He et al. (2018); Qian and Tang (2019); Qian and Wei (2020); and Su 

(2015) on border cities in Yunan. Woodworth and Wallace (2017) and Su and Qian (2020) for 
the city of Ordos in Inner Mongolia.

 42. On the urban morphology, Gaubatz (1996) examined the cities in China’s north- western 
region. Not all cities in China have alleyway housing as in Beijing and Shanghai.
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1
Changing residential landscape:  
a new urban social geography

In order to understand the spatial setting of China’s urban transforma-
tion, we should explore its social geography at a finer neighbourhood 
scale. Before census data were made available to provide an ‘ecological’ 
portrait of Chinese social areas, the complexity of urban space under 
socialism and in the earlier stage of economic reform in the 1980s was 
noted. There were some observations about four generic residential 
types, which include:

(a) traditional neighbourhoods in the old city area, mainly devel-
oped in the pre- 1949 periods; (b) single work unit living quarters, 
largely associated with industrial development, with clear bounda-
ries (walls) defining land uses, and mainly developed in the period 
from 1949 to 1978; (c) mixed comprehensive communities, in the 
suburban areas, jointly developed by work units or through compre-
hensive development by municipality, and developed since the late 
1970s; (d) rural– urban fringe villages, related to urban encroach-
ment on rural villages, developed spontaneously and sometimes 
‘illegally’ since the late 1970s. (Wu 2002b, 162)

In other words, the urban residential landscape under socialism is in 
essence characterised by two types: the pre- socialist legacy of more 
‘informal’ and organic neighbourhoods (type a) and socialist formally 
built residential areas (type b). The latter enjoyed the welfare benefits 
redistributed from the state but at the same time were subject to a more 
modern hierarchical management. This pattern was complicated by the 
introduction of market development and the change in development 
organisation (types c and d).1
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A new urban social geography

In the earlier stage of reform when the market approach to housing pro-
duction was introduced, the role of the municipality was strengthened. 
Housing was not fully commoditised until 1998 when the allocation 
of welfare housing was abolished. The housing was market produced 
but administratively allocated.2 Nevertheless, this new development 
approach allowed joint development, which transformed the landscape 
of work- unit compounds. New housing estates developed into more 
mixed communities. Later, with the progress of housing reform, ‘com-
modity housing’, which is purchased as properties under the real estate 
boom, led to the development of ‘gated communities’ in Chinese suburbs. 
In the peripheral urban areas, informal development by rural villagers 
interrupted the pattern of discrete urban and rural areas and introduced 
a space ‘in- between’. These urbanised villages in former rural areas not 
only extended the built- up area, informally and irregularly, but also 
became a ubiquitous and distinct Chinese residential landscape.

One of the earliest studies on Chinese urban social areas by Anthony 
Yeh and his colleagues, using transport, population and land use data 
from small areas in Guangzhou, revealed that the ‘differentiation’ of 
urban space exhibited as the difference between land uses rather than 
social stratification (Yeh et al. 1995). In this sense, the patterns identified 
by the factorial ecology are not really ‘residential differentiation’ created 
as spatial manifestation of socioeconomic stratification. The study of 
Guangzhou revealed the variation in terms of population density, educa-
tion, employment, house quality and household composition. Along with 
these differences, five types of areas were identified: high- density and 
mixed function areas; cadre areas; workers’ areas; intellectual areas; and 
scattered agricultural areas. The first and the last categories refer respec-
tively to pre- 1949 traditional neighbourhoods and rural settlements. The 
three categories in between are different work- unit residential areas.

These areas reveal the characters of the employers (work- units) 
as government offices and institutions, manufacturing industries and 
universities. For example, the difference between factory and university 
living quarters is in the nature of land use rather than residential ‘segre-
gation’ between workers and teachers as different social classes. In fact, 
within the university staff quarter, workers employed by the university 
(for example, workers for canteens and estates) lived in the same com-
pound. Through work- unit housing provision, the workplace and resi-
dence maintained a strong link. The Chinese residential landscape thus 
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presented a cellular structure; the variation between these units should 
be seen more as statistical difference in terms of their characteristics. The 
spatial pattern identified reflects under- differentiated and integrated res-
idential landscapes in the 1980s. The most striking feature is that these 
identified ‘ecological units’ are not class- based social areas.

Through the development boom that started with Deng Xiaoping’s 
southern China tour in 1992, such integrated spaces began to be broken 
down. Using 2000 population census data at the fine resolution (juwei-
hui, the residents’ committee), Zhigang Li and Fulong Wu (2008) provide 
a portrait of the residential landscape of Shanghai after its great urban 
expansion in the 1990s. The spatial variation of housing tenure is becom-
ing prominent; the starkest contrast being between ‘commodity housing 
purchased’ and ‘public housing rental’, with the index of dissimilarity3 
reaching 0.7. By comparison, this index when measuring black and white 
segregation in the United States in the 2000s is around 0.6. This indicates 
a quite significant level of differentiation between different housing ten-
ures. As mentioned earlier, ‘residential differentiation’ in the early reform 
period represented the statistical variation of neighbourhoods in terms 
of residents’ occupation. Except for this difference, other socioeconomic 
attributes did not show significant spatial differentiation. Residential dif-
ferentiation between rural migrants and local residents is rather modest, 
even with an increasing rural migrant population. In other words, in the 
1990s Shanghai had not yet seen the obvious spatial concentration of 
rural migrants, who were more scattered and mixed with local residents 
either in traditional inner urban neighbourhoods or peri- urban villages.

Residential segregation had not occurred in a significant way 
before the 2000s when more rural migrants began to concentrate. It was 
observed that:

Most communities are characterised by homogenous tenure and 
heterogeneous population. In all, post- reform urban China is 
characterised by tenure- based residential segregation. Through 
market- oriented housing consumption, a new stratified sociospa-
tial structure is in the making. (Li and Wu 2008, 404)

Residential differentiation in Shanghai in the 1990s was led by hous-
ing changes –  the relocation of residents into commodity housing 
estates in contrast to public housing tenants. While the overall pattern 
of rural migrant population in peri- urban areas was obvious, residen-
tial differentiation was finer grained and caused by different housing 
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 tenures. Residential relocation driven by new housing consumption 
broke the tightly integrated work- unit compounds and established new 
neighbourhoods.

Studies suggest that neighbourhoods are the appropriate spatial 
scale for understanding residential segregation and the neighbour-
hood changes that have laid down the mechanism of a new urban social 
 geography.4 To understand ‘tenure- based residential segregation’, it is 
important to examine neighbourhoods composed of different types of 
housing. Such a finding echoes earlier observations of four generic neigh-
bourhood types and reflects the division between the first two ‘ traditional’ 
and socialist types and the newly developed neighbourhoods of middle- 
class, owner- occupied housing and private rental housing.5 But in order 
to understand the new residential landscapes and their mechanism, we 
need to examine these neighbourhoods more closely.

The mechanism of migrant residential segregation was strength-
ened with the large- scale influx of rural migrants into major Chinese cit-
ies in the 2000s after China joined the WTO and became the ‘workshop 
of the world’ (Figure 1.1). Also in the 2000s, large- scale and substan-
tial housing commodification reshaped the residential landscape. China 
entered a real estate boom following its drastic policy to end the provi-
sion of welfare housing in 1998. The policy was to use domestic property 
development to rescue the economy after the Asian financial crisis. The 
development of the real estate market strengthened the role of residen-
tial choice in sociospatial differentiation.

Using 2010 census data, again at the fine spatial resolution of res-
idents’ committees, Jie Shen and Yang Xiao (2020) find that residential 
segregation based on educational attainment (an indicator of human 
capital and highly related to income-  and market- based social stratifica-
tion) has become more obvious. The massive construction of commod-
ity housing estates in the suburbs has attracted the middle class to move 
there, starting a process of suburbanisation and perhaps ‘professional-
isation’ in the suburbs. Meanwhile, under economic restructuring and 
globalisation, the central area of Shanghai has been redeveloped for the 
tertiary sector, while suburban districts have experienced the relocation 
and development of manufacturing industries.6 The provision of jobs for 
migrants in the suburbs and the difficulty of finding accommodation in 
the central area have led to further concentration of migrant workers 
in the suburban area. Rural villages have turned into migrant enclaves. 
Consequently, the suburb became highly heterogeneous and differenti-
ated in socioeconomic status.7
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Three consequent studies reveal that the segregation of migrants 
from the local population continued to grow throughout the 2000s.8 
Moreover, educational attainment and migrant status were two major 
dimensions of residential segregation found in 2010.9 Compared with 
2000, in terms of educational profiles, the central area has seen the rise of 
high- status neighbourhoods, while university towns in the suburbs have 
led to the concentration of high- education population in selective places. 
In terms of migrant status, the replacement of former mixed neighbour-
hoods in the suburbs with migrant neighbourhoods is the most apparent 
change in the residential landscape. Suburban neighbourhoods became 
the most segregated places.

The two dimensions are actually related to and reinforce each 
other. Highly educated migrants can turn their migrant status into 
new citizens through the route of merit- based scoring which has been 
implemented by the more relaxed system of household registration to 
absorb the ‘elite and talents’. The policy is known as ‘migrant integration’ 
(shiminghua) but the actual outcome is very selective. Shen and Xiao 
(2020) observed the impact of these two dimensions on the residential 
 landscape in Shanghai:

Figure 1.1 Shanghai Pudong new area, showing the Lujiazui Financial 
and Trade Zone, which symbolises China’s ascent in the global economy. 
Taken in 2008.
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The central areas have witnessed the emergence of many mixed 
neighbourhoods where migrants and hukou holders live. But the 
development of high- status neighbourhoods along the inner ring 
road has led to a great increase in educational segregation. In the 
suburbs, along with the emergence of both high- status neighbour-
hoods and migrant neighbourhoods, the suburbs have become more 
heterogeneous. Accordingly, the level of segregation is greater in 
the suburbs than in central areas. (p. 1351)

In short, the residential landscape in 2010 shows that two emerging 
trends identified in the 1990s have been enhanced in the 2000s: segre-
gation due to first housing relocation and second the influx of migrant 
population. These two mechanisms have eventually consolidated the 
development of two entirely new types of neighbourhood: migrant 
enclaves and gated communities.

Together with researchers from Shanghai, John Logan investigated 
residential segregation in Shanghai across different spatial rings (inner 
Shanghai, inner suburbs and outer suburbs) at the whole metropolitan 
scale. Their study confirms that local Shanghainese, urban and rural 
migrants literally live in different urban worlds –  their neighbourhoods 
having distinctive composition of housing tenures. They found that ‘… 
some tenure types rarely overlap at all in the same neighbourhoods’ (Gu 
et al. 2021, 90), as these housing tenures are spatially fixed by their pre- 
socialist and socialist development histories. For example, ‘rural fixed 
locals (those with a rural Shanghai hukou who live in their registered 
place) are far less likely to live in a commodity housing neighbourhood’, 
‘extremely unlikely to live in a public housing or mixed public and com-
modity housing neighbourhood’. But ‘in contrast, they are very likely to 
live in neighbourhoods that consist of predominantly self- built housing’ 
(p. 91). They stress the continuation of segregation, explaining that

the patterns attributable to the market reform period mostly did 
not supplant the socialist urban structure, but rather used it as its 
foundation. Segregation today can be attributed less to current 
class inequality than to state policies in the distant and recent past 
that have determined when, where and for whom housing is built. 
(Gu et al. 2021, 80)

They argue that, although increasing income inequality and housing 
prices tend to ‘create a potential for the emerging settlement patterns to 
resemble the Western model of class- based segregation, … institutional 
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forces continue to be more important than market forces in creating the 
particular (and complex) pattern of segregation and spatial distribution 
of social groups in Shanghai’ (p. 96).

All residential segregation studies suggest that it is meaningful to 
use neighbourhoods as a basic unit to observe urban changes. The social 
typology of the residential world has turned from the dualistic one of 
traditional and work- unit neighbourhoods into a fourfold one with two 
new types: migrant and middle- class neighbourhoods. If the difference 
between the first two types of neighbourhoods under socialism reflects 
the pre- socialist historical legacy, the variation of state welfare provi-
sion and degrees of formalisation and bureaucratisation, the contrast 
between the two new types of neighbourhoods in the post- reform era is 
sharp, producing a profound impact on urban China. They reflect two 
different residential worlds with entirely different physical appearances, 
composition of residents, housing tenure and governance.

Some residents of traditional neighbourhoods managed to move 
into work- unit compounds through formal job recruitment by state work- 
units. However, it is rare for a migrant worker in an urban village to 
move into a gated community; this route is only for successful migrant 
entrepreneurs. For highly educated migrants, the pathway is again their 
employment. In other words, although they may temporarily stay in 
urban villages, their remuneration from human capital enables them to 
purchase property and move into gated communities just like their fel-
low staff living in the work- unit compound. In other words, residential 
mobility between urban villages and gated communities is low; when 
such mobility does happen, it is the same as residential mobility from the 
central area to the suburb within the city, while urban villages are treated 
only as temporary accommodation.

After depicting a picture of residential differentiation, it is possi-
ble to examine individual types of neighbourhoods to understand how 
‘traditionalism’ has been broken down. China has seen a rising consum-
erism (Figure 1.2).10 However, the collapse of an organic society is not 
simply caused by consumerism that challenges state authority. As will 
be seen later, the homeowners’ association does not play this role, as 
might be expected, by injecting the private realm. The urban village is 
not a world without rules, as its informal appearance might suggest. We 
need to understand how governance is simultaneously transformed and 
enhanced and how order is maintained. In the following discussion, the 
features of these four generic neighbourhoods are explained first before 
the internal dynamics and governance are subjected to closer examina-
tion in the respective chapters.
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Four types of neighbourhoods

Traditional neighbourhoods were less bureaucratised because street 
offices –  a quasi- government agency under the district government –  
and their subsidiary ‘mass organisations’ called residents’ committees 
( juming weiyuanhui) provided the basis of governance. This was less 
formal than state work- units under formal government departments. 
Traditional neighbourhoods were less incorporated into the state system 
than work- unit compounds, factory living quarters or large industrial- 
residential complexes.

In terms of housing tenure, a large proportion of traditional neigh-
bourhoods comprised public housing converted from pre- 1949 private 
housing but under the management of municipal housing bureaux. This 
is a relatively inferior type of public housing compared with ‘work- unit 
housing’.11 Because the residents in traditional neighbourhoods stayed 
there for a long time, they were familiar with one another and developed 
close relationships. Courtyard housing (siheyuan) in alleyways (hutong) 
in Beijing and shikumen housing in lanes or alleyways (lilong or longtang) 

Figure 1.2 Fashion and foreign brands symbolise a new era of 
consumption and consumerism. Daning Plaza in former Zhabei  
District, the low- end of Shanghai, has totally transformed the area. 
Taken in 2017.
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in Shanghai all present the features of traditional neighbourhoods and 
intense social interaction (Figure 1.3).

Work- unit neighbourhoods were usually built by state work- units 
as staff living quarters (Figure 1.4). Larger employers were able to build 
their own exclusive work- unit compounds (Figure 1.5). Smaller work- 
units needed to jointly develop accommodation for their workers or 
relied on workers’ new villages developed by the municipal government. 
Workers’ new villages were an upscale version of work- unit compounds 
for multiple work- units. Residents lived in work- unit neighbourhoods 
owing to their employment and affiliation to a work- unit. They all 
belonged to the community of the work- unit but at the same time stayed 
in the same living environment. This configuration combined the sec-
ondary and economic relationship with the territorial social relationship. 
Along with socialist life- long employment came residential stability and 
tenancy security.

Work- unit neighbourhoods were therefore a world of acquaint-
ances, although neighbouring relations also overlapped with professional 

Figure 1.3 The lane houses in Zuopu Road, Shanghai, showing the 
high- density residential neighbourhoods. The original quality of the 
housing shown in the photo is comparatively higher than usual lane 
houses. The multiple occupancies of lane houses further increase the 
population density, making a crowded urban world. Taken in 2016.
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Figure 1.4 The staff housing in No. 1 Village, Xi’an Jiaotong 
University. This part was constructed in the late 1970s but it 
deteriorated quite significantly as shown in the photo. Taken in 2016.

Figure 1.5 The work- unit compound of Baiwanzhuang, Beijing, 
before the area was demolished in 2014. The quality of housing was 
relatively higher as it was for the staff living quarters of the central 
government ministries. The layout was influenced by the Soviet super 
neighbourhood block. Taken in 2014.
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interactions. Compared with traditional neighbourhoods, work- unit 
neighbourhoods may not have stronger neighbourhood social interactions. 
There could be several reasons for this. First, neighbourhood interaction 
might be substituted by workplace interaction. Because of concern over 
the complication of work relationships, especially during constant polit-
ical movements, neighbouring might be deliberately kept minimal and 
informal by residents, in order to stand away from workplace relations.

Second, because the estate department of a work- unit was respon-
sible for estate maintenance, residents needed less mutual help. The 
work- unit compound is a reinvention of the society ‘from the soil’ in an 
environment in which residents perform industrial and modern eco-
nomic activities which are impersonal and secondary in terms of social 
relationships. Although the ‘totalised society’ rather successfully main-
tained a low cost of information collection and monitoring, there was 
hidden tension between the need for partial relations and private space, 
and all presence and comprehensive relations extended from working 
relations into the neighbourhood. Work- unit compounds had some secu-
rity features such as gates and walls, but compared with the new gated 
communities of commodity housing, the security was rather lax.

Due to tight social integration, the work- unit compound was truly 
a place of ‘neighbourhood watch’. It did not need ‘surveillance’ as a 
technical and professional service. Such an exclusive environment inte-
grated with living and work had significant implications for social life,12 
for example ‘organised dependence’,13 because workers were dependent 
upon collective consumption organised by the work- unit. Work- units 
organised social life and provided a wide range of amenities such as cin-
emas and canteens to their residents. Because of this form of material 
provision and social organisation, traditional features were preserved, 
replicated and strengthened in work- unit neighbourhoods.

The post- reform era witnessed the emergence of two types of neigh-
bourhoods. First, rural villages near the city evolved into a new category 
of social area in urban China. These urbanised rural villages are called 
‘urban villages’ (chengzhongcun in Chinese) (Figure 1.6). Their  residents –  
 farmers –  lost their agricultural land during land acquisition but managed 
to keep their housing plots because it was cheaper to acquire farmland than 
to obtain the land of village housing through relocating farmers. Hence, 
rural villages remained and were encircled by the city. With the influx of 
migrants from other rural areas, these villages literally became migrant 
settlements providing low- cost housing to migrant workers.14 The concen-
tration of migrant population in peripheral urban areas is due to the lack 
of affordable rental housing in the urban areas themselves. In residential 
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areas formerly built by state work- units, homeowners who were sitting 
tenants of former public housing did not have spare property. In central 
areas, although much low- quality housing could be used for private rental 
housing, residents usually lost their property when they were relocated by 
urban redevelopment projects to suburban settlements. Thus, the supply 
of rental housing in former urbanised areas became limited.

When migrants came to the city, they could not find sufficient pri-
vate rental housing in work- unit compounds or traditional urban neigh-
bourhoods. Rather, they had to find accommodation at the periphery of 
the city, usually in urban villages. When villagers saw the opportunity to 
make an income from renting out spare rooms, they began to extend their 
housing or even rebuilt their property into multi- floor buildings. Because 
of relatively lax land regulation and development control in rural areas, 
the scale of redevelopment was massive, creating a distinctive feature of 
extremely narrow alleyways between buildings as every house owner tried 
to build right up to the boundary of their land plots. The influx of migrant 
renters transformed the rural community into a migrant enclave. The pro-
portion of the migrant population is much higher than that of local vil-
lagers. Some villager landlords have moved into new nearby resettlement 

Figure 1.6 An urban village, Zhucun (Pearl Village) in Guangzhou. 
The photo shows how new self- built rental housing maximises the use 
of space within individual housing plots. The communal area is under- 
maintained. Taken in 2012.
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villages and use their properties especially for rental. The ratio of migrant 
population to locals could be as high as 20 times in some cases.

The media have tended to describe the physical environment of 
urban villages as dirty and chaotic, and the government is seriously con-
cerned about the crime rate in urban villages because migrant tenants 
have high residential mobility and are not under the usual neighbour-
hood management. Nevertheless, urban villages are not a lawless world; 
landlords usually have no problem collecting rents, and most migrant 
tenants are employed, coming into the city for work. Many live with their 
families, compared with those who lived in factory dormitories. Because 
of the informal living environment, migrant tenants encounter each other 
and maintain intense social interaction. But they are not able to partic-
ipate in neighbourhood activities, even if these social activities exist. 
Migrants are excluded from neighbourhood affairs and decision- making, 
because the local villagers are the property owners and the sharehold-
ing company of the village is the ‘executive board’ of village business. In 
short, the urban village is an economic space of rental housing for rural 
villagers and a cost- effective shelter for migrant workers (Figure 1.7). 
But the traditional rural community has been broken down.

Figure 1.7 A dormitory for rural migrant workers, by private factory 
owners, in Shantou, Guangdong province. The photo shows crowded 
living conditions, standardised structure, and strict management as all 
windows are protected by safety nets. Taken in 2013.
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Besides the urban village, the second new type is ‘gated community’, 
which is a term originating from North America, referring to ‘privately 
governed and secured neighbourhoods’.15 The concept consists of two 
aspects in its definition: first, security features surrounding the neigh-
bourhood, for example, gates and walls; and second, private governance 
which is associated with privatisation and governance, for example, ‘con-
tractual constitution’. It would be difficult to apply the full definition to 
the Chinese context in which gating is ubiquitous while ‘private’ govern-
ance by the community is questionable. We use the security component 
of the definition to refer to the enclosed estates in China as gated com-
munities without endorsing a view that they follow private governance.

Most commodity housing estates for Chinese middle class are 
secured; many are built in the suburbs, but inner areas also see the devel-
opment of gated apartments or condominium compounds (Figure 1.8). 
In Chinese, these secured estates are called ‘enclosed micro- districts’ 
(fengbi xiaoqu). The concept of xiaoqu is a planning concept, which 
means that these estates are developed by planning, similar to workers’ 
new villages –  the ‘micro- district’ planned for socialist workers. Later 

Figure 1.8 An ordinary commodity housing estate in Tianjin Sino- 
Singapore Eco- city. The area was previously low land in an industrial 
area. The photo shows some modest security and the gate. Taken 
in 2014.
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all planned residential neighbourhoods beyond the compound of single 
work- unit are called residential xiaoqu. The term fengbi means ‘enclosed’. 
The combination of these two words indicates that these estates were 
designed before they were developed and earmarked with a boundary. 
These are new neighbourhoods, often developed from scratch by real- 
estate developers. As such they are not memorable places, even lacking 
a place name before they were built.16 Therefore, exotic names such as 
Orange County, Yosemite, Beverly Hills, Fontainebleau and Thames 
Town were invented to hint that these were upper- market housing 
estates.17 Some are decorated in ostentatious or neo- classical building 
styles. Considering the namelessness of these places, it is understanda-
ble that their developers have had to brand the place and ‘package’ the 
services to attract homebuyers.

Residents in gated communities are all homeowners; except in pre-
mium central locations, rental is rare. The property owners may consider 
them as second or third homes for occasional use, but they are mostly 
for investment purposes if the owners do not live there. Many properties 
in gated communities have been sold but are left empty, because rental 
income does not justify the huge investment and the cost of redecoration 
after renting out. Gated communities are built into micro- districts based 
on large parcels divided by main roads. It is the cheapest and fastest way 
to divide land into large parcels because they require fewer infrastructure 
networks and are also suitable for land sale. The developer enclosed the 
land after buying it from the municipal government, which is the only 
legitimate seller. Because gated communities were developed quickly 
during suburbanisation and the real estate boom, social services have not 
been fully developed. Property management companies were introduced 
to maintain the estates.

Initially, the developer of gated communities was responsible for 
appointing and supervising property management companies. But soon 
after the completion of development projects, many developers wished 
to offload this burden, although some developers may continue to man-
age the neighbourhood for the sake of the company brand. Homeowners’ 
associations were set up to manage property- related issues and super-
vise property management companies. Residents are homeowners and 
associated with the gated communities through property rights, which 
formed a community of consumers. They have an attachment to the 
neighbourhood based on this interest in property and are sometimes 
mobilised to defend their rights during property disputes with the devel-
oper or property management companies. On the other hand, the gov-
ernance of gated communities is very different from that of traditional 
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neighbourhoods or work- unit compounds. However, in terms of neigh-
bouring and social interaction, residents keep a comfortable distance 
from each other, although they may participate in leisure activities in 
communal space.

Urban life and social mentality

Associated with urbanisation and the making of the ‘metropolis’, 
according to George Simmel (1903/ 2002), is a new social mentality. 
This mentality, in response to the nature of the metropolis as a place of 
higher density and intensive encountering, is a ‘blasé attitude’ or indif-
ference to other dwellers. Individuals tend to explore their own freedom 
and personality rather than caring for the lives of other people.18 This 
‘sensory over- stimulation’ or ‘overexposure of the senses to external 
stimuli’ eventually leads to more rationalisation, objectivity and indif-
ference, as well as to autonomy and the self- identity of  individuals.19 
This thesis of the ‘blasé metropolitan attitude’ tends to build upon the 
generic nature of the metropolis.20 However, rather than thinking of 
this as the ‘natural’ trait of life in the metropolis, here these characteris-
tics are described as socially constructed along with residential changes 
and marketisation in China. This book describes the social and histori-
cal process behind this development in diverse contexts. While largely 
confirming this overall trend –  the decline of parochialism along with 
the loosening of the bonds of  collectivism –  its manifestation is varie-
gated and contextually dependent.

The Chicago School largely extended Simmel’s tradition, as shown 
in Robert Park’s research on the changing moral order in cities and Louis 
Wirth’s famous notion of ‘urbanism as a way of life’. Borrowing an older 
German proverb of ‘city air makes men free (stadtluft macht frei)’, Park 
(1915) described the ‘advantage and alluring characteristics of the city 
such as better chances of social mobility and individual freedom’.21 But at 
the same time the increasing mobility of the population and the exten-
sion of industrial organisation led to ‘impersonal relations defined by 
money’.22 Population is defined into vocational groups, breaking down 
social groups and the traditional social structure based on family ties 
and local associations and substituting them for the organisation of voca-
tional interests.23 Louis Wirth (1938) further elaborated that the division 
of labour and the proliferation of different professions are driven by the 
‘segmental character and utilitarian accent of interpersonal relations in 
the city’ (p. 13).
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In short, while the traditional moral order is defined by shared 
sentiments and memories and based on primary and neighbourhood 
relations, that order is modified by the peculiar characteristics of the 
city with secondary relations characterised by anonymity and personal 
interest. The moral order differs between the city and the rural society 
 (village).24 The Chicago School attributes the difference to the nature 
of the city –  as the site for industrial production and high population 
mobility, rather than the capitalist mode of production in history. But 
later studies found that even in large cities such as Boston, the Italian- 
American ethnic working- class neighbourhood demonstrated the char-
acteristics of the village. The village- like life of ‘urban villagers’25 is 
represented as a subculture of the metropolis. In the post- war United 
States, the existence of close residential communities was threatened by 
large- scale inner- city renewal.26

The Chicago School of sociology invented a human ecology per-
spective to understand the city and the characteristics of urban life. The 
city is distinctive and is defined by these ecological characteristics. This 
approach was criticised for its lack of attention to other political eco-
nomic factors. For example, Manuel Castells (1977) suggests that the city 
should be understood as the basic unit for social reproduction through 
collective consumption organised by the state. David Harvey (1978) 
developed the concept of the spatial fix to see the production of the built 
environment (the city) as an extension of capitalist production and its 
function in sustaining capital accumulation. In other words, these social 
areas are not ‘naturally’ formed by human ecological processes of inva-
sion and succession. The distinction between the city and the rural is not 
just in terms of agricultural and industrial or commercial activities but 
is also defined by the territory of state governance. In the thesis of ‘plan-
etary urbanisation’, developed by Neil Brenner and Christian Schmid 
(2011), the urban is not a bounded spatial unit, but exists in relational 
terms through the process of urbanisation created by the everyday life of 
urban dwellers.27

This book aims to understand urban China in this context of chang-
ing urban life and social mentality. It does not characterise the Chinese 
city as having ‘concentric zones’ or natural ‘social areas’ to be discovered 
by factorial ecology, which has been extensively studied in China.28 But 
rather, generic neighbourhoods are discovered within the context of spe-
cific urban history, the changing relation between the state and capital, 
and reorientation of social relations and organisation.

Looking back at the history of urban development in Central and 
Eastern Europe, the socialist city hoped to create a new built environment 
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to create a new mentality or personality –  ‘socialist man’29 –  committed to 
collectivism and further to the state. The concept of neighbourhood was 
applied to develop the micro- district, the residential district consisting 
of neighbourhoods provided with community facilities such as nurser-
ies and primary schools. It was hoped that by using public facilities in 
a small territory, the effect of alienation from large- scale industrialisa-
tion could be avoided.30 The development of the socialist city reduced 
private consumption in neighbourhood life and in turn fostered collec-
tivism. However, the result was that while street life became politicised, 
residents turned to a more family- oriented life within their houses.31 The 
residential neighbourhood was a social space organised by the state. The 
actual development was implemented by smaller administrative units, 
hence creating fragmentation between industrial sectors and territorial 
administrations.32

China adopted a similar strategy of ‘industrialisation without 
urbanisation’. Therefore, the level of urbanisation was low because only 
the urban population enjoyed state collective consumption. The extent 
of urbanisation was limited and urbanism as a way of life was absent 
because of the collectivist characteristics of urban neighbourhoods. 
‘Informal’ social relations were maintained in alleyway neighbourhoods 
or invented and grafted onto industrialised and formal workplaces. 
Bureaucratisation was incomplete, not only because full entitlement was 
available only to the ‘insider of the system’ but also because residential 
neighbourhoods retained reciprocal relations. In this sense, before China 
started its market reform the country was quite ‘rural’ (Figure 1.9).

The socialist transformation triggered and further facilitated the 
process of ‘individualisation’, freeing people from clan and extended fam-
ily relations.33 However, collectivism was maintained through particular 
urban settings. Now after the economic reform, urbanisation has led to 
greater residential mobility and wider social encountering. Residents 
have been emancipated from the constraints of traditionalism which still 
existed before marketisation. Social relations based on traditional ties 
have become weaker and extend into networks beyond the bounded ter-
ritory, becoming increasingly translocal. Traditional alleyway neighbour-
hoods and new urban villages have seen fragmented social composition. 
The division is not just between rural and urban hukou, as in urban vil-
lages; although both landlords and renters have the official status of rural 
hukou, they present a different social class. The social relation between 
migrant tenants and local landlords is more based on the rental mar-
ket and calculated profits or expenses. Even when living at close quar-
ters, residents no longer retain their relations through parochialism or 
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particularism (the differential mode of association –  a social order from a 
recognition of the self to caring for the community through differentiated 
social relations).

Social relations become more universal, although the personal 
relation (guanxi) between individuals still exists. But what is the mean-
ing of guanxi in a transformed urban world? In the urban world, infor-
mal and reciprocal relations still exist.34 In Chinese gated communities, 
residents still socialise in leisure and entertainment activities and even 
jointly take action to defend their property rights. The retired elderly 
dance and socialise in public squares and parks. But guanxi as used in 
the urban world has a special meaning as a connection for the parties 
involved to perform a transaction –  a utilitarian function –  while in a set-
ting of rurality, association is simply a relation existing through family 
and within a local territory. Because guanxi now is centred more upon 
the benefit than on the relation itself, a moral order cannot be built sim-
ply from such social relations or connections. It must resort to a third 
party, a guarantee, or an arbitrator. It is now the state that plays this 
role in market transactions. For example, residential disputes in gated 

Figure 1.9 Informal gathering of villagers playing cards in Xiaozhou 
Village, Guangzhou. Such leisure activities are also widely seen in old 
and traditional urban neighbourhoods, and so is dancing in public 
squares. Taken in 2010.
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communities or residents’ quarrels with the developer cannot be resolved 
within their relations (between fellow residents or between the customer 
and business owner).

From observations in different neighbourhoods, we hope to under-
stand how residential communities are dismantled35 and territory- based 
social capital is underdeveloped. Below, several studies are pieced 
together for a general picture of urban life, interaction and integration, 
and social mentality. First, low- income neighbourhoods experienced 
a departure from an organic society of greater social participation and 
place attachment.36 In order to understand their particular conditions, 
different social groups are examined, with their statements on place 
attachment, social participation, and willingness to stay. While retired 
people still maintain a strong neighbourhood attachment, working 
household heads show lower attachment to the neighbourhood because 
they have more connection outside their residential communities. Rural 
migrants show the lowest attachment because they are excluded from 
social participation. The workplace neighbourhood demonstrates the 
strongest place attachment among its residents. Next is the traditional 
neighbourhood, which still maintains place attachment. In contrast, 
urban villages have the lowest level of place attachment.

In short, migrants and their places of living show the lowest place 
attachment. In terms of social participation, retired people are involved 
in neighbourhood social activities to the highest extent, while migrants 
show the lowest level of involvement. The workplace neighbourhood 
shows the highest percentage of participation among their residents, 
while urban villages show the lowest percentage because migrants are 
excluded from neighbourhood activities. Because urban villages are 
mainly places for rental housing, there are fewer neighbourhood social 
activities. But in terms of willingness to stay in these neighbourhoods, 
migrants are not the lowest social group. For economic reasons (e.g., 
closer to work and cheaper rent), they are more willing to stay in the 
existing neighbourhood. Similarly, retired households demonstrate the 
strongest willingness to stay in their current neighbourhoods. The work-
place neighbourhood is the most stable residential community with the 
highest percentage of residents wishing to stay in the same place. In 
contrast, the traditional neighbourhood shows the lowest percentage 
of households willing to stay, reflecting poorer living conditions and the 
longing for a more modern estate. Interestingly, urban villages still have 
a large percentage of households preferring to stay –  as migrant renters 
they moved into the current place based on their preference and calcula-
tion of economic cost.
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Rural migrants in these neighbourhoods are less territorially 
bonded, and their social networks are more translocal and less embedded 
into an existing neighbourhood.37 In contrast, state- sector employees in 
their workplace neighbourhood, either retired or still working, are more 
integrated into their neighbourhoods. Despite a large proportion (in 
the survey over 60 per cent) of migrants already living with their family 
members in the city, they have low participation. Their low participation 
is not due to their status of being single and hence not able to participate 
in family- oriented neighbourhood activities. They wish to stay in their 
current neighbourhoods but remain detached from these places due to 
social exclusion. In contrast, residents who have been in a traditional 
neighbourhood for a long time prefer to leave their current place. For 
them, despite the location in a faraway and less convenient place, sub-
urban gated communities are often perceived as more desirable places.

Second, a citywide random survey in Shanghai reveals that rural 
migrants retain a great deal of localised social interaction.38 Migrants 
visit their neighbours more often than their local counterparts. A large 
proportion of migrants greet or help their neighbours. Similar to the 
study on Beijing,39 a large share of migrants continue to have strong 
neighbourly interactions with fellow migrants. Further distinguishing 
households’ hukou status indicates that rural migrants tend to interact 
more with local residents compared with locals who later interact less 
frequently with migrants in the neighbourhood. The reasons are two-
fold: rural migrants are more likely to live in migrant- dominant neigh-
bourhoods, and migrants are more willing to interact with locals in order 
to get better access to the labour market and gain social integration.40

The survey suggests that more than half of migrant respondents 
report that they exchange support with native neighbours on a frequent 
or occasional basis while only a quarter of native residents exchange help 
with migrant residents. Nearly 80 per cent of migrant respondents state 
that they frequently or sometimes exchange greetings with their native 
neighbours.41 Frequent neighbourhood interactions enhance the way 
rural migrants construct their sense of social solidarity, which contra-
dicts Park’s assertion that social solidarity in an urbanised world would 
disappear or be based on common interest rather than sentiment and 
habit.42 The result shows that rural migrants have stronger feelings of 
mutual care, trust and amity toward native residents in Shanghai, with 
whom they also frequently exchange support and visits.43 Migrants tend 
to be generally more trustful toward the native population,44 indicat-
ing that good neighbourly relations with their native neighbours may 
also affect their general sense of trust and sentiment toward the urban 
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population.45 In Park’s original thesis, industrialisation and labour mar-
ket formalisation underpin the moral order of the city, which is based on 
the ‘organisation of vocational interests’.46

Since migrant workers joined the urban labour market in China, 
according to this thesis, rural migrants might be causing the decline of 
territorially based social capital. On the contrary, as Fulong Wu and John 
Logan (2016) observed:

They are a factor countering the process of ‘modernisation’. They 
bring a traditional element of society into the city, especially into 
their enclaves. Being constrained by access to public resources, 
they interact with neighbours, who are probably in the same cat-
egory of ‘floating population’. Rural migrants are developing a 
social space of their own. Greater neighbouring is accompanied 
by a higher propensity of helping neighbours, and based on neigh-
bouring they do not have a significant lower evaluation of the 
social relation in the neighbourhood. In a sense, the neighbour-
hood is still relevant to rural migrants, even against a background 
of declining neighbouring and increasing privacy as in middle- 
class commodity housing. (p. 2988)

Third, a national survey of migrants provides valuable information about 
the extent of social integration of rural migrants.47 The survey allows 
mapping of migrants’ social interaction and neighbourhood evaluation 
with their housing tenures and types, from which the generic neighbour-
hood can be inferred. It is found that migrants living in commodity hous-
ing neighbourhoods (largely gated communities) manage to achieve the 
highest level of social integration in terms of socioeconomic achieve-
ment, neighbourly interaction and social relationships.48 Migrants living 
in urban villages show a lower level of social integration, although they 
earned on average a higher income than those staying in factory dor-
mitories and old neighbourhoods. In other words, moving into private 
rental housing in urban villages indicates an economic achievement.

Considering the higher degree of neighbouring in urban villages,49 
the survey results further suggest that migrants living there do not man-
age to go beyond neighbourly interaction to achieve better social inte-
gration. Urban villages ‘serve as a stepping- stone’ for migrants to earn 
an income but cannot eventually provide a pathway to greater social 
 integration.50 This concurs with the earlier findings that migrants in 
urban villages lack stronger place attachment and social participation. 
Using the indicator of migrants’ place attachment to their ‘host city’ rather 
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than to the neighbourhood itself, the limitation of urban villages in social 
integration becomes even more apparent. Migrants living in commodity 
housing (largely as gated communities) are more likely to feel attached 
to their cities in contrast with those who live in urban and rural villages.51

From the close investigation of different neighbourhood types in 
this book, the effect of homeownership on urban life, social mentality 
and further integration of migrants can be better understood. Being a 
renter in an urban village does not hinder the migrant from neighbour-
ing and socialising with other migrant tenants because urban villages are 
predominantly inhabited by rural migrants and the informal setting of 
the built environment even replicates some ‘organic’ features of the tra-
ditional alleyway neighbourhood.

However, the neighbourhood is not governed by a social order of 
collectivism emerging from migrants’ everyday life. Although neigh-
bouring may contribute to sentiment towards the urban village,52 rural 
migrants living in informal housing do not manage to claim their right to 
the city: they are physically living in the city and are actors in the process 
of urbanisation yet they do not identify themselves with the city, achieve 
stronger ‘place attachment’, or influence the course of urban develop-
ment.53 Instead of suggesting that the neighbourhood itself has a causal 
effect or can determine urban life, social mentality and integration, here 
generic urban neighbourhoods are regarded as different ‘urban worlds’ 
which present similar trends of urbanisation but in a variegated way 
because of their historical and political economic differences.

From these observations, we can begin to understand the chang-
ing urban life and social mentality in urban China. Despite strong place 
attachment and existing higher levels of participation, the traditional 
neighbourhood (often a low- income neighbourhood) has witnessed 
neighbourhood decline along with the residential preference to leave for 
less engaged social relations and a better quality of housing and built envi-
ronment; the residential community is weakened by changing housing 
consumption and commodification, or is ‘dismantled’ not only by physical 
demolition but also through the mass everyday life of long- term residents.

To a lesser extent, the workplace neighbourhood, especially in 
low- income industrial areas, suffered similar impacts, with better- off 
residents moving into suburban commodity housing estates. In general, 
we see the transformation of working- class communities –  declining 
solidarity and the consequential marginalisation of residents.54 These 
long- term residents are replaced with incoming migrant renters, new 
graduates and other low- income families, a process that does not fit into 
‘ gentrification’. Although low- income families show a strong preference 
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for living in these places, because of their housing ‘preference’ and resi-
dential ‘choice’ they are not actively involved in neighbourhood life and 
have low place attachment. Low participation and attachment indicate 
the transformation of residential communities, even though these res-
idential areas demonstrate a bustling atmosphere of everyday life. The 
residents, especially low- income migrants, maintain social interac-
tion –  neighbouring and networking across neighbourhood boundaries. 
But social interaction in these places differs both from rurality, or what 
Fei Xiaotong described in imperial China, and from ‘socialist solidarity’ 
as observed in working- class neighbourhoods. To be precise, these neigh-
bourhoods today are not ‘sterile places’ but accommodate a variety of 
social activities. However, they are no longer confined to the mentality of 
collectivism and are evolving as the new urban China.

The development of urban villages and gated communities as two 
entirely new types of neighbourhoods, respectively for rural migrants and 
the urban middle class, is creating a profound residential segregation by 
housing tenure. As discussed earlier in this chapter, urban villages are 
created out of the rental economy. Social interaction between migrant 
tenants and rural landlords is superficial, and governance remains within 
the original village structure and operates through new shareholding 
cooperatives. The governance thus is exclusionary. The only way to be 
incorporated into the city and urban governance is through demolition 
and resettlement, as shown in Chapter 3. Hence, despite local interac-
tion, territorial social capital has not been developed.

For gated communities, as discussed in Chapter 4, place attachment 
to these neighbourhoods does not disappear, as might be implied by the 
Chicago School or concern for the disappearance of small places or resi-
dential communities.55 However, strong place attachment is largely built 
upon the identity and image of the enclosed neighbourhood,56 common 
interests in property rights57 and the quality of services now provided 
through the market.58 Social interaction in commodity housing estates 
becomes superficial and the overall intensity is comparably lower than for 
the traditional alleyway neighbourhood or the informal neighbourhoods 
of urban villages. Despite the formation of homeowners’ associations in 
gated communities, the homeowners’ association encounters significant 
challenges because of weak territorial social capital.59 Neighbourhood 
participation is not driven by social capital or frequent interactions60 
because residential privacy is highly respected. In other words, although 
gated communities are strikingly different from urban villages in the 
sense that the latter encounter much everyday bustling and are rental 
places, the former are also created by the housing market –  a regime of 
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property ownership. Instead of seeing the neighbourhood itself having 
a causal effect, as seen in both urban villages and gated communities, 
the impact is generated from marketisation and social changes in a tradi-
tional society which had a great deal of remaining rurality.

Accompanying marketisation is a process of urbanisation –  
 disappearing rurality and emerging urbanism (Figure 1.10). There is a 
significant extent of diversity, superficial encountering, interest calcu-
lation and social exclusion. In one way, from neighbourhood observa-
tions in China, this book shares a long tradition of concerns over the rise 
of modern industrial capitalism and its impacts on society and social 
 mentality –  Durkheim’s ‘anomie’ as the result of losing a spontaneous 
and organic social order or the loosening of community ties as claimed 
by the Chicago School of Sociology61 –  the detrimental impact of large- 
scale urban renewal for urban communities,62 the dystopia created by the 
postmodern condition,63 the decline of community in social and political 
life, rising control through private governance64 and the loss of the pub-
lic realm,65 and the threat posed to the neighbourhood as a small and 
cherished place.66 But this book explores changing urban life and social 

Figure 1.10 A small city near the seaside, Ningde in Fujian province. 
The city used to be at a ‘remote’ frontier due to the lack of a railway.  
The photo shows that the city was just being connected by high- speed 
rail, crossing the bay. Taken in 2014.
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mentality in a specific Chinese history of development and geographies 
of urban spaces and neighbourhoods. In short, urban life and social men-
tality are not reduced to isolation within fragments but rather each seg-
ment and the social relations of residents across these neighbourhoods 
are being transformed. It is precisely this transition, or ‘leaving the soil’ 
from being territorially based to a network form, that is described in this 
book. In other words, the book does not discuss the generic urban and 
rural ‘ecological’ difference but rather the urbanisation process in par-
ticular historical and cultural Chinese geographies and specific govern-
ance institutions encountering now worldwide commodification.67

Destroying old China by property- led redevelopment

Chinese urban neighbourhoods have experienced significant impacts of 
real estate development. They have been literally destroyed by property- 
led redevelopment.68 After the introduction of housing market and real 
estate development, urban redevelopment has shifted from dilapidated 
housing rehabilitation to property- led redevelopment since the late 
1990s.69 In the 2000s, property developers became major actors in urban 
redevelopment. The renewal was funded through land value capture as 
part of property development. In Shanghai, urban renewal shifted its pri-
ority from the rehabilitation of dilapidated housing to demolition and 
off- site relocation. In short, urban redevelopment was combined with 
and facilitated by housing commodification and property rights redis-
tribution.70 Fulong Wu (2016d) provides a simplified periodisation of 
urban redevelopment in China (see Table 1.1), which is punctuated by 
major global historical events such as China’s joining the World Trade 
Organisation (WTO) and the 2008 global financial crisis.71

The redevelopment of the central city has shifted from housing 
refurbishment, to property development, to the development of the ser-
vice sector. This change echoes what Neil Smith called the transition 
from middle- class– driven sporadic residential gentrification to the rede-
velopment of old areas as a ‘global production strategy’ seeking economic 
competitiveness by state- led initiatives or growth coalitions between the 
state and developers.72 Although the state has always been prominent in 
urban redevelopment in China, the actual organisation of development 
has shifted from state work- units themselves, or comprehensive munici-
pal renewal (such as the development of the Fifth Village) in the 1980s, 
to developer- initiated real estate development (such as the Xintiandi 
redevelopment) in the 1990s, to state- owned development corporations 
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Table 1.1 The historical stages of urban redevelopment in China

Periodisation Historical  
conditions

Policy aims Approaches and main  
actors

Features of 
redevelopment projects

1979 –  1997 Economic reform in 1979 Housing renovation State work- units
Municipal housing bureau

Housing refurbishment

1998 –  2008 Asian financial crisis 
in 1997
WTO membership in 2001

Housing commodification
Attracting foreign 
investment
Land revenue

Property developers
Entrepreneurial local states

Demolition, displacement 
and property- led 
redevelopment

2009 –  2014 Global financial crisis in 
2008

Urbanisation and 
economic upgrading

Entrepreneurial local states
State- owned development 
corporations
Property developers

Mix- use development
Mega urban projects

2015 –  present Fiscal stimulus package
Enlarged financial risk

New urbanisation plan
Social stabilisation
Urban heritage

Policy mandates
Multi- scalar states
Social mobilisation and 
neighbourhood participation

Incremental or micro-  urban 
redevelopment
Regeneration and 
innovation

Source: developed from Wu (2016d) and Wu et al. (2022)

new
genrtpdf
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(such as the Lujiazui financial centre and Hongqiao Transport Hub) in 
the late 1990s and 2000s.

The outcomes of urban development have expanded from renewed 
housing estates to newly developed gated communities and the ‘mix- 
use urban complex’ characterised by super- blocks, combining shopping 
malls, offices and businesses, and condominiums. Consequently, the 
central city has changed from residential neighbourhoods to financial 
centres, government offices, research and development and logistics 
uses. This later stage of large- scale land use change is also referred to as 
commercial or ‘retail gentrification’73 but the redevelopment is very dif-
ferent from the classic form of residential gentrification. The sheer scale 
of these redevelopment projects means that they are organised more by 
development corporations and developers through urban regeneration 
programmes. The later stage has also seen selective preservation of orig-
inal architectural styles but conversion of original residential uses into 
creative cultural industries, tourist shopping districts, and entertainment 
venues under so- called ‘culture- led regeneration’.

Since 2015, urban redevelopment has resorted to financial means 
or those of so- called financialisation.74 To reduce the stock of unsold 
housing and to stimulate the housing market in smaller cities,75 the gov-
ernment initiated the large- scale demolition of dilapidated housing, 
providing monetary compensation to residents for them to buy new 
commodity housing. In the central areas of large cities, earlier demoli-
tions had created social tension, and redevelopment became increasingly 
costly due to rising land prices and compensation. A new redevelopment 
approach, called ‘incremental redevelopment’, has been introduced to 
replace wholesale demolition: this converts original residential uses into 
mixed uses with boutiques, shopping, restaurants, museums and tourist 
attractions. Overall, market- oriented real estate development has com-
pletely transformed the landscape of Chinese cities.

The coming of heterogeneity, superficiality  
and diversity in new urban China

As can be seen from the earlier description of generic neighbourhood types 
in China, the trend that Chinese urban society is ‘leaving the soil’ is not 
due only to greater residential differentiation. Leaving the soil –  or urban-
isation in a social sense –  has been materialised through the dynamics 
of neighbourhood changes. To repeat, creating a new Chinese urbanism 
and transformation of urban life arise not only from emerging class- based 
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residential differentiation and residential segregation, breaking up pre-
vious socially integrated traditional neighbourhoods, but also from the 
changes in neighbourhoods themselves, together with changing neigh-
bouring interactions, relations and governance, and finally the develop-
ment of a new social geography. In other words, in order to understand 
the creation of urbanism, we need to understand not only space and spa-
tial processes but also place and place- based changes.

In post- reform China, the profound transformation is that heteroge-
neity, greater superficiality and diversity, as the essential traits of urban-
ism, have finally arrived. Built upon the differential mode of association, 
Chinese society maintained an organic and intimate nature of ‘village’ 
from the soil. The socialist city did not break down the village; instead, by 
developing workplace compounds and workers’ new ‘villages’, the social-
ist city was a collection of ‘villages’ and was socially engaged. The pri-
vate realm was reduced by state- organised collective consumption. In the 
work- unit compound, residents were familiar with each other because 
they were affiliated with the same workplace. In traditional neighbour-
hoods, former single- family houses were converted into multiple tene-
ments. The privacy of courtyard living was eroded because of increasing 
living density and multiple occupancies, as we see in the story of ‘72 
tenant families under a single tenement building’ and the spread of gos-
sip about residents in Shanghai’s alleyway neighbourhoods.76 Residents 
often had to share facilities and communal spaces. In a sense, the social-
ist city was a totalised society, because everyday life was totalised into a 
residential sphere.

The development of commodity housing provided a chance for the 
new middle class to escape from the totalised society. The aspiration of 
the new middle class for social engagement in the neighbourhood is low. 
Rather than seeking a community life, they desire a good environment 
with higher privacy. For them these gated communities maintain a cer-
tain anonymity.77 Thus, relocating into these places gives them a sense of 
freedom, escaping from the intense social engagement, gossip, control 
and monitoring of traditional neighbourhoods. Although the property 
management company sometimes promotes neighbourhood activities, 
residents are generally willing to keep a comfortable distance from one 
another. Professional services can be provided by property management 
companies rather than neighbours’ assistance. Their places thus are a 
more ‘purified’ living space, without too much uncertain interaction 
between neighbours or nuisances.

To suggest that the Chinese city in the post- reform era has seen 
greater heterogeneity, a greater level of superficiality in social life 
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(anonymity), and diversity does not mean that it lacks order; nor was 
rural society entirely without administration. In the imperial era, the sys-
tem of feudal governance primarily relied on self- containment and self- 
monitoring through the mechanism of baojia invented by Wang Anshi in 
the Song Dynasty (960– 1279). Baojia, a household and neighbourhood- 
based control, consisted of two basic units: one jia consisted of 100 
households, and 10 jia formed one bao. So bao was a rather large unit, 
reaching a population of five to six thousand. But through jia, the large 
unit of bao managed to achieve a governance order. The leaders of bao 
and jia took responsibility for social order, while the household within 
the same baojia shared community duties. As can be seen later, in the 
socialist period, baojia was replaced by another two scales: in traditional 
inner urban areas baojia was ended with the establishment of street 
offices and residents’ committees; in newly industrialised areas, the new 
system of work- units was set up.

In the post- reform period, through consolidating smaller residents’ 
committees into larger shequ (residential communities, or enlarged admin-
istrative neighbourhoods), this self- governed mechanism  continued.  
However, compared with the underdeveloped society, the capacity of 
state at the grassroots level has been quickly developed. The system of 
residential communities has evolved into a more bureaucratic govern-
ment. The budget is allocated by the street office. In the early days of 
residential communities, neighbourhood services were provided on a 
commercial basis to subsidise the operational costs. But later the state 
required these businesses to be separate from the governance organisa-
tion, making the residential community entirely a governance device.78 
Residential communities are served by professional social workers, and 
the process of ‘community building’ is literally the professionalisation 
of social services and neighbourhood governance. This conversion from 
neighbourhood self- governance to professional regulation during the 
process of urbanisation and urban development has eventually changed 
the nature of the society from the soil.

Conclusion: the Chinese city and emergent urbanism

In China, there is a long tradition of the differential mode of associa-
tion (chaxugeju) derived ‘from the soil’.79 ‘Rural China’ is a sociocultural 
construct in Fei Xiaotong’s conceptualisation. It is related to rural– 
urban ecological dualism but is not entirely confined to this dualism. It 
is not an economic description of agricultural production and political 
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consequential mode of governance. In the differential mode of associ-
ation, self- centred but differentiated association does not lead to indi-
vidualism as individuals are so tightly knitted into the web of relations. 
At the village level, the web is sufficiently strong to maintain a world 
of acquaintance as a socialised structure. In this world, lawsuits and 
business transactions were difficult –  as Fei observed, villagers had to 
deliberately meet outside the village in order to talk about business. In 
theory, chaxugeju, if it is a sociocultural construct, could survive even 
when Chinese society is ‘urbanised’, as the Chinese city might still bear 
a Chinese culture in their social relation. The question is, then, to what 
extent the differential mode of association could be maintained when 
more and more people began to live in the city. This book demonstrates 
that it is not the ecology of the city per se (with higher density and anon-
ymous encountering) that destroyed this mode of association. It is the 
marketisation widely occurring throughout Chinese society and deeply 
penetrating into everyday urban life that finally brings the mode of asso-
ciation to an end –  the sociocultural aspect of Chinese society has thus 
been profoundly transformed.

The features of the society from the soil were even maintained 
under state- led industrialisation. Partially this is due to the lack of urban-
ism, as described by Ivan Szelenyi (1996), in the generic socialist city. 
Partial persistent traditionalism was recreated through the residential 
form of the work- unit. The notion of ‘communist neo- traditionalism’ 
captures some features of labour organisation, reproduction and state 
 control.80 The governance of the work- unit compound is a combination 
of hierarchical state control and residential management.81 Attention has 
been duly paid to the modern state apparatus. But we need to understand 
that this was not solely achieved by the authoritarian state; rather it is a 
process of space construction, in its specific residential form resembling 
the soil from which the differential mode of association is derived, and 
upon which the ‘totalised society’ was built.82 Both traditional and work- 
unit neighbourhoods have features ‘from the soil’. Chinese society up 
to the economic reform had seen limited bureaucratisation and a more 
organic residential space –  due to the work- unit construct and left- over 
traditional neighbourhoods. The governed live together with those who 
govern in a world of acquaintances, in which the state is embedded.

China’s market- oriented reform has transformed the residential 
landscape through residential differentiation and diversity (Figure 1.11 
and Figure 1.12). Two new types of neighbourhood –  urban villages of 
migrants and gated communities of the middle class –  have been created. 
However, it is not sufficient to focus only on residential differentiation 
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Figure 1.11 An old rural village, Xiaba Village in Dongguan. The 
villagers left this village and relocated to the adjacent new village. 
The old village was renovated while some original features have been 
carefully kept for artists and creative industries, as well as tourists. 
Taken in 2012.

Figure 1.12 The new area of Xiaba Village in Dongguan. The living 
quality is much improved with spacious villas for the original rural 
villagers. In contrast to crowded urban villages, this new rural village, 
built by the farmers themselves, indicates economic benefits to farmers 
in the fast- urbanising area in the Pearl River Delta. Taken in 2012.
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led by marketisation; we need to investigate the concrete dynamics 
within these neighbourhoods in order to understand how their govern-
ance has been experiencing a departure from ‘neo- traditionalism’. The 
market reform transformed urban governance into ‘entrepreneurialism’, 
treating the city as a machine of capital. Urban demolition and redevel-
opment physically destroyed the traditional neighbourhood. Overall, 
neighbourhood social interaction declined. On the other hand, the state 
has enhanced its governance through a new set of structures. So far, this 
has been understood more as state control and the extension of its ‘nerve 
tips’ as a continuation of authoritarianism,83 which has not paid sufficient 
attention to the new governance feature. The strengthened neighbour-
hood governance can also be understood as a social protection move-
ment, mobilising the agencies of society to deliver practical services, as 
can be seen from this book. The new way of delivery, different from the 
traditional approach –  under ‘traditionalism’ –  finally breaks down the 
foundation or the ‘soil’ on which traditionalism relied. In Chapter 2, we 
examine the institution of the neighbourhood –  an urban social geogra-
phy, or its spatiality, to understand how the foundation of earth- bounded 
China has been destroyed.
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2
The end of (neo- )traditionalism

Introduction

When the Chinese city inherited the capitalist city core in 1949, the 
socialist government did not radically transform the inner areas of private 
housing except for turning private housing into public rentals. Rather, 
the government shifted its development priority to industrial areas and 
added a new layer of work- unit residential compounds to the urban social 
geography. More precisely, industrial development was extended to the 
periphery where ‘decentralised clusters’ and satellite towns were built. In 
the 1950s, both Beijing and Shanghai prepared their urban master plans 
for peripheral industrial areas.1 The standard of services and facilities 
was, according to the socialist planning guidance, kept to a minimum 
owing to the lack of investment. In existing urban areas, new workers’ 
villages were built. Except for a few slums renewed into ‘model neigh-
bourhoods’, the old urban areas were untouched (Figure 2.1). Housing 
demand was mainly accommodated through residential densification by 
subdivision of single- family houses into multiple occupation (Figure 2.2). 
Near the production site, factories self- built their workers’ living quar-
ters. Similarly, the staff of government institutes live in close proximity 
to their workplaces.

The inner urban areas were characterised by courtyard housing 
in hutong areas in Beijing, alleyway housing in lane (lilong) neighbour-
hoods in Shanghai and traditional housing of the style of the Ming or 
Qing Dynasty in Nanjing.2 Walled workplaces and their staff compounds 
mixed with traditional neighbourhoods comprised the major residential 
landscape in the urban area, which was roughly equivalent to the res-
idential area developed before China embarked on market reform. As 
mentioned in Chapter 1, the residential forms of the urban area include 
the first two neighbourhood types in our generic classification of Chinese 
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Figure 2.1 The deterioration of longtang (alleyway housing) in 
Shanghai. This lane, near Tiantong Road in Hongkou District, remained 
a densely populated area until the early 2000s and has entirely 
disappeared since urban redevelopment. Taken in the late 1990s.

Figure 2.2 Subdivision of single- family lane houses into multiple 
occupancies, making the courtyard extremely crowded. The photo 
shows many electric meters for this lane house near Tianjin Road, 
Shanghai. Taken in the late 1990s.
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urban social areas. This chapter describes the disappearance of alleyway 
housing neighbourhoods and the transformation of work- unit neigh-
bourhoods in the post- reform era. Their disappearance and transforma-
tion are presented not only as physical changes in bricks and mortar but 
also as the social transformation of an ‘organic’ and ‘totalised’ society.

This chapter focuses on these two neighbourhoods rather than the 
whole inner urban areas where they are located, because in the existing 
urban areas we can also see other types of development –  urban villages 
and gated communities of condominiums, which will be addressed in, 
respectively, Chapters 3 and 4. Changes in the residential areas where tra-
ditional and workplace neighbourhoods are located are mainly narrated in 
the literature by the theme of demolition and  displacement3 –  these terms 
are described as the variegated and concrete forms of  gentrification.4 
But even if gentrification is an appropriate characterisation of the broad 
urban changes in China, whether these neighbourhoods have experi-
enced exactly the same process is subject to interrogation. Rather, atten-
tion is paid here to these neighbourhoods before their redevelopment, as 
most inner neighbourhoods have seen an influx of migrant renters.

The traditional neighbourhoods experienced physical changes. 
Some were demolished. Some saw neighbourhood changes as original 
residents left and existing structures became private rental housing for 
new migrants in the city. Physical disappearance and conversion into 
commercial and new residential estates are read as newly built gentri-
fication.5 But recent ‘incremental redevelopment’ (weigaizao) aims to 
promote the preservation of culture and heritage. Such redevelopment 
projects require a reliance on land- use changes into commercial and con-
dominium development to recover their huge redevelopment costs.

As for privatised work- unit compounds, their conditions quickly 
deteriorated into ‘old and dilapidated estates’ (laojiu xiaoqu).6 Especially, 
those near industrial areas became ‘poverty- stricken neighbourhoods’.7 
Some basic refurbishment was needed, such as installation of elevators 
for the ageing population in five-  to six- storey buildings. Many work- unit 
compounds remain. Better resourced workplaces such as universities still 
help their staff to buy properties in the area, where they manage to obtain 
land through negotiation. The properties are sold to staff at a discount 
price. But neighbourhood governance, especially estate management, 
has been transferred to local administration. Linkage to the workplace 
has been important for housing purchase. But new buyers now may not 
have a workplace affiliation.

Increasingly, large- scale urban demolition is becoming more dif-
ficult, and an alternative small- scale regeneration approach, known as 
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incremental regeneration, has been introduced.8 It is likely that some tra-
ditional neighbourhoods will persevere and remain for the foreseeable 
future. Similarly, it has been almost impossible to redevelop the modern 
workers’ villages and multi- storey walk- ups built between the 1950s and 
the 1990s before housing reform. The questions concerned here are what 
do these traditional and workplace neighbourhoods look like now and 
what changes have they experienced?

Looking at these existing neighbourhoods helps us understand both 
residential changes and social transformation. In Neighborhood Tokyo 
(1989), Theodore Bestor described continuing ‘traditionalism’ in a down-
town neighbourhood –  in fact, the reinvention of neighbourhood life by 
the old middle class (the petty bourgeoisie, merchants) who, threatened 
by a rising modern economy and salarymen, act as community leaders to 
define their meaning and identities. These old- fashioned social relations, 
often read as Japanese culture from the Western perspective, attracted 
wide attention. As the most modernised/ Westernised society in East 
Asia, Japan seems to present a scenario of stable and well- functioning 
neighbourhoods. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Chinese workplaces contin-
ued to present what Andrew Walder (1986) called ‘neo- traditionalism’.9 
In Social Space and Governance in Urban China (2005), David Bray fully 
explored these features in the neighbourhoods of work- units, and in 
Shanghai Homes: Palimpsest of Private Life (2015), Jie Li provided a vivid 
personal account of neighbourhood life in traditional alleyway neigh-
bourhoods. These studies seem to suggest a similar landscape of densely 
knitted social relations and neighbourhood activities up to the socialist 
period. Echoing ‘traditionalism’ and ‘neo- traditionalism’, this chapter 
concurs that low residential mobility and stable neighbourhood life in 
the socialist era tended to distinguish the Chinese neighbourhood from 
vibrant urbanism in a market society. Even in modern larger workers’ 
villages, some traditional features were maintained in China. The term 
‘village’ reflects the nature and intention of these working- class neigh-
bourhoods. In other words, the Chinese city seemed to confirm the 
absence of urbanism in the socialist city model. To what extent has this 
feature changed since China’s market reform? This chapter explores the 
exact changes in traditional alleyway and workplace neighbourhoods.

Alleyway neighbourhoods

Inner urban areas built before 1949 generally have no access  restriction. 
Despite modest gates occasionally installed at the end of alleyways, 
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many residential areas remain open neighbourhoods. Residential differ-
entiation, however, happened at the city scale and is still obvious. In the 
upper residential quarters, villas and large houses were enclosed with 
walls. These compounds were gated. However, the neighbourhood, as a 
purely residential area, has no gates or walls and is openly accessible. 
The bankruptcy of the rural economy in the late 19th century and early 
20th century led to an influx of migrants and refugees into the cities. 
Poor migrants were expelled into shack settlements in the periphery of 
the metropolitan area, while craftsmen, small landlords and corner shop 
owners, together with many lower ‘middle- class’ office workers, lived 
close to the downtown. Industrial workers were accommodated in dor-
mitories near the factory area, which was perceived as ‘lower quarters’. 
In treaty-port cities like Shanghai, Tianjin and Guangzhou, international 
settlements or foreign concession areas were built.10 Foreign company 
employees, petits bourgeois and rich local businessmen moved into the 
‘upper corner’ in the foreign concession areas.

In Shanghai, such residential differentiation between the ‘upper 
and lower quarters’ is deeply embedded in historical memories, indeed is 
long lasting and has been recently revived by ‘Shanghai nostalgia’.11 The 
former colonial area retained a relatively good quality of housing after 
the socialist transformation, while the lower quarter of industrial areas 
or shantytowns remained marginalised except for a few model regener-
ation neighbourhoods. In Shanghai, industrial workers from northern 
Jiangsu province (subei) were consciously and unconsciously discrim-
inated against.12 However, the inner urban areas generally remained 
outside the state system of work- units, except for a few villa houses and 
‘garden houses’ which were reassigned from their former owners to gov-
ernment cadres in the 1950s.

After 1949, through socialist transformation, private housing in 
inner urban areas became public housing. However, neighbourhoods 
were largely left untouched except for a few slum regeneration projects.13 
Compared with work- unit housing, alleyway housing came mainly from 
previous private housing and was an inferior type of public housing, 
which was managed by the municipal housing bureau and was seriously 
under- maintained. It had poorer quality and deteriorated conditions, 
because of the lack of continuing investment and maintenance.14

In Beijing, the courtyard housing (siheyuan) formed alleyways 
(hutong). As a Chinese vernacular form of dwelling, a small compound is 
surrounded by four sides of houses to provide a multi- generation single- 
family occupation with maximum privacy and comfortable access to a 
natural environment in the courtyard.15 From the imperial period in the 
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Qing dynasty (1644– 1911), courtyard housing declined in the late Qing 
and during the war of Japanese invasion, because of housing shortages 
and courtyard houses being rented out to multiple families.16 From the 
1950s onwards, multiple occupancy became the norm. But since the 
1990s, with urban renewal, courtyard housing has been demolished on 
a large scale.17 The influx of rural migrants into central Beijing also led 
to the additional expansion of informal rental housing inside the court-
yard. Despite efforts in the 1990s to replicate the spirit of the courtyard 
in new, multi- storey courtyard housing, preservation has been rather 
limited and too late. The main challenge seems to be the deterioration 
of the built environment of hutong where courtyard housing is situated 
and the pressure for land use conversion from residential to commer-
cial, leisure and tourist uses. The preservation plan introduced in the 
2000s began to encourage the retention of the courtyard form but did 
not manage to restore the social style of traditional courtyard and hutong 
neighbourhoods.

In Shanghai, the dominant style of traditional housing is ‘stone por-
tal gate’ (shikumen) built into lanes (lilong) neighbourhoods (Figure 2.3). 

Figure 2.3 Alleyway housing near Tianjin Road, Shanghai. This area 
is just behind Nanjing Road (the high street). Although the density 
is very high, the area is relatively well maintained and has not been 
demolished. In 2021, this area was included in the new phase of 
redevelopment. Taken in the late 1990s.
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The shikumen residence is thus a hybrid form of Chinese vernacular and 
Western row housing, as Chunlan Zhao (2004) observed:

[It is] a ‘perfect’ match to satisfy nostalgia for traditional Chinese 
living and the demand for modern urban dwelling with great 
concern for economy. Chinese families who had just given up the 
bygone way of life and tried to start a new life in a modern city 
welcomed such a type. For them, it was then possible to live in a 
bustling city, enjoying the convenience of new urban infrastructure 
and facilities, and meanwhile finding some comfort and tranquillity 
at home behind the heavy gate and high walls. (p. 59)

Gregory Bracken (2013) described the Shanghai alleyway house:

A nineteenth- century commercial development, the alleyway house 
was a hybrid of the traditional Chinese courtyard house and the 
Western terraced one. Most were speculative real estate ventures 
and consisted of large blocks, typical of inner- city Shanghai, which 
were divided into three or four smaller blocks of approximately one 
hundred dwelling units each and developed separately. (p. 1)

Jie Li (2015) provides a vivid account of neighbourhood life and describes 
the built form of traditional shikumen housing:

Built throughout Shanghai from the 1870s to the 1930s, shikumen 
alleyway homes were hybrid in their architectural planning. The 
individual houses had a traditional courtyard layout, south- facing 
orientation, and local decorative motifs. (p. 29)

The later increasing density in new style alleyway housing was a result 
of maximising real estate profits by rationally planning and uniformly 
constructing them into lanes rather than freestanding Chinese court-
yards through natural accumulation.18 A more nuanced understanding of 
alleyway housing reveals that these neighbourhoods actually consisted 
of traditional courtyards (multiple or single bay) of a more native dwell-
ing mixed with corner shops and the so- called ‘new- style neighbourhood’ 
originated from Western terraced housing as a purer residential environ-
ment for foreign sojourners, though later welcomed by locals.19

Because of limited housing construction in inner urban areas, 
housing demand due to population growth was mainly accommodated 
by densification. Often several generations lived in the same house 
(Figure 2.4). In traditional neighbourhoods, former single- family 
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houses were converted into multiple tenements. The privacy of court-
yard living was eroded because of increased living density and multiple 
occupancy. Residents often had to share facilities and communal spaces. 
In inner urban areas, several households had to live in a house that was 
previously built for a single family, with shared facilities. Most residents 
lived there for a long time. The neighbourhood was therefore a ‘soci-
ety of acquaintance’. They shared an open kitchen and communal areas 
(Figure 2.5).

These traditional neighbourhoods maintained intimate relations 
among neighbours. The moral order was partially maintained through 
informal knowledge of ‘private life’, or ‘gossip’. The acclaimed novel, The 
Song of Everlasting Sorrow, by Wang Anyi, describes how gossip brewed 
in the alleyways:

Gossip not just as speech, but also as ‘landscape’ and as ‘atmos-
phere’ that ‘sneaks out through the rear windows and the back 
doors’.… Gossip is heteroglossic, has collective authorship, and 
generates its own communities: ‘It does not stand in opposition to 
society –  it forms its own society’, and it ‘deviates from traditional 
moral codes but never claims to be anti feudal.’ Gossip erodes pri-
vacy at the same time that it is the essence of the alleyway’s inti-
macy. (Translated by Li, 2015: 148)

Figure 2.4 A family dinner with multiple generations in alleyway 
housing in Tiantong Road, Shanghai. Taken in 2002.
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These untold stories of the city, flowing from the neighbourhood, form ‘the 
“trivial” experience of ordinary people in the cramped spaces of  longtang 
neighbourhoods’20 and maintained an organic social control. The alley-
way neighbourhoods were thus social spaces for the then middle- class or 
little urbanites in Shanghai, as Xudong Zhang (2008) observes:

As an architectural, social, and psychological space, the longtang 
is the embodiment of middle- class Shanghai, its privacy (or lack of 
it) and its material culture (or its ‘transcendence’); it records the 
ways and gestures by which this middle class shelters itself from the 
brutal forces of history. (p. 202)

While it might be possible to see the novel as unfulfilled bourgeois moder-
nity, as Shanghai nostalgia has seemed to rediscover the cosmopolitan 
characteristics of colonial Shanghai in now globalising Shanghai,21 the 
socialist period remarkably preserved and even strengthened this nature 
of the society from the soil. Densification and conversion to multiple 
occupancies strengthened the atmosphere of intimacy and informal 
moral control. Because of the sharing of communal areas and the dense 
living environment, the alleyway space continued to be ‘a milieu for 

Figure 2.5 The shared corridor for multiple tap- water basins near 
Tianjin Road, Shanghai. Kitchens were also shared, often in the 
courtyard corner. Taken in the late 1990s.
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gossip’.22 Informal small talk serves a purpose, as Jie Li (2015) shows in 
an in- depth account of gossip in Shanghai alleyway homes:

With the establishment of neighbourhood committees, however, 
gossip about alleyway residents also became an instrument of sur-
veillance as professional or recreational busybodies informed the 
police about their neighbor’s private affairs, from how their ances-
tors made a living to what they had for supper last night. As the 
revolution’s mass campaigns divided and subdivided the housing 
of once privileged households, as household registration made 
mobility and anonymity increasingly difficult, each family’s privacy 
depended increasingly upon their neighbors’ discretion and com-
passion. (p. 147)

Here there is a temptation to follow environmental determinism to sug-
gest that the built environment determines the characteristics of tradi-
tional neighbourhoods. However, the feature is related to their residents 
as more marginal social groups. Residents in inner urban areas worked 
for collectively owned enterprises or small state- owned enterprises 
which lacked the capacity to provide housing to their staff. Many resi-
dents worked in social services and retail trades. Their marginal posi-
tion in the political economy of socialist urban development ironically 
retained – intentionally or unintentionally –  the characteristics of tradi-
tional society.23 The state lacked the capacity to fully transform them into 
a modern industrial system, and consequently there was a lack of a com-
prehensive system of welfare provision. Otherwise, the need to deliver 
such provision would necessarily require a more ‘efficient’ bureaucratic 
system as in the ‘community construction’ movement in the 2000s. The 
world of acquaintance was effective for governing relatively stable, stag-
nant traditional neighbourhoods, and is a low- cost approach to informa-
tion gathering through semi- official residents’ neighbourhoods. Despite 
the mess and intimacy of social life in traditional neighbourhoods, as 
shown in the spread of gossip, the structure and agencies of traditional 
neighbourhoods are quite ‘simple’, limited to the everyday routines of a 
politically under- mobilised society. Reading the story of ‘gossip’ of neigh-
bourhoods, I wish to emphasise the ‘informal’ social order rather than an 
authoritarian state machine. Or, at most, the formal social control was 
built upon and extended by traditionalism.24

These neighbourhoods may have had an important function of 
social reproduction and even performed rudimentary production in the 
quasi- formal economy as in the ‘street collective economy’,25 but they 
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were not pivotal in socialist urban development and remained peripheral 
in decision making in the socialist city, in contrast to the powerful work-
places of state- owned enterprises, which were also governed in a hierar-
chical and sectoral way. Similarly in old Nanjing, houses in the styles of 
the Ming and Qing Dynasty were widely constructed in the southern part 
of the city including places like Pingshijie, Mengdong (the east side of 
the gate) and Mengxi (the west side of the gate) near the Gate of China. 
Very similar to Beijing and Shanghai, these traditional neighbourhoods 
are under the pressure of redevelopment. Today in Chinese cities, the 
unfulfilled socialist transformation of traditional neighbourhoods is now 
being achieved through urban redevelopment. Many traditional neigh-
bourhoods have vanished (Figure 2.6).

Workplace neighbourhoods

The concept of work- units takes its origin from revolutionary military 
bases to allow them to act as an operational unit. The work- unit was 

Figure 2.6 Alleyway housing near the Xintiandi area was demolished 
as Shanghai entered a property boom in the early 2000s. Developer- 
driven redevelopment intensified housing demolition and conflicts. 
Taken in 2003.
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deemed the most effective organisational form of state- led industri-
alisation. The form fits well in the planned economy which presents a 
command route through the administrative hierarchy. Its social form, as 
a unit to organise collective consumption, also remarkably resembles a 
traditional village society. The implementation of work- unit construction 
was thorough in large- scale industrial projects which constructed new 
staff living quarters. They were often built into self- contained compounds 
with facilities accessible only to the staff. To reduce the cost of construc-
tion, work- unit housing was subject to a more modest and industrialised 
standard. Samuel Liang (2014) noted:

Modern- style apartments in socialist China did not create private 
retreats similar to the bourgeois home or the nuclear family home in 
the capitalist city. Their architecture features included porous and airy 
interiors compared with the sealed interior space in Western urban 
apartments…. Both party cadres and new workers just migrated into 
the cities from rural areas. Their former concept of home as the peas-
ants’ simple hut was reproduced in the city as the simple and often 
temporary shelter: a small room (usually no larger than 20 square 
meters) that included all necessary functions and other improvisa-
tional uses. This type of simple shelter was now mass- produced in the 
new urban environment; it negated the old ideas of urban home that 
represented the gentry, merchant, and bourgeois classes. (p. 76)

The typical workplace neighbourhood was the residential quarter of a 
single work- unit, usually a large enterprise or government institute, such 
as the residential estate of Baiwanzhuang, built in the 1950s for staff 
working in the central government.26

In the socialist period before the economic reform, housing construc-
tion adopted very low standards. The conditions of work- unit housing 
were incredibly cramped because priority was given to production rather 
than consumption. According to Andrew Walder, workplace activists and 
loyalists to the party were given access to scarce rationed resources like 
housing, which even created social cleavages as party members enjoyed 
access to housing and other resources and were resented by those outside 
such networks.27 While the design of socialist housing tended to foster 
closer social relations, frequent interaction with neighbours and greater 
participation in workplace neighbourhoods, the level of bureaucratic 
intervention by the state in resource allocation was much stronger than 
in rural villages. After all, these workplaces were state- owned enterprises 
or organisations. The social order of these workplace neighbourhoods 
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was not entirely built upon spontaneity and the differential mode of 
 association. The combination of employment and residential resource 
allocation represented the advance of the state into social life and social 
relations, different from traditional rural China. Notwithstanding the 
development of the state in the socialist period, neo- traditional work-
place neighbourhoods did represent an embedded state– society relation. 
Residents in tight- knit communities did not always present mostly fre-
quent and friendly contacts but were involved, willingly or unwillingly, in 
constant political campaigns and movements. All- inclusive and inescapa-
ble social interaction and relations reinforced intense political struggles. 
It was this intrusive social control at the neighbourhood level that created 
a broad demand in the reform era for housing that provided privacy and 
intimate spaces together with ownership rights.28

Besides single work- unit neighbourhoods, an enlarged workplace 
neighbourhood is the workers’ new village or later the micro- district 
(xiaoqu) for multiple work- units. While there are extensive studies on 
work- unit housing as a distinctive housing form in socialist China, work-
ers’ new villages have received less attention. The notion of ‘village’ 
 indicates its traditionalism –  to replicate the village in a new type of pub-
lic housing estate for the working class, which bears the virtuous features 
of organic villages without the social alienation of capitalism. Workers’ 
new villages are exemplars of socialist urban redevelopment, which 
selected former slum areas or places near industrial areas to provide 
convenient commuting and integrated residential- industrial complexes. 
But because of the lack of investment, workers’ new villages are only 
exemplars –  ‘model communities’ –  and could not be replicated widely 
as mainstream housing under socialism. They were mostly developed 
in major cities such as Shanghai and Beijing where there was a severe 
housing shortage for industrial workers. Workers’ new villages can be 
seen as enlarged work- unit compounds for multiple work- units. Housing 
allocation for these public housing areas, in some initial projects such as 
Caoyang New Village in Shanghai, considered meritocratic criteria such 
as ‘socialist model workers’ as well as housing needs.

The workers’ new village perhaps represents the only planned fea-
ture of the socialist city, in addition to the industrial area, because the 
city as a whole was not subject to comprehensive development control.29 
Rather, planning had limited capacity to intervene in subdivisions and 
land uses within work- unit compounds. The implementation of urban 
planning relied on work- units to self- regulate their developments. In 
other words, regulation was more sectoral than territorial. Because these 
new villages were built for multiple work- units, their plan and design 
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were more territorial, under the municipal government. Workers’ new 
villages are a mixture of the features of alleyway housing and work- unit 
housing, as the housing was managed by the municipal housing bureau 
but a large proportion of residents were affiliated with work- units.

A well- known workers’ new village is Caoyang New Village, which 
was the first workers’ village built in Shanghai (Figure 2.7). The first 
phase started in 1951 and the final phase was finished in 1977, just before 
China launched the economic reform. The initial phase consisted of 48 
two- storey buildings providing 1,002 apartments, with an area of 13.3 
hectares. The total area of Caoyang occupied 94.6 hectares after its com-
pletion. The building style also includes two-  to six- storey buildings. The 
residential area was later extended to 180 hectares with 718 buildings up 
to the end of the 1990s. Its population reached 107,000, which is a large 
residential district, consisting of multiple residential clusters. With such 
a scale, workers’ new villages evolved into micro- districts (xiaoqu). The 
concept of micro- district has been extensively used in planned residential 
areas, in modern industrial areas, and later in suburban gated communi-
ties with distinctly marked boundaries.

Figure 2.7 Caoyang Workers’ New Village in Shanghai, constructed 
between 1951 and 1977. This terraced housing with relatively lower 
density compared with crowded alleyway housing areas was distributed 
to industrial workers nearby. Taken in 2014.
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In terms of neighbourhood social types, workers’ new villages still 
belong to ‘neo- traditionalism’ communities, because they were public 
housing areas, despite a more modern layout, influenced by the concept 
of the ‘neighbourhood unit’ from the US. This origin of workers’ new vil-
lages echoes the effort towards social protection through urban planning 
of the Garden City advocated by Ebenezer Howard’s Garden City as well 
as the neighbourhood unit by Clarence Perry to reconstruct a sociable city 
in the aftermath of capitalist industrialisation.30 The workers’ new village 
was built largely with open access areas, and neighbourhood interaction 
and governance were strong, relying more on residents’ committees and 
municipal service provision. As Caoyang introduced generous public 
green space, occupying 29 per cent of the total area, it was more urban 
than the industrial work- unit compound; the latter is more influenced by 
Soviet planning as micro- districts built into ‘large neighbourhoods’ sub-
divided by grand boulevards.

This generous urban planning standard was criticised in the 
1950s.31 In other words, the workers’ new village remains a more tra-
ditional Chinese area than an industrialised residential area. Compared 
with commodity housing areas built as gated communities, workers’ new 
villages are more similar to a mixed feature of alleyway housing areas 
in that they were under municipal control, and work- unit compounds 
because they were newly built into a more designed and planned space. 
Despite the look of terraced housing in the core area of Caoyang New 
Village, the workers’ new village is served by public services. The evolu-
tion of neighbourhood lives shows a trajectory similar to that of alleyway 
housing and work- unit areas, as Mark Frazier (2022) observed:

Aerial photo shows Caoyang New Village wedged amidst towering 
luxury apartment buildings, as a low- lying array of tiled roof dwell-
ings across dense foliage. But few of today’s Shanghai residents 
choose to live in what looks to be a quaint leafy neighbourhood when 
viewed from above. The dwellings that were once celebrated as 
spaces of emancipation are now deemed to be so small by Shanghai 
standards that the only residents who take advantage of the loca-
tion and the low rents are migrant workers, whose landlords are the 
remaining original residents, the model workers of the past. (p. 77)

Because of high population density and the structure of multi- storey 
buildings, it would be costly to rebuild workers’ new villages. Although 
the buildings are of low quality, the places are not sufficiently dilapidated 
and the tenancies are strong, which means that compensation would be 
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enormous. Hence, gentrification in this type of area is rare. Workers’ new 
villages remain largely as they were, unlike inner alleyway housing areas, 
which have been selectively built to be like the ‘stone portal gate’ housing 
in Xintiandi or Tianzifang and many other inner- city areas have seen the 
construction of gated communities of condominiums.

There are also hybrid forms of residential estates combining munic-
ipal and work- unit housing. The following is an example which was cre-
ated under the ‘comprehensive development’ organised by the municipal 
government. The Fifth Village (a pseudonym) is an estate built in 1987 at 
the then periphery of Nanjing.32 It is a good example to illustrate neigh-
bourhood changes in public housing estates, because the so- called ‘vil-
lage’ is in fact a mixture of public housing under the municipality and 
work- unit compounds (Figure 2.8).

Within the modern estate of municipal public housing, an enclosed 
residential compound was built for work- units. It has now become quite 
a mature neighbourhood in Nanjing, and in fact, according to the local 
government, ‘an old and dilapidated neighbourhood’ (laojiu xiaoqu).  
The estate is actually located not too far from the central city, within a 
bike ride of 20 to 30 minutes; but the connection, when it was built and 

Figure 2.8 The entrance of the Fifth Village, Nanjing. The original 
was replaced by a new gate to control cars because of the lack of parking 
space inside the residential ‘micro- district’. Taken in 2014.
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continued for the next two decades, was not very easy. The place was 
circled and confined by a river that was also used for sewer discharge, 
cutting off the roads to the city.

In the 1990s, residents had to use the rugged riverbanks to com-
mute to the city. The area was close to the docklands along the Yangtze 
River, where manual workers lived. This was the edge of the city. The res-
idents had lower socioeconomic status. Before 1949 rural refugees con-
centrated in this district of Xiaguan and built simple shacks. The place 
gradually evolved into shantytowns. In the 1980s the city of Nanjing 
decided to renew this area because the site was visible from trains across 
the Yangtze River Bridge to the city, and was near to the city but under-
developed. The site had vacant land for vegetable cultivation and hence 
there was less pressure for resident relocation. In 1986 the city of Nanjing 
launched a large development project at this site to rehouse relocated 
households from old nearby areas. Two work-units contributed invest-
ment for six residential buildings for their staff, which were enclosed in a 
compound (Figure 2.9). The total area of the estate was 8.2 hectares and 

Figure 2.9 The southern gate of the inner compound reserved for 
work- unit staff in the Fifth Village, Nanjing. Although the gate is not 
strictly controlled, it is served with a security guard room. This rather 
rudimentary ‘gated community’ reveals the attempt to maintain social 
order through management rather than neighbourhood self- governance 
in an urbanising mobile society in China. Taken in 1997.
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the total building floor space was 104,000 square metres. The estate con-
sisted of 35 residential buildings, one nursery, one primary school and 
some shops along the main road of the estate. In 2001, more buildings 
were added, totalling 52 buildings in the Fifth Village, accommodating 
2,565 households with a population of 7,472 persons.33

As the name suggests, the estate is similar to a workers’ village but 
includes residents with different occupations. As a micro- district, it has 
been entirely designed from the beginning of construction. The neigh-
bourhood includes a public square, a statue and a gate, but with open 
access. It is therefore different from piecemeal development by work-
places themselves. It is a mode of ‘comprehensive development’ in which 
the municipality organises the development and individual workplaces 
contribute funds to obtain properties for their employees. The remaining 
flats were managed by the municipal housing bureau and later sold to 
sitting tenants during housing privatisation in the late 1990s.

When it was built, the Fifth Village was a modern estate with the 
best housing quality in the area, in contrast to the shacks and dilapidated 
houses outside its entrance. Next to the estate was the Nanjing Tungsten 
and Molybdenum Filament factory. In 1998, the factory, owing to the 
bankruptcy and restructuring of state- owned enterprises, gave up some 
land to the district government to build an indoor grocery market in 
which stalls were leased to hawkers. The neighbourhood was quite sta-
ble. But for work- units, there has been housing relocation of staff from 
this neighbourhood to other compounds, and new staff moved into this 
relatively inferior housing. The work- units are no longer involved in 
estate management. Although the workplace still provides some welfare 
entitlement to their retired residents, the neighbourhood is gradually 
deteriorating and lacks maintenance (Figure 2.10). The neighbourhood 
is thus a rather matured and to some extent crowded living environment.

Redevelopment of alleyway neighbourhoods

Through many years of densification, traditional neighbourhoods 
became overcrowded and deteriorated into dilapidated areas. In the 
1980s, Chinese cities were confronted with severe housing shortages 
as well as dilapidated housing conditions in inner urban areas. Urban 
renewal programmes were initiated by the government to refurbish dilap-
idated housing. In Shanghai, the objective was to renovate 3.65 million 
square metres of old alleyway housing through the so- called ‘365 urban 
renewal’.34 In Beijing, the programme was ‘Old and Dilapidated Housing 
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Redevelopment’ (ODHR).35 In Guangzhou, urban renewal was combined 
with the construction of road and metro lines.36 But these programmes 
lacked sustained investment and thus made slow progress until the abo-
lition of welfare housing in 1998. As introduced in Chapter 1, China 
has seen large- scale urban demolition and renewal through real estate 
development. The social impacts and neighbourhood changes have been 
extensively documented. I will now introduce some neighbourhoods to 
illustrate the transformation of social life in these places.

In Beijing, hutong rehabilitation started in the 1990s, with exper-
iments in preserving architectural style. These efforts largely failed 
because of the lack of funding, subsequently giving way to demolition 
and real estate development. But with the rising awareness of the cultural 
value of hutong and heritage, in 2002 the Beijing municipal government 
announced a strict preservation policy and designated 25 conservation 
zones in central Beijing. The conservation policy focused on the aesthetic 
value of courtyard housing and did not pay sufficient attention to the pres-
ervation of the texture of the built environment and neighbourhood life.  

Figure 2.10 Signs of deterioration in the Fifth Village, Nanjing.  
The original internal sewer pipes were blocked and an external duct had 
to be built. Housing privatisation does not enhance estate maintenance 
but rather has led to the withdrawal of workplaces’ responsibility for 
maintenance. Taken in 2014.
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While the restriction policy did not entirely stop demolition and high- rise 
real estate projects, it did lead to the gradual conversion of some neigh-
bourhoods into commercial and tourist uses like the place near Shishahai 
(known as Houhai) which became a night- time entertainment quarter of 
bars and restaurants. In the remainder of this section, some redeveloped 
neighbourhoods in Beijing, Shanghai and Wuhan are introduced.

In 1990, the first phase of the Ju’er hutong (Chrysanthemum Lane) 
rehabilitation project was completed. This aimed to create a prototype of 
the ‘new courtyard’ for the redevelopment of traditional hutong neigh-
bourhoods.37 The experimental project required a funding subsidy from 
the government but also involved the developer. Under the notion of 
‘organic renewal’ avoiding total demolition, the new courtyard retained 
the original style but expanded the courtyard buildings into two-  to three- 
storey walk- ups for multiple occupation. However, only 10 per cent of 
the original residents were able to afford the discount price and returned 
after the redevelopment. While still mimicking courtyard housing, this 
kind of new courtyard is in fact a new build.

After the completion of the second phase in 1994, the project pro-
ceeded no further. It was a failure because the design of the new courtyard 
housing paid too much attention to the living environment and neglected 
the changing neighbourhood in Beijing after the introduction of the real 
estate market. The government lacked funding to rehabilitate hutong –  
redevelopment projects had to consider market demand. The rehabili-
tation project was not sufficiently profitable to attract redevelopment 
when the overall plot ratio was still restricted. However, for those who 
could afford the renovated courtyards, the quality of housing and resi-
dential privacy are more desirable. Fundamentally, in the 1990s before 
full- fledged housing privatisation and consumer revolution, hutong in 
inner Beijing were not seen as a desired location for the ‘middle class’, or 
simply the middle class had not yet formed. At that time and later in the 
2000s, the suburban villa style was a desirable style of the good life (see 
Chapter 4). The new courtyard housing, while of good quality, was not 
a luxury product that managed to retain a low- density development in 
such a central and premium location.

Nanchizi in Beijing, built in the early 2000s, is another project that 
tries to replicate the courtyard style of living (Figure 2.11). The project 
is to the east of the Forbidden City and hence at a very central location. 
The project restored the local temple, renovated 31 courtyards that were 
in good condition, and reconstructed 17 courtyards based on their origi-
nal layouts.38 But what is more controversial is that the project also built 
301 completely new two- storey residential compounds, as the site is 
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in a ‘historic and cultural conservation area’.39 The redevelopment not 
only refurbished housing but also improved infrastructure and facilities 
including gas pipes, embedded electricity lines, drainage, underground 
parking and a nearby park. The landscape of hutong has been maintained. 
Compared with Ju’er hutong, the rate of returning residents increased to 
27 per cent, and the impact on the landscape was less dramatic than with 
larger courtyards in Ju’er hutong. But according to some critics the resi-
dential area is a hutong replica.

While Nanchizi still continues as a residential neighbourhood, 
Nanluoguxiang (Southern Drum Lane), not far from Ju’er hutong, has 
been experiencing commercialisation. Since the 2000s the place has 
seen the growth of trendy shops, tailor- made boutiques, bars and cafete-
rias developed by private entrepreneurs.40 As a former residential area, 
Nanluoguxiang presents more of a hutong atmosphere compared with 
bustling bar areas near Houhai or the commercial street of Qianmen. 
Hyun Bang Shin (2010) observed:

Landlordism is also prevalent in Nanluoguxiang. One after another, 
courtyard houses undergo refurbishment and facelift in order to 

Figure 2.11 The reconstruction of courtyard housing in Nanchizi, 
Beijing. The redevelopment was quite significant as the project also 
replicated the original courtyard housing and hence is less seen as 
hutong heritage preservation. Taken in 2004.
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appear on the private rental market, eventually consumed by those 
who seek trendy living in historic quarters. (p. s49)

The redevelopment of Nanluoguxiang reflects an overall change from the 
real estate- oriented approach to the promotion of cultural, heritage and 
leisure districts in central and traditional areas of Chinese cities, similar 
to Tianzhifang in Shanghai (see later). Traditional neighbourhoods have 
seen depopulation for heritage conversion. The traditional neighbour-
hood has been transformed along with the departure of original resi-
dents and the consequent change in neighbourhood life associated with 
their living environment, as the residents were a more marginal popu-
lation even in the socialist era and could not sustain the cost of rede-
velopment. The marginality of traditional neighbourhood residents is 
extensively studied in poverty research, but recently the study of oral 
history in old neighbourhoods like Dashalar near Qianmen reveals that 
these neighbourhoods have remained marginal.41

In Beijing, alongside demolition, the conservation of hutong areas 
did not retain the original residents and their neighbourhood life. 
Instead, we see the conversion of traditional neighbourhoods. Through 
imposing more stringent control over the redevelopment of hutong and 
promoting preservation, the local state actually facilitates the transfor-
mation from a residential neighbourhood to a culture and leisure street 
like Nanluoguxiang. It becomes more difficult to regenerate for resi-
dential purposes. Since the adoption of heritage conservation, we have 
begun to see gentrification in the specific form of displacement –  court-
yards have been bought by the super- rich. They have also bought vacant 
land or previously public spaces, such as primary schools or kindergar-
tens, in hutong neighbourhoods, and converted them into private houses 
or clubs. This extreme version is more about the power of the elite rather 
than the middle class replacing the working class through housing con-
sumption and residential changes. This is not an ordinary everyday life 
change. It would be too costly for middle- class homeowners to remove 
and assemble multiple households in courtyards when the intensity of 
development was controlled by hutong preservation. Indeed the ‘new 
courtyard’ has been created rather than preserved. But they are no longer 
part of residential neighbourhoods. Each of them is more like a hidden 
castle with very little interaction with neighbours who might also be a 
business owner or shop tenant.

In Shanghai, preservation has been selectively carried out 
by property- led redevelopment projects. Although demolition and 
displacement, driven by entrepreneurial governance, have been 
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widespread, since the 2000s Shanghai has begun to pay more attention 
to heritage conservation and has tolerated and even encouraged the 
self- refurbishment of alleyway housing in the original style. Residents 
discovered that, besides heritage value, their houses had become attrac-
tive to some expatriates and well- educated residents.42 So some original 
residents even chose to rent a cheaper place for themselves, renovated 
their shikumen houses, and rented them out to newcomers or private 
businesses. Ironically, the awareness of heritage value does not enhance 
conservation. Rather, the increase in rent has led to landlordism and 
transformed traditional neighbourhoods. However, this process is also 
driven by the original residents themselves rather than intervention 
by the local government or real estate developers.43 However, such shi-
kumen housing upgrading is rather piecemeal. Major redevelopment 
projects have still been organised by real estate developers since the 
late 1990s.

Xintiandi (literally new heaven and earth) is a milestone in the 
history of urban redevelopment in Shanghai, treating stone portal gate 
housing as a heritage and preserving the lilong texture of traditional 
residential neighbourhoods (Figure 2.12).44 Two factors contributed 
to the turning of redevelopment policy to selective preservation and 

Figure 2.12 The redevelopment of alleyway housing into an 
entertainment and shopping district in Xintiandi, Shanghai. The photo 
shows the reconstruction of ‘stone portal gate’ housing into a cafeteria, 
bars, restaurants and boutique shops. Taken in 2003.
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demolition. First, the Asian financial crisis disrupted the pace of the ‘365 
Urban Renewal Programme’. The district of Luwan where Xintiandi is 
located lacked the capital to continue its redevelopment project. There 
was extensive dilapidated old alleyway housing in the district. It was 
difficult to carry out large- scale demolition. Luwan district government 
asked the Hong Kong- based developer, Shui On Group, to carry out 
property development.

Second, more specific to Xintiandi, one terraced house in the area of 
the former French Concession area was the CCP First Congress Memorial. 
Hence the area is subject to the restriction of height (Figure 2.13). To 
follow this planning restriction, the core area had to be preserved. The 
developer, Shui On, invited a Boston- based architect, Benjamin Wood, 
to design the area, following Quincy Market in Boston, preserving shi-
kumen and adaptively turning these buildings into bars, restaurants and 
boutique shops (Figure 2.14).

Figure 2.13 The traditional shikumen style housing in the Xintiandi 
area, Shanghai. The shikumen housing has been carefully refurbished 
since the late 1990s. The photo shows the ‘stone portal gates’ leading 
to an internal courtyard. The style is actually a hybrid of the traditional 
Chinese courtyard and Western terraced housing in order to be land 
efficient with increased density. Taken in 2019.
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Before the Xintiandi redevelopment project, the government strove 
to preserve and recreate the memorial from an ordinary shikumen build-
ing. As Samuel Liang (2014) observed:

The earlier preservation of the revolutionary heritage site antic-
ipated Shui On’s new ‘conservation’ project. There was a strange 
and puzzling parallel between the two projects: whereas Xintiandi 
reinvented the colonial past as a theme of consumption for the new 
transnational elite, the First CCP Congress Memorial retrospec-
tively invests the revolution history as an ideological structure of 
the ruling class. (p. 200)

This echoes well with the slogan of Xintiandi, ‘Let yesterday meet tomor-
row in Shanghai today’. This is indeed a juxtaposition of the old and new. 
As can be seen from the layout, even the core area of Xintiandi has lim-
ited shikumen housing area. Xintiandi Plaza in the corner of the northern 
block and the entire southern block have been redeveloped into modern 
high- rises (Figure 2.15).

Figure 2.14 The clubhouse and core area of Xintiandi, Shanghai. The 
photo shows that as early as the early 2000s the area had become a 
popular and fashionable place in Shanghai. Taken in 2005.
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But the core of Xintiandi consists of only two street blocks. The redevel-
opment, however, is a large project covering the whole Taipingqiao area, 
52 hectares of 23 street blocks. The vast lilong area in the region simply 
disappeared. In terms of historical location, the place was at the edge 
of the French Concession area near the indigenous Chinese walled city. 
However, the success in branding Xintiandi as a trendy shopping, leisure 
and entertainment quarter to represent Shanghai’s glorious colonial 
past –  Shanghai nostalgia –  has turned the place into up- market  housing. 
The premium estate, Lakeville Regency, became the most expensive 
housing in Shanghai in the 2000s. In a real estate development sense, 
Xintiandi can be regarded as a success as a flagship project for property- 
led redevelopment, although the core blocks did not bring immediate 
financial income to the Shui On Group.

Since then, the developer has developed a good relation with 
the government of Shanghai and built a reputation in China. Xintiandi 
has become a brand of tiandi, replicated in over a dozen places such 
as Chuangzhi Tiandi (smart neighbourhoods) in Shanghai’s Yangpu 
District (Figure 2.16), Xihu Tiandi in Hangzhou, Linnan Tiandi 

Figure 2.15 Besides the low- rise shikumen bars and restaurants, 
Xintiandi also built high- rise shopping malls and office buildings. The 
photo shows the Xintiandi Plaza. Taken in 2019.
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(southern China) in Foshan and Chongqing Tiandi. Such redevelopment 
is not interested in everyday urbanism that is described by Hanchao Lu 
(1999). Rather, attention has been exclusively paid to the architectural 
form. In Beijing’s Houhai and Shanghai’s Xintiandi, courtyards and shi-
kumen housing are turned into more exclusive consumption and enter-
tainment spaces.

While traditional lilong neighbourhoods allegedly accommodated 
almost 80 per cent of Shanghai’s population by 1980,45 they were demol-
ished through large- scale urban redevelopment programmes in the 1980s 
and 1990s. Near Taikang Road, Tianzhifang is a rare case in Shanghai. Its 
preservation was due to the Asian financial crisis in 1997 which put the 
pace of redevelopment on hold. The bankruptcy of state- owned indus-
tries in the 1990s created pressure for reemployment. Shanghai began 
to seek the development of tertiary industries and to promote ‘street 
commerce’. Small artists’ workshops were also encouraged, and began 
to use the vacant street factories. The success of small studios and work-
shops was later recognised by the government, which now endorses the 

Figure 2.16 Chuangzhi Tiandi, Shanghai, is a mixed- use area with 
smart office buildings and technology firms. The place aims to build  
a ‘knowledge and innovation community’, with a brand of Tiandi.  
Taken in 2014.
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cluster as a creative industrial area. The development is compatible with 
Shanghai’s ambition to become a global city. The place could serve to 
preserve culture (the heritage of shikumen) and become a cultural quar-
ter like SoHo in New York.

In terms of timing, the redevelopment of Tianzhifang came later 
than that of Xintiandi. As for the development approach, Tianzhifang 
is more bottom- up than Xintiandi, which was a large- scale, property- 
led redevelopment project initiated by Shui On. Xintiandi only pre-
served shikumen houses in its core shopping area while nearby 
residential neighbourhoods in the Taipingqiao area were demolished. 
The area preserved in Tianzhifang is larger than the limited core 
area of Xintiandi. Tianzhifang provides space for smaller restaurants 
and cafeterias rather than pubs and dining places in Xintiandi, the 
latter targeting the upper middle class, diaspora and business elites 
(Figure 2.17). When Tianzhifang started, artists’ studios and work-
shops were located in the former factories of the collective economy of 
the street (Figure 2.18).

However, the cultural industries were outpaced by the growth 
of retail and businesses. Hai Yu and his colleagues noted that the 

Figure 2.17 Tianzhifang, Shanghai, is another alleyway housing 
neighbourhood turned into an arts, creative and entertainment district. 
The photo shows small restaurants in Tianzhifang. Compared with 
Xintiandi, Tianzhifang is more ‘ordinary’ and less elite. Taken in 2011.
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conversion from residential to commercial had almost been completed 
by 2014:

Beginning from no leased space in 2004, one- third of the two-  or 
three- storey shikumen houses were renting space to commercial 
tenants in 2008. Two years later, more than half the houses were 
renting commercial space, and by 2013, nearly 90 percent were 
doing this. Even more important, individual floors of these houses, 
owned by different landlords, were leased to separate businesses. 
(Yu et al. 2015, 69)

Eventually, the new retail businesses invaded the shikumen houses, turn-
ing the residential neighbourhood into a tourist and shopping area.

Guangzhou has experienced several waves of urban renewal. 
Shenjing He (2012) periodises them into dilapidated housing renewal, 
property- led regeneration, and redevelopment of old urban areas and 
villages. Starting in the 1990s, dilapidated housing has been demol-
ished along with the construction of metro lines and roads in old urban 
areas. This first wave of urban renewal displaced original residents in 
traditional neighbourhoods and gave the land to real estate develop-
ment. These redevelopment projects aimed to maximise profits without 
proper residential resettlement. Demolition aggravated social contests. 

Figure 2.18 The conversion of stone portal gate housing to artists’ 
workshops and display rooms in Tianzhifang. The redevelopment of 
Tianzhifang has been driven more by smaller developers rather than as 
a single mega project. Taken in 2011.
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The Asian financial crisis in 1997 disrupted property- led urban rede-
velopment. While the original policy intention was to renovate the 
dilapidated built environment through the real estate market, in real-
ity developers gained the most benefit from redevelopment, leav-
ing the government with the burden of rehousing residents. In 1999, 
Guangzhou announced a new policy to prohibit the participation of 
private developers in urban renewal. However, the government lacked 
the capital to finance urban renewal. Until 2005 the process of urban 
renewal was halted.

From 2004 the tightening of land policy by the central government 
had begun to constrain the speed of urban expansion. Guangzhou also 
faced pressure to upgrade its economy from manufacturing industries to 
the tertiary sector, which increased the demand for space in central urban 
areas. To release more space to stimulate economic growth and restruc-
turing, the provincial government of Guangdong managed to negotiate a 
special policy with the central government, to allow real estate develop-
ment in the redevelopment of old villages, old urban areas and old fac-
tories, known as ‘three- olds regeneration’ (sanjiu gaizao) which started 
the second wave of urban redevelopment. Compared with the redevelop-
ment of urban villages (see Chapter 3), it was more difficult to redevelop 
traditional urban areas because of the cost of compensation in areas of 
high population density.

However, redevelopment has been extended from dilapidated 
housing to traditional neighbourhoods with good locations. In other 
words, the motivation of redevelopment has shifted from the refurbish-
ment of poor housing to property development. To host the Asian Games 
in 2010, the Guangzhou government speeded up the pace of urban rede-
velopment. The large- scale urban redevelopment caused huge tension 
between developers and residents, who demanded more appropriate 
compensation, as the booming real estate market made it difficult to be 
rehoused. Strong resistance to demolition and greater concerns over the 
loss of valuable heritage eventually exposed the controversies of rede-
velopment projects in the media, beginning to shift the policy agenda. 
The Global Financial Crisis in 2008 suddenly slowed down the pace of 
investment and economic development. The organisation of the Asian 
Games in 2010 created a heavy financial debt for Guangzhou. Large- scale 
demolition and displacement were halted. The government then wanted 
higher- quality development, and the agenda of cultural and historical 
preservation began to surface.

There was little progress in the redevelopment of traditional neigh-
bourhoods until 2015. Uncompleted redevelopment projects turned 
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inner areas into the sites of ruins. The pressure for the government to 
improve the built environment intensified. One inner urban resident 
commented, ‘Facilities disappeared. In the night, mice run everywhere. 
It’s scary. We are looking forward to demolition just as the poor people 
waited for the Liberation Army!’46 In this context, in 2015 the Guangzhou 
government launched so- called ‘incremental redevelopment’ (wei-
gaizao), which aimed to initiate small- scale redevelopment while pre-
serving original residential buildings. This new approach allowed land 
use changes, including the conversion of existing residential uses into 
co- working spaces for creative industries which promote heritage values. 
Incremental redevelopment maintains the original architectural style 
and enhances both appearance and quality.

Yongqingfang is a pilot project from which the incremental rede-
velopment policy was derived (Figure 2.19). The residential block is 
located in the Enning Road area, which was a major redevelopment area 
in Guangzhou during the second wave of redevelopment from 2005 to 
2010.47 The residential block covers 11 hectares. The inner urban area of 
Guangzhou is known for the style of ‘arcade housing’ (qilou). The original 
plan before incremental redevelopment was wholesale urban renewal, 

Figure 2.19 Yongqingfang, Guangzhou, has been renovated from a 
traditional inner- city neighbourhood into a tourist and small business 
district through ‘micro or incremental redevelopment’. Taken in 2018.
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which was strongly resisted by residents. Some residents had already 
been relocated which created an opportunity for this pilot redevelopment 
project. The redevelopment did not create more residential properties 
and hence no new residents came to the neighbourhood. In other words, 
this was not a housing renewal programme but rather a re- use of existing 
residential buildings for mixed uses. This was possible partly because pre-
viously uncompleted redevelopment had relocated some residents; public 
rental housing at the time of this new pilot project was largely vacant. The 
new redevelopment approach was still under the guidance of the district 
government, which meant, in this case, that the land was still under the 
control of public ownership. A comprehensive redevelopment plan was 
approved by the district government, but the actual development was car-
ried out by one of China’s largest developers, Vanke.

Different from other redevelopment projects, Yongqingfang adopted 
a model of build – operate –  transfer (BOT). The developer, Vanke, does 
not own the land and properties, and thus cannot sell any real estate prop-
erty from the redevelopment project. Instead, it refurbished the street 
block for the government and rented out these properties to business 
tenants. The district government selected Yongqingfang because a large 
proportion of the original residents were public housing tenants. It was 
easier to relocate them. The municipal housing bureau controlled pub-
lic housing properties. In fact, these public housing tenants had already 
been relocated during the earlier phase of redevelopment. The core area 
of Yongqingfang remained empty. The pressure of residential relocation 
was lower. The project did not seek further residential relocation. At the 
time of redevelopment, the residential block had only a small number of 
households who were private housing owners. As the intention of rede-
velopment had changed from demolition to preservation, these house-
holds were not relocated and remained in Yongqingfang. In other words, 
Yongqingfang was not a real estate development project.

However, some residents were unhappy because after redevelop-
ment the place was converted from a residential neighbourhood to com-
mercial and business uses. Some complained that newly refurbished 
houses blocked the sunlight and that they were disturbed by noisy recon-
struction and later on increasing numbers of tourists. Although they own 
the properties, they do not have the development rights to turn them into 
business premises or commercial outlets. The development rights have 
been franchised to Vanke.

The redevelopment of Yongqingfang was the first time the 
involvement of the private sector in urban renewal had been permitted 
since 1999, when restrictions on private developers were imposed in 
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Guangzhou. The district urban renewal office was responsible for select-
ing the developer through public procurement. After public tendering, 
Vanke managed to gain the right to operate this site for 15 years, with an 
obligation to complete refurbishment in less than one year.

Adjacent to Yongqingfang, the Cantonese Opera Museum has 
been reconstructed. Within the neighbourhood, small museums, includ-
ing Bruce Lee’s ancestral home, have been refurbished and preserved 
to show the traditional residential style. Public squares have been cre-
ated to host activities and gatherings. The project has since been widely 
acclaimed for its commercial success and the preservation of traditional 
arcade housing and a traditional neighbourhood. The highlight was the 
visit of President Xi Jinping in October 2018, stressing that urban rede-
velopment should not be carried out through large- scale demolition but 
should, like Yongqingfang, carefully improve the built environment and 
preserve culture, heritage and memories, as if using an ‘embroidery nee-
dle’ on an artwork. Since then, there have been constant visitors from 
other cities to learn from its success.48

The business model of Yongqingfang is actually the public– private 
partnership. Vanke was willing to take on the project because it wished to 
use this pilot project to develop business relations with the government 
and gain development rights in the future for the larger area of Enning 
Road. It also wished to expand its experience from that of a mainly res-
idential developer to that of a commercial developer. It could then fur-
ther operate in the fields of property management and services contracts 
with the government. This was deemed particularly important by the 
developer as a change of business because the government is constantly 
regulating real estate speculation. Similar to a private finance initiative, 
Vanke manages the newly furbished co- working space and rents out such 
properties for the government. Hence, Vanke calls its new role the ‘urban 
operator’. The redevelopment tried to avoid the costly relocation of pri-
vate housing owners. Instead, through partial refurbishment and the 
conversion of ground space into commercial and office uses, the project 
hoped to inject a limited amount of investment which could be recovered 
by rental income from business tenants. Vanke in this case is a property 
developer but also a property management company.

The developer hopes to use Yongqingfang as a demonstration project 
for its versatile capabilities, because so far Vanke has been largely a resi-
dential developer and has no experience with business and commercial 
properties. It also hoped to use this opportunity to develop a good busi-
ness relationship with the government for subsequent development rights 
in the larger regeneration area of Enning Road. Vanke aims to diversify its 
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role of developer into broad property management, and in the future it 
hopes to receive service contracts from the government to manage the city.

For Yongqingfang, Vanke is not involved in neighbourhood govern-
ance. It only manages the commercial assets and business tenants of the 
street block. All the remaining residents, now only less than six house-
holds, are managed by the residents’ committee and the street office in 
the area. The redevelopment of Yongqingfang literally wiped out the 
original residential block and turned it into a commercial and business 
area. It used the ‘ruins’ of earlier development and empty public housing, 
thus saving some redevelopment costs, and converted these residential 
buildings into retail, businesses and offices.

The neighbourhood is quite different from an ordinary Tokyo down-
town neighbourhood as described by Theodore Bestor (1989), where the 
old middle class still live in the neighbourhood and act as community 
leaders to maintain social life. This incremental redevelopment pro-
ject has actually completely transformed a traditional neighbourhood, 
despite the vernacular look of residential buildings.

The project is similar to the redevelopment of Xintiandi in Shanghai 
in the late 1990s and early 2000s, in that both preserved some core res-
idential buildings but converted them into commercial and business 
uses. But Xintiandi was a ‘property- led redevelopment’, meaning that 
the redevelopment aimed at the residential property market. The devel-
oper, Shui On group from Hong Kong, controlled the redevelopment of 
the whole Taipingqiao area in which Xintiandi is a small land plot. The 
developer sold all the properties. The cost of redevelopment of Xintiandi 
was recovered from property redevelopment in the larger area. Since 
the Yongqingfang project has only completed its first phase, it is unclear 
whether the second phase in the rest of the Enning Road area will adopt 
a similar property redevelopment approach. But because Yongqingfang 
has already created an expectation of small- scale redevelopment, the 
business model remains questionable. From these cases it can be seen 
that housing rehabilitation is impossible without a substantial change of 
land use and residents. This deadlock is rooted in the spatiality of tra-
ditional neighbourhoods –  deteriorated conditions, marginal population 
and the lack of financial viability.

Redevelopment of workplace neighbourhoods

For work- unit neighbourhoods, because the housing was built as five to 
six modern walk- up buildings, it is financially difficult to demolish and 
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rebuild them. With the ageing population, the multi- storey buildings 
urgently need better accessibility with elevators. Following privatisa-
tion, residents became homeowners and have had to do their own prop-
erty management. While they may be able to pay a private plumber to 
unblock a sewage pipe, the coordination and cost of larger renovations 
are challenging. As for the residents’ committee that was set up after the 
privatisation of the work- unit housing, it does not have the capacity, as an 
officer at the Fifth Village comments:

We don’t have to do anything. In fact, we can do nothing. All we 
could do is to fix small problems here and there. [For maintaining 
trees and grass in the neighbourhood], this is the area where you 
spend money but don’t see where it has gone. Trees, bushes and 
grass grow every year, and so you have to pay for them every year. 
We just spent 200,000 Yuan on the maintenance of green spaces. 
Whenever possible, we just had to convert grassland into hard sur-
faces. We had no choice.49

As work- unit compounds turned into ‘old and dilapidated neighbour-
hoods’ (laojiu xiaoqu), it became difficult to rely on residents or their 
administrative committee to renovate and maintain the living environ-
ment. Well- resourced work- units may contribute to the renovation of 
staff residential quarters, but for the compounds of multiple work- units 
or workers’ new villages, this is more likely to be the responsibility of 
the municipal government. Unlike old neighbourhoods or urban vil-
lages, work- unit compounds do not disappear but either deteriorate or 
are upgraded. Because of their convenient locations, many are still quite 
stable, with only a small proportion of outsiders coming in as private 
 renters. The need to regenerate these neighbourhoods imposes a chal-
lenge for governance, because projects like elevator installation require 
the consensus of existing residents –  the installation of an elevator may 
block light and ventilation for some residents. Besides, ground floor resi-
dents do not need an elevator.

In order to proceed with such infrastructure projects, the govern-
ment has to mobilise residents. Since the late 2010s, China has intro-
duced dilapidated housing renewal. The programme was intended to 
expand domestic consumption demand, similar to shantytown renewal 
(the redevelopment of shacks and traditional neighbourhoods).50 But 
there is a practical need for workplace housing renewal because of 
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deteriorating conditions and the lack of public spaces. The programme 
also introduced the new practice of ‘neighbourhood planners’, who are 
local residents and volunteers for the design and renovation of dilapi-
dated neighbourhoods.

The renewal of ‘old and dilapidated neighbourhoods’ in the 
2010s thus extends its scope from the renewal of dilapidated housing 
(of traditional neighbourhoods) to modern ex- public housing micro- 
districts (xiaoqu). The renewal approach consequently changed from 
wholesale demolition to ‘incremental redevelopment’. Because of the 
challenge in terms of coordination and governance, these incremental 
redevelopment projects are initiated and funded by the government 
rather than by real estate projects or residents themselves orchestrated 
by the government.

In Wuhan, the ‘happy community campaign’ was launched in 
2017. A mixed neighbourhood, Huajin, managed to be selected as 
one of three pilots and the first case of incremental redevelopment in 
Wuhan (Figure 2.20). This is a large estate built since 1999, consist-
ing of work- unit housing, affordable housing and commodity housing 
of several phases (hence different qualities). The neighbourhood still 
had a quite high density compared with traditional neighbourhoods, 
although as an early development project, the development still used 
land quite generously, leaving 35 per cent of the land as open space in 
the neighbourhood.

The project of redevelopment was initiated by the planning 
bureau and designed by a team of planners at Wuhan University. The 
planning process, however, involved various forms of ‘neighbourhood 
participation’ and was joined by ‘neighbourhood planners’ (resident 
volunteers). Despite the seemingly grassroots involvement, neigh-
bourhood governance and project coordination pivoted upon the 
party leader who coordinated the three components of neighbourhood 
governance: the homeowners’ association, the property management 
company and the residents’ committee. The renewal project improved 
the built environment: creating parking spaces, pedestrian sidewalks 
to the school and public spaces –  small parks for exercise and a stage 
for social gatherings and the performance of shows. The level of social 
participation and neighbourhood mobilisation in Huajin is unprec-
edented in Chinese ex- public housing modern neighbourhoods. The 
residential environment has been improved but is still modest; the 
neighbourhood continues to exist as a distinct generic type as per our 
classification in Chapter 1.
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Changing neighbourhood governance: formalisation  
and professionalisation

The change in neighbourhood governance started with the commercial-
isation of ‘neighbourhood services’ (shequ fuwu). In the socialist period, 
the services provided to the residents in traditional neighbourhoods 
were quite limited. The social welfare function of the street office was 
mainly disaster relief and assistance to the handicapped and elderly, 
which was funded through the government budget of civil affairs. For 
residents in work- unit compounds, their welfare entitlements mainly 
came from their work- units as occupational benefits. As mentioned ear-
lier, traditional neighbourhoods were quite peripheral in the system of 
social provision. As a result of the lack of formal state welfare provision, 
traditional neighbourhoods maintained some reciprocal social engage-
ment in the form of self- help and mutual assistance. This position in 
the state administrative system unexpectedly preserved the features of 
traditionalism, which suggests that the socialist transformation of the 
old capitalist city was rather incomplete and less radical than commonly 

Figure 2.20 The central area of Huajin residential district in Wuhan 
has been renovated as a neighbourhood incremental redevelopment 
project. The project was designed by a team at Wuhan University and 
involves neighbourhood participation. Taken in 2019.
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believed, while the ‘traditional’ social order was reinvented in work- unit 
neighbourhoods as a by- product of occupational welfare delivery under 
‘neo- traditionalism’.51

In the 1950s, the street offices of the old urban areas organised 
housewives and self- employed labourers into street handicraft work-
shops and small factories, forming the ‘collective street economy’.52 The 
development of the collective economy provided employment, as the for-
mal industrialisation of state- owned enterprises was not able to absorb 
residents in traditional neighbourhoods, because the residents had a 
lower educational attainment and lacked skills. The formal channels of 
recruitment of new workers and staff included graduates from university 
and professional schools and those who completed military service. For 
a large number of residents, it was difficult to achieve a change of status 
through the formal recruitment process of state- owned enterprises. The 
function of employment in the collective economy was recognised to sup-
plement the economy of state- owned enterprises.

In the 1980s, because of the return of urban youth from the coun-
tryside, the pressure of unemployment led to the revival of the collective 
economy and self- employment. Street offices began to organise vari-
ous street cooperatives to provide services such as TV repairs, barbers 
and housing maintenance to absorb the returnees from the country-
side. Similar to social enterprises, these small cooperatives under street 
offices became an important component of the collective economy, which 
started neighbourhood services through commercial operation.53

Since 1992 neighbourhood services have been officially recognised 
as the tertiary sector by the State Council. In the 1990s, the formal recog-
nition of street office businesses as services rather than welfare opened 
the door to the commodification of public services at the grassroots. The 
policy of encouraging neighbourhood services (for example, tax exemp-
tion) led to the proliferation of businesses run by street offices. The street 
offices thus played a dual role of district government agency providing 
welfare and social assistance as well as the operation of tertiary busi-
nesses. Through these dual functions, street offices as the bottom level of 
government managed to draw additional resources.

In Shanghai, the street offices signed contracts with district govern-
ments for their amounts of fiscal budget, beyond which the offices could 
use their business operations to subsidise their expenditure. The prac-
tice was described as ‘using (commercial) services to support (social) 
services’ (yi fuwu yang fuwu). In reality, the income often was used for 
improving the income of street office cadres in order to maintain their 
staff in addition to the basic salaries of formal posts.
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In traditional neighbourhoods in old urban areas, because of the 
history of the collective economy and socialist legacies, street offices 
usually have some collective assets and premises under their control 
and lease them to private businesses. In the Fifth Village in Nanjing, 
the residents’ committee once developed some simple shacks to rent to 
rural migrants who came to the place to sell vegetables and worked in 
other low- end services such as cleaners.54 This was quite different from 
the operation of work- unit compounds, because work- units usually sub-
sidised services such as canteens provided to their employees. Instead, 
street offices treated these rentals as business operations. In this sense, 
the commodification of neighbourhood services can be seen as a partial 
retreat of the state from the neighbourhood, replaced by more business- 
oriented services.

Neighbourhood public space management was an important ser-
vice initially offered by the street offices, while for public housing prop-
erty management was carried out by municipal housing bureaus. The 
public housing in work- unit compounds, treated as ‘enterprise housing’, 
was financed and maintained by the respective work- units. However, 
housing privatisation meant that the state or work- units were no longer 
responsible for their maintenance. Households themselves needed to 
find commercial property management services for their individual 
 properties. However, in reality, the street office still maintained the prop-
erty management of ‘old and dilapidated neighbourhoods’ as residents 
were unable to afford commercial services. The facilities belonging to 
work- units were encouraged to open to the public and to operate on a 
commercial basis. Gradually, the operation of services became a sepa-
rate tertiary sector. Property management, however, became more spe-
cialised and was no longer part of the street office function. Rather, the 
street office employed a professional property management company to 
carry out the maintenance.

In the 1990s, the street economy in Shanghai was encouraged 
by the policy to return value- added taxes generated in the place to the 
respective street offices. This motivated the street office which became 
quite entrepreneurial and tried to attract businesses. For example, in the 
early 1990s, the street of Liangcheng in Shanghai offered registration 
capital to help the registration of a transport enterprise which was actu-
ally a joint venture between the work- unit and its employees to support it 
registering as a private business in the territory.

The consolidation and merger of residents’ committees in the 
2000s removed the function of business management at the bottom level, 
while at the street office level, some economic functions still remain but 
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are more regulated. To enhance administrative capacities, small resi-
dents’ committees were merged into a larger administrative organisation 
responsible for its enlarged territory of residential community (shequ). 
The consolidation of residents’ committees has also allowed the gov-
ernment to professionalise the previous grassroots organisations. New 
offices are usually built together with a ‘community centre’ to deal with 
various administrative tasks such as the allocation of minimum livelihood 
guarantee (dibao) (Figure 2.21). Many amalgamated residents’ commit-
tees are too large for residents to know them personally. This relationship 
between residents’ committees and residents thus becomes official.

The residents’ committee was a ‘mass organisation’ (qunzhong 
zuzhi) but increasingly it has become a government organisation based 
in residential neighbourhoods. To ‘maintain social stability’ (weiwen), 
the function of the residents’ committee has been strengthened since the 
2000s with more funding allocated from the government. The budget of 
the residents’ committee is now entirely allocated by the street office of 
the government. Faced with rising demand for social assistance and man-
agement, the residents’ committee always has pressure on its budget. 

Figure 2.21 The community (shequ) centre of the Fifth Village, 
Nanjing. The photo shows the gradual development of social services 
into a professionalised structure at the neighbourhood level. Taken 
in 2014.
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However, it is forbidden to operate businesses to create additional income 
and has become a purely administrative agency. For example, previously 
the residents’ committee developed auxiliary spaces to lease to private 
business or charged a fee for using public space (for example, parking 
charges). Now all these incomes have been transferred to the commercial 
property management company. This avoids the potential problems of 
corruption and financial irregularities.

As a neighbourhood government organisation, the residents’ 
committee also needs to deal with requests from various government 
 departments. The street office allocates the basic budget to cover the sal-
aries of cadres, while additional government tasks are funded by their 
respective budgets. This funding mode reflects the nature of the resi-
dents’ committee as an ‘administrative agency on the ground’ to carry out 
specific tasks in addition to its daily administrative duties. For example, 
when the bureau of statistics needs to organise a survey of urban liveli-
hoods, it asks the residents’ committee to help contact residents in the 
neighbourhood to book- keep their daily spending. The task has a specific 
fund for additional administrative costs. This practice of budget alloca-
tion on the basis of specific tasks helps to maintain the residents’ commit-
tee as the agent of the government. As a governance agency, the residents’ 
committee tends to respond to the requirement from the upper govern-
ment, but at the same time the residents’ committee needs to consider 
residents’ demand. For example, residents in old neighbourhoods might 
not regard landscaping as a priority but since the government sets the 
task of removing informal development, the residents’ committee strives 
to maintain the order of the built environment and spends its own budget 
on greening and landscaping rather than asking a property management 
company to do so as the latter would eventually charge the payment to 
the local residents.

Since the late 2000s a new government model, known as ‘grid 
governance’, has been implemented to combine all three levels (district, 
street offices and residents’ committees) into territorially divided grids 
(wangge) according to geographical boundaries. According to Beibei 
Tang (2020), this adjustment strengthened territorial management as 
‘social management innovation’. For example, the Dongcheng district 
of Beijing divided 17 street offices and 205 residential communities into 
589 ‘social management grids’.55

The officers from three levels are assigned with their responsibili-
ties for the grids. But the aim is to encourage residents to solve their own 
disputes within the grids. Because grids are smaller than residential com-
munities, the new layer of grids helps reduce the workload of residents’ 
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committees.56 The grid thus represents the interface of the state and local 
society, in which volunteering is encouraged. As can be seen from grid 
management practice, this new model hopes to re- embed the state into 
the society to deal with residential disputes and the increasing workload 
faced by the local administration system. The new practices, however, 
do not alleviate the pressure on the administration system. Instead, this 
engagement pushes forward further professionalisation of committees 
and street offices.

The outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic in 2020 suddenly high-
lighted the critical role of neighbourhood governance, as residents’ com-
mittees and neighbourhood organisations helped maintain quarantine, 
provided social support during enclosure and implemented social dis-
tancing. Now, the professionalisation trend continues as university grad-
uates find management positions in street offices very attractive as they 
are permanent ones with good salaries.

The persistent role of the state in neighbourhood governance has 
been widely noted.57 The existing interpretation tends to see the legacy 
of authoritarian governance or governmental tactics to maintain social 
stability. Community construction, on the other hand, is seen as an effort 
to encourage grassroots governance,58 ‘socialised governance’ to reinstall 
face- to- face politics for the state,59 or the responsive governance of an 
authoritarian state to the changing needs of Chinese society.60 The pro-
fessionalisation of neighbourhood governance can be certainly seen from 
this perspective.61 However, such a trend is more than the effort to pene-
trate local self- governance residential spaces to maintain a visible state. 
That well- educated university graduates rather than ‘retired ladies’ serve 
street offices and residents’ committees reflects the ‘normalisation’ of the 
Chinese state in its modern meaning and a departure from a ‘totalised’ 
society rather than its continuation.

The professionalisation of the state at the grassroots level eventu-
ally destroys organic society, although the intention might not be entirely 
about control and could be more about providing social services in an 
increasingly complex, fragmented and disorganised society. But the side 
effect of this is the modernisation and bureaucratisation of traditional 
society, and as a result traditional neighbourhoods become a very differ-
ent type of community.

To the working class living in industrial work- unit compounds and 
marginal elderly residents in traditional neighbourhoods, the disman-
tling of strongly bonded neighbourhoods does not mean more freedom 
for new lifestyles. Rather, they face alienation and social exclusion. It is 
true that workplace- based welfare provision created the dependence of 
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workers on their workplaces, which allowed the state to exert more con-
trol and effectively monitor the governed.62 However, it is more appropri-
ate to recognise that such a dependent relationship has a double- edged 
effect. The interests of those who are governed cannot be ignored. The 
leaders of the workplace, who may live in the same residential com-
pound, have a moral obligation to look after their colleagues and all the 
members of the workplace. These places bear some features of traditional 
society, i.e., close relations defined in a territory which is inescapable and 
non- deprivable.63

Neighbourhood life: the weakened society

After many years of neglect and lack of maintenance, traditional neigh-
bourhoods deteriorated into overcrowded and dilapidated conditions. 
In the 1990s, large- scale urban renewal programmes began to demolish 
old and dilapidated housing. In Shanghai, the programme of 365 Old 
Alleyway Neighbourhood Renewal in the 1990s transformed the central 
city.64 Through urban redevelopment, traditional neighbourhoods are 
disappearing and becoming a residual residential form in urban China. 
The remaining traditional neighbourhoods witness the changing social 
composition of residents. Better- off residents move out to suburban com-
modity housing estates. Some sell or rent out their street- front housing 
as retail premises. The houses in Beijing hutong or Shanghai lilong are 
extended and rented out to rural migrants. Building density in inner 
urban areas has increased, driving more residents to leave the over-
crowded environment. The courtyard in Beijing has been turned into a 
‘jumble yard’ (dazayuan) with multiple family occupation (Figure 2.22).

Surprisingly, even with co- living in a close residential environment, 
traditional neighbourhoods have lost their established neighbourhood 
ties because of tenancy changes and high residential mobility. The new 
generation of residents has a high employment rate –  they mostly move 
into underdeveloped inner neighbourhoods to be closer to their jobs and 
often work overtime. Although neighbouring with immediate neigh-
bours and hence reciprocal interactions exist, informal encountering is 
unlikely to be scaled up to neighbourhood life. Most temporary migrant 
tenants are the object of strengthened social administration rather than 
the subject of neighbourhood life. The remaining traditional neighbour-
hoods have seen a downward social trajectory.

Besides large- scale urban renewal, inner residential areas also see 
patchy and plot- based redevelopment. Smaller redevelopment projects 
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may just demolish one street block, or create one or two high- rise  buildings. 
Obviously, the social profile of residents in the redeveloped neighbourhood 
has been upgraded,65 as new residents are commodity housing homeown-
ers or renters of a commercial complex which is also used as home offices 
or residential rental units. As a result of these different trajectories, previ-
ous traditional residential areas become socially more stratified and frag-
mented. This is in fact different from so- called ‘mixed communities’, which 
are advocated in the West to encourage social interactions across different 
social groups.66 Residents in these patchy redeveloped areas are unlikely to 
interact across these juxtaposed residential blocks.

In fact, the process of residential fragmentation was occurring 
before housing commodification and privatisation started. The practice 
of municipally organised ‘comprehensive development’ in the late 1980s 
and 1990s, which involved multiple workplaces and residents in tradi-
tional housing to build a mixed modern estate (micro- district, xiaoqu) did 
not lead to an integrated neighbourhood. At the time of construction, the 
policy was not intended for social mix but rather to use multiple sources of 
investment from workplaces and the municipal and district government.

Figure 2.22 The courtyard housing has deteriorated into a crowded 
residential area with the influx of rural migrants and private rentals. 
The photo shows self- construction inside a courtyard in central Beijing. 
Taken in 2004.
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As shown in the Fifth Village in Nanjing, the modern residential 
estate did not overcome the residential fragmentation between work- 
unit based housing and municipal housing (Figure 2.23). With the devel-
opment of commodity housing in traditional municipal housing areas, 
residential fragmentation has become even more severe.

In Shanghai, as early as the 2000s, old alleyway neighbourhoods 
had begun to see social fragmentation and the breaking down of social 
networks due to urban renewal. In the neighbourhood of Daling in the 
former Nanshi district, where the walled city of Shanghai was located, 
more than one- third of residents moved out within just three years in 
the late 1990s, which literally destroyed the neighbourhood life, as the 
director of the residents’ committee lamented:

[In this place] the old residents got along well with each other. To 
organise some activities, hundreds responded to a single call –  you 
needn’t ask one by one. You just tell a couple of people and they will 
all bring in lots of people. We have a good network because several 
families have their team leader and activists. Now the neighbour-
hood is scattered here and there; even keeping contact with resi-
dents became a difficult thing. Lots of housing land is now used for 
business and retail, because of large redevelopment projects in this 

Figure 2.23 Staff housing tenants and municipal housing residents 
do not have much interaction. The photo shows a resident in the inner 
compound of staff housing in the Fifth Village, Nanjing. Taken in 2002.
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area like the rental of Laoximeng (the old western gate) and Xizhang 
Road, Zhaojiabang Road, and Zhaozhou Road redevelopment. 67

Real estate development demolished some alleyway houses and con-
verted them into scattered high- rise buildings of up-market apartments. 
Before the movement of ‘community construction’ in the early 2000s, the 
residents’ committee in the traditional area was relatively weak. Unlike 
powerful village organisations, they could not represent or organise resi-
dents to negotiate with developers. This is because, as mentioned earlier, 
traditional neighbourhoods were a weaker form of residential organisa-
tion even in the socialist era. They were less organised than workplace 
neighbourhoods. The residents’ committee often played an opposite role, 
assisting government- initiated demolition and redevelopment projects 
and persuading residents to move out of the redevelopment site.

In the late 1990s when Shanghai witnessed large- scale restructur-
ing of state- owned industries, workers in state- owned enterprises were 
laid off and returned to the neighbourhood. The resident’s committee 
played a role of social support, as re- employment advisor, for example 
introducing unemployed workers as security guards or nannies, as the 
leader of Daling listed their role:

We introduced residents to jobs such as waitress in the restaurants, 
to work as cleaners and security guards in stadiums and offices, and 
to work as nannies and domestic helpers for the families in the ‘new 
tall buildings’. This is welcomed because the employers feel that it 
is more reliable to find workers or helpers from the trusted organi-
sation of the residents’ committee. 68

However, these neighbourhood services were soon replaced by com-
mercial and professional organisations. The residents’ committee did 
not evolve into a ‘civil society’ to represent residents’ interests in urban 
redevelopment.

Work- unit compounds, since the late 1980s under a more unified 
development approach due to economic decentralisation and rising 
local government, have begun to join in municipal housing develop-
ment projects and have obtained their residential compounds at mul-
tiple locations. The development of staff living quarters in the suburbs 
is also widely seen. Work- unit employees eligible for better housing are 
reshuffled from older to newly built residential compounds. The profiles 
of workplace compounds are then sorted according to their housing qual-
ities and locational advantages.
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For a less desirable location such as the Fifth Village, the retired staff 
are left in the residential compound, leading to a downward trajectory 
for the workplace compound. The construction of multiple compounds 
weakened location proximity between the workplace and residential 
compounds. Some residential compounds were built at a distance from 
the workplace. That is, the staff living quarter was no longer within or 
adjacent to the workplace. Work- unit staff were relocated and sorted in 
terms of their qualifications for different locations and qualities, leading 
to greater residential differentiation within work- unit spaces.

Later after housing privatisation, homeowners became responsible 
for their own housing maintenance, while neighbourhood management 
functions were transferred from the workplace to local administration. 
The estates department was no longer responsible for property mainte-
nance. While some residential compounds still maintained their status as 
staff living quarters, others have seen the sale of properties to outsiders. 
The major changes in the work- unit residential landscape are the weak-
ening of the linkage between workplace and residential compounds, 
diversification of residents in terms of workplace affiliation, and differen-
tiation of workplace compounds in terms of employees’ status.

Broadly speaking, residential changes are characterised by the 
subdivision and extension of internal space to receive migrant tenants 
or other low- income families, as well as wholesale demolition and dis-
placement. In dilapidated old housing areas, it is impossible to initiate 
piecemeal infrastructure and housing renovation.

However, the super- rich may purchase large houses or villas 
(maybe in the form of courtyards) and hold these properties as invest-
ments or for enjoyment. The latter is hidden and not widespread. In 
most traditional neighbourhoods in inner areas, residents are disad-
vantaged social groups, relying on compensation from redevelopment 
and  resettlement. The redevelopment of traditional neighbourhoods 
led to a change from residential to commercial and office use, and the 
displacement of more marginal residents by richer businesspersons or 
residents with a background of more powerful institutions and state- 
owned enterprises. Unlike informal self- build in urban villages, very few 
traditional- style houses have been upgraded by residents themselves. 
Instead, courtyard and alleyway houses have been left unattended and 
lack maintenance. Traditional neighbourhood areas did not see the clas-
sic form of gentrification.69

When describing urban changes in London, Ruth Glass (1964) 
actually thought ‘gentrification’ represented a new but important aspect 
of residential change: along with deindustrialisation and the rising 
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middle class, poor working- class neighbourhoods were invaded by the 
new ‘gentry’ in service occupations such as doctors and lawyers. She 
regarded this latter group as the ‘gentry’, and therefore coined a term –  
gentrification –  to describe the displacement of the working class as a 
trend in neighbourhood change. The spirit of these residential changes 
is displacement,70 although the phenomenon is presented as neighbour-
hood upgrading. Now, demolition and displacement are included in the 
lexicon of gentrification.

In this expanded lexicon, traditional neighbourhoods in China 
have indeed seen demolition and the displacement of some original 
public tenants (Figure 2.24). However, more precisely, before demoli-
tion, the poorer and more dilapidated municipal housing does not see 
the intrusion of the new ‘gentry’ but instead lower- income migrants. The 
increasing private rental of public housing is another distinct feature of 
residential change in traditional and, to a lesser extent, workplace neigh-
bourhoods. In terms of housing tenure, informal rental practices lead to 
greater informality in the built environment but not the ‘informalisation’ 
of property rights, as the tenancy of informal renting is not recognised 
by the state, because rights are not compensated during demolition.  

Figure 2.24 The office building of Hongkou SoHo in the Hongkou 
district, Shanghai. The remaining alleyway housing is disappearing due 
to the new wave of urban redevelopment. Taken in 2016.
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In contrast, the tenancy of public housing residents, no matter whether 
they still live in the place, is always compensated. Or, if they wish to 
move, they are resettled. In terms of building activities, refurbishment 
and physical extension are carried out at a minimum cost. Compared 
with urban villages, the scale of self- building is rather small and  modest. 
Irregular construction does not turn traditional neighbourhoods into 
informal settlements. Before urban renewal, the traditional neighbour-
hood experienced a residential change in the direction opposite to gen-
trification. The downward social trajectory continues until the municipal 
government initiates a redevelopment project to remove whole blocks of 
traditional neighbourhoods.

Several factors may contribute to the lack of gentrification in tra-
ditional neighbourhoods. First, in traditional neighbourhoods, most 
residents are public housing tenants. Unlike workplace housing, munic-
ipal housing has not been privatised. Even today a significant number 
of residents in old areas are still public housing tenants. It is rare to ‘sell’ 
a municipal housing tenancy which is a stronger tenancy than what is 
understood in the market economy.71 Public housing tenants cannot be 
removed without compensation, unlike rural migrant tenants in private 
rental housing in urban villages. Existing tenants understand well the 
value of their public housing tenancies and wait for redevelopment dur-
ing which their tenancies are compulsorily purchased and compensated 
by the state. Because of this fixity of tenancy rights, traditional neigh-
bourhoods lack an effective secondary property market.

Second, traditional neighbourhoods are quite deteriorated in 
terms of both housing quality and infrastructure conditions. Appropriate 
upgrading would be costly. Existing residents do not regard self- 
upgrading as cost effective, nor do they have sufficient finances to carry 
out a radical renewal. City planning, on the other hand, is more stringent 
in formal residential areas, and hence self- demolition and redevelop-
ment of the whole building are not possible. Compared with work- unit 
compounds, municipal housing areas have been under- invested for a 
long time. Traditional neighbourhoods were inferior residential areas 
even in the socialist period. While living in the central city is conven-
ient, and Chinese urban residents show a strong centripetal residential 
preference rather than a countryside nostalgia as in the Anglophone 
world, the housing in old urban areas without proper redevelopment 
was not a desired housing type. There is a lack of mainstream middle- 
class desire for alleyway housing. Middle- class homeowners do not have 
extra financial capacity or willingness to pay for extra private services in 
central areas.
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Instead of gentrification, in private housing courtyards in Beijing 
or villa compounds in Shanghai, we may see the intrusion of the super- 
rich who can afford and manage to renovate these properties. This scale 
is less mainstream, and perhaps could be referred to as ‘noblefication’ 
or ‘aristocratisation’. In most traditional neighbourhoods, residents 
would not be able to self- upgrade and would still need the state to assist 
with property management. In these old and dilapidated estates, the 
state failed to transfer the function of neighbourhood maintenance to 
property management companies. For example, in the Fifth Village of 
Nanjing, property management companies encountered great difficulty 
collecting maintenance fees.72 Within the courtyard or alleyway housing, 
informal space is extended from an existing structure or through sub-
division to accommodate migrants or low- income renters. The original 
residents move into better commodity housing. With the influx of rural 
migrants and the densification of population, the social composition of 
alleyway neighbourhoods has changed. Residents are no longer long- 
term acquaintances, and their interactions become reduced even when 
they share the same courtyard.

In workplace compounds located in central urban areas, the res-
idential buildings were multi- storey walk- ups –  not a fashionable good 
quality that could be renovated by individual homeowners. Despite the 
accessible and convenient locations, refurbishment, even with inten-
sive renovation, is not an attractive option to meet the aspirations of the 
better- off residents. Remaining households have little financial capac-
ity to renovate. In contrast to the trajectory of gentrification as seen in 
more developed Western market economies, workplace neighbour-
hoods, similar to traditional neighbourhoods, have seen a downward 
trajectory. These neighbourhoods, as a previously formal development, 
attract a different cohort of renters, for example new university gradu-
ates or younger office workers rather than rural manual migrant workers, 
because for the latter the rent would still be too high compared with that 
in urban villages.

To reduce the rental cost, landlords may subdivide and rent out 
their apartments to multiple renters on the basis of rooms, which is 
known as ‘co- renting’ (qunzu). However, this rental form creates pressure 
on public utilities and hazards (because of overloaded electricity usage) 
and is discouraged or prohibited by the government. Nevertheless, co- 
renting is still quite common. In the workplace neighbourhood, it would 
be more difficult to co- rent as workplace landlords face pressure from 
their workplace colleagues if they introduce many migrant renters into 
their neighbourhoods. In other words, regulation to prevent subdivision 
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and the co- renting of flats within ex- workplace apartments is more effec-
tive in workplace neighbourhoods. This residential change is different 
from gentrification as the new residents are mostly renters and have an 
inferior social status to that of the original landlords. On the other hand, 
these workplace compounds, though facing physical deterioration, are 
relatively stable, and do not become ‘slums’. Nor are they upgraded into 
gentrified neighbourhoods. In short, despite some small- scale changes, 
workplace compounds are quite stable.73 Physical obstacles plus pow-
erful work- units have made it more difficult to gentrify workplace 
neighbourhoods.

In both traditional and workplace neighbourhoods, there used to 
be relatively strong neighbourhood interactions, reciprocal and compre-
hensive social relations. But faced with drastic residential and neigh-
bourhood changes, these places have seen weak social mobilisation and 
participation in neighbourhood affairs. Several factors may contribute to 
the lack of neighbourhood social participation. First, traditional neigh-
bourhoods have been peripheral in socialist urban development. In fact, 
‘community leaders’ disappeared. In the socialist period, private busi-
nesses were collectivised and transformed, diminishing the ‘old middle 
class’ or the petty bourgeoisie who uphold ‘traditionalism’, as observed 
by Theodore Bestor in his Neighborhood Tokyo (1989). Neither was there 
a landowning class which could play a role of community leader to boost 
land value as in the growth machine in the United States (Logan and 
Molotch 1987). These traditional neighbourhoods were maintained by 
less bureaucratised ‘mass organisation’ –  the residents’ committee served 
by retired people and housewives. Small collective workshops, inferior to 
state- owned enterprises in both welfare benefits and salaries, provided 
additional sources of quasi- employment.

In the post- reform era, the relocation of better- off and well- 
resourced residents to suburban estates exacerbated the weakening of 
potential self- governance. In short, the middle layer of governance –  the 
community organisation –  is missing, unlike in urban villages which 
have been strengthened by corporatisation through the establishment 
of ‘village shareholding cooperatives’ (see Chapter 3). The traditional 
neighbourhood lacks resources, and entrepreneurial governance is short 
lived. In the Fifth Village in Nanjing, the residents’ committee was able 
to charge a parking fee for external vehicles, to collect management fees 
from grocery markets, to rent some shacks to migrants, and to run a 
‘community entertainment centre’ (for computer games) for additional 
income. But these are now banned. In Shanghai, the old ‘street collective 
economy’ disappeared, and new street- level businesses were soon turned 
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into commercial operations. The director of the residents’ committee in 
the Fifth Village described how in the early 2000s they asked for ‘dona-
tions’ from nearby enterprises and institutes to sponsor neighbourhood 
social activities as if they were monks ‘begging alms’.74 But these ‘entre-
preneurial’ activities are now rare in neighbourhood governance.

Second, workplace neighbourhoods were already part of the state 
system. The leaders of workplaces are state cadres, and workers and staff 
are state employees. Compared with traditional neighbourhoods, work- 
unit compounds are less dependent upon reciprocal neighbourhood 
relations, because the state organised collective consumption. Work- unit 
staff had no choice of residential location. Although the work- unit was 
a ‘totalised society’, the relation was centred more upon the workplace 
than the residence. Because of the politics within the workplace, resi-
dents in residential compounds, though maintaining neighbouring inter-
actions, tended to reduce rather than intensify their social life within the 
neighbourhood, partly because neighbourhood social life was replaced 
by workplace interactions, partly because residents tried to avoid bring-
ing politics into the neighbourhood, despite a very politicised social life. 
Neighbourhood cohesion was achieved through their work- units. For 
example, neighbourhood and residential disputes were resolved through 
the mediation of respective department leaders in the workplaces. The 
residential compound was maintained by the estates department of 
the workplace. Because the state also organised social activities, resi-
dents were more passive in the life of the neighbourhood. Still, because 
of the informal relations in workplaces, the work- unit compound itself 
was less bureaucratised but rather was attached to a more formal state 
 system –  work- units.

However, after housing reform and privatisation, the workplace no 
longer looked after the estate and became just a form of employment. It is 
an employer in the sense of modern capitalism which has limited liability 
rather than a social manager. The workplace has ‘retreated’ from residen-
tial life. The social function has been transferred to the territorial gov-
ernment –  now subdistrict street offices and residents’ committees. But 
the development of territorial governance does not strengthen reciprocal 
social relations but rather exerts more pressure on the state to establish a 
more bureaucratic administrative management. It is in this sense that the 
state ‘returns’ to neighbourhood life –  a return with a territorial adminis-
tration (a professionalised neighbourhood organisation pivotal upon the 
residents’ committee).75

In the context of East Asian culture, we might expect a lingering 
traditionalism in China. However, even in urban Japan, the extent to 
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which such a picture of traditionalism exists is still questionable. Despite 
the claim for preservation or creation of traditionalism in the downtown 
Tokyo neighbourhood, Theodore Bestor (1989) admits that:

[W] ritten for an audience in the United States not terribly famil-
iar with Japan, it concentrated on the ‘Japaneseness’ daily life.…
In writing for an American audience, I had necessarily stressed 
those details of life that Americans would find different from their 
own. (p. 257)

However, Bart Wissink and Arjan Hazelzet (2012) suggest that in their 
studies of neighbourhoods in Tokyo, not all neighbourhood social net-
works include all residential groups and functions all the time. In urban 
Japan, residents ‘without local social networks are still socially bonded 
but their bonds just have taken on new spatial forms’ which go beyond 
neighbourhood ties (p. 1546). They find that the Japanese neighbour-
hood now has a more symbolic role, which suggests that on the ground 
the Japanese city might see similar declining neighbourhood- based 
social solidarity. The Chinese city may be in the same trend of weakening 
its traditional social bond.

The picture of self- mobilisation and inclusive neighbourhood soci-
ety does not seem to exist in post- reform urban China. Unlike the old 
merchant class or the little bourgeoisie whose business was rooted in the 
neighbourhood in Japan, the more professionalised residents’ committee 
is a quasi- government agency. While residents are encouraged to partici-
pate in organised social activities, they do not set the agenda and are not 
responsible for decision making.

The creation of a much larger residential community (shequ) which 
consists of different natural residential blocks, has led to a more heteroge-
neous administrative area.76 These neighbourhoods have different social 
groups and perhaps housing tenures. In Wuhan, the Huajin community 
includes different housing tenures –  affordable housing and commodity 
housing –  while community leaders are externally appointed. Residents 
have different demands for neighbourhood social life. While the commu-
nity organisation tries to mobilise residents in social activities, residents 
have different preferences and are more passive. Residents need to make 
a living first and, even when they have time, they may not find neighbour-
hood activities attractive. Interaction between immediate neighbours is 
reduced too, under a new social norm of greater privacy along with the 
changing composition of residents. They are more likely to participate 
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in entertainment activities than in the organisation to claim their politi-
cal and social rights. The community service centre has been set up by a 
more professionalised state to deal with social claims.

In short, if the term ‘gentrification’, in its strict meaning of residen-
tial change, does not adequately capture the major change in traditional 
and workplace neighbourhoods, as Ruth Glass saw in inner London, then 
what might be the more appropriate description? For remaining tradi-
tional and workplace neighbourhoods, one important aspect of change 
might be the end of traditionalism and ‘neo- traditionalism’, accompa-
nied by individualisation, immobilisation, alienation, diversification 
and peripheralisation. Despite a strengthened and professionalised 
administrative form created in these neighbourhoods, efforts to organise 
residents territorially do not reverse this trend of dismantling tradition-
alism, although this does not necessarily mean that neighbouring –  social 
interaction between immediate neighbours –  has entirely disappeared. 
Professionalising neighbourhood governance eventually creates a ‘disor-
ganised’ society of more individualised residents, based on formal rules 
and relations rather than the differential mode of association.

The end of (neo- )traditionalism

This chapter describes residential changes in traditional and workplace 
neighbourhoods. Before market reform, these were state- organised 
residential spaces supported by state collective consumption to a varie-
gated extent. Traditional neighbourhoods were more marginal in state- 
led industrialisation, and hence had weaker formal state organisation 
and preserved stronger reciprocal features. In these earth- bounded 
societies, the social order was established through internalised norms, 
self- regulation and mutual observation. The neighbourhoods were 
‘self- governed’ by the residents’ committee served by retired people and 
housewives. They received very little financial allocation from the gov-
ernment. But because residents lived in an intimate environment, the 
relationship between those who govern and those who are governed 
was close and engaged, bearing the features of the society ‘from the soil’. 
Work- unit neighbourhoods replicated some traditional features, and 
may be described as places of neo- traditionalism.77 Compared with tra-
ditional neighbourhoods, workplace neighbourhoods were more formal. 
The state work- unit played a significant role in the construction of social 
space, while the role of the residents’ committee was more peripheral.  
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In both traditional and workplace neighbourhoods, the state manage-
ment of grassroots society has been strengthened in comparison with the 
pre- socialist period. However, both maintained a high degree of informal-
ity and close social engagement. The residents’ committee in traditional 
neighbourhoods was a voluntary organisation, despite the guidance from 
the government street office. In workplace neighbourhoods, the social 
space overlapped with workplace institutional space, and hence the state 
was more embedded within social space and governed the neighbour-
hood as an internal manager rather than an outsider controller.

In this sense, the notion of the ‘authoritarian state’ is not entirely 
appropriate and accurate for China before market reform, which was in 
fact a more ‘totalised society’ as the Chinese sociologist Liping Sun (2004) 
argues. In this totalised society, the interests of the governed could hardly 
be entirely ignored, because information transmission was much easier 
with lower costs (as shown in the spread of ‘gossip’). Despite a modern 
industrial organisation, the work- unit shares some feature of the totalised 
society. The leader in the workplace community had a moral obligation to 
look after all the members of the work- unit. This embedded relationship 
lays down the relatively transparent and egalitarian allocation of resources 
such as public housing provision within the work- unit. For those who are 
in charge of allocation, it is a duty to do so in a socially acceptable way 
rather than conducting it as a bureaucratised professional task according 
to some externally defined standard and performance evaluation.

The end of collective consumption has led to the decline of social 
interaction and social integration. For dilapidated residential areas, 
many residents left –  physically and socially –  after urban redevelopment. 
There may be nostalgia for the close social relations of the past. On the 
other hand, inner city dwellers clearly have a longing for a better- quality 
living environment. Some residents moved out along with their children 
or the younger generation. Some were relocated during demolition and 
urban renewal. There might not even be a trade- off between a better 
physical environment and closer neighbourhood relations, considering 
that the social environment in traditional neighbourhoods is also chang-
ing and that residents do not really wish to engage in intense neighbour-
ing. The old neighbourhood has been socially ‘deserted’ by its residents. 
Demolition and forced relocation are only one aspect of residential 
change. Together with the rising middle- class desire for modernity and 
better living environments, the key aspect of urban changes in China is 
‘leaving the soil’. This notion describes not only leaving the countryside 
to become urban but also leaving a totalised society of traditional and 
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workplace neighbourhoods, the legacy of socialism, which are becoming 
more marginal and residual.

As residents leave old neighbourhoods for gated communities in the 
suburbs (see Chapter 4), these old neighbourhoods are no longer ‘earth- 
bounded’. The movement of ‘community construction’ in the 2000s, aim-
ing to recreate territorial governance through establishing a professional 
neighbourhood organisation, ironically speeded up the destruction of 
organic neighbourhoods. Despite residents becoming homeowners, it is 
difficult to establish a self- governance mechanism (e.g., homeowners’ 
association) in these neighbourhoods. For these traditional neighbour-
hoods, what we have seen is not the ‘retreat’ of the state after marketisa-
tion (neoliberalisation), neither was it a ‘return’ of the state to strengthen 
its control through the movement of community construction. The 
notions of ‘retreat’ and ‘return’ implicitly assume that there was a mod-
ern state outside the society before market reform. As argued previously, 
this was not the case as traditional and workplace neighbourhoods were 
totalised societies in which the state and society were embedded. What 
we have seen here is the separation of the state from its previous embed-
ded position, the formalisation of the state and the professionalisation 
of social service delivery. Here there was no pre- existing dualistic state– 
society relation. It is in this sense that neoliberalism is not an entirely 
accurate description because it represents a more modern view ahead of 
the time of Chinese traditionalism.78

Thinking about the role of the state, one may argue that state pres-
ence has always been strong and has never truly retreated from these 
neighbourhoods. However, neighbourhood control was a side- effect of 
a totalised society rather than being performed by a bureaucratic system 
on a territorial base. Now, there is a significant difference. The omnipres-
ent state is no longer embedded into dense territorial relations. The new 
state– society relation is more administratively oriented. The change is a 
reaction of these traditional neighbourhoods to market development –  a 
social protection mechanism. But this mechanism of social self- protection 
has eventually transformed society itself –  beginning with the restoration 
of some state redistributive functions.

In order to redistribute social welfare, the nature of ‘the society from 
the soil’ has been transformed. Reciprocal relations declined in the post- 
reform era, and this is quite different from the change from redistribu-
tive to reciprocal relations in other post- socialist economies where the 
lack of state capacities led to residents’ self- help. In post- reform China, 
administrative and social expenditure increased. The strengthening of 
neighbourhood governance is not only about the intention to extend the 
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state’s authority but also stems from a practical need to deliver services 
to local communities. We should not regard governance change simply as 
the establishment and strengthening of social control (the continuation 
of authoritarianism) but also as a process of building up capacities for 
the redistributive functions of the state. Along with the task of dealing 
with the problems created by marketisation, the state apparatus has been 
formed, improved and upgraded at the neighbourhood level.

In sum, we have witnessed the second ‘revolution’ since 1979, 
which has created profound implications for Chinese society. The first 
socialist revolution earmarked in 1949, aiming to strengthen industrial 
capacities, left traditional neighbourhoods untouched, despite trans-
forming their housing from private to public ownership. In the state 
redistribution system, alleyway housing neighbourhoods occupied a rel-
atively marginal position. There were lingering reciprocal relations due 
to shared communal spaces. These neighbourhoods were self- organised 
through residents’ committees served by retired people and housewives. 
For new industrial development, the state reproduced traditional soci-
ety in work- unit compounds and embedded itself into everyday life. But 
constant political movements did break up some aspects of family-  and 
lineage- based traditionalism, creating a social mentality of individual-
ism through a process of ‘individualisation’ which has been materialised 
through neighbourhood changes in the post- reform era.79

Now, old fashioned services provided by the residents’ committee 
are no longer needed and have been replaced by commercial  services. We 
see a more procedural and bureaucratic state apparatus in a Weberian 
sense. Compared with the revival of reciprocal relations in post- socialist 
cities in Europe, where the state’s capacities declined after shock ther-
apy and residents’ self- help became necessary,80 and with the remaining 
or reviving traditionalism in East Asian economies where the middle 
class and bourgeoisie play a role of community leader,81 Chinese (neo- ) 
traditionalism has come to an end. The residents’ committee has been 
transformed and formalised. In the management of residential social 
space, the work- unit has been replaced by the government organisation 
in neighbourhoods. Faced with difficulties, conflicts and problems cre-
ated by marketisation, the state has had to resort to a more profession-
alised apparatus, which is ‘squeezing’ the state out of organic society. 
Now, the state directly faces individual citizens at the interface of the 
neighbourhood. The territory is no longer self- mobilised, and there is 
no alternative way to restore traditionalism or the differential mode of 
association.
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3
Transient space with a new moral 
order

Landing on a socialist urban topography

The influx of rural migrants into Chinese cities has created a ubiquitous 
landscape of ‘urban villages’ (chengzhongcun). These are former rural 
villages encroached upon by urban expansion, which have evolved into 
enclaves of informal rental housing for rural migrants. Therefore, urban 
villages are rural villages left over during state land appropriation which 
became semi- urbanised during urbanisation. They are not like squatter 
areas in the global South because these urban villages are not created 
by outsiders on common land. In other words, Chinese rural areas are 
encroached upon by the expansion of formal urban land uses rather than 
squatters. But the encroachment of rural agricultural land has led to 
informalisation of the residential space. Urban villages are self- upgraded 
rural villages. Residents’ housing tenure has changed, but the original 
governance structure of rural villages remains.1 To understand this differ-
ence, it is useful to imagine how the situation has changed from squatting 
in the treaty-port cities in the semi- colonial era to land encroachment in 
post- reform cities in late socialism.

In the 1920s and 1930s, to escape constant wars, richer rural 
migrants came to Shanghai to buy purpose- built semi- detached or ter-
raced housing built by developers (particularly foreign companies in 
the French Concession Area and the International Settlements but 
later extended to the entire urban areas). Some owners later became 
landlords and rented out spare rooms in their buildings, leading to the 
densification of some areas (for example, creating the landscape of the 
so- called ‘72 tenants under the same roof’).2 The tenants living in these 
new houses were ‘little urbanites’ or the middle class at that time. Many 
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of them were migrants themselves in the earlier waves of migration but 
had settled down and became little urbanites. However, migrant refugees 
from poorer rural areas such as northern Jiangsu (subei) landed in the 
area along open sewage courses or creeks in the fringe areas, living in 
shacks and straw huts.3 They were informal labourers and did not have 
formal industrial jobs.4 In short, they were ‘urban outcasts’ who ‘were 
forced by desperate circumstances in their rural homes to flee to the city 
in search of sheer survival’.5 Hanchao Lu (1995) observed:

Unlike the slums of twentieth- century America, which were clearly 
associated with the inner city, slums in Shanghai were all periph-
eral, often located along the boundary of the city’s foreign settle-
ments. The peripheral location of Shanghai’s slums reveals what we 
might call the superfluous nature of the slums and their occupants. 
(p. 264)

When rural migrants came to the cities initially in the 1990s or in greater 
numbers in the 2000s, most had a clear purpose to work in industry or 
lower social services. The residential status of the population was for-
malised by hukou. Similarly, it was difficult to find accommodation in 
central areas. Industrial workers were either in a factory dormitory or 
in peripheral villages near the industrial area. Through socialist trans-
formation, Chinese cities became more formally organised than before 
through work- units and residents’ committees inside traditional neigh-
bourhoods. There was literally no spare room in extremely densified old 
neighbourhoods or work- unit compounds because of housing shortage. 
Only after some residents moved to suburban areas for better commodity 
housing did some old flats become vacant and then rented to migrants. 
It was not practically possible to occupy space along railways, rivers, 
sewage pipes or other ‘commons’, as these spaces were all ‘occupied’ and 
managed by state work- units or farmer collectives. The capacity of the 
state to prevent these squatting activities was much stronger than in the 
semi- colonial era.

However, this strong capacity was not due to city planning or the 
enforcement of development control, as in modern capitalist cities. 
Actually, the Chinese socialist state could not thoroughly plan its city –  
there was great autonomy in land use and discretion over subdivisions.6 
The work- units managed their built environment as a ‘totalised society’ 
and suburban lands were occupied by either industrial work- units or pro-
duction brigades. Maintaining the residual space between work- units, the 
local municipal government could quickly detect illegal constructions, if 
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no work- unit claimed that they were responsible for the development. 
While work- units had discretion over how to use their land, they would 
not allow others to use their land freely. Perhaps also influenced by the 
propaganda of slum clearance in the past, migrants did not even think 
that it was possible to build shacks in the city. In other words, when a 
migrant landed on the socialist urban topography, it was a landscape 
of a totalised society, seemingly cellular but not unorganised. The state 
was pervasive and maintained the overall order of the built environment 
through decentralised responsibilities. To stay in the city, rural migrants 
nowadays have to pay rent to existing urban or rural owners who have 
the right to the city.

Except in peripheral Beijing, where land management was ironi-
cally lax (see the development of Zhejiang village and large compounds 
later in this chapter), the urban village was built based on rural villages. 
In this way, it was similar to terrace housing (shikumen) in old Shanghai, 
where more tenants were accommodated in smaller rooms rather than 
through substantial new construction. These residential buildings had 
already been built by real estate developers. While entirely new recon-
struction based on individual plots was possible in Guangzhou and other 
cities in southern China, places in Shanghai only saw partial extension 
and internal subdivision (see the example of Gaojiabang later). With 
the concentration of rural migrants, urban villages were poor neigh-
bourhoods.7 More successful migrant entrepreneurs could later move 
to commodity housing or into central areas, but most were stuck in 
their peripheral location of urban villages. Their upward social mobility 
across classes was halted. In fact, their fate was almost pre- determined 
when they landed on the socialist urban topography. In the 1920s and 
1930s, richer migrants from Jiangsu and Zhejiang moved into shiku-
men in Shanghai and became landlords. Rural refugees remained urban 
outcasts in peri- urban areas, while industrial workers and office clerks 
managed to settle down as ‘little urbanites’. Similarly, rural migrants now 
find it difficult to cross the class line. The first- generation migrants mostly 
returned to their hometowns, perhaps not the original rural villages but 
small towns and county seats in their place of origin.

While not providing housing to rural migrants, the Chinese state 
maintains an overall order of the built environment and attempts to 
remove informally built urban villages whenever possible. The state’s 
capacity is much greater than its counterpart in the republican era. As 
can be seen from the cases later in this chapter, urban village clearance is 
driven by multiple motivations, not necessarily middle- class pressure as 
seen in slum clearance in India.8 Often it is the responsibility of the state, 
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or a response to the governance challenge created by the demise of a total-
ised society. Government initiatives may not be profit- oriented, although 
a profit needs to be made by real estate projects in order to involve them 
in urban renewal. These real estate projects are often treated more as an 
instrument or means to achieve a political mission such as maintaining 
a social order.9

Housing and tenants in urban villages

In the global South, ‘self- help housing’ in squatter areas provides a pop-
ular form of cheaper housing.10 However, informal housing is charac-
terised by dilapidated physical conditions as well as insecure residential 
tenure. Self- help housing is built informally, but informality is not unu-
sual as middle- class construction can also breach building codes under a 
more privatised and ‘neoliberal’ approach.11 Urban development in the 
global South has seen widespread informality, not confined to self- help 
housing. However, the housing in China’s urban villages is not a type of 
‘self- help housing’.12 Villagers have their ownership certificates issued 
only by the township government as self- used housing non- tradable in 
the housing markets in the cities. Some additional spaces built through 
extension may not be recognised, and this is often used as informal rental 
housing. But the majority of residents living in urban villages are migrant 
tenants who did not build or own any housing. Thus, the village housing 
is informal rental housing.

A survey in 60 urban villages in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou in 
2010 reveals the overall characteristics of urban village housing, besides 
some general observations of ‘kissing buildings’ (referring to buildings 
that are very close to each other) and narrow alleyways in urban  villages.13 
The sample was randomly drawn from urban villages and thus reflects the 
overall composition of housing in them. Only 17.4 per cent of households 
lived in owner- occupied housing, namely their own village houses. A large 
proportion of this owner group were in fact landlords, unless some village 
housing had been bought by migrants, which was unlikely. Nearly 70 per 
cent of households were in informal rental housing –  they were migrants. 
In other words, these tenants in informal housing had nothing to do with 
housing development. This village housing was actually an informally 
developed form of cheaper rental housing by its owner. In some areas in 
Beijing, villagers went even further to sell purpose- built apartments to 
urban residents. But often these newly built estates of owner- occupied 
housing were not regarded as part of the village.14
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The housing conditions in urban villages were dilapidated and inad-
equate,15 as rental housing in urban villages suits the specific demand 
for low- cost housing. The standard of village housing was variegated but 
modest. Housing units were much smaller, especially in Shanghai where 
the constraint on housing development in urban villages was stronger. 
The average per capita housing space per unit in the three cities was only 
16.5 square metres. But for Shanghai the figure was as low as 7.9 square 
metres, far below the average of 17.5 square metres in the city at that 
time. Very few rental housing units had more than two rooms, indicating 
that the rental was based on rooms rather than apartments.

In urban villages in Shanghai, over 80 per cent of housing units had 
only one room, and over 80 per cent had no reception room. In Beijing, 
the percentage of rental units with one room was 75 per cent. The figure 
was lower in Guangzhou, at 59 per cent. That is, about 41 per cent of 
rental units in Guangzhou had two or more rooms. About 73 per cent 
of rental housing had one reception room in Guangzhou, indicating that 
urban villages in Guangzhou were more developed and had evolved into 
studios or self- contained flats. Considering that most tenants in urban 
villages were married, the living conditions in urban villages were indeed 
crowded. Especially in Shanghai, about 47 per cent of rental housing had 
an average per capita space of less than 5 square metres. According to 
the standard of minimum living space in Shanghai, nearly half of rental 
housing breached this basic requirement. The tight space was due to 
strict control over self- build and extension of village housing in Shanghai. 
Because of the poor structure of old farmers’ houses, it was difficult to 
create additional space without demolition.16

While the rental cost of village housing was low, measured in terms 
of housing space village housing was actually more expensive than ordi-
nary private rental housing. The average monthly rent was 544 Yuan per 
housing unit and 36 Yuan per square metre in the sample of three cities in 
2010. More units were at the lower end. For example, in Guangzhou, 66.7 
per cent of housing units in urban villages had a rent between 251 and 500 
Yuan per month per unit. While cheaper housing was available in Beijing 
and Guangzhou, in Shanghai it was very difficult to find rental housing 
below 250 Yuan per month, which resulted in a much more expensive 
rental housing sector in Shanghai, with an average rent per square metre 
as high as 49 Yuan per month. Owing to the abundance of urban villages 
in Guangzhou, migrants found cheaper housing there. The relatively 
higher rents prevented the lower end of migrants from living in Shanghai.

It is ironic that village rental housing was more expensive than ordi-
nary private rental housing, measured in terms of rent per square metre. 
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Because commodity housing was larger, rural migrants could not afford 
the price of the rental unit. Some apartments in the central areas were 
subdivided and rented out to migrants to co- live in apartments originally 
designed for a single family. This co- renting (qunzu) is prohibited. It is eas-
ier to manage co- renting in formal housing than in informal village housing. 
The average size of a village rental is only 10 square metres, while the small-
est commodity housing apartments according to the government regula-
tion for affordable housing is over 90 square metres. Low- income migrant 
families had to live in more expensive rental housing in urban villages. The 
only way to save costs was to reduce the size of the living space –  many 
rented on the basis of number of rooms and sacrificed housing quality.

Compared with housing in slums, Chinese village rental hous-
ing generally has better conditions. In terms of location, urban villages 
were developed from former rural villages in ‘normal’ and physically 
safe places, unlike Brazilian favelas on steep slopes or Indian slums near 
deserted land alongside railways, sewage and water pipes. In fact, only 
rural villages at a convenient location near job markets in the urban fringe 
had a chance of being selected by migrant renters. Although the residen-
tial choice was constrained, rural migrant workers did exert consumer 
demand on the rental housing market. The housing in urban villages thus 
has been upgraded along with the arrival of migrants working in better- 
paid jobs. Hence village rental housing has evolved in response to chang-
ing demand, as can be seen from the urban villages in Guangzhou, which 
presents a more established rental market.

The level of facilities in urban villages in Beijing, Shanghai and 
Guangzhou varied (Table 3.1). Almost all rental housing units in the 
samples of the survey had connections to electric and water supply. As 
rural villages did before, rental housing lacked inside toilets and sepa-
rate kitchens. Internet connections were also increasingly available. But 
some rental units had air conditioners, especially in Guangzhou due to 
the hot weather, while in Beijing because of the cold weather heating was 
installed in over half the housing units. In Guangzhou about 77 per cent 
of households had an independent kitchen, while in Beijing the rate was 
lower at 29 per cent. In Shanghai, the figure was the lowest at 21 per cent. 
Without a separate kitchen, urban village dwellers have to use a gas or 
electric cooker in the corridor or outside the house to cook. Because space 
is extremely cramped and electric wiring is overloaded and outdated, 
cooking and boiling hot water can lead to potential fire hazards.

In general, Guangzhou had better conditions of urban village hous-
ing than Beijing and Shanghai. In Guangzhou, about 89 per cent of vil-
lage rental housing had an indoor toilet. Landlords built toilets inside 
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apartments to suit the needs of tenants in a more developed rental hous-
ing market and because many of these rental housing buildings have 
been rebuilt, whereas in Shanghai the rental market in urban villages 
was more constrained by external development controls. As a result, 
landlords in Shanghai could only incrementally extend housing space or 
more often subdivide it into smaller rental rooms. It is difficult to install 
an indoor toilet. The dwellers in Beijing and Shanghai have to use public 
toilets. In Shanghai, urine containers are still used.

Because of the lack of a shower or bathroom inside the house, dwell-
ers in Beijing and Shanghai had to go to commercially operated bath-
rooms in the winter. The charge was usually very low. These bathrooms 
used large boilers to provide hot water. In Shanghai, because of the lack 
of a kitchen and more expensive fuel for individual families, residents 
were encouraged to buy hot water from the central boiler shop installed 
in urban villages because the central boiler could be more appropriately 
maintained to reduce the fire hazard. Thus individual households could 
avoid using electricity to heat water and overloading the capacity of the 
electric wiring in the summer. The conditions of housing in urban villages 
were still poor, as can be seen from the low percentage of air  conditioners. 
Because of extremely hot weather in the summer, air conditioning is now 
a necessity for ordinary urban residents. The rate of having an air condi-
tioner in urban villages varied from 34 per cent in Guangzhou to about 
23 to 24 per cent in Shanghai and Beijing. Because of lower voltage due 
to overloaded use, the constraint on electricity capacity meant air condi-
tioners could not be widely installed in urban villages without upgrading 
the infrastructure.

Table 3.1 Facilities in urban villages in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou (in 
percentages)

Facilities Beijing Shanghai Guangzhou Total

Kitchen 28.9 20.8 77.2 42.2

Toilet 21.4 17.5 88.7 42.5

Shower 17.2 13.6 79.4 36.7

Liquid gas 46.8 77.0 86.0 69.9

Piped gas 5.7 7.3 5.8 6.3

Air 
conditioning

24.4 23.8 33.8 27.3

Heating 52.9 0.8 3.5 19.1

Internet 42.6 21.5 47.9 37.3
Source: adapted from Wu, 2016c: 862.
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Rural migrants choose to live in urban villages because for migrant 
families who work for social services or informal labour markets, fac-
tory dormitories are not available or not preferable for family life. For 
some working in low- end services such as foot massage parlours and 
restaurants, the employer might provide accommodation in shared 
rental apartments. But most are not able to rent formal private housing. 
Migrants who come to urban villages have no intention of settling down 
because this would not be a realistic plan. Therefore, urban village dwell-
ers show low place attachment and low social participation. They come 
mainly for economic reasons and select urban villages for cheaper rent 
and an accessible location to their work (for example, Tangjialing village 
near the Zhongguancun Software Park in Beijing; see later).

The occupational distribution of the dwellers in the surveyed vil-
lages in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou shows a concentration in 
commerce (retail and wholesale), social services and catering.17 In 2014, 
the National Health Commission of China conducted a nationwide sur-
vey of migrants in eight cities.18 The total sample of 16,000 migrants 
shows the residential patterns of migrants. In term of residential form, 
the concentration of migrants is quite obvious, because over 43.4 per 
cent of migrants lived in neighbourhoods mostly composed of migrants 
 themselves.19 In terms of the distribution of their housing tenure, the 
largest was ‘rent in village housing’ at 56.5 per cent. The next group was 
14.8 per cent ‘rent in commodity housing’, which was followed by the 
third category, ‘rent in old inner- city housing’, at 14.4 per cent. Housing 
ownership accounted for less than 10 per cent, indicating that the road to 
home ownership was still for a minority of migrants.20

Governance means ‘business’

The adoption of the household responsibilities system in rural China 
decentralised agricultural production decision making to individual 
households. The growing urban population increased demand for agri-
cultural products and created other market opportunities. Capable vil-
lagers, very likely cadres, used the opportunity to develop village- based 
enterprises or later private businesses. Hanchunhe, a village of 910 
families in southern Beijing, managed to tap into the lucrative construc-
tion material market and soon developed a village collective enterprise 
with over 50,000 construction workers across Beijing.21 The villagers 
built not only 518 villas for themselves but also roads, parks, schools, 
hotels, a high- tech market garden and a village tourism business centre 
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(Figure 3.1). This development in the 1990s was led by then party head, 
Tian Xiong. Near the original village, over 5,500 apartments had been 
built by 2004, and over 80 per cent were sold to Beijing residents. These 
apartments were built upon village land and thus did not have property 
certificates (Figure 3.2). They were so- called ‘small property rights hous-
ing’. Although Chris Webster and his colleagues (2006) regarded this case 
as a ‘village condominium’ –  a continuing collective institution surviv-
ing at the end of socialism –  the small property right housing developed 
by villages reflect the rise of the corporatist city which is governed by a 
different set of rules, beyond family or lineage oriented particularism.22 
Although a small group of people controlled the business, the operation 
of village ‘collective’ assets reflects privatism rather than collectivism.

In southern Jiangsu, the boom in township and village enterprises 
(TVEs) in the 1980s and 1990s maintained the strength of village organ-
isations. But the bankruptcy of TVEs in the 2000s meant a total trans-
formation of village governance –  into the hands of business elites. In 
southern China, the transfer of TVEs into private corporations was even 
more apparent. In fact, many enterprises started as private companies. 
The privatisation of rural industries does not necessarily suggest that 
market development must lead to atomised individuals. Some could 

Figure 3.1 The urbanised village of Hancunhe in southern Beijing. 
The villagers built not only their villas but also a central square for 
tourism. They captured the opportunities of the construction materials 
business and informal housing markets in Beijing. Taken in 2004.
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become family- run businesses or ‘village shareholding cooperatives’ (see 
later). Some ‘local heroes’ of village- based economies were able to play 
a role of community leader and distribute the benefits over a village’s 
social welfare, while village resources supported these village- based 
enterprises. But the form of governance in essence means ‘business’.

In terms of consumption, villagers manage their properties and 
look for new opportunities to refurbish and redevelop their houses into 
private rental housing to earn rental income. Rural collectivism no longer 
works. The village cannot even coordinate rampant redevelopment and 
ensure basic health conditions in the built environment –  the village’s 
public goods. This is not a ‘tragedy of the commons’ because of ambig-
uous property rights but rather because of disappearing collectivism –  
a moral order on which the commons were sustained for thousands of 
years throughout imperial and into socialist China.

Even just before the coming of market development, traditional-
ism had been seriously impaired. Rising ‘individualism’ started much 
earlier under state socialism, as a transfer from ‘family’ to the individual 
self.23 The ripples of the differential mode of association stopped at the 

Figure 3.2 ‘Small property rights housing’ in Hancunhe village, 
Beijing. Without a property deed from the government, these properties 
only have village- certified ownership documents. The informal housing, 
however, cannot be detected from its appearance. Taken in 2004.
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boundary of nuclear households. The boundary was clarified as house-
holds became property controllers. With their assets, households formed 
an economic unit, while the extended family (for example, between 
brothers) no longer held together, let alone lineages and clans. However, 
privatisation of the rural economy and later urbanisation of villages cre-
ated unprecedented changes.

The most significant change in village governance has been the 
adoption of shareholding cooperatives (gufen hezuoshe) at the level of 
former production teams, and several shareholding cooperatives jointly 
forming an ‘association of shareholding cooperatives’ or joint sharehold-
ing cooperatives (in short, jinglianshe) at the level of the former pro-
duction brigade and now the administrative village.24 These economic 
entities are also referred to as ‘village collectives’. While You- tien Hsing 
(2010) emphasises the legacy of lineage landholdings and collective 
organisations in what she calls ‘village corporatism’ –  a strategy against 
an extractive state,25 Karita Kan (2019b) observed that:

Despite clarifying villagers’ rights of control, income and transfer 
in collective property and thereby enhancing their access to power, 
shareholding still leaves the actual exercise of such power in the 
hands of intermediaries who may or may not be effectively con-
strained in their capacity as managers of collective wealth. That 
few institutionalised means are provided for villagers to hold these 
agents accountable creates an environment prone to arbitrary uses 
of power in which the dominant elite could control property rights 
and adjust distributive relations in its own favour. (pp. 147– 8)

The reform of collective asset management into the corporatist form of 
shareholding companies did not lead to greater collectivism. Instead, the 
reform clarified and delineated the property rights of individuals, gener-
ating more individual-  (or family- ) based interests, which are no longer 
possibly reigned over by the internal social order or differential mode 
of association. It is this generative process that later demanded greater 
state intervention.

Different from being entirely dispossessed, villagers can gain 
benefits from land redevelopment. The role of collectives presents 
a new form rather than continuing rural collectivism. It is a ‘club’ of 
property- rights owners, which helps villagers negotiate and gain ben-
efits from land appropriation.26 Indeed, the process of corporatisation 
of the village economy, eventually in the hands of political- converted 
business elites, is not too dissimilar to the grabbing of state assets in 
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post- socialist economies. The ‘club’ form of governance is regarded as 
‘private governance’ rather than a revival of the collective economy. 
There is a temptation to regard the club as a community. But the share-
holding cooperative is in essence an economic organisation built upon 
the legacy of collective relations and does not mean that members fol-
low traditional norms and cultures.

The urban village thus becomes a private residential space. But, 
different from middle- class gated communities, to which the attention 
of private governance research has mainly been paid, not all residents 
in semi- urbanised villages are club members. Migrant residents are not 
shareholders. The concentration of migrants does not scale up their 
rights of residency to their entitlements or to claiming their right to the 
city. The club owners of rental businesses do not pay tax to the munic-
ipal government, although indirectly their rental economies raise land 
values in the area, from which land development initiated by the local 
state manages to draw a land income. The economic activities in urban 
villages are not a source of municipal revenue. Neither migrants nor their 
landlords enjoy public facilities and so remain outside the public sphere. 
Further, with fewer and fewer villagers living in the original village, or 
rental income being increasingly drawn from the corporatist develop-
ment of rental housing, the situation is not too dissimilar to the finan-
cialisation of rental housing in recent Western economies,27 as villager 
landlords are shareholders and thus purely investors in these assets.

This transformation has led to disappearing traditional village col-
lectivism. The villagers’ committee is becoming a mere administrative 
tool. The only form is the shareholding economy, which manages assets 
but is not able to run the village as a whole or as a totalised society. The 
capacity of these shareholding cooperatives is limited not only because 
they are businesses but also because actual control is fragmented in the 
hands of individual households.28

‘Private governance’ might sometimes be an efficient way of han-
dling village business, but it is not an effective way of coordinating the 
‘public’ interests in the village. First, it lacks legitimacy over negotiation 
and conflict resolution outside property rights. Second, the cost of nego-
tiation would be enormous, just like homeowners’ associations pursuing 
litigation for the governance of gated communities.29 In most cases, city 
planning has not been developed within urban villages. Without a social 
infrastructure underneath its governance –  e.g., a moral order of collec-
tivism to support city planning (collective action and collective coordi-
nation) –  the cost of private governance is too high. Even faced with the 
threats and requirements of the government, in places like Tangjialing 
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the village could not become self- disciplined and failed to act collectively 
to improve its ‘chaotic’ and under- serviced informal development before 
the state stepped in to remove the ‘disorder’.

How is the urban village different from the traditional village of 
Fei Xiaotong? The urban village is not an organically organised ‘natural’ 
rural village but rather an urbanised village in which urbanisation trig-
gers a distinctive mode of governance. While rural villages have already 
experienced profound governance changes,30 urban villages located in 
peri- urban areas experience the most significant transformation.

Inspired by post- colonial critiques, we should not regard this pro-
cess as ‘neoliberal’ transition of governance, because ‘rurality’ prior to 
urbanisation persistently affects these villages. For urban villages as an 
enclave of migrants, conventional village organisations as well as ‘com-
munity affairs’ are based on clans but are irrelevant to migrants. They are 
renters, even though the rental economy is not formalised. They brought 
with them social relations with other fellow migrants from the same place 
of origin (laoxiang guanxi; see the discussion about the social interaction 
later), knowing and helping each other. But in terms of governance, they 
could not build a community of their own –  unlike a club of the middle 
class in a gated community. It is indeed a legacy of how both rural and 
urban populations were governed by hukou, but the governance feature 
is not solely created by the state or its hukou. The governance of urban 
villages is derived from but not defined by hukou. The original farmer vil-
lagers had a rural hukou and still became shareholders. They did not give 
up their rights from rural hukou even when they became urban residents; 
and many nowadays refuse to join urban hukou. What we have seen in 
the urban village is the end of a totalised society. The totalised society of 
rural village, different from a society under the surveillance of an exter-
nal totalitarian state, had a total integration of, rather than a separation 
between, state and society. It was a pre- modern place ‘from the soil’.31 But 
urban villages are the society ‘leaving the soil’.

The urban village is both a production site and a rental market. Based 
on these functions, ‘translocal’ relations and a community of sharehold-
ers were created.32 It is not a place of their own. Landlords may be away 
or separated from the everyday life of residents, as they are ‘cultivating 
houses’. In terms of how urban villages were built, there was a great deal 
of informality as irregular and under- regulated development breached 
the formal rules. This is ‘informalisation’, not according to a predefined 
set of rules, which is part of urbanisation processes. However, urbanisa-
tion together with property development necessarily led to the delinea-
tion of rights, creating such structures as shareholding cooperatives –  a 
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clearly modern concept –  and the redefinition of the rural ‘informal’ –  its 
associated relationship –  needing to follow the market operation. In short, 
the urban village is no longer a rural village; it is a village leaving the soil.

Now leaving the soil, the governance of the urban village unavoida-
bly invokes state intervention. Even though urban villages provide cheap 
and affordable housing to migrant workers, they cannot be romanticised 
as ‘ideal communities’. Subject to a wider agenda, not necessarily profit- 
making, they are constantly under the pressure of rebuilding or modifi-
cation. Some initiatives even introduced ‘enclosed management’ just like 
gated communities (see Chapter 4), with the security features of physical 
gating, surveillance and village social order control centres.33

Even for ordinary rural villages, there has been dire need for the pro-
vision of basic welfare. In Dongguan, the base of China’s global factory, 
the welfare of villagers almost completely relied on the rental economy.34 
Village ‘public finance’ was funded by collective shares in the village share-
holding companies, which even self- funded the local police station.35

In Jiangsu, a well- developed coastal province, deteriorating public 
hygiene in the village living environment prompted the provincial gov-
ernment to initiate a ‘village improvement programme’ to maintain the 
water- course, encourage waste collection and transfer, recycle animal 
manure, and ensure the safety of drinking water.36 However, the pro-
vincial government was unable to fund the substantial cost of redevel-
opment, while the village public finances were weak. The scheme only 
selected some pilot villages. The programme was driven neither by neo-
liberal ‘place promotion’ nor by a real estate ‘growth machine’. Trying 
to find a business model to combine rural tourism with village improve-
ment, the Jiangsu provincial government indeed intended to showcase 
its welfare intervention.37

Perhaps more importantly, naming the village improvement pro-
gramme as ‘beautiful Jiangsu’s countryside’ reveals its intention to align 
its work with the central government’s initiative ‘Beautiful China’.38 No 
matter whether it was a case of an initiative of security enhancement, 
improvement of the living environment, ‘face- lifting’, or land revenue 
generation, when collectivism retreated, a new ‘process of state building’ 
began.39 Understanding the governance of urban villages as a matter of 
‘business’ –  a version of entrepreneurialism or village corporatism,40 sug-
gests that informal development and informalisation are only one side of 
the process. The other side is accompanying ‘formalisation’, the creation 
of urbanism, and an imposed order from outside, revealing a departure 
from the soil.
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New space of production, translocal network  
and deterritorialisation

Faced with rapid urbanisation and rising demand for construction, some 
villagers not only individually expand their rental properties but also 
jointly set up businesses or enterprises. In the Pearl River Delta in the 
1980s and 1990s, household- based and then village- based workshops 
developed material processing industries. Some developed further into 
real estate businesses such as ‘small property rights housing’ which is sold 
to urban residents. Conversion from rural to urban residential properties 
is not permitted, but some villages subverted the controls, or the con-
trols were not effectively enforced.41 The villages then developed their 
own real estate projects and sold the properties directly to homebuyers. 
However, these properties cannot receive a certificate from the municipal 
government. They have only a certificate of rural property from the town-
ship, which is not equivalent to the deeds. Because the land is cheaper, 
so is ‘small property rights housing’. Some younger urban families who 
need accommodation but lack affordability still choose this type of 
 housing. Some projects are quite large in scale, and the residential build-
ings of small property rights housing can hardly be distinguished from 
other commodity housing by their appearance (Figure 3.3). As a result, 
urban villages now take on various new functionalities. Some become 
production sites, while others may be converted into formal economies. 
The remainder of this section discusses an example that takes on the new 
function of production.

In southern Guangzhou, Dongfeng village in Haizhu District has 
been transformed from a rural village to a cluster of garment businesses. 
It has also attracted a large number of migrants from Hubei province 
and thus gained a nickname, ‘Little Hubei’ (xiaohubei). Former villager 
houses were enlarged to accommodate migrant workers and garment 
workshops and became ‘three in one’ (sanheyi) –  a rudimentary build-
ing form that combines workshop, residence and warehouse functions. 
Little Hubei is in fact a large urban village. In 2010, there were 4,200 
local villagers and another 800 local residents from urban areas in 
Guangzhou, but 120,000 rural migrants.42 Most migrants had come from 
the same town of Tianmen and nearby counties in Hubei and worked for 
garment industries. More than 2,000 garment factories had been set up 
(Figure 3.4). Most were small producers, employing about 10 workers. 
About 70 to 80 per cent of garment workshops were owned by Hubei peo-
ple. The concentration of Hubei migrants brought about new opportuni-
ties for small restaurants and hawkers’ food stalls to serve Hubei- flavour 
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Figure 3.4 Garment workshops in ‘Little Hubei’, Guangzhou.  
The ground floor of village buildings is usually used by workshops and 
warehouses, while migrant workers may live on the upper floors.  
The photo shows a production function of urban villages. Taken in 2010.

Figure 3.3 ‘Small property rights housing’ in the northern outskirts 
of Beijing. The photo shows the scale and formal appearance of the 
informal housing built by villagers. The standard, judged from the 
style, is lower and more modest compared with ‘commodity housing’. 
Informal housing construction has been widespread. Taken in 2010.
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food. Like Gaojiabang in Shanghai –  nicknamed ‘Little Hong Kong’ (see 
later in this chapter) –  and many other urban villages, Little Hubei has 
bustling streets.

As a migrant enclave and a production base for migrant entrepre-
neurs, Little Hubei is, however, different from the earlier famous Zhejiang 
village in Beijing, in which businessmen from Wenzhou, Zhejiang prov-
ince, managed to build their own large housing compounds for fellow 
migrants. The migrant entrepreneurs in Little Hubei could only rent indi-
vidual houses self- built by original villagers. In other words, they rented 
not only accommodation but also spaces for workshops and businesses. 
Zhigang Li and his team studied this village. The landscape of Little Hubei 
reveals an enclave of migrants and their businesses:

In response to the growing rental market, indigenous villagers of 
the Dongfeng Village renovated their own buildings and built more 
floors to maximise rental income. Most of these self- built houses 
are mixed use: the ground floor accommodates either commercial 
activities (e.g. restaurants and grocery stores) or producer service 
activities (e.g. machine repairing and wholesaling); the rest of the 
building is either garment workshop or worker dormitory. The dor-
mitory is often quite small: about five to ten workers live in a room 
of about 10– 20 m2. It is very common for garment manufacturers to 
provide free food and accommodation to their employees. Migrants 
working for the same employer generally eat, work and sleep in 
the same place. Consequently, the little Hubei is not only a place of 
working but also a place of living. (Liu et al. 2015, 3094)

This combined form of residential, industrial and warehouse uses, 
although rudimentary and sometimes hazardous, proved to be very cost 
effective. They are ‘sweatshops’ requiring long working hours on the basis 
of piecework. But through the network of fellow villagers, Hubei entre-
preneurs were able to quickly recruit their Hubei migrants. Through the 
social network, business owners can effectively find subcontractors to 
outsource production.43

In Little Hubei, there are symbiotic relationships between the orig-
inal villager landlords, migrant entrepreneurs and migrant workers. The 
landlords protect the garment workshops: ‘Once the authority is about to 
inspect garment factories, the village cadres will let our landlords know 
immediately’,44 while migrant workers ‘confronted the local policy and 
fought against the confiscation of their machines by government agents’.45 
Migrant workers were also looked after by their workshop owners, as ‘it 
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is easier for migrant workers to accumulate business and management 
skills by working for their laoxiang’ than by working for large factories.46 
However, their symbiotic relationships are essentially built upon obtain-
ing rent, making a profit and earning a salary. As a result, although these 
relationships were built within the same place (urban village) or place- 
based social network, they are more fluid than in traditional villages.

Businesses are subject to competition. Like a nanny in a large city, 
migrant workers were able to walk away for other jobs or work for other 
workshops. They have their job choices and show higher residential 
mobility. Based on this space of production, migrant entrepreneurs built 
up a translocal network, linking garment traders to migrant workers. The 
workshops in Little Hubei produced low- priced clothes but with ‘fashion-
able design’, which suited the rising demand from Chinese rural areas in 
the 2000s.

Unlike the ethnic community in suburbs, known as ‘ethnoburbs’ 
in the US,47 migrant enclaves like Little Hubei are not communities of 
migrants themselves. The relationships originating from the same place 
are grafted onto the business network and operate within a confined living 
and working environment. Both workshop owners and migrant workers 
live in rental spaces. These communities are different from work- unit com-
pounds because work- unit membership was almost non- deprivable and 
permanent, which gave the workers a basic right or bottom line when they 
engaged with the employer. In other words, the workplace membership is a 
local citizenship. This permanent membership is the ‘weapon of the weak’. 
In other words, the work- unit community is the community of workers. For 
urban villages, the territorial relationships are ‘transplanted’ but territorial 
relationships cannot faithfully replicate a rural village –  the relationship 
has lost the territory in which it operated. For example, there was no vil-
lage social and moral order to condemn unacceptable behaviour. Migrants 
could protest, as a ‘labour movement’, but it is difficult for migrant workers 
to resort to village support as a member of the community. Migrant work-
ers have to simply walk away or resort to state authority.48 It is this urban-
ised environment that makes them ‘free’.49 The origin of the same place is 
used to recruit and retain workers, to make it more cost- effective in a flex-
ible labour regime. The relationship also brings some social support to the 
workers and solidarity as in the case of protesting against local police con-
fiscating factory machines. But overall this solidarity is weak and limited.

The development of Little Hubei may reflect the agency of migrants, 
especially entrepreneurs, in adapting and extending the territorially orig-
inated network. However, it is regarded more as a relation (guanxi),50 
which can be seen from the expression laoxiang guanxi, which is derived 
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from the traditional root –  differential mode of association –  but adapted 
in a modern context because relation (guanxi) as an exchange and the 
‘back door’ to the formal procedure. The social network is informally 
built up on the trust of the same place origin but its purpose is more util-
itarian rather than kinship or the membership of the village. Migrants’ 
agency is not based on their citizenship or entitlement to a political com-
munity. This is not to suggest that their everyday practices are irrelevant; 
on the contrary, these practices are part of the new urban landscape in 
China today, rather than a revival of the rural society of differential mode 
of association in modern business.

While Laurence Ma and Biao Xiang (1998) show that the ‘tra-
ditional’ relation does not disappear in urban villages, the territory 
in which the state and society were closely embedded into each other 
is ‘leaving the soil’ and becoming urban. The social network originated 
from the same village in Little Hubei, just like other cultural proximity 
between traders and producers in garment industries facilitates business 
flexibility and lends advantages to production. But it is not an order or 
structure (geju) that provides guidelines and stability. Confronted with 
the village shareholding company and the administrative residents’ com-
mittee, the migrant ‘leaders’ of Hubei origin could hardly intervene in 
neighbourhood (village) affairs in Guangzhou, even though they were 
residents there. Similarly, although they formed a symbiotic relationship 
with Hubei investors, the Guangzhou local villagers could hardly coor-
dinate themselves with the impact of resources coming from outside the 
village. The deteriorating built environment reflects a declining order of 
traditionalism. Indeed, an unprecedented morality challenge51 happens 
not only in urban villages but also in a vast number of rural villages, as 
the dismantling of traditional bounded territory continues. The translo-
cal network is a new relation, derived from traditionalism. But like a gift, 
the relation lubricates transactions, indicating the demise rather than 
the replication of differential mode of association.

The state is not absent from Little Hubei. Law enforcement by the 
state provides an overall safe and stable policed environment in which 
business operations and rentals are possible. However, state intervention 
in terms of social provision and governance is ineffective because of the 
tradition of village self- governance. Rural villages, even in the suburbs, 
have not been ‘municipalised’ or ‘incorporated’ into the state system. The 
state does not have sufficient resources to absorb rural villages into its 
governance, as villagers, even after they have become entrepreneurs and 
possess millions of Yuan in rental assets, have not paid taxes. In the land-
scape of business, they are ‘extraterritorial’. The village governance is 
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privately operated, showing similarity to enclosed estates (fengbi xiaoqu), 
in which residents pay for their own property management and maintain 
their estate through property management companies. At most, what the 
state can do is execute the ‘policing right’ –  of which city planning is one 
kind, to maintain safety and prevent fire hazards.

Transient places: changes, demolition and 
transformation

Urban villages are transient places. They are created and then disappear. 
One example is the famous Zhejiang village in Beijing, studied by Laurence 
Ma and Biao Xiang (1998) and Li Zhang (2001), which eventually disap-
peared. In the late 1990s, large compounds that combined residential 
and workshop functions were demolished. New wholesale markets and 
industrial districts were set up by the government in the 2000s. Similarly, 
Tangjialing in north- western Beijing was replaced by a new town com-
prised of resettlement and affordable housing. In contrast, Little Hubei 
in Guangzhou survived and continued to maintain its garment business, 
despite several attempts by the local state to clear up the urban village.

Why were there such different fates? Both Zhejiang village and 
Tangjialing village were large- scale extensions by external investors. 
The scale of development indicates the weakness of the local villagers 
because they could not develop the workshops or housing themselves and 
hence had to lend the land to private developers, many from Wenzhou in 
Zhejiang province. Wenzhou entrepreneurs and their employees, as out-
siders, were not able to establish their own communities. Their informal 
economies were eventually formalised by the government. The business 
leaders were absorbed into the formal administrative organisation and 
the party. In contrast, Little Hubei was built by villagers themselves. They 
own the assets and hence were able to resist state intervention. The clan 
organisation initially supported the village’s collective action which was 
later codified through the village shareholding company. The tradition 
of more flexible governance in southern China is another reason for a 
relatively more autonomous village society.

tangjialing: from ‘ant tribe’ enclave to new town

Tangjialing village is located in the town of Xibeiwang outside the 
fifth ring road of north- west Beijing. It is near the aerospace town of 
Dengzhuangzi on the periphery of Beijing. Before 2000, the area still 
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presented a typical rural landscape. Around 2000, the Zhongguancun 
Science Park created a new park –  Zhongguancun Software Park –  in this 
area. Meanwhile, Shangdi IT industrial base was set up near Tangjialing 
(Figure 3.5). Just west of Tangjialing, a private college –  the China 
Software Management College –  was set up. The students of the college 
became the first group of tenants in Tangjialing.

These developments attracted migrant workers in the IT sector. The 
total population of local villagers was about 3,000, while the migrant 
population reached as much as 50,000. The ratio of migrants to local pop-
ulation was very high. The outstanding feature of Tangjialing was the pro-
file of migrant tenants, as there was a large proportion of new graduates 
and new migrants to Beijing. There were 17,000 new graduates. Many 
of them worked in the IT sector with a tertiary education but earned a 
modest wage of 2,000 to 3,000 Yuan per month. These IT workers, just 
like their counterparts in industrial assembly lines, worked in routine 
coding jobs as low- income ‘white- collars’. However, they could not afford 
the middle- class lifestyle and sarcastically called themselves ‘IT migrants’, 
indicating their working- class status. They mostly lived in small rooms 

Figure 3.5 The entrance of Tangjialing village, Beijing. The photo 
shows a booming village at the time of demolition. The area had many 
markets and restaurants, due to the agglomeration of IT migrants. 
Taken in 2010.
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in shared rental apartments converted or extended from crowded village 
housing. They became known as the ‘ant tribe’ (yizu) in Chinese because 
they could not afford formal housing and lived like ‘ants’.

Spontaneous construction started in 2000 (Figure 3.6). Villagers 
began to extend their houses from two floors to four or five floors to pro-
vide more rental housing. In 2005, the villagers’ committee tried to con-
trol the speed of self- built rental housing and required villagers to stop 
further extension. However, rampant housing development occurred in 
2006 and 2007. Besides spontaneous self- building on individual housing 
plots, large- scale development occurred on collective land. The villagers 
rented out land for private developers to build standard rental apartments 
in the form of residential compounds which were managed commercially.

Unlike villages in southern China where large- scale multi- rise build-
ings based on the land plots of individual households were constructed 
by the villagers themselves, but more like the earlier Zhejiang village in 
southern Beijing, villagers tended to lease collectively owned land to pri-
vate builders who developed large residential compounds, in addition to 
constructing their own rental properties. Some residential compounds 
were managed by property management companies and offered standard 

Figure 3.6 The alleyway of Tangjialing village, Beijing, before its 
demolition. The photo shows that the residential density is generally 
lower than in self- extended urban villages in southern China. Taken 
in 2010.
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packages with a more formal contract to tenants. These residential build-
ings in large compounds were secured with electronic codes or swipe 
cards. The rental housing was better than in other places because of the 
slightly higher socioeconomic status of the tenants. The rental units in res-
idential compounds were purpose- built and of a generally good quality.

The building density in Tangjialing was high, leading to narrow 
alleyways and potential fire hazards. Nevertheless, there were plenty 
of small restaurants, eating places, shops and stores, barbers and hair 
salons in the village. It was a very convenient place to live. In terms of 
transport, Tangjialing was also very convenient with several lines con-
necting to the Zhongguancun Science Park and central areas, although 
in peak hours they were congested because many workers commuted to 
their workplaces near Tangjialing.

The scale of rental apartment buildings was thus much larger 
than that of individually extended villagers’ houses. In other words, 
these apartment buildings were purpose- built for migrant work-
ers who required better housing conditions, facilities and security 
(Figure 3.7). These residential buildings were managed commercially by 
private companies and were sometimes known as ‘student apartments’ or 

Figure 3.7 Purpose- built rental housing in Tangjialing, Beijing.  
The village lent the land to small developers to construct standard 
rental housing which appeared quite popular owing to the low cost and 
better conditions. Taken in 2010.
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‘white- collar apartments’. Thus, in Tangjialing as well as in other urban 
villages in Beijing, while these apartments were informal in terms of 
their building process (without formal planning approval, for example), 
the housing showed a trajectory towards greater formality in terms of 
its ‘professional’ management by private companies. The quality of these 
apartments was much better than in self- built blocks. However, this type 
of rental housing was still regarded as informal because the rental com-
panies were not registered as formal businesses that should pay taxes to 
the local government. Instead, they paid a fee to the rural villagers who 
lent them land. The development also contravened land- use regulations 
because of the illegal conversion of agricultural land into urban uses.

The rent in Tangjialing village was very low, in 2010 ranging from 
300 Yuan per month for a low- quality room of around 10 square metres to 
700 Yuan per month for a relatively better quality 20 square metre studio 
with kitchen and toilet. Most rental housing had an internet connection, 
because it was deemed necessary for migrants in the IT sector and young 
students. Because the rental housing market was quite competitive, the 
landlords of residential compounds strove to improve housing conditions 
and facilities with an affordable price. These improvements and solu-
tions were quite innovative and cost- effective, as the landlords ultimately 
depended on their customers paying. For example, in some buildings, the 
corridors of the second floor and above used transparent panels to allow 
light to pass through to lower floors (Figure 3.8). When we visited the 

Figure 3.8 The decent living conditions of purpose- built apartments 
constructed by small developers in Tangjialing, Beijing. The photo 
shows how natural light is introduced into the corridors. Taken in 2010.
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site in 2010, an architect accompanying our research trip acclaimed it, 
saying, ‘This is really marvellous; we could not do this because we simply 
do not know what the tenants need’. Another example of market- driven 
innovation was the provision of transport connections. The landlord of 
Dongjia compound provided a small shuttle bus for the tenants to the 
bus station at the entrance of Tangjialing. It became a selling point to 
attract tenants, and thus other landlords soon followed. The manage-
ment was rather informal but efficient and responsive to market demand. 
The informal practices of white- collar housing were thus welcomed by 
tenants who seemed to be fairly satisfied, considering the low rental cost.

The wide spread of informally built residential compounds in 
Tangjialing triggered concerns. The publication of a Chinese book, 
China’s Ant Tribe, in 2009 brought wide attention to the living con-
ditions of non- traditional low- income migrants. Tangjialing as the 
major residential area of the ‘ant tribe’ received much media attention, 
which led the government to redevelop this village. In March 2010, the 
Tangjialing redevelopment project officially started. Rather than ‘dem-
olition and relocation’ (chai qian), the new policy adopted the approach 
of ‘vacating’ (teng tui), which was in situ redevelopment to retain the 
original villagers (Figure 3.9). The approach was similar to the policy 
applied to other villages in the green belt of Beijing. To release the land 

Figure 3.9 The main road leading to Tangjialing village, Beijing, at the 
time of demolition. Banners show the campaign to ‘vacate’ the urban 
village, as villagers affected were mostly accommodated in nearby 
Tangjialing new town. Taken in 2010.
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for green space, these low- density villages were removed while high- 
rise resettlement housing was built to accommodate villagers. The pur-
pose was to vacate space through village consolidation. According to 
the Tangjialing redevelopment plan, the original villagers were tempo-
rarily vacating their old homes and then returning to the same places 
after the project was completed. In other words, the redevelopment 
aimed to rebuild a resettlement neighbourhood at the original place; 
this was the planned Tangjialing new town. However, the original ten-
ants were simply dispersed during redevelopment and never returned 
to the new town.

By late 2010, two land parcels had been sold through auction. 
Vanke, one of the largest real estate developers in China, and Wukuang, 
a state- owned enterprise under the central government, gained the 
development rights. In total, 5.2 billion Yuan were bid for the land of 
Tangjialing new town, with 29 high- rise residential buildings. The new 
town, mainly made of resettlement housing, was completed in 2012. 
The relocation housing amounted to 350,000 square metres. The rede-
velopment project relocated 2,099 households and 4,816 residents. 
On average each villager household received a compensation space of 
174 square metres, which was quite high in terms of per capita floor 
space, or two to three housing units as compensation. But compared 
with Liede in Guangzhou, the ‘windfall’ benefits for Tangjialing villag-
ers were very modest.

The villagers of Tangjialing continued to use these apartments 
as rental housing to bring in additional income. About 188,000 square 
metres of additional space were used for office and public rental housing. 
Some public rental housing was returned to the village as their collec-
tive assets. The villagers received the rental income from these collective 
assets. Instead of using private companies to manage them, the public 
rental housing was managed by the government office of rental housing. 
In total 260,000 square metres of building were constructed. The relo-
cated housing buildings, located at the south side of the aerospace town 
near the village, were dense and 15 floors high. However, after redevelop-
ment, the rent immediately increased significantly from about 600 Yuan 
per room to over 2,000 Yuan per unit (studio), which was equivalent to 
a two to three times increase. The commercial rental housing targeted a 
different cohort of tenants in the region, equivalent to the entry wage of 
IT workers at that time.

Tangjialing represents a new model of rural village redevelopment –  
relocation of rural farmers into a concentrated resettlement housing area; 
at the same time, the state used real estate projects to build public rental 
housing. The state still acquired the land in Tangjialing and released it to 
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the land market for these projects. The municipal government of Beijing 
made a huge commitment, as the redevelopment project was not profit- 
making. In essence, the project converted private rental (even in large- 
scale residential compounds) into public rental housing. This is quite 
different from ‘three olds’ (sanjiu) redevelopment in Guangdong, where 
village redevelopment was not organised by the municipal government. 
The villagers in Liede in Guangzhou negotiated directly with developers 
to release the land (see later).

The postcolonial description of informal development in the global 
South points out the persistence of informality during urbanisation 
and redevelopment as a result of a more flexible and even deregulated 
approach to urban redevelopment, due to colonial histories, complex 
social structures and local politics. For a long time, the villagers’ commit-
tee served a dual function as the arm of the state in the local area but also 
as the representative of villagers’ interests. The village even managed to 
lend collective land to small developers for informal housing, which was 
also a response to market demand as seen in the evolution of facilities 
and services (e.g., mini- shuttle bus).

But the large- scale redevelopment begun in 2010 has completely 
transformed the nature of this quasi- organic rural society (Figure 3.10). 

Figure 3.10 The demolition of Tangjialing village, Beijing.  
The demolition and redevelopment were rather swiftly completed 
owing to the programme of affordable housing provision in Beijing, 
which is largely for registered Beijing residents. Taken in 2010.
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Through this large- scale, state- led redevelopment project, informality 
disappeared. The project was initiated as a response to a ‘chaotic’ self- 
rebuilt village in the city’s peri- urban areas. The state intervened through 
the large state- owned enterprise and real estate developer. The case of 
Tangjialing demonstrates strong state intervention and the transition of 
an informal urban village to a ‘modern’ housing estate.

Through ‘village construction’, Tangjialing village disappeared, and 
was replaced by Tangjialing new town. The once (in)famous Tangjialing 
also faded away from media attention. The new community (shequ) is just 
an ordinary resettlement housing estate, officially covering two residential 
areas of 4,000 people. The resettled villagers still do not have their prop-
erty certificates, which means that they can own the use rights or rent out 
the properties but cannot resell them. This is very similar to ‘small property 
rights housing’. However, ‘illegal’ transactions still exist, creating a market 
price of 40,000 Yuan per square metre, lower than the price of equivalent 
housing at 60,000 Yuan per square metre in the town of Xibeiwang. A flat 
with two rooms and one reception with a floor space of 80 square metres 
rented at 6,000 Yuan per month in 2019. But the area still lacks supermar-
kets and other facilities. The original 50,000 renters moved away. With 
fewer consumers, it is difficult to maintain a bustling street.

Within the ‘new town’, an affordable housing estate of 100,000 
square metres is operated by Haidian district. Tangjialing was one of the 
first experiments in building public rental housing on rural collective land. 
In fact, it was built using trusted builders by the district government for 
Tangjialing villagers. The government then rented 1,980 units from villag-
ers at a price of 39 Yuan per square metre per month in 2013. This was 
exactly the same or slightly higher than the price of villagers’ private rental! 
The government now plays the role of secondary landlord. But the villagers 
no longer rent out properties themselves. In other words, the housing man-
agement bureau of the district government has replaced the private devel-
oper in operating the rental housing, which is now much formalised. The 
renters are only low- income urban residents of Haidian, excluding rural 
migrants. In 2017, the bureau, through a random draw, allocated 927 flats 
of 35, 45, or 60 square metres to eligible households at a rent of 35 Yuan 
per square metre per month for a three- year contract. Most original renters 
would not even have qualified.

What we have seen in Tangjialing is not ‘displacement’ of origi-
nal rural farmers –  they still have their ‘collective assets’, that is, public 
rental housing under their names. But they do not even participate in the 
operation of their assets. Indeed, without a clan organisation like Liede 
in Guangzhou or the support of a village shareholding company, it is 
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unimaginable for villagers to continue to manage their assets. Tangjialing 
as an urban village has been thoroughly eliminated. The status of peas-
ants came to an end in Tangjialing. Former villagers may have two or 
three spare apartments to rent out and collectively possess some assets 
from which to draw another source of stable income. They are a special 
rentier class without having to rent out properties themselves. Some may 
adapt with new skills. For example, one young lady is celebrated for her 
successful adaptation, now working for the residents’ committee. But this 
is an exceptional case. Many villagers perhaps no longer live in this area 
and have been absorbed into restless urbanism.

gaojiabang: vanishing into a business park

Gaojiabang was hidden away behind a clean street in the prosperous 
district of Xuhui, a well- developed central district in Shanghai. Opposite 
Guilin Park, across the Caobao Road, is the very modest entrance gate to 
this former village (Figure 3.11), unexpectedly leading to a high- density, 
congested, low- quality housing area with bustling narrow alleyways full 
of small shops and stores. The registered population of Gaojiabang was 
1,373 local residents, but the migrant population added about 3,000 in 

Figure 3.11 The small entrance leading to a large urbanised informal 
housing area in Gaojiabang, Shanghai. Taken in 2010.
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2008. Most former residents had moved out to the suburbs for better 
housing. Only about 20 per cent of local residents lived there just before 
redevelopment.52 Divided by main roads, the block where Gaojiabang was 
located included another dilapidated neighbourhood called Qiaojiatang. 
The names bang (waterside) and tang (pond) indicate that this place 
might have been low land or wetland before –  perhaps similar to those 
squatter settlements in peripheral Shanghai prior to 1949.53 In total, this 
block is about 100 mu (6.67 hectares), while Gaojiabang occupied land 
of 60 mu (4 hectares).

The modern history of Gaojiabang was associated with the rise 
and fall of Shanghai’s colour TV industry. Before the 1980s, the place 
was at the edge of the built- up area of Shanghai. The agricultural land of 
Gaojiabang was acquired by the factory of Shanghai Electronic Meters. 
In 1980, Shanghai Jinxin (Golden Star) TV factory was set up to develop 
a joint production line with Japanese investors and thus acquired 60 mu 
of land in this area, and recruited 99 rural labourers into the TV pro-
duction industry. About half of the rural labourers were absorbed by 
industrial development. According to the regulation of the time, two 
rural labourers were entitled to be recruited for every one mu of land 
acquired.54 In 1984, the second phase of development absorbed 20 more 
rural labourers. Because working for the state industrial sector was more 
 advantageous than farming in socialist times, rural elites and cadres man-
aged to become state workers who, as ‘insiders of the system’ (tizhinei), 
enjoyed lifelong welfare entitlement.

In the 1980s and 1990s, farmers in Gaojiabang sold their spare 
houses to workers in small enterprises which could not provide ‘work-
place (danwei) housing’ to their employees. These small enterprises 
included factories such as Shanghai Carpet Factory, Shanghai Plant of 
Electric Resistance and Shanghai Panel Plant in this area. As a result, 
the composition of residents in Gaojiabang was more complicated 
than in a rural village, compared with Tangjialing in Beijing or Liede in 
Guangzhou. Through early industrialisation, Gaojiabang had been par-
tially urbanised, as its residents included those with urban hukou and 
worked for industrial sectors. However, the process of urbanisation of 
Gaojiabang was halted.

Since the late 1990s, Shanghai has experienced large- scale indus-
trial restructuring. Industrial workers of state- owned enterprises were 
laid off.55 The workers recruited from rural areas suffered most. The col-
our television factory began to experience difficulties from 1992, because 
more production lines were introduced from overseas to Beijing and 
Fujian province and competition became severe. In 2002, the factory was 
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merged into the Shanghai Broadcast and Television Corporation. Many 
workers of the factory were made redundant and returned to Gaojiabang.

Around that time, the Caohejin Economic and Technological 
Development Zone (ETDZ) was set up. Its development was driven by 
a state- owned development corporation; local people called it the ‘Cao 
developer’ (Cao kaifa). Soon, a large supermarket was opened in this 
region and recruited about 1,000 shop workers. It was not clear how 
many came from laid- off workers or from new rural migrants. But the 
demand for private rental housing increased. Many Gaojiabang residents 
began to subdivide their ‘spare’ space to rent it out (Figure 3.12).

On the other hand, compared with the more lax situation in south-
ern China and, ironically, casual management in peri- urban Beijing, 
Shanghai was able to maintain a relatively stronger development control. 
Under such control, existing owners were not able to demolish a whole 
building to build multi- floor rental housing apartments, as they did in 
southern China, or to build large residential buildings and compounds 
in places like Tangjialing in Beijing. Instead, existing residents could 

Figure 3.12 The low- rise informal housing of Gaojiabang, Shanghai. 
The photo shows rather modest self- built housing and redevelopment. 
Most houses had only two floors in the place where the former village 
was partially absorbed into the urban fabric and institutions. Taken 
in 2010.
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only subdivide rooms and append more layers. Residential buildings in 
Gaojiabang were dangerously extended and modified (Figure 3.13). As a 
result, private rental housing in Gaojiabang was further subdivided into 
smaller units, with deteriorating housing conditions and a crowded liv-
ing environment.

The rental economy in Gaojiabang was more modest in scale com-
pared with that in Tangjialing in Beijing, Liede in Guangzhou or other 
urban villages in southern China. This was due to the stronger capacity 
of local government to enforce land use control in Shanghai. The exten-
sion of village housing required the approval of the district planning 
office. Illegal constructions were in general stopped and demolished.56 
The rental housing in Gaojiabang, as a semi- urbanised village for a long 
time, was mainly formed through the subdivision of existing rooms and 
internal space of buildings and densification within the neighbourhood 
rather than expansion and new build in urban villages.

The history of development reveals why Gaojiabang remained 
an urban village for a long time. In 1997, owing to administrative 

Figure 3.13 After many informal houses were demolished, some 
original self- extension became visible. The building was dangerously 
increased to four and a half floors. The original ground floor house was 
still visible and had a rather weak foundation and structure.  
Taken in 2013.
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boundary changes, the agricultural production team of Gaojiabang was 
temporarily under the management of Hongmei town in Minhang dis-
trict, a suburban district outside central Shanghai. In 2002, Hongmei 
was converted from the status of rural administration (town) to an urban 
 administration –  ‘street office’ (jiedao), or sometimes called the sub- 
district office. However, the production unit of Gaojiabang remained 
as a rural administrative unit –  a village under sub- district office. Its 
jurisdiction was later returned to Xuhui district. During the temporary 
management (tuoguan) under a suburban town, the control of housing 
construction was relatively lax, because of a management vacuum. In 
this fringe area, farmers’ requests for additional housing plots (zaijidi) 
were quickly approved and building permits issued, laying the founda-
tion of the rental economy. As mentioned, nearby the village site, some 
former agricultural land acquired by the factory was transferred to the 
‘Cao developer’ in 2009 when the enterprise finally went bankrupt. This 
created a juxtaposition of industrial land owned by the development 
zone and the village site of Gaojiabang administratively managed by the 
urban district government.

The ‘Cao developer’, however, was not a traditional govern-
ment organisation. Compared with other development zones such as 
Zhangjiang High- tech Park, it was more market oriented. The develop-
ment of Caohejin was led by the development corporation rather than a 
quasi- government agency –  the management committee ( guanweihui).57 
It was less concerned about comprehensive urban renewal and adopted 
a more pragmatic approach. It also lacked the financial capacity to 
carry out large- scale urban redevelopment. This characteristic of the 
Cao developer meant that an incremental land acquisition approach 
was adopted. Rather than acquiring the whole area, the Cao developer 
acquired the land gradually to meet its needs. The development was car-
ried out in phases.

This incremental approach created a complexity of land owner-
ship, in addition to the mix of rural and urban landlords. These com-
plexities made large- scale redevelopment even more difficult. The 
Cao developer had not been willing or planning to acquire the village 
site until 2008 when Shanghai started large- scale urban renewal for 
Shanghai Expo in 2010 (Figure 3.14a and b). Here the development 
process is described painstakingly in detail in order to comprehend 
how a rural village was transformed and village traditionalism disap-
peared step by step, not just at the point of once-and-for- all demolition. 
This broad process is better described as formalisation rather than spe-
cifically gentrification.58
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Liede: corporatisation and massive redevelopment

Liede village is located in the southern part of ‘Pearl River New Town’ –  the 
new central business district (CBD) of Guangzhou. This central location 
means that Liede is exceptionally important for the image of Guangzhou. 

a

b

Figure 3.14 Two images from Google show the disappearance of 
Gaojiabang, Shanghai. The central area of the photo shows Gaojiabang. 
In the 2021 image the site still appears vacant, while a nearby informal 
housing area was transformed into commodity housing estates (left 
corner). (a) captured in 2011; (b) captured in 2021.
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This rural village had been long established before it lost its farmland 
in the early 1990s and became a place of informal rental housing. But 
village housing remained. The villager population has been stable, with 
a total population of 7,800 villagers (about 3,000 households) since the 
1990s. However, the migrant population reached 8,000 in 2007, just 
before redevelopment. The total floor space of buildings prior to recon-
struction was 653,000 square metres, of which over 90 per cent received 
formal property certificates as village housing (equivalent to 595,000 
square metres) from the draft development plan, obtained in 2009. The 
large percentage of legally recognised properties meant a significant cost 
of compensation for redevelopment projects.

The municipal government of Guangzhou had striven to redevelop 
the village for some time but failed because of the formidable cost of 
land requisition and compensation. The cost of redevelopment has risen 
considerably over time in Guangzhou. For a single village, the cost of 
redevelopment could amount to several billion Yuan.59 Under the office 
of Lin Shusheng, the former mayor of Guangzhou in the 1990s, private 
developers were excluded from village redevelopment.60 The munic-
ipal government monopolised land supply through the compulsory 
purchase of village land. Only land leased from the municipal govern-
ment was allowed to be used by real estate developers for commodity 
housing development. This helped the municipal government to capture 
the differentiated land rent. However, none of the 139 urban villages 
managed to be redeveloped, because the relocation and redevelopment 
cost was too high. Faced with rising costs, the municipal government of 
Guangzhou made virtually no progress in the 1990s.

Before village redevelopment, Liede had already experienced 
changes in village governance. The adoption of a household responsibil-
ity system in the 1980s weakened the power of village leaders and the 
overall collective capacities of the village. The abolition of agricultural 
tax further reduced the capacity of the village for social organisation and 
mobilisation. However, the clan organisation persists in southern China, 
and this strengthened the village’s bargaining power to resist land acqui-
sition and redevelopment. In the mid- 1990s, the village received ‘eco-
nomic development land’ which was reserved for the village during land 
acquisition. The land became the collective asset of the village.

To manage the asset, the village shareholding company was set up. 
The shareholding company later fixed its share structure according to the 
village membership of residents.61 It jointly developed a shopping mall 
with an external developer and realised its asset value appreciation. The 
shareholding company also distributed dividends to the villagers, which 
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became an additional source of income. Through the development of col-
lective assets, the village accumulated experience and capital and came 
to a better position to negotiate with the government. The establish-
ment of the shareholding company complemented the weakened village 
governance. In other words, the village became ‘corporatised’. But the 
operation was still limited to the collective asset. Individual villagers still 
maintained their private rentals. The village site remained as informal 
housing for migrants till the 2000s.

The redevelopment of Liede was proposed as early as 2002. But 
substantial redevelopment only started in 2007. Its redevelopment pio-
neered a new approach to village redevelopment. Liede was an experi-
ment for the later policy of so- called ‘three olds redevelopment’ (sanjiu 
gaizhao). For sanjiu, the government provided quite a generous deal 
which allowed the village to negotiate directly with developers without 
converting their land into state ownership. In other words, the resettle-
ment housing was built on the collective land without paying a market 
land price to the government. In the new phase of redevelopment starting 
in 2008, the municipal government of Guangzhou considered the forth-
coming Asian Games in 2010 and adopted a more pragmatic approach 
to allow villagers to participate in redevelopment and share the benefits. 
In Guangzhou, the government was willing to negotiate with individual 
villages and adopted ‘one village, one policy’ (yicun yice). In the case of 
Liede, it received a good deal from the government to get a full compen-
sation package, regardless of the property rights status of buildings in the 
village. That is, all the floor space of farmhouses, even non- certified floor 
space, was eligible for compensation. The government also kept the prac-
tice of ‘returning’ the development rights and ownership of collective 
land, which was the pool of village assets. To create more resettlement 
units, the government also lifted the building height restriction; the plot 
ratio was raised from 2.4 to 5.2 in the rehousing area, well exceeding the 
norm for residential development in Guangzhou.

In 2006 the proposed Liede Bridge cut through the village. This 
time, the village had accumulated sufficient experience and capital for 
redevelopment. By the mid 1990s the village had already been ‘corpo-
ratised’ because the village shareholding company had been set up to 
manage the village’s collective asset –  the ‘economic development land’ 
reserved for the village during land acquisition. The development of 
Liede Bridge acquired more village land and thus returned more ‘discre-
tionary’ land to the village. More assets were injected into the village just 
before village redevelopment.
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Besides the support of the clan, the corporatised Liede village thus 
had a stronger capacity for social mobilisation and negotiation. It had 
more capability than before to lead and operate its own redevelopment 
project. Liede proposed to the municipal government that it would not 
require an external investor and that the village wished to redevelop 
informal housing as a whole package by itself, meaning that the village 
itself should find finance and builders. The whole area was divided into 
three parts: a high- rise resettlement area, a business area to develop a 
five- star hotel, and an area of commodity housing properties for sale 
which was used to finance the project. The proposal sounded attractive 
to the government at the time when Guangzhou was going to organise 
the Asian Games in 2010. The government wished to improve the image 
of Guangzhou. The village was located on the pathway to the sites of 
the Asian Games and thus needed to be redeveloped. Without incurring 
additional investment, the government was willing to forgo the land pre-
mium from redevelopment projects. In addition, the government offered 
tax exemption and returned the income from the auction of a land plot in 
the village site to start up the redevelopment project.62

The redevelopment of Liede proceeded swiftly and was completed 
in 2009, before the Asian Games. The resettlement buildings are as high 
as 15 floors, creating the densest urban village in China. To Liede villag-
ers, the redevelopment was a success. On the day of the opening of the 
new re- housing buildings to residents, the villagers’ committee decided 
to arrange a banquet of 808 tables to celebrate the success.63 Through 
village redevelopment, the collective asset was not dismantled but rather 
enlarged. The annual rental income alone increased from 50 million 
Yuan to 500 million Yuan.64 According to some villagers, they deliber-
ately chose collective ownership for their resettlement housing in order 
to prevent their children from irresponsibly selling assets, as the collec-
tive asset would be their source of livelihood. Through this redevelop-
ment, the villagers realised that it was important to remain as a collective 
entity to be able to negotiate with the government. In addition to the his-
torical tradition, they consciously preserved their clan organisation and 
customs and have rebuilt their ancestor hall (Figure 3.15).

After redevelopment, the profile of renters changed owing to the 
rent increase. The rent increased on average from 10– 15 Yuan per month 
per square metre to 30– 50 Yuan per month per square metre.65 Former 
rural migrants in low- service jobs and manufacturing industries were 
replaced by new office workers in the CBD, new migrants to Guangzhou 
from other cities and white- collar university graduates. The estate was 
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built with a modern style of buildings, with a higher density but greater 
privacy. By its nature, residents in high- rise buildings have fewer social 
interactions. Social interaction between renter and landlord was almost 
minimal. It is difficult to detect the history of an urban village from its 
physical appearance or community atmosphere, as the neighbourhood is 
mostly for white- collar middle- class renters.

The only trace remains in land ownership which is still under the 
collective control of villager landlords. But that legal matter does not 
need to be comprehended by ordinary renters or visitors. Millionaire 
landlords were created by redevelopment; they became less ‘entrepre-
neurial’, as small increases of rental income did not matter much. The 
real wealth creation is through property value appreciation. There is no 
homeowners’ association as in other gated communities of commodity 
housing, because villagers had already formed their shareholding com-
pany. The shareholding company operates in a more effective way to 
maintain the properties, as in China the homeowners’ association has 
no corporate legal status and usually does not possess a bank account. 
The shareholding company is a business entity and is able to organise 

Figure 3.15 Reconstructed ancestor hall in Liede village, Guangzhou. 
The redevelopment of the village has been extensively studied, owing 
to its exceedingly high plot ratio after reconstruction and its central 
location along the Pearl River. Taken in 2010.
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development jointly with builders or partners. Instead of working on 
property and estate maintenance themselves, landlords are now richer 
and prefer property management companies. The villagers’ committee 
(actually now residents’ committee) helps to sort out rental- related mat-
ters if these issues matter to the neighbourhood.

One may detect some traditional practices and village ‘heritage’ 
and argue that traditionalism has not disappeared in Liede. Indeed, 
Chinese festivals such as the ‘dragon boat game’ are maintained and 
celebrated; the ancestor hall has been rebuilt; and the lineage and clan 
strengthened. Liede has become an urban community with a distinctive 
history and cultural tradition. But neighbourhood governance and prop-
erty management are now subject to greater economic rationality. It is a 
neighbourhood but also more like a community of owners of the same 
shareholding company.

From the perspective of governance, Liede village disappeared in 
the mid- 1990s, long before its final demolition and reconstruction in the 
late 2000s. During its redevelopment, Liede as well as other urban vil-
lages demonstrated a greater ‘informality’ in terms of exceptions made 
for density and height control and the participation of villagers (actually 
their shareholding company) in the redevelopment process. The ‘collec-
tively’ owned land was regarded as land of ambiguous property rights. 
It is widely noted in the literature that the property rights were not 
clearly defined and were ambiguous66 –  because while they were owned 
by villagers in name, actual control was in the hands of villager cadres. 
However, the village assets were under a more formal structure of corpo-
rative governance.

In terms of property rights, there was no ambiguity as to who could 
get what benefit from the collective asset –  the property rights are clearly 
defined through shares. While attention has been paid to informal govern-
ance and the ‘ambiguous’ property rights of urban villages in China, here 
we stress that economic governance has supplemented, strengthened, 
and even to some extent replaced administrative capacities. When the vil-
lagers of Liede lost their land in the mid- 1990s, they were converted into 
residents with urban hukou; the villagers’ committee also changed to the 
residents’ committee. But unlike other residents’ committees, Liede still 
has its collective asset, and its villagers became shareholders to gain divi-
dends. The ‘village’ organisation still organises cultural, leisure and social 
activities. In other words, the villagers did not lose their identity; on the 
contrary, they recognised the benefits of the old- fashioned practices.

Despite prolonged cultural practices in Liede village, the new 
governance demonstrates some features. First, it has a more formal 
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administrative structure as an urban community, just like other residents’ 
committees which have undergone ‘professionalisation’ (see Chapter 2). 
Second, in contrast to a purely administratively managed neighbourhood 
like the Fifth Village in Nanjing, which struggles for resources to maintain 
its estate, the property owners of Liede are entitled to the shareholding 
companies. Economic governance has been supported by the traditional 
organisation such as the clan. The key decision making is made by the vil-
lage shareholding company rather than residents’ committees. Third, the 
village neighbourhood became a rental estate, although a large number 
of original residents still live in this place. The changing profile of renters 
suggests that more urbanites than rural migrant workers are dwellers.

The impact of residents from other places has already weakened a 
socially self- contained village, but new urbanites bring in more urbanism 
rather than traditionalism. Renters feel that this place is not very differ-
ent from other rental estates, despite the slightly cheaper rents. In terms 
of ownership, Liede has turned into a ‘vertical urban village’ from a vil-
lage of self- built and self- lent private rental housing, with extremely high 
building coverage.67

In terms of neighbourhood governance, we witness the changing 
form from differential mode of association to one based on economic 
rationality, delineation of property rights and market transactions. We 
witness informality in the redevelopment of urban villages and govern-
ance. However, prolonged informality does not mean the preservation 
of traditionalism. Instead, it may be a symptom of disappearing tradi-
tionalism. The traditional social structure such as the clan helped gain 
a real estate business. But the latter inserts a new rationality which has 
destroyed traditionalism –  village affairs mean a business.

Much attention has been paid to informality as a mode of gov-
ernance in the global South –  ‘regulation by exception’.68 New market 
developments have to be understood through operations and practices 
embedded in local politics and social cultures. Flexibility is thus a sali-
ent feature. However, such flexibility is not confined within traditional 
society or poor neighbourhoods; as argued by Ananya Roy (2005), ‘infor-
mality, once associated with poor squatter settlements, is now seen as a 
generalised mode of metropolitan urbanisation’ (p. 147). The massive 
‘informal’ redevelopment of Liede has been achieved through flexible gov-
ernance brought about by the municipal government of Guangzhou and 
the ‘corporatisation’ of former rural villages into a modern shareholding 
estate. The three cases illustrate that these urban villages are transient  
spaces. Tangjialing shows that the state strived to cope with the ‘problem’ 
of informal development and remove village- based development with an  
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affordable housing project managed by the municipal housing author-
ity. Gaojiabang reflects state entrepreneurialism in that the state used a 
development corporation to convert the site into an office park for the 
municipal economy. Liede demonstrates ‘village corporativism’ as the 
state tolerated and even encouraged the village shareholding coopera-
tives to develop high- rise residential buildings, a hotel and a shopping 
mall for an aesthetic environment. They all reveal the profound impacts 
of marketisation on Chinese society.

A new moral order based on property rights  
and surveillance

Urban villages have been informally built as rural migrant rental enclaves. 
The concentration of migrant tenants has led to an overwhelming major-
ity migrant population in these villages. The proportion of local versus 
migrant population has changed –  so many urban villages are called ‘vil-
lages with inverted population’ (daoguacun), meaning a larger migrant 
population than local. However, urban villages are neither alien places of 
renters who are isolated from society and each other, nor are they places 
of disorder or social chaos.

So what are the forces underlying the social and moral order? This 
was a profound question asked by Robert Park and the Chicago School 
when the city of Chicago experienced immigration and urbanisation.69 
As can be seen from earlier descriptions, the traditional differential mode 
of association has receded from rural villages in China. Why were villager 
landlords confident to rent out their properties in the environment where 
the majority were outsiders? What if renters refused to pay the rent? As 
can be seen in a later section, rural migrants have brought their social 
relations with them into the urban villages –  many are from the same 
town or village and are acquaintances. However, social order in the rental 
business is not maintained on the basis of territorially based trust, but 
rather on the basis of property rights, even if the property rights are only 
partially backed by the state.70

From the human ecological perspective, the city was recognised by 
Park as a new institution built upon a set of social relations with differ-
ent characteristics from traditional settlements, a moral order.71 Louis 
Wirth characterised the order further as urbanism,72 in which the indus-
trial organisation of the city and impersonal relations defined by law and 
money replaced the traditional neighbourhood social structure, which 
resonates here in urban villages and migrants’ interactions with the city.73 
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Migrants maintain social interactions in urban villages and in the city in 
general. In fact, because migrants work in low- level services and need to 
survive in an unfamiliar environment, they are more willing to interact 
with the locals than the locals with the migrant population.74 Hence the 
traditional relations did not disappear.75

However, the external influence from the state is important, in 
the form of the ‘police right’, for the social order. In response to ‘chaotic’ 
construction and the problems often generated, as can be seen from 
earlier discussion on village demolition, the state has strengthened its 
role. New practices have been introduced. First, address identification is 
achieved through giving an identifiable address to each unit of accom-
modation. Second, increasing surveillance and local police capacities 
are  introduced. In Beijing, ‘enclosed management’ (fengbishi guanli) has 
been developed since 2010.76 Although most urban villages nowadays in 
China remain open access, identity registration at the local police sta-
tion and the routinisation of patrolling are more widespread. Although 
the level of security might be lower than in gated communities, village 
governance has been greatly strengthened. In comparison, migrants are 
less mobilised. Migrant NGOs, if there are any, are either set up by non- 
migrants or face difficulties operating. Migrants can rarely claim their 
rights based on residency.

To discover the nature of tenancy, a survey of 60 urban villages 
in Beijing, Shanghai and Guangzhou was conducted in 2010. It was 
found that a large proportion of rental housing had no formal tenancy 
 contracts.77 The percentage of written contracts in Guangzhou was 56.3 
per cent, while the figure was as low as 15.8 per cent in Shanghai and 
slightly higher at 27.8 per cent in Beijing. The majority of rental housing 
in urban villages without a written contract may be due to the fact that 
informal housing in Shanghai was of much lower quality, mainly through 
self- extension rather than new build as in Guangzhou. The latter had a 
customised rental market.

What was the source of tenancy informality? In fact, this informal-
ity was not due to the high job mobility of migrant tenants. Residents 
in urban villages generally had quite stable job histories, in contrast to 
the common perception that most migrants are very mobile. More than 
65 per cent of the migrant population had not changed jobs in the last 
three years before the survey. Very few had changed more than three 
times. Job mobility does not reduce the probability of signing a contract. 
On the contrary, more frequent job changes gave movers more experi-
ence in protecting themselves through a tenancy contract. For the major-
ity, job stability and job contracts did not have a significant effect on 
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tenancy contracts. Compared with other non- local residents who came 
from the city, rural migrants were less likely to sign a tenancy contract. 
Other demographic factors, such as marriage and the presence of chil-
dren, the age of household head or educational levels, did not affect ten-
ancy contracts.

Tenancy contracts were related more to the value of rent and the 
length of residence. The more expensive the rental, the more likely was 
there to be a tenancy contract. This is because both landlords and ten-
ants wished to protect their investment in the better rental housing. 
However, longer residence actually reduced the chances of having a 
written contract. This is probably because those who intended to rent 
longer and indeed stayed longer might have been introduced by trusted 
fellow  tenants. In other words, long- term tenants were not even initially 
anonymous to the village landlord. As can be seen from the informal 
tenancy which is the norm rather than exception, life in urban villages 
does involve traditional relationships and intense social interactions (see 
the next section). For cheaper rental housing and the informal job mar-
ket, rental housing without a written contract is a way of life, providing 
much flexibility. But such a rental market has evolved. The conditions 
of Guangzhou village rental housing were much better than those in 
Beijing and Shanghai. Informal rental housing in Guangzhou is becom-
ing mainstream housing for new migrants, including those from other 
cities or new graduates who cannot afford the price of commodity hous-
ing. Consequently, the chances of signing a written contract were higher 
in Guangzhou than in the other two cities. In short, household attributes 
did not matter much in the formality of tenancy contracts.

The comparison of three cities even suggests that the status of 
migrants was irrelevant in the sample. Tenancy informality is essentially 
a feature of the cheaper rental market in urban villages, which provided 
cheaper and more flexible accommodation to migrants. When cheaper 
rental housing is upgraded to mainstream housing even in the location of 
urban villages, the relation between landlords and tenants is necessarily 
becoming less traditional and more formal.

Informal tenancy arrangements do not prohibit landlords from 
developing their houses into rental housing, because the landlords are 
confident that tenants would leave if they failed to pay the rent, partly 
because the property to rent has little value and new tenants may be 
introduced through existing tenants who have developed trust with 
the landlord. In contrast, many apartments of commodity housing are 
left vacant because the owners bought the properties for investment 
and value appreciation. The owners are often reluctant to rent out the 
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property due to concerns about legal complications and taxation. Private 
rentals of commodity housing or ex- public formal housing generally 
require a formal contract, often through estate agents. The landlords of 
village housing, however, do not have full property rights. The lack of for-
mal full property rights does not prevent the development of a buoyant 
informal rental market. Informal tenancy with only a verbal agreement 
or without agreement at all is widespread. The lack of formal tenancy 
contracts may be because there is a lack of tenancy protection in general 
in China and informal tenancy is not recognised by the state.

But the ‘informal’ ownership of villagers is endorsed by the state 
through its redevelopment and compensation practices. In other words, 
the ownership of village rental housing, including rental housing devel-
oped on the land plots of individual households (zaijidi), mainly for 
rental purposes and housing that is developed by shareholding coopera-
tives, is not ambiguous.78 When informal housing is redeveloped, tenants 
are simply displaced without compensation, regardless of whether there 
is a tenancy contract. In this sense, a rental contract does not guaran-
tee the ‘tenure security’ of tenancy for migrant renters.79 But for villagers 
as de facto owners, their right to compensation is fully recognised, even 
for some ‘illegally’ extended spaces. Actual redevelopment often takes a 
pragmatic approach to compensating for unauthorised spaces. Often, vil-
lagers rush into building some temporary structures or unfinished hous-
ing skeletons before imminent redevelopment schemes. This perceived 
security of tenure gives villages the confidence to develop informal rental 
housing. However, this security of tenure is not ‘perceived’ or recognised 
by a local community as a ‘customised’ right. The moral order is not 
derived from a tradition or differential mode of association, but rather 
endorsed by the state and backed up by its redevelopment practices.

Social relations and neighbourhood interaction

Rural migrants in Chinese cities are not a ‘floating population’ (liudong 
renkou) in the sense of neighbourhood social relations, despite the term 
being used in the official population census. In terms of residential sta-
tus, they are ‘sojourners’.80 However, they form social relations and inter-
act with neighbours in urban villages. But compared with urban locals, 
despite higher residential mobility, they interact more frequently with 
neighbours than with others.81 They left the countryside where they had 
a dense social network but at the same time they bring with them a social 
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network transcending locality. They rebuild their networks in the urban 
villages. In this sense, urban villages are not an alienated social space.

It is therefore useful to contrast migrant renters with urban home-
owners.82 Compared with an average length of residents for Beijing 
locals as long as 19 years, migrants had 9.6 years –  but still, this was not 
a short period. Migrants have indeed stayed in the city for some time. 
Neighbouring social relations can be seen from casual visiting, many 
forms of helping, and sentiment. Neighbouring is a form of social inter-
action, as shown in visiting and the exchange of help. First, visiting refers 
to casual interactions (chuanmen –  literally dropping off at a neighbour’s 
house), a phenomenon often seen in traditional neighbourhoods where 
neighbours visit without making an appointment.

Second, help in the survey refers to actions with a modest level of 
commitment and without financial obligation, such as ‘looking after each 
other’s children’. Compared with more casual visiting, helping neigh-
bours through looking after children is a stronger commitment.

Third, neighbourhood sentiment (qingqiegan) emphasises slightly 
more affectionate feeling or feeling at home. This is different from ear-
lier studies, which measured the attachment (guishugan) towards the 
sense of belonging and association, or more about place attachment.83 
Neighbourhood sentiment (qingqiegan) is also an attachment, derived 
from neighbourhood social relations rather than a sense of citizenship 
from formal membership.

Compared with urban locales, after controlling for educational 
attainment, income and other demographic factors, rural migrants are 
more likely to visit neighbours. In the informal living environment, rural 
migrants are more likely to help neighbours. Longer residence increases 
the likelihood of helping neighbours, while higher education or income 
either reduces it or does not have a significant effect. In other words, 
rural migrants are not socially disengaged in their immediate life circles 
in urban villages.

Neighbouring enhances sentiment towards the neighbourhood. 
Rural migrants did not regard their urban villages as a terrible place to 
live; on the contrary, many still felt them to be satisfactory.84 Stronger 
sentiment is associated with more frequent visiting. Fulong Wu and John 
Logan (2016) observed that:

Compared with those who never visit their neighbours, those who 
often visit their neighbours are 29.5 times more likely to strongly 
express a positive feeling (versus holding a neutral view), and 
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occasional visits to neighbours would raise the equivalent propen-
sity by 7.7 times. Rural migrants have more frequent neighbour-
ing activities and in this sense demonstrate more connection to the 
neighbourhood. (p. 2985)

In fact, rural migrants among other social groups are more likely to have 
the highest level of neighbourhood sentiment. Education, income and 
employment status do not have a significant effect on neighbourhood 
sentiment. Rather, they may present a countervailing effect –  being more 
highly educated, having a higher income and being in formal employ-
ment mean more chances of connections outside the neighbourhood.

To understand an overall picture of social interaction, the Beijing 
survey presented four statements to interviewees to generate a com-
posite measurement: neighbours are friendly with each other; neigh-
bours look after each other; neighbours trust each other; neighbours are 
familiar with each other.85 These four statements measure friendliness, 
trustworthiness, acquaintance and social support. From the composite 
neighbourhood social relations, the survey from Beijing did not find that 
rural migrants were significantly different from urban locals. Length of 
residence enhanced neighbourhood socialising. In other words, despite 
being a renter and having higher mobility, a rural migrant did not reduce 
socialising with other residents in the neighbourhood, in this case the 
urban village, because of their migrant or renter status.

This is remarkable, countervailing the common perception that 
rural migrants are ‘floaters’ yet reconfirming the thesis of translocal 
migrant enclaves such as Zhejiang village and Little Hubei.86 Wu and 
Logan (2016) argued that:

Or at least, renters can have a stronger neighbourhood interaction 
and sentiment. Rural migrants are able to develop new neighbour-
ing and reciprocal relations in their place of living. They do not 
need to become homeowners in order to develop their sentiment. 
Based on neighbouring, the affectionate attachment towards the 
neighbourhood is under formation. (p. 2987)

Rethinking social life in urban villages, rural migrants are actually a fac-
tor countering the process of ‘modernisation’. They bring a traditional 
relation into their enclaves. They interact with fellow migrant neigh-
bours and try to carve out a social space of their own –  managed socially 
through everyday life but not in terms of governance. Neighbouring and 
helping neighbours leads to a better evaluation of their place –  at least 
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with affectionate feeling. This is against a general trend of declining 
neighbouring and increasing privacy as in middle- class commodity hous-
ing in present- day China.87

Migrants’ involvement in neighbouring is a result of the mechanism 
of both self- selection into affordable rental housing in urban villages and 
external constraints on their locational choice. In short, urban villages are 
places with good sociability and neighbourhood help. Migrants are more 
likely to engage in socialising and the exchange of help with neighbours, 
and consequently strengthen their sentiment towards these places. As 
a generic neighbourhood type still bearing some traditional imprints in 
contemporary China, is the urban village a pathway for migrants’ integra-
tion into urban society? Does the differential mode of association work in 
this place where such a socially engaged though differentiated (chaxu) 
relation can lead to an integrated social order or ‘cohesion’ (geju)?

Implications for social integration

Despite being a sociable living space, the urban village fails to be a space 
for social integration. In a traditional rural village, residents were socially 
integrated through extended family, lineage, clan and dense but differ-
ential social relations. The influx of rural migrants changed the social 
composition of these villages. The legacies of collective structures shaped 
both local villager landlords and migrant tenants. Informal practices are 
pervasive in urban villages in terms of construction activities and social 
relations.

However, these collective relations do not re- establish the mech-
anism of social integration in urban villages. Richer migrants –  private 
business owners –  simply choose to buy commodity housing in gated 
communities; some manage to convert into urban hukou. Often, the 
lack of urban hukou and access to state welfare do not hinder their inte-
gration with urban society. Their integration is achieved through the 
market mechanism.88 For migrant workers, their reciprocal relations do 
help them cope with the challenge of living in the city. But because of 
low affordability, they cannot achieve integration through the market. 
Although they are associated with the more formal economy, their links 
are fragile.

Inside the urban village, their participation in neighbourhood 
affairs is excluded by a rising property rights- based regime. As men-
tioned earlier, property rights occupy a central position in village eco-
nomic and social life. The collective land is controlled by the shareholding 
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cooperative. The villagers’ committee often becomes the board of direc-
tors of the cooperative, through informal village corporatism. Because 
of the lack of transparency and checks and balances, property rights are 
actually controlled by a minority of village cadres.89 It is in this sense 
that village collective ownership has some ‘ambiguity’, because individ-
ual villagers cannot take an action to deal with their properties but the 
governance structure of collective ownership has some informality. Yet 
the fixation on shares and clarification of entitlements in shareholding 
reform have actually defined the boundaries of rights. Rights are deter-
mined by property rights rather than community membership or resi-
dency, even in the case of hukou. Membership is not universal and has 
nothing to do with the length of residence.

In this sense, the notion of a ‘club’, which describes the phenome-
non of gated communities in the Western societies, is probably an appro-
priate characterisation.90 But this club does not mean collectivism. The 
club membership based on property rights excludes those who actually 
live in the community. In other words, the actual residency does not 
matter –  meaning the end of territorially based cohesion. Besides reg-
ulation through property rights (landlords and tenants, both are rural 
population), the limited rights of migrants are further reinforced by the 
practices of village redevelopment and security management. Migrants 
do not live under reciprocal relations with local residents. They survive 
through market exchange –  as informal workers and tenants for housing. 
But they are still associated with the state apparatus, as seen in the resi-
dency or territorial management.

To strengthen the management of the floating population, a ter-
ritorial management (shudihua guanli) penetrates the urban villages in 
addition to property rights (in this sense, migrants are not ‘anonymous’ 
tenants known only to the landlords, and they are subjects of the profes-
sionalised state). In particular, rental addresses are defined and migrant 
tenants have to register, matching these addresses. This sounds rather 
draconian, but in reality except in some campaigns for migrant clearance 
(such as reducing the total size of the residential population in Beijing), 
there is great discretionary space for the operation of property rights. 
Informality still exists and is replicated, despite the demolition of villages.

The urban village is a low- end, informal, largely self- governed 
‘private community’. From Beijing’s Zhejiang village to Little Hubei in 
Guangzhou, there have been over 20 years during which the nature of 
rented space for production has not changed. We need to understand this 
particular feature of the urban village in order to understand the impli-
cations for migrant social integration. The collectiveness of the village as 
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shown in its shareholding organisation imposes an obstacle to the inte-
gration of the fellow rural population, which is endorsed by the state as a 
modern way of governance.

In a way, rural migrants nowadays might feel it was even more diffi-
cult to integrate into the host urban society than it was for their counter-
parts in the 1920s and 1930s, because the latter started a long process to 
become ‘little urbanites’. With the disappearing traditionalism of differ-
ential mode of association and the establishment of shareholding econo-
mies, urban villages are more ‘codified’ and exclude the right to the city. 
I argue that the obstacle is not purely due to hukou, as easily stressed by 
most studies. It is due to the commodification which at the same time 
fails to integrate rural migrants in its own market way, or the problem of 
the ‘market society’.

This obstacle to migrant social integration suggests that urban vil-
lages as migrant enclaves are different from immigrant enclaves or the 
ethnic suburbs known as ‘ethnoburbs’.91 There, the accumulation of social 
capital by ethnic entrepreneurs identifies a new pathway to assimilation, 
not necessarily confined through spatial proximity and co- living with 
the majority residents. Assimilation can be achieved through different 
spatial and social segments, hence known as ‘segmented assimilation’.92 
In the North American situation, residential segregation arguably does 
not halt the process of assimilation.93 Market- based segmented assimila-
tion is possible for ethnic entrepreneurs who manage to exchange their 
capital for the right to the city, and integrate (assimilate) through mar-
ket exchange. As residents of their communities, they are also included 
in the state system of redistribution. Chinese migrants, however, with 
their low incomes, cannot follow this path. They experience ‘entitlement 
 failure’94 as they leave the countryside where they had survived on recip-
rocal relations but only manage to obtain limited rights through market 
exchange –  as rent payers staying in villages. Even rural villagers who are 
not well organised through lineages and clans and capable cadres play-
ing a dual role to mediate with the state can also experience entitlement 
failure and become landless farmers.95

The urban village is also different from the Paris working- class ban-
lieue in that the latter is a public housing estate, that is, a formal residen-
tial area, according to Loïc Wacquant (2008). While accommodating a 
large proportion of immigrants as well as French nationals, the second- 
generation immigrants there have already established ‘integration’ ear-
lier through state redistribution. Their entitlement failure in the banlieue 
as so- called ‘advanced marginality’ is largely attributed to ‘the uneven 
development of capitalist economies and the recoiling welfare states’ 
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(p. 2). The two forces work together to create an impact on ‘the segments 
of the working class and the ethnoracial categories dwelling in the nether 
regions of social and physical space [of the banlieue]’. (p. 2) These are 
‘structural’ explanations, which are relevant to Chinese cities.96

However, residents in Chinese urban villages face difficulty in inte-
gration, largely unrelated to the retreat of the welfare state. These vil-
lages used to be a form of ‘traditional society’ in which the state role was 
not obvious but was embedded. Since Chinese villagers and migrants are 
associated with China’s global workshop, they are not excluded simply 
by economic forces such as deindustrialisation. In fact, Chinese migrants 
have been created by China’s new industrialisation in the post- reform 
era. Although urban villages are characterised as ‘dirty, chaotic, and 
backward’ rather than a nice living environment, and indeed many are 
the ‘neighbourhood of poverty’, the concentration of migrants in urban 
villages did not create a stigma for these places or a label as ‘no- go areas’.97

The inspiration for the ‘structural’ change is the ‘breaking up’ of an 
organic and ‘totalised society’ in China, as the rural village leaves the soil 
to become the ‘urban’. Traditionalism no longer governs, and differential 
mode of association no longer prevails. In this sense, urban villages are 
not the successors of rural villages. The development of a renter– rentier 
class relation plus the overall oversight of the state of a social order cre-
ate new conditions for social integration. In the late 1990s and 2000s, 
migrant entrepreneurs in Zhejiang village were very keen to play a pub-
lic role, to join the party and even become officials.98 After demolition, 
Zhejiang village was no longer a migrant base for production. For migrant 
workers, urban villages are not the pathway towards social integration.

Finally, to understand the social disintegration of rural migrants in 
urban villages, we need to go beyond the scope of neighbouring, neigh-
bourhood interaction and social capital. We also need to go beyond policy 
issues such as the ‘equalisation of social services’, changing hukou reg-
ulation, and ‘transforming migrants into urban citizens’ (shiminghua). 
The social integration of migrants needs to be examined in the context of 
urbanisation, social transition and the creation of urbanism. The general 
trend of dismantling a totalised society and a rising modern state opera-
tion defines the situation faced by rural migrants in urban villages. Their 
disintegration is due not to the loss or ‘recoiling’ of the state but rather to 
a new, different governance mechanism, indirectly endorsed by the state, 
through limited rather than totalised or comprehensive social relations. 
Social disintegration demonstrates the negative impact of marketisation 
on China’s society which is becoming ‘urban’.
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Conclusion

Urban villages as a transient type of neighbourhood still preserve many 
traditional features. This is often described through the notion of ‘infor-
mality’, indicating the persistence of traditional social and cultural 
 structures.99 Hence, the urban needs to be understood not only with 
attention to new development processes but also through the effect of 
these historical legacies. However, referring to the traditional social fea-
ture does not mean that the place remains static and the same as rural 
China. The purpose of understanding the residual traditional feature is 
to bring up a contrast with what is new in urban villages. The feature of 
informality can be explained with the development process.

In urban villages, informal practices are created from several 
sources. First, they are caused by fragmented land ownership. Land 
acquisition converts farmland into state ownership, while the housing 
plots remain in the hands of individual households –  a de facto private 
ownership, albeit with sale restriction. During redevelopment, the state 
has even ‘returned’ some developable land to villages as their ‘collective 
assets’, which are not permitted to be sold in the land market. This paved 
the way to village ‘corporatisation’. But these restrictions are imposed by 
the state; and the regulations are executed by the state. However, as a 
traditional village the operation relies on local cadres. Villagers extend 
their houses into private rentals; often the elite leaders themselves rent 
out the collective land to developers for informal housing and real estate 
projects. Informality associated with collective ownership remains sali-
ent in urban villages.

Second, land management was lax and development controls as 
in modern city planning were entirely absent in rural villages. Villagers 
lacked the capacity to develop large- scale housing projects. In rural areas, 
land for housing was allocated to farmers according to their family size. 
But since the late 1980s new land allocation has been replaced by self- 
extension due to land shortages. Therefore, self- build is the norm rather 
than the exception in rural areas. Villagers build more housing spaces and 
increase building densities, subject to a usual limit such as ‘two floors and 
a half [loft space]’ (a space between 240 to 280 square metres). Urban 
villages are characterised by high building coverage. Third, villages are 
outside the municipal provision of public services. Limited welfare is 
supplied by the village collectives themselves. On the other hand, village 
landlords do not pay tax to the municipal government. Roads, ditches 
and public spaces are maintained by villagers themselves. In other words, 
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there is a tradition of ‘private governance’. Fourth, actual constructions 
are organised by villagers themselves or occasionally, for ancestor halls 
and public facilities; the development is contributed by villagers.

All these informal practices of self- build and governance continue 
and even increase in urban villages. The practice of returning devel-
opment rights to villagers for some of their land, known as ‘economic 
development land’ or ‘economic reserved land’,100 strengthened informal 
development practices. Even the village shareholding cooperatives may 
not pursue profit maximisation and thus are different from a modern pri-
vate enterprise as they are still a collective economy.101

However, despite these informal features of urban villages, tradi-
tionalism disappeared even before they were physically destroyed. In 
Tangjialing, the state’s swift action transformed Tangjialing village into a 
rehousing community (shequ). Their tenants have been dispersed, while 
new tenants ‘qualified’ for public rental housing, presumably for the 
nearby software park, are accommodated in a newly built living  quarter. 
Tangjialing villagers thus have no relations with these public housing 
tenants, despite retaining the status of landlords and receiving rentals. In 
Gaojiabang, the state developer removed the entire neighbourhood and 
converted it into a business park. The original residents were relocated 
to large resettlement estates in peri- urban Shanghai. In Liede, villagers 
managed to persuade the government of Guangzhou to allow them to 
demolish their village themselves to rebuild at a massive scale and to cre-
ate collective assets controlled by a corporate structure. The strength of 
the clan brought them economic benefits as they became the owners of 
multiple apartments. Hence, they tried to keep the clan as much as pos-
sible and preserve traditional practices and festivals. However, the power 
of decision making lay more in the shareholding company than with the 
seniority of the community. All these neighbourhoods, if they remain, 
are converted into urban neighbourhoods in terms of their administra-
tive status.

This chapter reveals disappearing traditionalism and the disman-
tling of the ‘totalised society’, in particular in the case of rural villages in 
peri- urban areas. The detailed development process and social changes 
in these villages are examined. From rural villages to urban villages, we 
try to understand precisely what remains. Collective control over assets 
may be achieved if the village has a strong clan structure. If the village 
was weak during early industrialisation and late socialism, it is likely to 
totally disappear. If there are mounting concerns for the lack of social 
order (the ‘chaotic’ environment) or village self- build activities, the 
local government may strongly intervene to rebuild the urban village. 
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For example, Zhejiang village has been turned into a modern wholesale 
market, and Tangjialing has been rebuilt into a new town. The village is 
physically transformed and disappears.

There is a temptation to interpret the change as a result of Chinese 
authoritarianism –  strong state authority and a weak society under 
 socialism. According to this modernist view, market development has 
created diverse interests outside the state sphere, perhaps a potentially 
‘civil society’ (in these former villages), leading to the loosening of the 
state’s grip over rural areas. In response, the state still wishes to control 
and hence strengthens its institution of control through village manage-
ment. This interpretation attributes urban villages to a discriminatory 
institution (hukou), land management practices and the role of the state.

However, the main problem with this view is the inappropriate 
assumption about state and society relations in the past. There is a need 
for a more spatialised view to understand the Chinese residential land-
scape.102 We need to understand both broad urban changes and how the 
state and society co- evolve under the impact of marketisation, generat-
ing significant impacts on the traditionalism of rural society. Urban vil-
lages represent not only residential differentiation but also the process of 
differentiation between the state and society, through which the state is 
separated from the society in the process of urbanisation. In other words, 
the state has been ‘forced’ out of its embedded position in a totalised soci-
ety and then takes over new functionality –  partly as a social protection 
mechanism to respond to the threat of a marketised society. The urban vil-
lage is an exemplar of disappearing traditionalism that remained strong 
due to urban– rural dualism under state socialism until the Chinese urban 
revolution. The prolonged informality in the urban village reflects a new 
mode of social relation, resulting from the impact of commodification on 
traditional societies.
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4
Residential enclosure without  
private governance

The ubiquitous landscape of residential enclosure

Residential enclosure is nowadays a ubiquitous landscape of Chinese 
 cities. In China, there has been a long tradition of building the walled 
city with gates. Individual compounds of courtyard housing also had 
walls and gates. But the residential neighbourhood of alleyway housing 
usually does not have walls or gates, except occasionally modest doors at 
the entrance. In the imperial period, rural villages and neighbourhoods 
in the cities were rarely sealed off, except for some defensive reason. The 
physical enclosure at the neighbourhood level was more widely devel-
oped in the socialist period through walled work- units together with their 
residential quarters.1 Walls and gates have been extensively constructed 
in ‘commodity housing’ estates after the economic reform. These com-
modity housing estates are called ‘sealed micro- districts’ (fengbi xiaoqu).2

These sealed micro- districts are sometimes also referred to as 
‘gated communities’ in the academic literature.3 However, in China, the 
gated communities are not deliberately built as a product for governance 
choice. Some governance features of gated communities are derived 
from gates. The sealed micro- district is perhaps the most accurate way 
to describe those commodity housing estates (hence private housing) 
with security features and with some degree of actual control through 
services delivered by property management companies. First, micro- 
district (xiaoqu) indicates that this neighbourhood must be a planned 
and designed product. Hence, the gated traditional area or sealed village 
areas would not be referred to as gated communities. Second, ‘sealed- off’ 
(fengbi) suggests a higher degree of security which is largely impossible 
for everyday life in alleyway housing areas, workplace housing areas or 
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informal rental housing areas in villages. High security is unique to more 
exclusive upper- end housing estates but also exists to a lesser extent in 
mainstream middle- class housing.

This chapter is about residential estates built after the economic 
reform, especially housing commodification.4 Because in the post- reform 
period residential estates are rarely built into open residential areas 
without gates and security fences, gated communities represent a main-
stream and ubiquitous built form. As the name sealed (fengbi) suggests, 
these estates must contain some degree of security control, imposed at 
the neighbourhood level. This criterion is in fact not difficult to satisfy as 
most estates are enclosed to some extent.

The second criterion is that they are usually owner- occupied hous-
ing estates. Again, most commodity housing estates are built for home-
ownership, although some buyers have the purpose of investment and 
may rent out unoccupied housing. These properties may be used as a 
second or third home, or simply be left vacant for many years. Therefore, 
tenants in commodity housing estates living with other homeowners are 
not the majority group of residents. Although some estates built pre-
dominantly for rental –  for example, social rental housing –  may have 
some security features, these communities are mainly managed by the 
state and do not constitute the majority of gated communities. In this 
study, fengbi xiaoqu is different from the notion of ‘gated communities’ in 
that the former does not necessarily require ‘private governance’. In this 
way, fengbi xiaoqu excludes metaphorical ‘gated’ communities that have 
only institutional restrictions (such as urban villages under shareholding 
management, as mentioned in the previous chapter).

Although it is claimed that gated communities are globally wide-
spread, even in the US where the concept of gated communities origi-
nated the gated community does not occupy a mainstream status. Hence 
the novelty of gating has attracted the attention of researchers. Whereas 
in the US the suburban division of single- family homes with front lawns 
and white picket fences is the mainstream landscape,5 in China gated 
communities are now the mainstream form of housing for the ‘middle 
class’ and even for relocated residents from traditional neighbourhoods.6 
Because the majority of housing has been developed since 1979, gated 
communities are therefore a standard built environment.

Chinese gated communities are generally built with a population 
density that is lower than that of traditional neighbourhoods or often as 
a mix of high- rise residential buildings and large detached houses, which 
are called villas in China. Such a mixture of high- rises and single houses 
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is intended to target different housing markets and to increase the overall 
plot ratio so as to increase profitability. In order to attract homebuyers, 
real estate developers indeed try to introduce a lot of product innova-
tions in the way of design style, communal gardens and green spaces. 
One such innovation is the style of the ‘townhouse’ and villas in gated 
compounds surrounded with a gate and walls. The neighbourhood pro-
vides various property services, for example, gardening and landscaping, 
security and private guards.

Residents in these neighbourhoods do not seek collectivism but 
rather greater personal privacy in gated communities. It is in this sense 
that Chinese gated communities are ‘private communities’ for home-
owners, not public housing tenants. Housing consumption fosters a new 
consumer identity of the middle class.7 The advertisement of commod-
ity housing in gated communities together with the design creates and 
reinforces such an identity. The experience of living in gated communi-
ties is a process of what Li Zhang (2010, 107) called ‘spatialising class’. 
The varying standards of commodity housing and estates begin to define 
residents’ social strata (jieceng). These residential compounds provide ‘a 
class milieu’ in which the new middle class is created.8 By choosing these 
places, residents are more aware of their social strata and act accordingly.

The class refers to a wider ‘imagined’ community of similar peo-
ple, although they do not interact with each other and have no personal 
relations except common interests in property ownership. It is not a 
sphere defined by relations (guanxi) but by common attributes (income, 
socioeconomic status, consumption preference and lifestyle). Second, 
related to consumer identity is a rising awareness of ‘self’ and ‘private 
life’ in China to supersede collectivism.9 Therefore, it is actually difficult 
to ‘build a community’ in the context in which Chinese society is experi-
encing individualisation.10

The emergence of social strata in the territory of gated communities 
indicates that the gated community is a very different society –  a space 
moving away from the totalised society. Thinking about social strata 
instead of territorial relations, the society is growing out of the differ-
ential mode of association. This does not suggest that the state is absent 
in these residential compounds. Nor are gated communities necessarily 
an anonymous and socially isolated neighbourhood. But the relations 
between residents are based on their common attributes as homebuyers 
in a particular place. Residents keep a comfortable social distance from 
each other.

The concept of gated communities in its anglophone context con-
tains two defining features: physical enclosure and security, and private 
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governance. The two features match in typical gated communities in the 
United States. However, as can be seen from the above discussion, it is 
impossible or inappropriate to apply these two criteria simultaneously to 
Chinese neighbourhoods. First, physical security has been widely featured 
and has a long cultural tradition, and hence it is not unique to the gated 
community.11 Walls and gates alone are not the defining features of gated 
communities. If physical gating is stressed but private governance not 
so much, then a variety of Chinese neighbourhoods nowadays would be 
regarded as gated communities. Although gating is ubiquitous in China, 
the form of gating and the degree of security in fact vary  significantly. 
Only urban villages are generally open access neighbourhoods, although 
some recent experiments have introduced new village- level security (but 
in practice this is too costly economically to enforce).12 The Chinese gated 
community is only an upgraded version of neighbourhood security and 
enclosure for economically better- off residents. It is a built environment 
product with a higher quality of housing and security rather than a par-
ticular or distinct governance form, although in these gated communities 
social relation and governance have been transformed.

Second, as will be seen later, the degree of private governance in 
Chinese gated communities is not equivalent to governance by market 
contract in the United States (for example, covenants, contracts and 
restrictions, CC&Rs), which is a key mechanism for managing the estate. 
In other words, these communities in the United States are governed by 
‘private agreements’, oversight by private organisations through ‘private 
enforcement’, which replace zoning or city planning.13 Such a private 
mechanism serves as an intermediary institution so ‘residents do not 
have to talk to their neighbours’.14 This avoids direct moral judgement 
and intervention by residents. CC&R is thus a ‘moral minimalism’.15 The 
gated community maintains ‘self- control’ through the market mechanism 
(contracts with the homeowners’ association). The market is regarded as 
a ‘private’ force.

If the criterion of private (market) governance was followed, then 
the urban village residences and estates developed by village share-
holding cooperatives could be regarded as gated communities, but they 
are generally open access. In Chinese gated communities, homeowners’ 
associations are set up to manage properties or intervene in the affairs of 
property management, for example, to manage the semi- public spaces 
inside the estate or appoint a property management company. But their 
relations with residents are less enforceable, because the homeowners’ 
association has a limited right to represent residents. In part, the home-
owners’ association lacks an independent legal identity and consequently 
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a bank account,16 and therefore cannot fully assert the property rights 
of owners. On the other hand, the state formalises the registration pro-
cedure to make them ‘legible and governable’.17 Maintenance funds are 
controlled either by the housing bureau or by the property developers. In 
other words, the gated community is not governed by CC&Rs or ‘agree-
ment’ which can be enforced through the legal system. Residents do 
not sign a contract with the homeowners’ association when they move 
into a commodity housing estate. Perhaps in most cases, in a newly built 
commodity housing estate, the homeowners’ association would not have 
been set up when the properties were sold.

Third, there is another conceptual complication which concerns 
‘self- governance’ or control at a scale smaller than the public as private 
governance or ‘club governance’.18 If this view of governance is adopted, 
then a variety of public housing estates organised by workplaces could 
be regarded as a special kind of gated community,19 as they have both 
some degree of security features and control at a scale smaller than 
the municipal public organisation. But calling workplace neighbour-
hoods as ‘gated communities’ in its usual anglophone usage would mask 
their huge differences –  as shown in an earlier chapter, the workplace 
neighbourhoods is a neo- traditionalism society ‘from the soil’. Now, the 
Chinese gated communities of commodity housing are different from 
the work- unit compound,20 even though both are controlled, to some 
extent, by a smaller group than the general public.21 For most residents 
in Chinese ‘gated communities’, the market means of neighbourhood 
property management and services does not represent ‘self- governance’ 
through homeowners’ associations.22 The residents prefer or actually 
choose these services provided by companies rather than government 
agencies which are either unavailable or of lower quality. Residents’ sat-
isfaction with homeowners’ associations is generally low, reflecting the 
reality that these neighbourhoods have not achieved a good degree of 
self- governance or legitimacy of governance from the residents’ point of 
view. Despite market provision, neighbourhood governance still requires 
state intervention.23

So what is the major change in the process of the declining work- 
unit compound and rising gated communities? Or, what are the precise 
implications for governance, urban life and mentality? This book does 
not presume private governance as the defining feature of gated com-
munities but rather examines a concrete and material product of the 
built environment in order to understand social transformation. As will 
be shown in this book, urbanisation, as manifested in the concrete form 
of gated communities, reveals the change of social life and mentality.  
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As can be seen in other chapters, there is a general trend toward build-
ing a society that is ‘leaving the soil’. Chinese gated communities indicate 
departure from rather than continuation of collectivism. They are not 
a distinctive governance category but, together with other neighbour-
hoods, they demonstrate the beginning of the end of collectivism.

Because the state continues to play an important role in gated com-
munities and also in the general governance of neighbourhoods in China, 
it is tempting to regard the gated community as an invention by the state 
to strengthen its control over society, albeit giving residents more auton-
omous rights to choose their place of living. However, this understanding 
does not conform to the historical development process of gated commu-
nities. It is thus more appropriate to investigate how Chinese gated com-
munities are actually formed to understand their logic and consequences 
in a historical context.

Development process

The Chinese gated community is first and foremost a consumer prod-
uct invention. After years of political movements, Chinese residents feel 
fatigue in the public sphere and require more privacy at home. They also 
demand a higher quality of housing and the residential environment. 
Because of strong de facto ownership in traditional neighbourhoods and 
the cost of demolition, commodity housing development has largely 
occurred in suburban or peripheral areas. These places lacked basic 
infrastructure, facilities and amenities.

The Chinese model of land development gives municipal or district 
development corporations –  state- owned enterprises –  the right to con-
duct ‘primary’ development. By ‘primary’ is meant that the corporation 
monopolises the land supply through converting non- state rural land 
into ‘saleable’ land in the urban land market. These corporations usu-
ally develop initial infrastructure such as roads and electricity and water 
pipelines, while leaving other facilities such as sports facilities, parks, 
supermarkets and shopping malls to the ‘secondary’ developers who buy 
or obtain the land plots from the municipal corporation. The secondary 
developers may also build nurseries, schools and hospitals, which may 
later be operated by the government. The construction of these facilities 
is regarded as a contribution to their obligations regarding land rights.24 
But sometimes, just as with the construction of the magnificent gate of 
Beijing Sun City (see later), developers are also willing to build these 
basic facilities such as nurseries and schools, groceries and supermarkets 
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as a marketing strategy, as these suburban places lack an urban atmos-
phere and convenience. The construction of these facilities is deemed 
necessary by developers, because the development of commodity hous-
ing needs to lure customers into these unknown places.

Several factors contribute to the adoption of a walled compound 
form for new residential estates. First, there is a strong demand for pri-
vacy by new property buyers. Second, the suburban location is often in 
the midst of large rural land tracts and lacks character. Magnificent gates 
present a good image to attract customers. Third, there is a long- standing 
tradition of the walled city in the imperial era and work- unit housing 
compounds in the socialist period. Fourth, in low density suburban areas, 
residents require enhanced security to such an extent that the installa-
tion of security may go beyond the practical need to form a gated estate. 
Fifth, in these formerly rural areas, land is divided into large plots for 
developers. These estates are built on large plots and built plot by plot, at 
a much larger scale than ‘plotting urbanism’ in African cities.25 But China 
adopts a massive scale of plots which evolve into separate large housing 
estates. The huge land plot is assigned to each developer to construct a 
brand of estate for the company, which means that the gated commu-
nity rather than open streets can delineate a clear boundary. Sixth, the 
super block is the most cost- effective way to develop the commodity 
housing estate, as it saves the government development corporation the 
cost of developing dense minor roads. The secondary developer usually 
reduces the road networks inside their estates. Seventh, to assure buyers 
that these estates are properly managed, the developer may boast pro-
fessional property management. The development of magnificent and 
highly decorative gates and clubhouses is symbolic to indicate the quality 
of property and property management. For the government, it is practi-
cal to leave developers to decide the actual built form and treat these as 
product inventions. Just like gated communities in the United States, if 
homeowners are able to provide some amenities for themselves (in fact 
through the developer), the government can save the cost.26

In China, developer- centred property management is also regarded 
by the government as the most effective approach to meet consumer 
demand. However, this approach also makes possible later conflicts 
between developers and homeowners. The homeowners’ association was 
created later to deal with such conflicts. Because these property- based 
or property- derived disputes and controversies are ‘private’ matters, the 
government and its agencies –  the street office or community (shequ) 
organisation and residents’ committees –  are not sufficiently developed 
in these suburban areas. It is also believed that government agencies 
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should not be involved in these property management matters. In short, 
the form of gated communities is a supply- side invention, not because 
residents as consumers are irrelevant, but because it is indeed created by 
the developer as a product with enhanced consumption features.

From the view of actual development processes, some degree of 
‘private’ control is derived from the practical need to represent buyers’ 
rights, just like a ‘consumer rights association’. The contractual relation 
between the entity of gated community –  represented by the homeown-
ers’ association –  and residents is loose and not well developed. Even 
where there are residents’ behaviour codes, they are more like general 
social standards promoted by the government as ‘social civilisation’27 
rather a specific set of CC&Rs in different estates. In other words, there is 
not a specific set of rules that residents could ‘choose’ when buying into 
an estate.

As gated communities are a mainstream product, albeit with varia-
tions, residents do not have the choice between enclosed or open micro- 
district (xiaoqu), because the latter is deemed non- viable. Homebuyers 
do choose the variety of gated communities according to ‘grade’ (dangci) 
or taste, but these variations are more product differences rather than 
specific governance forms. In general, although gated communities are 
developed through the property market, they are not outside the state 
provision of services such as police, education and health. Private guards 
are employed by the property management company as a feature of 
property management. However, only the most exclusive upper- market 
neighbourhoods can afford their own social services. These mainstream 
estates still rely on government- provided services such as local schools.

In other words, the residents do not have a choice between munic-
ipal residential areas and ‘unincorporated estates’ outside the munic-
ipality.28 In terms of tax status, residents in gated communities are no 
different from residents in other types of neighbourhoods. Similar to 
the ‘consumer rights association’ which is a public agent to listen to the 
complaints of consumers, the homeowners’ association helps consumers 
with their rights but cannot represent homeowners in legal matters with 
the developers, nor can the homeowners’ association dispute with their 
members through legal means. When homeowners buy their properties, 
these consumers do not have the intention to form such a body of govern-
ance either to exert their legal rights or to discipline their fellow residents.

In the remainder of this section two examples are described to illus-
trate the development process of gated communities. The first example 
is an estate in peripheral Beijing. Despite an ostentatious square at the 
entrance, a magnificent gate and a man- made lake of two hectares inside 
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the estate, Beijing Sun City is not in fact a luxury commodity housing 
neighbourhood (Figure 4.1). The estate occupies 42 hectares, consisting 
of 1,800 residential units in total, a mixture of villas, apartments and 
elderly care homes. It is located in the northern suburb near the six ring 
road and thus can afford to use the land quite lavishly.

Behind the gate is a retirement estate, bought into by wealthier res-
idents for their parents. What is unusual is its combination of commodity 
housing with elderly care. The selling point of the estate was its provision 
of age- friendly facilities and services, which was rare in China at the time 
when the project started in 2000. The project is therefore often men-
tioned as a model for retirement properties for residents in inner cities 
to relocate to the suburbs when they are retired. Some apartments inside 
the neighbourhood offer long- term leases as care homes. Although the 
project uses Western architectural motifs, it was developed by a domestic 
developer who claimed to boost the Chinese culture of filiality. In fact, 
the gate at the entrance is merely decorative without security guards. 
However, each block of apartments has security guards. The residents 
need to join the club in order to enjoy the facilities. Both the neoclassical 
style of the gate and the claim for the traditional culture of ‘filial piety, 
benevolent moral integrity, and sincerity’ are project marketing tactics 
to attract visibility. The developer also operated a hospital, inside which 

Figure 4.1 The magnificent decorative gate of Beijing Sun City, 
Beijing, mimicking neoclassical styles. This neighbourhood, however, is 
a rather ‘ordinary’ commodity housing estate. Taken in 2004.
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there were also Chinese medical and therapy clinics. However, the hospi-
tal went bankrupt around 2015, creating difficulties for the elderly who 
had bought properties or lived in care homes.

The second example is the Garden of Kindred Spirits (Figure 4.2), 
which is located in a suburb of Wenzhou, a city known for its diaspora 
entrepreneurs and private enterprise. For many years, Wenzhou lacked 
a real upper- market estate, despite its reputation for creating rich 
local businessmen. A real estate developer under the provincial gov-
ernment, which is responsible for constructing government buildings, 
found a development opportunity in Wenzhou in 2000, shortly after 
China started large- scale housing reform. Borrowing capital from the 
provincial government and with a mortgage based on the collateral of 
a government hotel,29 the developer negotiated a good land deal with 
the city government of Wenzhou, because of its status as a state- owned 
enterprise directly controlled by the provincial government and thus 
having extensive social capital. In fact, the expectation of the provin-
cial government was to create a profit of 80 million Yuan.30 At that time, 
Wenzhou also wished to clear up eight ‘urban’ villages in the suburb 
near the airport and build a large new residential district of 150,000 
residents.31

Figure 4.2 An upper- market gated community, Garden of Kindred 
Spirits, Wenzhou. This gated estate mainly consists of villas and 
was once the most expensive area in Wenzhou. Taken in 2014 by 
Tingting Lu.
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The project therefore became a flagship development in this area. The 
government of Wenzhou reduced the land premium to 190 million Yuan 
and allowed the developer to pay the land premium by instalments, 
which greatly eased the financial pressure. At the same time, the devel-
oper managed to raise the plot ratio from 0.9 to 1.6, creating a large 
profit margin.32 The project, however, still maintains coverage of green 
space as high as 54 per cent.33 The developer invested another 190 mil-
lion Yuan for roads and other infrastructure associated with the devel-
opment  project.34 The government was responsible for the removal of 
urban villages, resettlement and site clearance. The project later became 
the largest business taxpayer in the city of Wenzhou.

The neighbourhood is a mix of high- rise apartments and villas. 
When the first phase was completed in 2004, the project broke the record 
for housing prices in Wenzhou. Similar to the housing boom elsewhere 
in China but much more dramatically here in Wenzhou, the price of the 
Garden of Kindred Spirits increased by ten times in just five years. The 
developer insisted that the quality of the estate was the priority. As in all 
upper- market gated residential estates, the developer employed a prop-
erty management company from Xiamen and provided a private kinder-
garten and clubhouses. The two major services include security guards 
and estate maintenance. Although a homeowners’ association was set up 
later, management has been centred on the property management com-
pany appointed by the developer.

The election for the homeowners’ association has been difficult, not 
only because residents are busy but also because the residents’ commit-
tee has intervened in the process. In other words, homeowners are able 
to exert hardly any influence over the property management company, 
even though some homeowners have felt that the maintenance charge 
was too high and the performance of the company was not entirely sat-
isfactory. In short, residents chose this neighbourhood not for potential 
self- governance but rather for its status as an upper- market estate that 
suits richer local entrepreneurs: larger properties, good housing quality, 
greener landscaping and professional property management services.35

This detailed description of project development processes reveals 
that the project represents a mainstream approach to commodity hous-
ing development in China, despite its upper- market position. It is the 
outcome of a joint venture or growth coalition between the local state 
of Wenzhou and a ‘government’ developer that directly serves the provin-
cial government of Zhejiang. This is a governance innovation in develop-
ment approach rather than a shift in neighbourhood governance. Indeed, 
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gating and walls –  not a new feature in China –  are used together with 
other enhanced property management services.

Although the development and property management have been 
led by a real estate developer, the degree of self- governance, even in this 
more exclusive and highly secured upper- market gated community, is 
quite limited. The scope of private provision is still limited to property- 
related services. The state has reinstated its governance role through the 
usual mechanism –  the residents’ committee –  applied to all neighbour-
hoods and constraining the homeowners’ association to the sphere of 
property management. But the homeowners’ association could not even 
exert much influence as the whole process has been led by the devel-
oper. As will be shown later, disputes between homeowners and devel-
opers in commodity housing estates are a driver for the establishment of 
homeowners’ associations as the government is unwilling to be involved 
in property matters, now a ‘private’ sphere. Due to the dysfunction of 
its homeowners’ association, the Garden of Kindred Spirits cannot be 
claimed as a ‘privately governed’ community. The role of the state is still 
visible in its administration.36

Not all gated communities are exclusive upper- market housing 
estates like the Garden of Kindred Spirits. In fact, even though there 
are villas at an average price of 40 to 60 million Yuan within this 
neighbourhood, the apartments have a price range of 4 to 5 million 
Yuan which is a quite standard price in Wenzhou. The quality of gated 
communities varies, covering a wide range of residential estates. In 
Wenzhou, they include affordable housing estates and resettlement 
estates, all built in gated forms. In an affordable housing estate 28 kilo-
metres away from the city centre of Wenzhou, 70 per cent of residents 
are former rural households who were converted into urban residents 
because of land appropriation.37

Another resettlement estate is located in the central area of 
Wenzhou to accommodate households relocated by urban renewal. 
A state- owned enterprise developed the commercial area and used the 
income from shopping malls to pay for resettlement housing. Strangely, 
both adopted the style of gated communities. The latter even created 
a neoclassical arch and named itself European Town, which served 
the purpose of creating a new urban image of high taste, matching the 
commercial properties developed by the company rather than the resi-
dential preference of its residents. In other words, the gate and architec-
tural design is for property buyers in the whole renewal project rather 
than the relocated  residents. As we already observed, in traditional 
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neighbourhoods residents have low affordability and were not able to 
sustain the charges for property management, even though the devel-
oper of this neighbourhood reduced the fee to one- third of its original 
cost.38 In both neighbourhoods of affordable housing and resettlement, 
residents were not satisfied with the property management and did not 
manage to set up a homeowners’ association. In fact, the constraint of 
affordability means that these fee- paying schemes are not feasible, as res-
idents coming from traditional neighbourhoods and rural villages did not 
need to pay for maintenance in the past.

A built environment product

The gated community is a mainstream built environment product with var-
iegated standards and quality. It is now a more ‘ordinary’ residential form 
in both central and suburban areas, although the more expensive upper- 
market gated estate presents more salient and sometimes ostentatious 
features of gated communities. In essence, Chinese cities are now built 
through residential plots by different developers. Figure 4.3 shows an area 
near Hongkou Football Stadium in Shanghai, along the inner ring road. 
The place is hence a quite centrally located mature urban area, although 
not in an upper- market location. The largest estate is City Garden rede-
veloped on the site of the former Mr Lincoln’s Lane.39 The smallest estate, 
Liulin Court, consists of only two towers but has its own security- guarded 
gate (Figure 4.4). These gated estates have different design qualities and 
sizes and have created a patchy landscape in Chinese cities.

The design of the upper- market gated community pays more atten-
tion to landscaping, green space and communal gardens. Youqin Huang 
(2006) observed that:

The developer of Purple Jade Villas, an upscale gated community 
with multimillion- dollar villas in central Beijing, created a luxury 
but heavenly peaceful oasis amidst the chaotic urban environment. 
In addition to modern amenities such as swimming pools, a fitness 
centre, spa, and an ice rink, there are two artificial lakes decorated 
with lotuses and weeping willows, a hiking trail along an artifi-
cial mountain with several waterfalls, a grand central lawn, and 
numerous exotic animals such as peacocks, swans, and pheasants 
wandering around the Purple Jade Villa, offering the rich a nature 
retreat and an idealised Chinese country life without leaving the 
heart of Beijing. (p. 519)
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Figure 4.3 Housing estates near Hongkou Football Stadium, 
Shanghai. The photo shows the high- rise buildings of the City Garden 
estate built in the mid 2000s. Taken in 2017.

Figure 4.4 A small- gated estate, Liulin Court, among many large gated 
communities near Hongkou Football Stadium, Shanghai. The photo 
together with the overview of the City Garden estate shows a quite 
spatially subdivided residential structure in Chinese cities. Taken in 2009.
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Because of the emphasis on a high standard of design, the gated com-
munity often adopts Western architectural motifs. This practice of ‘trans-
planting’ landscapes reflects local imagineering rather than a change 
imposed by globalisation.40

In other words, the adoption of Western built forms is a result of 
place promotion during housing commodification through the use of 
imagined and claimed globalisation. Such a borrowing tactic suits local 
instead of global demand. For example, the so- called ‘townhouse’ style, 
basically terraced or semi- detached housing, is adopted in the suburbs as 
a lower- density development compared with five-  to six- storey buildings 
in inner cities, and this suits the local desire for a more exclusive subur-
ban life but at the same time the requirement to maintain the profitability 
of real estate.

According to the explanation of a real estate consultant, the town-
house is designed for those ‘who want to own a plot of land under the 
feet and a piece of sky overhead’, and the ownership of the townhouse 
will bring them ‘land, sky, garden, and garage’.41 In the North American 
private neighbourhood, because of the imperative of the building indus-
try to suit the needs of consumers who want style and distinctiveness, as 
Paul Knox (1991) described, developers packaged ‘community amenities 
and expensive- looking materials, dramatic master bedroom/ bathroom 
suites, and integrated but distinctive design based on traditional and ver-
nacular styling’ (p. 187).

Similarly, the Chinese gated community represents the pursuit of 
commodity aesthetics by the ‘new bourgeoisie’.42 But instead of seeing 
this demand as arising out of postmodernism, this book depicts the pro-
cess of general urbanisation –  moving away from collectivism and rural-
ity to individualisation and greater urbanity. Here, we do not see the 
creation of Chinese gated communities as the globalisation of gated com-
munities. The development of Chinese gated communities does occur 
in the context of globalisation. They are connected with globalisation 
through general political economic processes: rising personal wealth and 
greater social inequalities as the Chinese economy has become a global 
factory and major cities are globalising –  making possible the utilisation 
of architects from the West and with overseas travel bringing awareness 
of alternative built styles. However, property buyers are mainly local 
Chinese purchasing for their own living or investment. The local Chinese 
are landlords, while the expatriates are only renters.43

Hence, the transplanted landscape is not a product imported from 
the West, influenced by Western ideas, or replicated from actual Western 
gated communities. The Chinese gated community is an indigenous local 
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product, as both developers and consumers are local people, although 
housing sales have boasted that they are ‘alien’ and ‘exotic’ Western prod-
ucts. But to a Western eye, the landscape is of quite ordinary suburban 
subdivisions with large detached houses (Figure 4.5).

The authenticity of ostentatious and decorative ‘Western’- style 
landscape is questionable. Various packaging and branding practices 
attempt to create an aesthetically appealing environment, which is 
bound to be a melange of different classic, continental, European and 
North American styles. Chinese gated communities are thus dressed up 
with de- contextualised and diverse built forms. No matter what genre it 
is, an ‘exotic’ and ‘stylish’ style is important to fulfil the quest for the good 
life (Figure 4.6). The purpose is to signify quality by design, to showcase 
luxury, especially in the upper housing market in which the discourse of 
‘luxury’ is often deployed to differentiate lifestyles.44 This is deeply asso-
ciated with the perhaps unconscious Chinese mentality that the Western 
represents ‘civilised modernity’.45

In fact, the authenticity of architectural genre does not need  
to be interrogated. It does not matter whether they are designed 
as French castles for the nobility or American subdivisions for the 

Figure 4.5 A rather exotic style as seen in China, but quite ‘ordinary’ 
detached houses in North America, in the ‘Orange County’ estate, 
Beijing. Taken in 2004.
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middle class. Rebutting criticism about fake styles, a senior real estate 
 consultant argues:

People’s desire for exotic styles is unstoppable! Who can have the 
authority to claim what is authentic? You British eat Chinese takea-
way. If you say it is Chinese [cuisine], it is Chinese [cuisine]. 46

The Chinese gated community is a fake replica, even if a defined archi-
tectural style is used (Figure 4.7). The mainstream Western open- access 
neighbourhood does not suit the Chinese context. From the actual devel-
opment process and underlying urbanisation, we can appreciate why gat-
ing is a natural built form.

Throughout history, Chinese residential compounds have had var-
ious forms of modest and practical gating, but only recently have these 
gates evolved into a highly decorative style (see also the gate of Beijing Sun 
City, Figure 4.1). In the American context, gating is more exotic and prob-
lematic. In the UK, gating is largely absent or modest as the roads inside 
estates are adopted by the local council and have public access. On the con-
trary, gating is not itself exotic in China. While new urbanism design aims 

Figure 4.6 The highly decorative gate of ‘Orange County’, Beijing. The 
gated community strives to use the gate to symbolise its high- quality 
housing and residential environment. Taken in 2004.
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to promote a community atmosphere in otherwise low- density suburbs, 
traditional neighbourhoods in China do not lack such a closely engaged 
residential community. Rather, the exotic impression is largely created by 
design styles as a new built environment product.47

New concepts are borrowed to develop the gated community as a 
product innovation. For example, ‘new urbanism’ and ‘transit- oriented 
development’, both originating in the United States, are used to build 
gated neighbourhoods and the new towns in which these gated neigh-
bourhoods are located. Neo- traditionalist urban design stresses a higher 
density and a more compact form of neighbourhood in the suburbs. 
These neighbourhoods are open access without gates. However, they 
are built as gated estates in China. The new urbanism neighbourhood 
in North America aims to promote neighbouring and social interaction, 
while Chinese gated communities stress residential privacy and security.

In the Chinese context, developers copy the morphology of neo- 
traditionalist design while ignoring the communitarian discourse of new 
urbanism. In fact, many gated communities boasted as Chinese ‘new 
urbanism’ are car- based neighbourhoods for the affluent rather than the 
whole populace (Figure 4.8). The developers of these gated communities 

Figure 4.7 The gated housing estate in Thames Town, near Songjiang 
in Shanghai. The estate together with the ‘new town’ aims to follow the 
style of a British market town. Taken in 2010.
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understand new urbanism as an urbanity with interesting landscapes 
which is quite different from the standard and boring socialist industrial 
suburb. These new residential areas have two kinds of novelty. First, they 
have ‘transplanted landscapes’, and second they have new private service 
provision. That is, these places are not only owner- occupied commodity 
housing but also privately serviced estates.

These places are often given foreign place names such as Orange 
County, Yosemite, Fontainebleau, Napa Valley, Thames Town and 
McAllen.48 Figure 4.7 shows that the whole residential area –  literally 
a small new town in the Thames Town of Shanghai suburb –  copies an 
English market town. European and North American motifs are particu-
larly popular. Observing a project called Fontainebleau, Guillaume Giroir 
(2005) described:

[S] ymbols of the France of the Ancien Régime are particularly vis-
ible in the scenery of the housing enclaves, notably a replica of the 
equestrian bronze statue of Louis XIV, and there is another bronze 
sculpture representing a group of stags, while a wrought- iron entry 

Figure 4.8 The gated community is often associated with new town 
development. Many are built into high- rise form rather than detached 
or semi- detached houses, owing to the land cost. The photo shows one 
in Jiading new town, northern Shanghai. Taken in 2013.
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gate separates the two parts of the villa area. The monumental 
entry reminds one of the impressive horseshoe stairs in the Chateau 
de Fontainebleau. (p. 214)

Developers often boast that they recruited a foreign design team. In fact, 
the involvement of global architectural design is nominal or supplies only 
a concept. Ironically the alien design styles are created for those who 
have no overseas experience. Because they are unfamiliar with these 
design styles, the new gated community becomes even more fascinating. 
The simulated landscape is thus more like a fantasy. To homebuyers, they 
seem to sell authentic lifestyles from Western societies. Many projects are 
indeed built into gated communities with exotic landscapes. This satisfies 
the desire of the new rich or rising middle class for an alternative good 
life after socialism –  different from matchbox multi- storey walk- ups in 
workplace neighbourhoods.

The design gives the residents in a gated community a new status 
symbol.49 Translating landscapes, it suits diverse preferences and indi-
vidual choices, distinguishing the new private life from the socialist uto-
pia based on collective consumption (Figure 4.9). The attractiveness of 

Figure 4.9 Neoclassical decoration in the compound of a gated 
community in Guangzhou. The compound is also carefully landscaped. 
This, however, is not at ground level but is a platform. Underneath are 
two floors of shopping and car parking spaces. Taken in 2000.
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gated communities lies in its purified space, interesting landscape and 
high residential privacy, which is different from the intertwined social 
relations in traditional neighbourhoods (Figure 4.10). The provision of 
property services through professional management companies reduces 
unnecessary mutual help among neighbours. The communal neighbour-
hood life is less relevant as residents have social resources unbounded by 
the territory.

Another salient feature of the gated community, in addition to its 
decorative design, is an emphasis on security. In the gated community 
literature, gated communities are argued as a club form of governance 
to prevent service free- riding.50 However, such prevention could be eas-
ily achieved through other mechanisms such as membership rather than 
physical gates and walls. In suburban areas, because of the distance 
between residential areas, access to green space inside each estate is dif-
ficult and impractical. Because there is no property tax in China, services 
are more universally distributed through the fiscal system across jurisdic-
tions. Therefore, moving into suburban gated communities is not about 
retaining taxes for local services.

Enclosure is a practical and efficient way to maintain security. While 
enclosure inevitably imposes an effect of ‘exclusion’ (gated communities 
in the same area generally representing a similar profile of residents), 

Figure 4.10 The highly decorated lobby of an apartment building in 
the gated community in Guangzhou shown in the previous photo. Taken 
in 2000.
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it is less about excluding a particular social group from service provi-
sion. These estates adopt enclosure because open access would impose 
a security challenge. A resident in the upper- market housing estate in 
Shanghai explains:

[For the theft case], we did report to the police. But eventually 
they didn’t catch the thief. The previous security guard team was 
not so good. But we could not go to [live in] open communities. 
For open communities, how many policemen would you need? The 
cost would be too high. The government would say your commu-
nity is not secured enough –  there are too many ‘leakages’! For these 
individual houses, the government would have to send ten police-
men. But when these policemen come, they would tell themselves, 
ok today you two should be on duties, the other eight go to sleep. 
You see, this would be quite low efficient. That is why it would be 
ineffective! However, homeowners’ association has also difficulties, 
because all board members are volunteers. But they don’t even 
have to use legal means. They just come to force you –  do you really 
want to live here any longer? 51

In short, the gated community in China is a built environment product 
rather than a special form of governance. Gated communities reflect 
some consumer preferences and also practical requirements during the 
building of these estates. Building estate by estate is a practical way to 
organise residential development by developers. Residents do not seek 
self- governance, or to escape municipal governance and service provi-
sion. Because of the taxation mechanism in China, it is difficult for res-
idents to self- fund infrastructure such as roads and schools. But gated 
community building does bring in some changes in neighbourhood gov-
ernance. The next section will discuss the implications for governance 
in detail.

Neighbourhood governance

The novelty of Chinese gated communities is not private governance –  
governed by market contracts. Despite the appearance of gating, the gated 
community resembles an ordinary modern Western neighbourhood. Its 
novelty can only be understood in the specific Chinese context, in com-
parison with its predecessors in alleyway and workplace areas. The gated 
community is now becoming a mainstream residential form, indicating 
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the end of traditionalism and ‘neo- traditionalism’ (often associated with 
collectivism), or more precisely, disappearing differential mode of asso-
ciation in which individuals are organically but differentially associated. 
The gated community is a community of homeowners who are presented 
as individuals with less comprehensive social relationships.

What distinguishes ‘gated communities’ in the United States from 
open access neighbourhoods is their unique mode of governance –  pri-
vate governance. The ‘private community’ in that context is not just an 
estate of owner- occupied housing (private housing) but also a commu-
nity of ‘private governance’, which creates a specific sense of identity and 
security. As Setha Low (2003) explains:

The ‘privateness’ refers to its development as a common interest 
development with rules, regulations, and fees for maintaining 
the collectively owned bay beach, hiking trail, and reserve areas. 
(p. 173)

Homeowners associations (as well as property- owners associations 
or landowners associations) are a special kind of residential asso-
ciation created by the covenants, conditions, and restrictions of a 
common interest development. Elected boards oversee the com-
mon property, and each home is purchased with the CC&Rs as part 
of the deed…. In an overwhelming number of cases, particularly 
when racial discrimination is not an issue, covenants are treated as 
private agreements that need not comply with the constitutional 
standards that apply to the laws adopted by public local govern-
ments. (pp. 174– 5)

Since the introduction of new market- based housing development and 
property management in China, the developer and often the subsidiary 
property management company have become leading actors in neigh-
bourhood governance. However, instead of seeing gated communities 
as a form of private governance, Youqin Huang (2006) argues that they 
represent a tradition of collectivism and political control:

[D] ominant Western- based theories such as the discourse of fear 
and private provision of public services are less applicable, even 
though they are becoming increasingly important in the new gated 
private housing. Gating and neighbourhood enclosure in China 
help to define a sense of collectivism and foster social solidarity. 
(p. 507)
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Youqin Huang and Setha Low (2008) further stress the ‘collectivist tra-
dition’ in China, which ‘points to a very different social construction of 
gating from those in the West, which is centred on individualism, priva-
tisation, social segregation, and exclusion’ (p. 184). They explain that:

China has a long history of using gates and walls in residential 
development, and is now experiencing a new wave of gating as its 
socialist housing system privatises… .

In the context of China, the term of ‘enclosed neighbourhoods’ is 
used for residential developments with gates and surrounding walls 
or fences. The entrances may be guarded by security personnel and /   
or card activated gates, or by the watchful eyes of senior mem-
bers in the neighbourhood. While some enclosed neighbourhoods 
include amenities such as swimming pools and legal agreements 
among residents, others may have only a small patch of green land 
and no legal agreement. In other words, an enclosed neighbour-
hood in China is a broader concept than a gated community in the 
US, and it emphasises the physical form of enclosure, not the legal 
and social aspect, of the housing development. (pp. 185– 6)

They rightly cast doubts on the applicability of ‘private governance’ to 
China because in Chinese enclosed neighbourhoods state control over 
residential communities is still strong. Arguing for a cross- cultural anal-
ysis, Setha Low (2006) reminds us that ‘the Chinese example gives “pri-
vate” and “public” different meanings that also must be considered’. 
(p. 8). Private governance or the theory of the club realm (see later) rep-
resents the supply- side explanation, while a demand- side explanation is 
needed. She sees the fear of crime and others (or the ‘perceived crime’ 
and the ‘discourse of fear’) as a cross- cultural explanation.

The result is a new type of ‘enclave urbanism’ in which ‘cities 
transform into networks of physically, legally and/ or socially bounded 
enclaves, each home to selected groups or activities’.52 This notion of 
enclave urbanism emphasises the nature of splintering and fragmented 
residential landscapes without endorsing the idea that the gated commu-
nity is a cause or outcome of ‘private governance’.

This book similarly explores the demand- side explanation in addi-
tion to the supply- side cause of housing marketisation and real estate 
development. But instead of seeing specifically the fear of crime, this 
book understands the overall trend of individualisation, prevailing across 
all kinds of neighbourhood, as a major driving force from the demand 
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side. While the earlier explanation combines the fear of crime and con-
tinuing collectivism in the gated community,53 this book suggests that 
the changing residential landscape indicates the departure from a social 
order based on collectivism. Residents do not intentionally seek collec-
tivism or to maintain their collective identity by building an enclosed 
neighbourhood of their own, nor is the gated community an outcome of 
collective action.

The Chinese gated community is not a disappearing community.54 
Residents have strengthened ‘social solidarity’ based on property rights 
and hence strong ‘place attachment’.55 On the other hand, in the private 
housing neighbourhood, the state maintains its visibility. The ‘rights- 
defending activities’ in the neighbourhood often require the state to 
intervene against the malpractices of developers and irresponsible 
homeowners’ associations.56 The gated community is a product of nei-
ther deliberate action nor the policy of the state. The state does not inten-
tionally use the form of gated communities to maintain or strengthen its 
control. Instead, the state may even wish to ‘govern from afar’, creating 
self- governed subjects as described by government studies.57 But the 
consequence of neighbourhood development has created a new form of 
neighbourhood governance which reinforces the imperative of direct gov-
ernance by the state, in both traditional and workplace neighbourhoods 
and gated communities.58 In contrast to this collectivism- maintained 
argument,59 this book argues that it is exactly by the end of collectivism 
in gated communities as well as in all other generic types that such an 
imperative has been created.

The gated community is not a top- down authoritarian state- 
controlled society. The neighbourhood is formed by a group of resi-
dents or the ‘community’, smaller than the ‘public’. According to Chris 
Webster (2002), this is a club form between the private and the public. 
This small group, property- based social form is often called the ‘private’ 
in the Western context, and the role of the individual or the private sec-
tor is recognised, leading to the notion of the ‘private city’.60 Thus, the 
gated community ceases to be a distinctive category of public estates, as 
shown, for example, in the construction of Hancunhe, by a retired busi-
nessman; Baibuting in Wuhan, where a mass suburban housing estate 
was constructed by an ambitious developer with a party background;61 
or Tianmian village in Shenzhen by entrepreneurial villagers.62 Other 
studies support this view that the gated community is a club form of 
 governance.63 The club governance indicates the potential civil society 
arising from such a privatised provision. This would be a profound impli-
cation for governance.
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However, Fei Xiaotong (1947/ 92) warned that the distinction 
between private and public is understood quite differently in Chinese 
society:

Sacrificing the family for one’s own interests, or the lineage for 
the interests of one’s household, is in reality a formula. With this 
formula, it is impossible to prove that someone is acting selfishly. 
The person concerned would likely deny it. He might contend that 
a person who sacrifices his lineage for the sake of his family is per-
forming a public duty. When he sacrifices his country in struggling 
for the interests and rights of his own small group, he is still acting 
on behalf of the public, which is now defined as the small group 
itself. In this pattern of oscillating but differential social circles 
(chaxugeju), public and private are relative concepts. Standing in 
any circle, one can say that all those in that circle are part of the 
public. (p. 69)

To traditional China, the village is a public or collective space, while in 
the literature of Western gated communities, the enclave is treated as the 
‘private’. But in new urban China to what extent do Chinese residents 
pursue or perform collectivism as a community of homeowners? Does 
the gated community represent a continuation of collectivism? Rather 
than seeing gated communities as a reproduction of work- unit collectiv-
ism, Li Zhang (2010) argues that it is ‘asserting individuality’ and the 
creation of a new housing class:

I would not go so far as to suggest that consumption choice in 
contemporary Chinese society is a mere refashioning of a deeper, 
unconscious commitment to the notion of collectivism. Rather, I see 
the emphasis on consumption practice as a pathway to a new class 
membership based on distinction and exclusivity. The way jieceng 
is spatialized and performed in Chinese cities echoes a global trend 
toward the privatisation of space, security, and lifestyle. (p. 136)

Similarly, Fulong Wu (2005) argues that while the form of gating is 
still used, the meaning of enclave becomes quite different. The residen-
tial decision is individually made, and in this sense it could be seen as 
‘ private’. However, when residents come to gated communities, they 
form a relation as homeowners. They may socialise and hence go beyond 
their private sphere. But their relation is based on proprietary interests 
without intense social interaction. These common interests may become 
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a force of social mobilisation, for example showing property activism. 
But this community is more an imagined one than an everyday life space.

The power of the homeowners’ association varies but is generally 
limited in scope. In China, while all new estates show some form of gat-
ing, the rate of homeowners’ associations varies quite significantly. For 
example, in Shanghai over 90 per cent of commodity housing neigh-
bourhoods have set up their homeowners’ associations, while the figure 
in other cities barely reaches one- third. Therefore, not all gated- form 
communities are governed by a homeowners’ association and become 
a ‘homeowners’ association neighbourhood’.64 But even with a home-
owners’ association, the neighbourhood may not have sufficient power 
to regulate itself. Collective action is only triggered by certain disputes 
over property rights because the developer has not fulfilled a promise or 
has violated their rights. But the disputes and conflicts are presented in 
a similar way to defending consumer rights. Except for these occasions, 
the Chinese gated community does not evolve into the public sphere of 
everyday life. In order to understand neighbourhood politics, we need to 
understand new actors.

The development of gated communities has introduced a new 
set of actors –  the property management company and homeowners’ 
 association –  besides the residents’ committee and has thus complicated 
neighbourhood governance. The actual configuration of the governance 
form is variegated, depending upon the history of development, local 
government policies, the quality and price of properties, and the posi-
tion of the estate in the property market. Chinese gated communities 
hence should not be regarded as a uniform governance form which is 
often characterised as neighbourhoods that are self- governed, market- 
provided, and resident participated, with limited state intervention. 
While the developer and property management company, the residents’ 
committee, and homeowners’ association are often regarded respectively 
as representations of the market, state and society,65 their roles in neigh-
bourhood governance are less clearly defined.

Because all new gated communities are developed from scratch, 
often in suburban areas, the developer plays a significant role in the cre-
ation of the residential estate. Later, when the development project has 
been completed, the developer may transfer property management to 
its subsidiary property management company to maintain the company 
brand or appoint an external property management company to continue 
the relation with the estate. The property management company provides 
services and charges a fee to residents. As homeowners, the residents 
cannot exert much influence on property management or control over 
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neighbourhood maintenance because of this history. Unlike the gated 
community in the United States, the developer does not set up a home-
owners’ association at the beginning. If there is no severe conflict or dis-
pute, there is not much incentive to set up a homeowners’ association. In 
many cases homeowners’ associations are dysfunctional anyway, due to 
the costs in both money and time. However, when conflict between home-
owners and the developer or property management companies arises, 
residents need to ask the residents’ committee to intervene; at this stage, 
the government encourages the establishment of a homeowners’ associ-
ation to sort out the property issues by the homeowners themselves. In 
fact, conflicts and disputes over properties are widespread in China.66 In 
the following sections, main actors in gated communities are examined.

Residents’ committee. Gated communities emerged mostly as com-
modity housing development, especially in suburban areas. In contrast to 
traditional neighbourhoods where the residents’ committee is well estab-
lished owing to the long history of residence, the suburban gated com-
munity is newly built and thus sees a governance vacuum. The residents’ 
committee in gated communities deals with different sorts of tasks from 
the traditional neighbourhoods as the poverty rate is lower and most 
housing issues are sorted out by residents themselves. Often, the role of 
the residents’ committee is peripheral, although the committee still has 
the right to intervene in the homeowners’ association election even in a 
more market- oriented development housing estate.

In the case of resettlement housing and affordable housing estates, 
the state may directly organise service provision or set the standards and 
prices of property services for the company. Again, often these property 
management companies are state- owned enterprises or subsidiaries 
which help the local state to manage the estates.67 In short, although 
the residents’ committee originates from mass organisation through 
neighbourhood election, professionalisation has changed it into a quasi- 
government agency with staffed positions. The residents’ committee 
does not have the full capacity to deal with all the ‘internal’ matters of 
gated communities. Its role has been supplemented by another type of 
social organisation –  the homeowners’ association.

Property management company. The property management com-
pany often gains control over public areas and occasionally builds some 
annex projects to generate a profit to subsidise estate maintenance. 
Because homeowners form a relation with the property management 
company as a consequence of property purchase, they do not choose 
the property management company themselves and often have disputes 
about the charges or the standard and quality of services. They may have 
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a contract with the property management company to pay maintenance 
charges. But even if there is a contract, it is not part of the property deeds. 
The power of the property management company comes from the devel-
oper. The property management company, as the service provider, plays 
a de facto role of neighbourhood manager. It is difficult for individual 
homeowners to break out of the initial contract, as the relation is inher-
ited from the history of development. It requires a collective decision to 
make a change.

In traditional neighbourhoods or work- unit compounds after hous-
ing privatisation, the street office may appoint a property management 
company to maintain the neighbourhood. Then, the property man-
agement company has to respond to the street office. But in commod-
ity housing gated communities, because these estates are new and the 
residents are better off, the street office does not intervene too much in 
‘neighbourhood affairs’, thinking that estate maintenance is essentially 
the job of the developer or the property management company repre-
senting the developer –  it is their duty to ensure the quality of the product 
(of the properties and related environment as part of the deal). Because 
homeowners and the developer have a consumer relationship, the local 
government does not resort to the administrative approach to intervene.

Homeowners’ association. According to the property law, the home-
owners’ association has the right to appoint the property management 
company. The association is set up by homeowners through an election 
process. However, the residents of upper- market gated communities are 
busy middle- class people who are reluctant to participate in the home-
owners’ association. A few activists may have different motivations, as it 
is reported that due to the lack of accountability, some activists have used 
the opportunity to generate financial income or receive benefits from the 
property management company. On the other hand, the residents’ com-
mittee is supposed to supervise the homeowners’ association and often 
regards property management as the internal affairs of the neighbour-
hood. Sometimes the residents’ committee mediates conflicts between 
homeowners and the developer or the property management company. 
But in most cases, the residents’ committee intervenes only in lower- 
income gated communities where residents are not able to set up their 
own homeowners’ association. In that situation, the residents’ committee 
or the street office may take on the responsibility to appoint the property 
management company to look after the public space, especially the area 
between individual estates in a larger residential area.

The homeowners’ association is different from other territorially 
based or originated relations such as the association of laoxiang (the same 
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origin of hometown). The former is more similar to what Park called the 
‘vacation association’ which is based on secondary interests rather than 
primary social interactions.68 Homeowners who bought properties in 
the same estate form a homeowners’ assembly to elect the homeowners’ 
association, which is literally the board of directors. This is a voluntary 
organisation for property interests. The procedure of the homeowners’ 
association election is easily influenced by external factors, because there 
is not enough sociability to allow residents to know each other well and 
build up solidarity.

The lack of sociability is especially apparent for newly built estates 
in the upper housing market. It is difficult to set up a homeowners’ asso-
ciation, and many are not fully functional. Most residents are passive and 
lack the energy to participate in social activities. They are mobilised only 
when their property rights are violated, often by the developer failing to 
fulfil a promise. Because of low sociability and the usual laxity or irreg-
ularity of elections, the accountability of the homeowners’ association 
is questionable and difficult to monitor. There are often disputes among 
residents. The homeowners’ association creates additional costs and 
lacks the resources and legal status to act. The legal system has not been 
well established to cope with the potential vast demand from neighbour-
hoods. Neighbourhood affairs are often deemed not to be subject to law- 
based governance. That is, the neighbourhood is not governed by ‘private 
(market) contracts’.

In contrast to the shareholding cooperative in urban villages, which 
has a clearly defined company status, the homeowners’ association’s 
status is rather ambiguous. It does not have a legal personality, and its 
operation thus does not follow the rules of incorporation. Although the 
homeowners’ association is entrusted with the responsibility to repre-
sent homeowners to manage the ‘collective’ property rights outside the 
private sphere of housing ownership of individual households, in real-
ity it is difficult for the homeowners’ association to execute these rights. 
Compared with the village shareholding cooperative, the homeowners’ 
association does not really have any independent collective assets to 
manage. The common space is associated with the developer that ini-
tially used the property management company. The rights are executed 
by the developer or the property management company.

Although the public space of gated communities is collectively 
‘owned’ by homeowners, in practice the property rights are in the hands 
of those who manage it. Only when the homeowners can collectively act 
and dismiss the management company are the property rights of home-
owners executed. This is not impossible, but collective action requires 
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the institutional building of the homeowners’ association. Institution 
building, however, encounters an ambivalent attitude of the state 
towards rebuilding neighbourhood governance, because the state does 
not promote the ‘self- governance’ of homeowners. Although the gov-
ernment wishes to let homeowners manage their own properties in the 
neighbourhood through the property management company, in reality 
the association as a social organisation or society cannot effectively deal 
with the market operation of the latter. The intention has not been self- 
governance by residents. Self- governance by residents themselves or ‘col-
lectivism’ is not a selling point in the marketing of gated communities. 
Rather, the selling points are often about distinctive architectural style 
and high- quality property and services.

In a suburban setting where the gated community of commodity 
housing is most widely adopted, the institution of local government has 
been underdeveloped. The developer and later the property management 
company in practice lead the development and management. To supple-
ment the governance capacity, homeowners are encouraged to form an 
association, very much like the residents’ committee which is officially 
defined as a mass organisation. In an almost fully owner- occupied hous-
ing estate, a homeowners’ association (quite similar to the residents’ 
committee) would be rather redundant. However, in reality, through 
‘community building’ in the 2000s, the residents’ committee has become 
a de facto government agency, staffed by professional staff and funded by 
the government. But for gated communities, residents are better off and 
are deemed by the government to have the capacity to manage their own 
neighbourhood affairs. The homeowners’ association thus is the ‘third 
sector’ to help neighbourhood governance. However, the power of the 
homeowners’ association should be constrained from the government 
point of view –  it would be less problematic to the state if the association 
were a company rather than a social organisation that could evolve into a 
process of social mobilisation. Therefore, consequential regulations have 
defined the role of the homeowners’ association in the sphere of property 
management, supervising the property management company. But for 
the property management role alone, the operation of a company at the 
neighbourhood level is too costly. In fact, many property management 
companies levy a charge directly on residents instead of going through 
the intermediary of a neighbourhood company (association).

The government initially promoted the establishment of home-
owners’ associations, hoping that capable and well- resourced homeown-
ers would take care of their property- related matters. Indeed, in gated 
communities the demand for civic affairs is much simpler –  there are no 
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low- income welfare recipients (or so- called minimum livelihood guar-
antee, dibao) or services for unemployment. The major task is property 
management, and these property management issues, according to the 
viewpoint of the government, should be dealt with by the residents them-
selves as they are the property owners. If they need, they can purchase 
services from the market, namely through property management compa-
nies, which are not provided by the government agency, that is, the res-
idents’ committee, which simply lacks the capacity to provide property 
management. The state has to balance assigning the homeowners’ asso-
ciation to take care of neighbourhood property- related affairs against 
preventing its evolution into an organisation that could take political 
action.69 So some degree of social mobilisation is not a concern for the 
government. Rather, some degree of self- management is not regarded 
as undesirable. But because of the lack of transparency, higher costs and 
insufficient social capital developed in the neighbourhood, the home-
owners’ association does not function well. It is difficult to organise col-
lective action until property rights interests are under threat, for example 
disputes over the use of green space.70

Understanding gated communities as a built- form product rather 
than a governance form helps to reveal why the property management 
company is so powerful in these estates. Residents do not choose gated 
communities as a self- governed neighbourhood –  as a new form of collec-
tivism or a totalised society in which they can maintain control through 
their own organisation such as the homeowners’ association. Gated com-
munities are presented to property buyers as a consumer product –  a 
dream home of privacy and an associated high- quality environment that 
is professionally managed (Figure 4.11). The property rights of individ-
ual houses are defined through market transactions; but the developer 
often holds some assets in common areas and auxiliary structures, for 
example, shops at the ground floor level or clubhouses that charge a user 
fee and uses the property management company to continue to man-
age the estate. First, for the developer, there is a reputational liability to 
maintain the brand of the estate. Second, real estate development takes 
a long time; these gated communities are often developed in several 
phases. As such, the developer does not immediately withdraw from the 
estate. Some are able to use additional space to develop rental businesses 
to generate a profit to subsidise operation and maintenance. However, 
it is often difficult to collect property management fees, especially in 
poorer neighbourhoods.

On the other hand, it is difficult for homeowners to act collectively. 
The homeowners’ association is less accountable and transparent –  its 
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development requires substantial effort and government support. Due 
to the non- staffed position of the homeowners’ association, unlike the 
board of directors of homeowners’ associations in the United States, the 
homeowners’ association does not have sufficient power, legal means, 
resources or trust in its members to act. Homeowners are willing to pay 
for a higher quality of home and the associated residential environment 
but are unwilling to pay a fee to a homeowners’ association to fund the 
staffed posts that are necessary in order to act ‘collectively’. There is no 
property tax which could be treated as a local source such as the coun-
cil tax in the UK. Residents pay a quite nominal fee for property mainte-
nance rather than substantial tax. There is a lack of economic foundation 
for the operation of self-  or private governance in Chinese cities.

Property disputes are widespread. Residents do not exactly know 
what they have bought in the neighbourhood. The developer may resell 
public space or green space for profits or charge for car parking space. 
The problem often originates from property marketing to lure custom-
ers into projects. The developer boasts a wide range of services, regard-
less of the price tag which will be paid by residents themselves. But not 
all gated communities are in the upper market. In fact, many are quite 

Figure 4.11 A professionally managed upper- market housing estate 
in Beijing. The estate has spacious garden and villa- style housing. Taken 
in 2003.
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ordinary, standard, mainstream housing estates. The maintenance is not 
cost effective. Residents cannot afford or are unwilling to pay for these 
services. Some lobbies of apartment buildings are decorated with marble 
floors, oil paintings and sofas.71 In Liulin Court in Shanghai, mentioned 
at the beginning of this chapter, initially two tower buildings had security 
guards and coded entrance devices linking to each apartment. Now they 
are abandoned without guards, and the doors are left open. Only at the 
entrance of the estate is there a security guard, but entrance is rather 
lax without much checking. This is in contrast with other estates nearby 
which are larger in scale and still maintain a higher level of security.

The establishment of homeowners’ associations and gated com-
munities is not about the prevention of the ‘free- riding’ of estate facili-
ties which often describes how residents wish to pay for their services 
and enjoy these facilities exclusively from outsiders. The formation of 
a homeowners’ association is rather a reaction to a property dispute 
between gated community residents and developers. In gated communi-
ties in the United States, residents choose them as a governance choice. 
Setha Low (2003) illustrates this as a choice between municipal property 
tax and homeowners’ fees:

Gated communities in many cases precede annexation as a result 
of extreme urban sprawl —  that is, urban/ suburban expansion 
without municipal infrastructure. The gated community serves as 
a government- like service provider. (p. 188)

But annexation means residents now have to ‘pay fees to the homeown-
ers’ association and pay high real estate taxes’. Two of her interviewees 
moved to another gated community ‘in an attempt to escape some of 
these taxes, and to purchase private services at a reasonable cost’.72 To 
her cases, it is a governance choice, and consequently the choice of tax 
versus retaining the property tax and self- funding some community ser-
vice activities.

In terms of service provision, the scope of residents’ self- provided 
and funded services is still limited in China. Homeowners’ associa-
tion neighbourhoods maintain amenities such as health clubs, swim-
ming pools, tennis courts and security through the membership club. 
Residents pay for them as the property prices include the construction 
cost of tennis courts, gardens and green space. In order to maintain their 
operation, residents have to pay a higher estate maintenance fee. For 
example, business tenants in Canary Wharf in London pay a premium 
property management fee, which covers privately maintained gardens of 
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a better quality than the parks maintained by local councils. However, 
in China, although property management fees vary according to the 
standard of estates, gated communities are a mainstream form of devel-
opment. Although these estates boast a nice built environment, the prop-
erty management fees are not sufficiently high to replace government 
funding for essential services. The services self- funded by the neighbour-
hood typically include leisure facilities such as tennis courts, some secu-
rity, and garden maintenance of the gardens inside the estates. Initially, 
some super large estates such as Southern China Estates were built by 
Countryside Garden, which is known for mass housing production by 
a single developer. Some schools and clinics were initially built by the 
developer but soon these were ‘incorporated’ by the municipal govern-
ment as public provision.

But wider social services such as schools, hospitals and police are 
still maintained by the local government. In China, there is no ‘property 
tax’.73 Services such as schools and healthcare are still covered by gen-
eral taxes rather than property income. The state still provides services 
across central and suburban districts, even though the residential land-
scape in the suburbs is dominated by gated communities. The services 
are not much differentiated by the different standards and qualities of 
gated communities. While inner urban areas usually have better ser-
vices, the government often supports the development of healthcare and 
schooling in the suburbs by setting up branches of well- known schools 
and hospitals in the central areas. Social services are actually provided 
quite uniformly across the metropolitan region. As such there is not 
really ‘voting by foot’ –  residents relocating in order to choose municipal 
taxation or quality of facilities, i.e., to find the best match between ser-
vices and their preferences.74

In sum, from the governance perspective, this chapter attempts to 
solve a puzzle: along with individualisation and rising residential privacy 
and property rights awareness, why have we not seen the emergence of 
a ‘public sphere’? Here, through the investigation of the actual develop-
ment and governance process, the book highlights that the Chinese gated 
community is not a ‘private city’, but neither is it a space of collectivism as 
shown in Fei’s rural China –  the social order is not built upon differential 
mode of association as within a totalised society. New actors such as the 
homeowners’ association are created but cannot exert effective control. 
There is no contractual relation to be enforced upon its fellow residents. 
In other words, a homeowners’ association cannot manage its social life 
in the neighbourhood.
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Neighbourhood life and place attachment

While gated communities are characterised by some new organisational 
features, especially market- provided property services and rising home-
owners’ associations, they are not a pre- configured product of govern-
ance, engineered by the state or developer. They are presented, rather, as 
a choice of building style and related private life. Advertisements for gated 
communities barely mention a vibrant community, intense social interac-
tion, or plenty of social activities. When the clubhouse is mentioned, it is 
as an illustration of high- quality facilities rather than socialisation in com-
munal spaces. In a way, Chinese gated communities do present a vision 
of ‘dystopia’ where residents have a desire to be separated from society.75 
The Chinese gated community does not present a lifestyle for social life. 
If lifestyle is mentioned, it is greater residential privacy, more about the 
exclusive built environment and aesthetic building styles.

The development of gated communities in China is not driven by 
globalisation or an imported governance form of ‘privately governed 
communities’. The gated community in China is not a neighbourhood of 
private governance or a ‘homeowners’ association neighbourhood’ as it 
is known in the United States. Rather, regarding gated communities in 
China as a neighbourhood of particular governance, they are a ‘product’ 
innovation: a built form which existed in the imperial period (for exam-
ple, exclusivity for the aristocrat). It is now impossible to build an estate 
for single family houses and apartments. So the townhouse (terraced 
house) or semi- detached house style (shuangping) is used to meet the 
demand for greater residential privacy. Similarly, gated condominium 
estates are developed in more central areas, which are built at a higher 
density but maintain elusive and exclusive privacy. It is in this sense that 
they are ‘private’ communities. The housing is privately owned, creating 
a space centred on one’s private life around the nuclear family rather than 
on communal engagement. Residents of gated communities may encoun-
ter each other in semi- public space in a rather superficial way but they 
rarely pay a casual home visit (chuanmeng) as in the traditional alleyway 
neighbourhood. The gated community is not a world of acquaintances. 
Various residential surveys indicate that gated communities lack social 
and neighbourly interactions.76

The desire for residential privacy reflects an overall process of 
‘ individualisation’ –  disillusion about collectivism and overly politicised 
social life. Residents wish to return to their own space of life. Such a pref-
erence for a ‘normal’ life is seen in the post- reform era across different 
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social groups, not just the new rich or a privileged middle class but also 
ordinary people (laobaixing). Residential choice is a matter of choosing 
lifestyle or the ‘spatialisation of class’,77 but at the same time residents 
hope to develop a guanxi of their choice and sharing of their ‘circles’, 
breaking away from the territorially bounded social relations that are 
prescribed for them. Social relations in a totalised society, such as a vil-
lage or workplace (danwei), are unavoidable and inescapable. Instead, 
residents hope to find their ‘association’ with others outside the place of 
residence. Choosing gated communities is a personal retreat from the 
totalised society.78 Hence, albeit with product variations, the Chinese 
gated community is a mainstream product. It is a community based on 
common interest –  property value and the quality of the living environ-
ment, rather than a place where residents seek to encounter others.

Social activities are very much limited to leisure and entertainment. 
Because the gated community is a mainstream residential form, unlike 
in the United States, the form of living represents an overall decrease in 
sociability in neighbourhoods. Residents’ committees sometimes organise 
social activities, hoping to promote social cohesion (collectivism) through 
more personal social interaction. These activities are not well received, 
or are only selectively participated in. In the neighbourhood garden or 
square, nannies or housewives with children sometimes encounter each 
other in a casual way. Residents use the open swimming pool or indoor 
gyms or participate in more ‘civilised’ leisure and exercise, such as stroll-
ing after dinner. It is rare to see the elderly playing mahjong or cards along 
the roadside or people playing music in a communal space. Parents centre 
their activities around children. Residents exchange greetings but keep a 
comfortable social distance without intruding into the personal territory 
of others. The neighbourhood is their ‘home’, breaking away from  society. 
It is not a temporary place to stay but a paradise to claim their ordinary 
life.79 Hence, homeowners make great efforts to choose the house style, 
landscaping, decoration and furniture. The construction of gated com-
munities and their neighbourhood life aims to invent a meaning –  often 
in a rather ordinary countryside, the ‘exotic’ landscape has been invented 
for gated communities to signify the place, presenting the glorious and 
prestigious status of the neighbourhood.80 The social mentality of indif-
ference also reflects a more superficial relation in these places.

In contrast to the lack of social interaction, residents in commodity 
housing estates demonstrate a strong place attachment.81 They identify 
themselves strongly with the neighbourhood as residents of the place. 
Their place attachment is not built upon everyday encountering but rather 
on their common interests in the community as  homeowners.82 Their 
place attachment is ‘interests driven’ rather than ‘socially  mobilised’.83 
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However, their common interests have driven residents to participate 
in neighbourhood life in a more passive way. But because of low social 
capital, it is difficult for residents to exert influences over neighbourhood 
affairs. As Yushu Zhu (2020) observed:

Neighbourhood attachment (i.e., place sentiment toward a neigh-
bourhood) serves as a prerequisite for any form of participation. 
While neighbourhood attachment is sufficient for latent involve-
ment, such as staying informed about neighbourhood issues 
through social exchanges and other spontaneous activities, social 
capital produces mobilising forces that motivate residents to move 
beyond the latent stage to influence community outcomes through 
manifest engagement. (p. 1)

The greater residential privacy and low social interaction in gated com-
munities reflect the overall trend of Chinese society leaving its rurality –  
leaving the soil. But strong place attachment, sentiment and territorial 
identity mean that the ‘community’ does not disappear, but is based on a 
different foundation.

Robert Park (1915), the founder of the Chicago School of Sociology, 
pointed out that the social order would be built more on specialised voca-
tional groups or guilds and that relations would be defined by interests 
and utilitarianism, and no longer territorially based. Although it was 
found that ‘urban villagers’ still presented more territorially based rela-
tions in ethnic and working- class neighbourhoods in the United States,84 
Chinese gated communities partially confirm Park’s prediction about the 
transformation of neighbourhood life but at the same time disprove the 
claim about territory. Due to the specific setting, the neighbourhoods of 
Chinese cities are preserved, transformed or created. In the gated com-
munity, property interests make residents more like a vocational organi-
sation or interest group but still largely territorially based, just like urban 
villages where the rental economy transformed the village into a share-
holding entity. Residents of gated communities also interact through 
virtual social media such as neighbourhood discussion forums and form 
alliances in defending their property rights.

Conclusion

The Chinese gated community is not a micro- district built in the socialist 
era. Here, micro- district represents a master planned style of residence 
and the characteristics of an estate- based built form.85 The term fengbi 
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in the Chinese gated community further clarifies that these estates have 
security features with a high degree of residential privacy. Stressing the 
security highlights the nature of Chinese gated communities and helps 
avoid the connotation of private governance assumed in the notion of 
gated communities in the United States. How did the gated community 
appear in China? First and foremost, post- reform urban China has seen 
the desire for a higher quality of housing and the built environment, and 
secondly commodity housing buyers want a ‘good life’ associated with 
the environment.

Prior to the development of a housing market, housing develop-
ment was always organised on a scale smaller than the municipality. 
A universal public sector did not exist on a large scale of municipal wel-
fare. The municipality only maintained the public rental housing that 
had been converted from pre- socialist private housing. It did not have the 
capacity, and was indeed unwilling, to invest in large- scale public hous-
ing development, because housing was allocated as occupational welfare 
to working staff and public housing rental was low. It was a ‘collective’ 
(larger than individuals) provision. Although work- unit compounds built 
gates, the form of security was rather modest because society was gen-
erally safe and the crime rate was low. The neighbourhood watch was 
strong, and everyone was poor and did not have much personal wealth 
to store at home. Indeed, only when residents had household appliances 
such as a TV were windows with anti- theft iron bars installed. Even 
though they had security and gated features, these residences would 
not be called gated communities. The term refers to a particular mode of 
development –  ‘commodity’ housing estates with some security features.

Gated communities became a practical way to organise diverse 
residential demand for the higher quality of the built environment. It 
creates a new residential landscape and social geography of greater 
diversity. It adds a generic type of residential neighbourhood, in con-
trast to largely open traditional neighbourhoods and rural villages. But 
within this generic type, it has seen variegated qualities (dangci) with 
different degrees of gated- ness. These gated communities with differ-
ent qualities and price tags are organised on an estate- by- estate basis. 
Similar to the notion of ‘plotting urbanism’ in the peripheral urban areas 
of the global South,86 we can probably call the landscape of gated com-
munities ‘estate urbanism’, with greater residential differentiation built 
upon residences, in addition to social stratification created by urban 
and rural hukou, institutional affiliation and educational attainment 
(Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.13). But exactly because of this great internal 
variation within gated communities, it is perhaps difficult to expect that 
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Figure 4.12 A gated housing estate, Southern Lake Garden, in 
Shantou. The estate has a reasonable density compared with another 
high- density estate in the same city. Taken in 2013.

Figure 4.13 A high- density housing estate, Star Lake City, in Shantou. 
The plot ratio is much higher than Southern Lake Garden. These two 
photos show that gated commodity housing is now a mainstream 
product with varying densities and qualities. Taken in 2013.
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a class of gated communities residents with a clear identity will even-
tually be created, while just like other forms of lifestyle consumption, 
living in gated communities as a residential preference shapes the social 
status of the middle class.87 In the new world of gated communities, the 
all- inclusive relation of differential mode of association is not replicated. 
The gated form of residence may build walls like the Forbidden City or a 
French castle, or a melange of neoclassical motifs and low- density sub-
urban subdivisions.

In newer urban areas, many services related to the property within 
the neighbourhood are provided by the developer rather than the govern-
ment during housing construction. Homeowners did not previously know 
one another but become an interest group based on their properties. As 
a result, residents have relatively strong attachment to their community, 
despite low neighbourhood social interactions. But the neighbourhood 
has been transformed. Consumers, that is, individual homeowners, are 
not able to organise themselves effectively into an organisational form, 
because of the constraint of resources, lack of willingness to participate 
in public affairs and desire for residential privacy, together with a lack 
of demand for self- governance. Gated communities lack social capital 
because of low neighbourhood interaction and are not evolving into a 
‘civil society’ that can exert political demands for governance. The extent 
of self- governance is limited. These residential neighbourhoods are gated 
on the basis of the estates built by their developers. To some extent, prop-
erty services are provided by the developer, their subsidiary or recruited 
property management company.

The residential form originates from the market provision of hous-
ing by developers, which indeed reflects a residential change in urban 
China. The change brings in more residential autonomy at the neigh-
bourhood level, which is built upon and manifests as individualisation 
rather than collectivism.88 It is in this sense that the Chinese gated com-
munity is a ‘private’ neighbourhood, because all the properties are pri-
vately owned and the residential environment maintains a high degree of 
privacy with limited social interaction. But these neighbourhoods are not 
privately governed –  or in the perspective of differential mode of associ-
ation, a form of governance originating from the social relations of resi-
dents. The ‘incompetence’ of the homeowners’ association requires state 
agency –  the residents’ committee –  to be an arbitrator between devel-
oper and homeowners in residential disputes. In low-  and middle- income 
neighbourhoods, the state has to replace the non- functional homeown-
ers’ association to deliver basic services.
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If the definition of ‘gated community’ includes self- governance 
using legal forms such as CC&Rs, then fengbi xiaoqu is not a gated com-
munity, although they have gated forms with some security features. 
They are secured residential places but not places under private con-
trol, privately governed, or privatism. On the other hand, residential 
privacy is respected and desired, leading to weakened social relations 
and neighbourhood social lives. However, Chinese gated communities 
do not present such an extreme form of private governance as gated 
communities in Western market economies. The construction of these 
neighbourhoods started with the market provision of housing and con-
sequent property management services. The state still plays an impor-
tant role in neighbourhood governance; at the lower end of gated 
communities, such as resettlement housing estates, the state plays an 
even more direct role.89 The configuration of governance mode becomes 
even more complicated when there are different combinations of actors 
such as the property management company, the homeowners’ associa-
tion, the residents’ committee and street offices in diverse neighbour-
hood types.90 But even within the same category of neighbourhood such 
as gated communities, their strength can be different, depending upon 
the history of development.

As for the urban life of gated communities, the developer strives 
to discover the meaning of the good life, understanding the desire for 
a modern (Western) social life. After long- term political turmoil, such 
an imagined Western social order became particularly appealing during 
China’s (liberal) ‘cultural renaissance’ in the 1980s. But the imagination 
of the West originated during the collapse of imperial China. Fei Xiaotong 
in his book, From the Soil, described such a contrast:

Western societies are somewhat like the way we collect rice straw 
to use to cook our food. After harvest, the rice straw is bound into 
small bundles; several bundles are bound into larger bundles; and 
these are then stacked together so that they can be carried on shoul-
der poles. Each piece of straw belongs in a small bundle, which in 
turn belongs in a larger bundle, which in turn makes up a stack. The 
separate stacks all fit together to make up the whole haystack. In 
this way, the separately bound bundles can be stacked in an orderly 
way. In Western society, these separate units are organisations. By 
making an analogy between organisations in Western societies and 
the composition of haystacks, I want to indicate that in Western 
society individuals form organisations. (Fei 1947/ 92, 61)
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Fei then compared social organisations and asked why even basic social 
units such as families were so ambiguous in China:

In my opinion, the ambiguity indicates the difference between our 
social structure and that of the West. Our pattern is not like distinct 
bundles of straws. Rather, it is like the circles that appear on the 
surface of a lake when a rock is thrown into it. Everyone stands at 
the centre of the circles produced by his or her own social influence. 
Everyone’s circles are interrelated. One touches different circles at 
different times and places. (Fei 1947/ 92, 62– 3)

Fei characterises the mode of organisation in Western society as the 
‘organisational mode of association’ (tuantigeju), in contrast to differen-
tial mode of association (chaxugeju). For the latter, although Fei’s inten-
tion was to explain the source of ‘selfishness’, as the boundary of the 
public is ambiguous and only self- interest is identifiable, chaxugeju rep-
resents all- inclusive and all- intrusive social relations. As Fei explained:

In the West, the state is an organisation that creates distinct bound-
aries between the public and the private spheres. Like straws in a 
haystack, citizens all belong to the state. They have to make the 
state a public organisation beneficial to each individual… . But in 
traditional China, the concept of public was the ambiguous tianxia 
(all under heaven), whereas the state was seen as the emperor’s 
family. Hence, the boundary between public and private has never 
been clear. The state and the public are but additional circles that 
spread out like the waves from the splash of each person’s social 
influence. (Fei 1947/ 92, 70)

This feature of engagement has been increasingly regarded as undesir-
able, consciously or unconsciously, in the post- reform era. It is not the 
state but rather ordinary Chinese people who have begun to seek their 
private life, and as a residential choice –  residential privacy. They do 
not have the appetite for collective action to achieve self- governance. In 
essence, the motivation is to find better services and a better ‘material’ 
life. But the development of a more family- oriented built environment 
has a profound implication for urban life –  the end of collectivism or dif-
ferential mode of association in traditional China.

The development of gated communities, as the residential form of 
commodity housing, has materialised the process of individualisation 
that started even before the economic reform.91 With the massive scale 
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of development, this form has now become the mainstream type of res-
idence in urban China. It is in this sense that the claim made by Chinese 
real estate developers in the 2000s –  ‘residential construction transforms 
China’ (juzhu gaibian zhongguo) –  has come true.

As can be seen from the above, gated communities cannot be 
explained through simply supply-  or demand- side factors. The Chinese 
gated community is not a pure supply- side innovation. It would be an 
exaggeration to suggest that the Chinese gated community was created 
by developers to invent a residential market. Neither is it created as the 
residential form of collectivism by the state to continue its control. Gated 
communities reflect demand for a residential environment that has more 
residential privacy and personal space. The construction of gated com-
munities has led to the provision of property management at the resi-
dential neighbourhood level. The governance of neighbourhood through 
private provision is called private governance or ‘club governance’.92 
But property management, paid for by homeowners, is often controlled 
by the developer. The club is not equivalent to ‘collectivism’, namely a 
social order built upon differential but closely related social relation –  
 chaxugeju. The extent of self- governance is quite limited. Gated commu-
nities represent a new type of ‘community’ of property owners. Different 
from the rural village based on differential mode of association, it is an 
imagined community that has little actual social interaction but common 
interests in property rights.

In the United States, despite their increasing prevalence, gated com-
munities still present a privileged residential form and a segment of the 
upper housing market. The ‘white picket fence’ suburb created by mass 
suburbanisation associated with ‘white flight’ was originally an open 
access community.93 In contrast, the mass relocation of Chinese urbanites 
to the peripheral gated communities is a more mainstream choice of var-
iegated residential qualities ranging from practically affordable housing 
to luxury villa compounds. Indeed, such a choice is less about govern-
ance or municipal tax issues. Choosing gated communities is basically a 
choice of consumer products, with different degrees of security, services 
and prices –  the Chinese gated community is a micro consumer society.

In other words, it is not a public choice for different governments 
or governance modes. Rather, it is about housing as a consumer product, 
as municipal services such as hospitals, schools, nurseries and libraries 
are widely and universally available except in rural areas. In fact, these 
services are less conveniently available in suburban estates, and often 
the municipal government has to set up special branches in order to 
enhance the attractiveness of suburban residential areas. The degree of 
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the strength of the homeowners’ association is not part of the equation. 
Even though the children of the middle class may attend private schools, 
their parents cannot move into a place where they do not need to pay 
the tax for funding schools. In other words, school funding and choice 
are not linked to exclusive club goods of gated communities. Because the 
housing qualities of suburban gated communities and traditional neigh-
bourhoods are so different, they are not seen as comparable choices. In 
the early 2000s, Shanghai residents living in alleyway housing even used 
‘night urine bottles’ because of the lack of indoor toilets. The quality of 
alleyway housing was so poor and deteriorated that it would not seem 
a bad idea to move to a new place, even though this meant a farewell 
to their acquaintances. Thus, the choice is firstly seen as a selection of 
different living environments, rather than work- unit collectivism versus 
gated community privatism. But when the majority of residents ‘walked 
outside their work- unit compounds’ to suburban gated communities,94 
the strongly related and organic communities came to an end. This is lit-
erally leaving the soil, besides declining neo- traditionalism in workplace 
neighbourhoods.
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5
Rethinking urban China in  
an urban debate

Introduction

This book has explained how China is becoming urban through exam-
ining generic yet concrete residential spaces or neighbourhoods where 
people conglomerate. Rather than focusing on the force of economic 
agglomeration and the creation of the city, my attention has been paid 
to the social process occurring in the microscopic spaces of everyday life. 
Arguably, this process is exactly an urbanisation process rather than gen-
eral political and social change outside the ‘nature of cities’.1 This book 
does not depict macroeconomic political changes and the attendant 
changes to urban development approaches, although urban changes are 
placed within this broad political and social context. In other words, my 
perspective does not start from seeing a strong state as a defining param-
eter for China’s urbanisation. Rather, I attempt to understand how a visi-
ble state is emerging from the urbanisation process.

The focus here is placed on urban changes, in particular at the 
neighbourhood level. From these generic spaces we observe changing 
neighbourhood life and social order. In other words, the book is about 
‘urbanisation’ in its broader sense beyond economic changes and popula-
tion concentration –  increasing non- agricultural economies and rural- to- 
urban migration. Instead of seeing political economic changes and their 
impacts on the city, the perspective here is to understand urban transfor-
mation from the making of the urban and how this transformation gen-
erates implications for governance. In this sense, the political change is 
not deterministic but rather responsive to urbanisation on the ground.

The trend towards a greater sphere of consumption in Chinese cit-
ies was detected in the early stages of market reform.2 In a later stage of 
rising consumerism, Deborah Davis (2000) scrutinised the implication 
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of market development for potentially greater ‘community and personal 
autonomy’. According to Davis, the overall transformation could be 
understood as a ‘consumer revolution’ which was profoundly changing 
the political and social order. However, the main limitation to the thesis 
of consumer revolution is the challenge to describe what existed before 
such a transition. A common narrative presents the society before con-
sumer revolution as a fully bureaucratised one controlled by the state, but 
this ignores the interstices and close communal relations in these places.

From the understanding of neo- traditionalism,3 the transition 
therefore was not from a tightly regulated society to a ‘neoliberal’ mar-
ket society with greater social autonomy. Rather, it was a change from 
an organic and ‘totalised’ society to a more clearly defined division 
between individuals, class and a professionalised state, while the soci-
ety itself remained underdeveloped. This does not deny diverse social 
life and remaining reciprocal relationships, especially among those who 
are not able to enter the formal urban sphere. But the overall trend is 
the departure from rurality to embrace greater diversity and differen-
tiation (Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2). We have seen declining territorial 
relations and more network- based interactions. The form of residential 
communities has been strengthened, but this ‘community construction’ 

Figure 5.1 The area near Xintiandi, Shanghai, showing an upgrading 
process in central Shanghai. Taken in 2019.
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is based more on property rights and governmental techniques. This 
book has examined residential changes and precisely understands this 
transition, which is referred to here as ‘urbanisation’. Thus, changing 
governance goes beyond the single dimension of state control, state 
retreat or state regulation.

Besides housing consumption, this book has paid more attention to 
urban space and residential changes. In other words, the concern here is 
an ‘urban revolution’, considering the territory within which social rela-
tions are forged and transformed. Although production activities in the 
cities (hence the labour market) and welfare provision at the urban scale 
(hence urban policy or the ‘urban question’) are relevant to urbanisation, 
attention has been focused on urban neighbourhoods and changing resi-
dential relations. The overall thread of this book goes through entrepre-
neurial governance and changing urban life.

Although the book mainly focuses on urban neighbourhoods, 
including semi- urbanised villages in peri- urban areas, the trend 
described in these places occurs beyond the boundaries of the city. 
It is in this sense that this is a ‘planetary’ and extended urbanisation 
process, which has a profound impact on rural areas. Rural places are 

Figure 5.2 The dilapidated central area near the ‘Little Park’ in 
Shantou, showing a different trajectory from Xintiandi. Inner- city 
decline is rather rare in China. Taken in 2014.
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incorporated into Chinese urbanisation through massive rural- to- urban 
migration. In 2020, the total number of rural migrants in Chinese cities 
was 285.6 million.4 Although some migrants join their families in the 
cities, many adopt a tactic of ‘split households’, staying separately in 
the city and countryside as a result of social exclusion as well as the 
high expense of living in the city.5 Land near the cities is converted into 
urban uses and occupied by non- local users. Even in a faraway rural 
place, land is affected by urban development through the policy of so- 
called ‘land rights transfer’.6 Because the policy imposes a fixed annual 
quota of land development in each county, new development in one 
place has to be accompanied by demolition in another. A village site is 
demolished, and villages are merged to create more agricultural land –  
conversion from built- up area to agricultural uses generates a new ‘land 
development quota’ to be used in places near the city. Both demolition 
and building are processes of urbanisation, demolishing existing rural-
ity to merge rural villages into new settlements and creating spaces that 
differ from rurality. The profound change in the countryside, while it 
is beyond the scope of this book, occurs simultaneously with what is 
described here as ‘leaving the soil’.

This book thinks of the urban as a material base for capital accu-
mulation and changing social relations made in the everyday lives of res-
idents. The boundaries and categories between the urban and the rural 
are becoming increasingly indistinguishable. China has a long agrarian 
history. The book has examined Chinese cities in the context of the lon-
gevity of rural China after its socialist transformation until the recent 
‘urban revolution’. In countries like India or other places in the global 
South, colonial administration structures, that is, how subjects were gov-
erned and how the rural and the urban were designated, still affect what 
is ‘the urban’ today.7

Although the book is concerned only with urban China and con-
trasts it with rural China, this difference should not be regarded as a 
generic difference between spatial categories but rather as temporal 
change. That is, the cities and rural villages in imperial China and the 
earlier socialist planned economy bear similar rurality, while new urban 
China, including extensive direct or indirect links to rural areas, is subject 
to the same process of urbanisation. Rural China itself does not escape the 
process of urbanisation today, although the book has mainly described 
changes in the territory of cities. Through massive rural– urban migra-
tion, land development transfer and ‘rural consolidation’,8 the urban is 
being made at a scale that extends across the whole territory of China.
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Neighbourhood development and changes

Four generic neighbourhoods have been described here. The traditional 
alleyway neighbourhood largely remained untouched until the urban 
renewal programme initiatives in the 1990s. In the following years, espe-
cially after ‘housing commodification’ in 1998, the suburbs of Chinese 
cities have seen large- scale development, most saliently through ‘gated 
communities’. The redevelopment of inner cities was slow until subur-
ban development became controlled by ‘land development quotas’ and 
the policy of compact cities. Around the urban built- up area, the origi-
nal rural villages were converted into informal rental housing for rural 
migrants, particularly near industrial areas. At the same time, better- off 
residents left the traditional alleyway neighbourhoods and low- income 
households, while mostly rural migrants working for retail, catering and 
other social services moved into them, leading to further deterioration 
of the living environment. Urban demolition reduced the areas of tradi-
tional alleyway neighbourhoods, turning some into gated condominium 
estates.

Perhaps the most stable neighbourhood is the workplace neigh-
bourhood because housing was usually built as five-  to six- storey build-
ings, which are difficult to demolish. Through housing privatisation, 
most sitting tenants became homeowners. Many sold their properties 
and moved to suburban commodity housing, while some even held on 
to their ownership and rent their properties out to new migrants. As the 
homeownership rate of original urban households in Chinese cities is as 
high as over 80 per cent, renters are mostly rural migrants and new grad-
uates who have not stepped onto the property ladder.

This development history explains why the suburban gated com-
munity is the most desirable form. The quality of the living environment 
can be ranked in the order of commodity housing, workplace areas, tradi-
tional alleyway neighbourhoods, and finally urban villages. There are dif-
ferent forms of governance. The traditional alleyway neighbourhood was 
a marginal neighbourhood compared with workplace compounds and is 
still governed by the residents’ committee. Its governance has become 
more formalised through merging small neighbourhoods into larger 
administrative communities, but the changing composition of residents 
has made it more difficult to mobilise them to maintain the features of 
traditionalism. It has been difficult to introduce a more market- oriented 
form of governance because of low affordability for the services of prop-
erty management companies.
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As for workplace neighbourhoods, the residents’ committee was 
not a major mechanism for governance until the transfer of neighbour-
hood management to newly developed residential neighbourhoods. Its 
governance was achieved through the neo- traditionalism of the work- 
unit community. Thus, while the workplace neighbourhood seems to be 
the most stable in terms of residential change, its change in governance is 
quite significant. In contrast to newly developed suburban gated commu-
nities or upgraded condominium estates in the premium locations of the 
city, the workplace neighbourhood lacks both affordability for property 
management and demand for ‘private governance’, because the remain-
ing residents in the original place are poorer than those who were able to 
purchase newer housing, although some may wish to stay in central and 
school catchment areas.

No matter what the reasons, housing refurbishing and decoration 
are widespread among Chinese residents. The dismantling of collective 
consumption organised by the state has led to a more self- fulfilled form 
of homemaking under the ‘consumer revolution’, but workplace neigh-
bourhoods have not advanced to the extent that residents resort to pri-
vate services and governance. Indeed, it is difficult to maintain costly 
property services. The built environment is deteriorating, and often the 
new administrative community has to undertake some duties and play 
a leading role in neighbourhood governance. In short, the transition 
is from sectoral to territorial governance, rather than from the state to 
the market. It has been difficult to establish homeowners’ associations. 
Despite the neo- traditionalist history, these places encounter difficulties 
maintaining their collectivism.

In contrast, urban villages had no history of formal urban govern-
ance during the socialist period. The villagers’ committee would not 
have been able to cope with the sudden increase in private rentals which 
were mostly self- built. But the collective land of the former ‘production 
brigade’ was converted into the assets of villagers’ shareholding cooper-
atives. Services for villagers largely rely on rental income from collective 
assets. The traditional organisations of clan and lineage continue to exert 
influence but only for a minority of residents. The majority –  over 90 per 
cent –  are rural migrant renters who are excluded from  governance. The 
formal social order is increasingly maintained by the extension of state 
administrative agency. If urban villages are demolished, they are con-
verted into urban administration under the governance of a residents’ 
committee. For new rental housing created from extra units of reset-
tlement housing, governance is achieved through the landlord and ten-
ant symbiotic relation, bearing some features of ‘private governance’ of 
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rental economy. However, the whole resettlement housing neighbour-
hood created from urban village redevelopment is still subject to formal 
administrative management –  reflecting the formalisation process of 
redevelopment.

Finally, for gated communities, homeownership is the dominant 
form of housing tenure, although the actual occupancy rate may be low. 
The gated community neighbourhood has the most complex governance 
structure. With the introduction of property management companies 
to take over property services performed by the state or workplaces, 
together with homeowners’ associations to represent residents for 
property- related affairs and the residents’ committee to play a more for-
mal administrative role, the structure of governance is not fixed and is 
contextually dependent on the individual development histories of these 
estates. But the overall trend is that these gated estates are not solely 
governed by homeowners’ associations, as the role of the homeowners’ 
association is confined within the remit of property rights.

The lack of transparency and governance legitimacy makes it dif-
ficult for the homeowners’ association to play a greater role in neigh-
bourhood governance. But residents’ strong vested interests in property 
rights occasionally lead to ‘rightful resistance’ or collective actions when 
homeowners feel their rights are being violated. Residents do have a 
stronger identity and ‘place’ attachment to the estate based on their prop-
erty rights, and participate in neighbourhood leisure and entertainment 
activities, although these remain at a superficial level, different from the 
intimate neighbouring seen in traditional alleyway neighbourhoods. In 
other words, neighbourhood identity is maintained through common 
property rights interests more than everyday life experience.

In short, these four types of neighbourhoods demonstrate a com-
mon trend in that traditional features have been dismantled and dis-
tinctive new traits have been created. As mentioned earlier, another 
commonality is that the transition is triggered by the introduction of the 
market as a coordination mechanism into places where such a mechanism 
was suppressed or had not become dominant. But the market mechanism 
does not rise to the extent that it can determine the course of govern-
ance. The change does not give rise to a self- governed or stronger society. 
Informality is transformed and remains; relations transcend territorial 
boundaries; greater urbanity is created. Everyday lives are no longer con-
fined through the order of differential mode of association, constituting 
new urban China. Other than pointing out the departure of new urban 
China from its traditionalism or rurality, these new traits have quite var-
iegated manifestations in different places. Hence, these neighbourhoods 
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remain as generic categories –  due to their different histories and politi-
cal economic positions in China’s overall societal transformation.

Placing urban China in the ‘urban’ debates

The Chinese city has a long history. The word ‘city’ in Chinese is actu-
ally composed of two characters, cheng (city) and shi (market). The 
book Spring and Autumn Annals of Wu and Yue written in 25– 220 ad 
describes the origin of the city as: ‘building the city for the emperor; 
developing the market for people. This is the origin of the city’. The 
Chinese definition points out two forces in city building: economic 
activities and governance.9 Therefore, it is helpful to think about the 
city beyond being a pure space container for economic activities. 
Understanding governance and behind it, social relations and mental-
ity, is necessary.

It is imperative to understand the city as the outcome of both eco-
nomic agglomeration and the politics of development. It is intriguing to 
ask what the driving forces for the concentration of population and eco-
nomic activities into the city are and for the more variegated and concrete 
spatial forms of neighbourhoods. Recently, in the field of urban studies, 
there has been a debate over the ‘nature’ of the city,10 and a rethinking 
of the distinction between the city and the urban.11 Such a distinction is 
meaningful for understanding what the exact changes in Chinese urban 
neighbourhoods are, because, although the Chinese city as a built form 
has existed for a long time, only now has Chinese society been drastically 
urbanised, leaving its roots of rurality. A new form of social relation, gov-
ernance and order, and social mentality has been formed. Now we place 
the understanding of urban China in three major debates over the city.

the ‘nature’ of cities

There is a debate on the understanding of the city. The ‘nature’ of cities, 
according to Allen Scott and Michael Storper (2015), is an outcome of 
economic agglomeration. Its concrete spatial form is further moulded 
by the ‘land nexus’ consisting of competition over location and regula-
tory intervention. They argue that ‘agglomeration is the basic glue that 
holds the city together as a complex congeries of human activities, and 
that underlies –  via the endemic common pool resources and social con-
flicts of urban area –  a highly distinctive form of politics’ (pp. 6– 7). The 
nature of cities thus involves ‘combining two main processes, namely, 
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the dynamics of agglomeration and polarization, and the unfolding 
of an associated nexus of locations, land uses and human interactions’ 
(p. 1). They suggest that the formation of the city is driven by the force 
of agglomeration, extending through dispersion. They further formally 
state that:

The city represents a very specific scale of economic and social 
interaction generated by agglomeration processes and focused on 
the imperative of proximity, and almost always endowed with gov-
ernance arrangements that attempt to deal with the problematical 
effects of density and propinquity. (Storper and Scott 2016, 1119)

By emphasising this force of agglomeration, out of competition for the 
central location, which is essential and unique to the city, they hope to 
identify the process that is the inherently urban rather than more general 
social phenomena and processes. These general social processes may be 
related to urban life but cannot be essentially defined as the city. They 
suggest that the definition of the city should separate general social pro-
cesses from the process of creating the city.

Implicitly, underlying this notion of the essential agglomeration 
process that creates the city is an attention to the economic sphere, apart 
from social and political dynamics. It is this exclusive focus on the eco-
nomic sphere that incurs various criticisms. Others argue that there is a 
need to understand everyday life and urban experience in order to define 
the city, such as blacks’ different experience of cities12 and the experience 
of women during urbanisation.13 The urban experience is heterogene-
ous, as shown in the association of blacks with urban lives.14 While other 
scholars argue for the need to understand the city in relation to policy,15 
political economy suggests that the urban process is a spatial concentra-
tion of economic surplus by ruling classes and the state,16 or the politics 
of governance in a form of assemblage crossing the defined boundaries of 
the city.17 Thinking from a postcolonial standpoint, Ananya Roy (2016) 
argues that the understanding of the urban must be placed in govern-
mentality in the case of a postcolonial society, or how the colonial history 
affects the classification of the city today. She explains how

[T] he urban does not have a priori meaning in India as a govern-
mental category. Instead, it comes into being through programs of 
government, through the populations classified and named by such 
programs, as well as by the tussles and claims generated through 
such mediations. (Roy 2018, p. 41)
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From thinking about assemblage, cities are connected sites and are con-
structed by those who live in them.18 The agencies of actors, learning 
from other places and acting across a defined space, are important forces 
in the formation of the city.19 This later relates to the understanding of 
the city as a defined space or an extended form of urbanisation, which 
will be discussed later.

Now, placing urban China in this debate, this book has revealed the 
social and governance dynamics of Chinese urbanisation. In China, dur-
ing the feudal period, the city was more or less an administrative centre, 
occupied by the rich aristocratic class and built with a government com-
pound (yamen) and a Confucian temple. The city could hardly exert its 
influence over the vast rural area which was under self- governance by its 
‘natural’ order. The position of the city was defined by the imperial order 
rather than the division of labour, which made the city superior to the 
rural and able to exploit it.

The Chinese city, as suggested by its name shi and as argued by Scott 
and Storper (2015), was also the hub of market exchange; but the city 
itself was not ‘urbanised’ in a way that presents a striking social difference 
from other rural communities. It was a marketplace with a concentration 
of population and a labour force of craftsmen in small workshops and 
traders who both were by no means ostentatious and were in fact looked 
down upon. Despite an ephemeral republican era and then the socialist 
revolution, the Chinese city remained a city without urbanisation. In fact, 
through socialist transformation, suppression of consumption and econ-
omising urbanisation, the socialist city reversed the trend towards grow-
ing urbanity in the republican period –  an era now narrated as ‘Shanghai 
nostalgia’.20 The socialist city is a settlement without urbanism. In the 
socialist period, the city was an instrument or site for industrial produc-
tion –  ‘industrialisation without urbanisation’ –  as consumption and the 
urban life were constrained and regarded as ‘non- productive’.

In the post- reform era, the city and various associated spatial forms 
have been rediscovered and transformed into a new instrument for eco-
nomic growth. The application of the market form of development means 
the city is used in a different way, as Scott and Storper (2015) suggest, 
as a hub of market exchange. But the rising of market exchange is only 
one aspect of change. Considering political economic thinking, the city 
is also a place for handling surplus capital accumulation, and even the 
base to launch financial operations –  the creation of capital for growth.21 
The role of the city as a spatial fix22 and assetisation23 –  an essential but 
specific economic role –  has been elaborated elsewhere.
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Here, this book depicts a broader process that is now making the 
Chinese city an urban world, as shown in the residential changes in 
four generic neighbourhoods, namely, how these neighbourhoods, as 
fragments, finally constitute the urban –  ‘urban China’ as we know it 
now. This book, while examining these ‘spatial’ components, is about 
social life; understanding the urban through the social relations forged 
in these places, which are different from the Chinese rurality of differ-
ential mode of association. Consequently, there are great challenges in 
dealing with a marketised society –  it is no longer a society with tradi-
tionalism and neo- traditionalism –  which drives the changing mode of 
governance. In this sense, the process is not a general social process but 
rather the ‘urban process’.24

Such a society seriously lacks self- governance capacities. The 
market has captured the territory usually performed by society (in, for 
example, the ‘commodification of neighbourhood services’). Greater 
social inequality means that the poor lack economic resources to support 
their activities, and the scope of reciprocal relations has been signifi-
cantly reduced. ‘Natural’ rights to community based on the differential 
mode of association and territorial embedding have been excluded by 
newly emerged market relations (for example, the village shareholding 
cooperative excluding rural migrants who are renters). This raises the 
imperative for the state to reshape its function and extend its governmen-
tal techniques. While agglomeration is intrinsic to urbanisation, as the 
Chinese city has become the site of the world’s workshop, the formation 
of urban China is beyond the economically driven dynamics described by 
a term such as ‘agglomeration’.

the city as concentrated form versus the urban as assemblages

There is a debate over the conceptualisation of the city as a concentrated 
form versus an extended assemblage. Precisely, the debate is about the 
distinction between the urban and the city –  being wider and planetary, 
the urban is not a bounded geographical concept, and urbanisation is a 
process.25 While the city is thought of as a defined object, the urban rep-
resents a process, a trend or an assemblage of social relations.

As mentioned earlier in discussing the first debate, Scott and Storper 
(2015) conceptualise the city as an outcome of agglomeration towards a 
defined location; then its shape is differentiated by different capacities for 
securing the central location.26 According to this understanding, the city 
is a defined object with a ‘land nexus’. However, starting from a critique 
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of the ‘urban age’ as a statistical artefact, Neil Brenner and Christian 
Schmid (2014) argue that the statistical distinction between the city and 
the rural is not helpful. Their criticism is not about the statistical defini-
tion of the city per se. Rather, they criticise the conceptualisation of the 
city as a bounded entity. They envisage an extended form of urbanisation 
rather than a defined boundary between the urban versus the non- urban 
world under modern capitalism:

The resultant, unevenly woven urban fabric (Lefebvre, 2003[1970]) 
is today assuming extremely complex, polycentric forms that no 
longer remotely approximate the concentric rings and linear den-
sity gradients associated with the relatively bounded industrial city 
of the nineteenth century, the metropolitan forms of urban devel-
opment that were consolidated during the opening decades of the 
twentieth century or, for that matter, the tendentially decentralis-
ing, nationalised urban system that crystallised across the global 
North under Fordist- Keynesian capitalism. (Brenner and Schmid 
2014, 743)

Instead of thinking of the city as a defined category, they focus on urban-
isation as a major social process in the contemporary world, arguing that 
‘the urban and urbanisation are theoretical categories’. ‘The urban is not 
a pregiven, self- evident reality, condition or form –  its specificity can only 
be delineated in theoretical terms, through an interpretation of these 
core properties, expressions or dynamics’ (p. 749). They conceive ‘urban-
ization as a process of continual sociospatial transformation’ (p. 750). 
Further, they elaborated this new epistemology of the urban:

New forms of urbanization are unfolding around the world that 
challenge inherited conceptions of the urban as a fixed, bounded 
and universally generalisable settlement type. (p. 151)

While Storper and Scott (2016) insist on the existence of the land nexus 
and the defined spatial unit of the city, the debate between the city and 
the urban is not about statistical or morphological difference. The city 
and its neighbourhoods exist as a concentrated form where a large num-
ber of people live.

However, the process related to the making of the city is not 
bounded within a defined territory and is more permeable. It is in this 
sense that Brenner and Schmid (2014) argue for the concept of ‘plane-
tary urbanization’ which extends to the rest of the world. The substantial 
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difference is that Scott and Storper (2015) think the latter social process 
is not necessarily the urban: they argue that thinking of the nature of 
cities as agglomeration helps ‘to distinguish intrinsically urban phenom-
ena from the rest of social reality’ (p. 1). The distinction between the two 
sides is the different understanding of what is an urban process: advo-
cacy for a defined urban land nexus and thus a spatial unit of the city 
perceives an exclusively city- shaping agglomeration effect, while the the-
sis of planetary urbanisation regards these broader social processes as 
exactly constituting the ‘urban process’, that the urban is an oeuvre of 
the everyday life of their dwellers, according to the insights of Lefebvre 
(1991). This exclusive attention to a concentrated form as the city is crit-
icised as ‘methodological cityism’27 from an understanding of the met-
abolic process of the city. But thinking of the political process inherent 
in city- building, the urban presents a form of assemblage across defined 
boundaries.28 The city- region is such an example.

This book does not look at the regional scale of urbanisation or 
city- region formation in China, which has been discussed elsewhere.29 
Neither is the Chinese city examined as a single and generic entity. This 
book has investigated the diverse forms of urbanisation, a process of dif-
ference with attention to neighbourhoods, and looked into the strikingly 
different residential landscapes that constitute the Chinese city. These 
neighbourhoods are not only the material forms but also the social fabric 
of the city. They are components of the urban. The residential changes in 
these neighbourhoods have been examined with reference to the social 
life of residents. Thus the ‘level’ of urbanisation is measured not as a 
quantity of urban population, a critique made by Brenner and Schmid 
(2014) about the bounded city.

In China, more than 50 per cent of the population now reside in 
places ‘classified’ as the city –  a historical milestone passed since 2014. 
But there is a need to understand urbanisation as a process beyond 
rural- to- urban migration. In China urban studies, ‘internal’ neighbour-
hood change is rarely regarded as a process of urbanisation. But accord-
ing to the understanding of the ‘urban’ as everyday life and the urban 
revolution as a radical turn towards the growing city as an oeuvre or 
assemblage of everyday life,30 the transformation of traditional neigh-
bourhoods and the making of new urban villages and gated communities 
are part of urbanisation processes. Rurality, once typical in Fei Xiaotong’s 
Kaixiangong village but to a variegated extent in workplace communities 
of the socialist industrial city or in alleyway neighbourhoods (as shown in 
the genre of Shanghai nostalgia), is fading and diminishing. This ‘fading’ 
of rurality is urbanisation (Figure 5.3).
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These four neighbourhoods, as a constellation of the urban, are differen-
tiated and dispersed, in terms not only of their locations but also of their 
different positions in governmentality. The book not only pays attention 
to the central area (fully urbanised) but also to the quite dispersed and 
in fact scattered semi- urbanised and informal areas of urban villages 
and suburban estates. Looking from a distance, the development of the 
Chinese city presents a concentrated form, not only regionally in the east 
but increasingly in the middle and western mega- cities too, but also as a 
built- up area with CBDs and industrial zones. The impact of the agglom-
eration effect is visible in uneven development. But beyond this obvious 
uneven development, the city is not just a land- use pattern of residential 
differentiation but also a differentiated world of life.

Albeit focusing here on internal urban space, the city itself is a 
world of cities (neighbourhoods), made out of their specific history, in 
relation to Chinese society and various actions (for example, applying 
the market mechanism to the production of space). They are constituted 
by the everyday life of residents in these places in response to political 

Figure 5.3 A rural village left vacant near the convention centre in 
Wuxi new town. This area was originally planned for Wuxi eco- town. 
The place is not far from Kaixiangong village in Wujiang, also near the 
Taihu Lake, which is the setting for Fei Xiaotong’s book From the Soil. 
The photo shows the disappearance of Rural China. Taken in 2017.
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economic changes. For example, residents seek residential privacy and 
thus are susceptible to real estate lures to a ‘paradise of the good life’, 
engineered by the developer, which are packaged with exotic landscape 
design.31 This understanding points to suburban development in relation 
to the state strategy of promoting urban growth,32 residents’ desire for 
a different relation with the state, and perhaps also to their employers’ 
and the developers’ tactics of profit making. The creation of ‘exotic’ sub-
urban landscapes is an imaginary learnt from the West. The most ‘exotic’ 
landscape is in fact a banal suburban single- house division, using names 
such as ‘Orange County’, which is actually the name of an upper mar-
ket estate.33 Though expensive, these large single houses called ‘villas’ 
in China are not exotic at all. Many are simply suburban divisions as in 
North America.

The commodification of public housing in both traditional and 
workplace neighbourhoods has reduced reciprocal relations and neigh-
bourhood help. They are affected by urban land economics (land finance) 
for example, as these neighbourhoods are produced and reproduced in a 
more market- oriented way. But the change is not solely created as a pro-
cess of agglomeration, competing for a central location known as the city.

Metaphorically, this book has described how the process is ‘leaving 
the soil’ –  becoming different from the rural China of differential mode 
of association (chaxugeju). Certainly, these neighbourhoods have higher 
densities than more scattered villages and a tranquil rural life with a 
close- knit social fabric, often built upon clan, lineage or the ‘natural’ 
membership of a workplace. Such association or entitlement is ‘non- 
deprivable’. But the rights to these new neighbourhoods are increasingly 
tied up with differentiated and class- based consumption status; hence 
they are changeable and are to be made. In essence, thinking of the urban 
as (changing) social relations allows us to review the commonality of 
these diverse places.

As these generic neighbourhoods in Chinese cities reveal, the 
urban is characterised by a more commodified relation outside a world 
of acquaintance. This does not mean that the urban is an isolated world, 
with few linkages between people. The urban is actually seeing intense, 
more frequent interaction and dynamism. Residents do not necessarily 
feel that they are entirely rootless –  the commodity housing estate shows 
a stronger ‘place attachment’ because residents share the same inter-
ests in property rights and can be mobilised into social action to defend 
them, often as ‘rightful resistance’ (defending by law). However, they 
can no longer claim their rights simply by staying in the place longer 
(as their everyday life) or by being entitled to a political community. 
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Urban dwellers understand this change, thus embracing the new social 
mentality of the urban.

This new form of society is different from its precedents –  rural vil-
lages, alleyway neighbourhoods and workplace living quarters. Urban 
villages and gated communities are apparently new fragments, but this 
is not a contrast between the built forms of Chinese terraced housing 
with portal stone gates (shikumen) and five to six walk- ups in workplace 
(danwei) and newer residential areas. All evolve and co- exist. Hence, 
their existence and transformation represent a process rather than 
a defined spatial entity. Here, residential location ‘choice’ is not seen 
just as a competition for locations, not even as a choice of a particular 
form of governance.34 They are parallel urban worlds constructed out 
of their development history and the regime of spatial production. For 
gated communities, the Chinese middle class, driven by market forces, 
pursue greater residential privacy, and do not organise themselves into 
‘private governance’. Organic traditionalism is not replicated in newer 
gated communities. There are consumer activities in these neighbour-
hoods, literally in the ‘club houses’ of gated communities. Although 
residents belong to the same neighbourhood, they are not very differ-
ent from other consumer clubs, and hence do not form or represent the 
‘third realm’.35

Particularism versus generalisation

The field of urban studies has recently seen a debate over particularism 
versus generalisation. The postcolonial critique argues that theories 
developed in the West should not be seen as universal and applicable to 
the global South without considering their particularities. Even more 
importantly, the global South should be the site where theories are gen-
erated. This argument is forcefully put by Ananya Roy (2009a) as the 
‘geographies of theory’. Instead of focusing on the ‘global city’ in the 
North, urban studies should examine ‘ordinary cities’: as every city has 
the potential to be theoretically relevant, the focus should be on these 
cities as ‘sites of difference’.36 In other words, instead of seeing a universal 
replication of Western theories, as Jennifer Robinson (2011) argues, we 
need to think across differences and see ‘a world of cities’. Urban theory 
needs to be constructed through a ‘comparative gesture’ to emphasise 
distinctive features.37 Thinking in relational terms, that is, in ‘inter- 
reference’ between different policy practices, the notion of ‘worlding’ is 
put forward to describe cosmopolitan and postcolonial urbanism.38
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According to this advocacy of particularism, specific colonial his-
tory, social practices and governance practices can help us understand 
current urbanism in the global South. On the other hand, urban theory 
should be provincialised, recognising the ‘parochial character of univer-
sal knowledge claims’.39 Instead of focusing on the effect of globalisation 
on cities in the global South, attention should be paid to ‘subaltern urban-
ism’ and everyday life beyond the categories of the state, capital and civil 
societies,40 for example the essential feature of ‘informality’.41 Criticising 
the ‘nature’ of cities’, Helga Leitner and Eric Sheppard (2016) argue that:

[No] single theory suffices to account for the variegated nature of 
urbanization and cities across the world. Such provincialisation 
requires a serious engagement with both mainstream and critical 
Anglophone urban theory, challenging the seeming naturalness of 
knowledge claims through rigorous theoretical and empirical scru-
tiny from the standpoint of peripheral perspectives located outside 
the core. (p. 228)

In response to the criticism, Storper and Scott (2016) insist on the need to 
‘ask for a clear and direct demonstration of the fundamental incommen-
surability of urban phenomena in different parts of the world’ and ‘the-
oretically generalisable features of urbanisation as a whole’ (p. 1122). 
They criticise the ‘exceptionalism of the Global South’ as leading to 
exclusive attention to ‘favoured themes such as poverty, slums, informal 
labour markets, vulnerable property rights, inadequate infrastructure 
and lack of sanitation’ (p. 1123).

Regarding particularism and generalisation, Jamie Peck (2015) 
advocates that a ‘conjunctural’ approach might be more appropriate, 
which considers particular social practices but also some meta processes 
and trends that prevail across different worlds. Together with agencies 
and particular histories and social processes in different places, a major 
theme such as governance financialisation is identified. In the case of 
Chinese market reform and its relation to neoliberalism, according to 
this conjunctural approach, China has seen a variegated version of over-
all trends,42 which is not just worlding or policy mobility but is also driven 
by fundamental political economic conditions in China and the world.

This book is not about general urban theory but rather focuses 
on the Chinese city. Naturally, the concerns are inherently particular. 
Special attention has been paid to the historically and geographically 
concrete conditions of Chinese urbanisation. While set in the overall 
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context of political economic changes, the book is particularly inter-
ested in changing social life and how the urban is constructed in diverse 
neighbourhoods. Economic forces and development approaches, such as 
land- financed development, are mentioned but are not the core concern 
of this book.43 The intention is to contrast Chinese rurality, socialist col-
lectivism and post- reform urbanism. Attention to the specific histories 
would reveal a process beyond Chinese specificity –  that urbanisation is 
becoming a generalised process across the whole society, despite varie-
gated and specific built forms.

The process has not been entirely engineered by the dominant actor 
(here the state) and its institution (for example, hukou, which is used to 
explain everything about the poverty of rural migrants in China- related 
literature). Besides seeing a series of practical actions in the specific his-
torical contexts which lead to subsequent changes, the book has aimed 
to think about the more general conditions that we face in the contem-
porary urban world, arguably a process of ‘planetary urbanisation’. In 
fact, besides particular history and culture, the concern here shares a 
remarkable similarity to anomie, a concept raised by Emile Durkheim in 
connection with earlier urbanisation in the West and the implications of 
‘metropolitan mental life’,44 and the concern in Bowling Alone: The Collapse 
and Revival of American Community by Robert Putnam (2000)45 –  declin-
ing social capital. But Putnam paid particular attention to television as a 
major leisure form in the United States since the 1960s. Considering the 
Chinese city, more attention here is paid to residential changes under the 
application of marketisation to a previously totalised society.

As suggested earlier, China has a long history of city building.46 Its 
pace of urbanisation, however, has speeded up over the last four decades 
since the market reform. Owing to its specific development history and 
the large scale of city building, the Chinese experience of urbanisation 
may bring a new perspective to the understanding of ‘emerging cities’, 
here a trend from the absence of urbanism to greater urban life.

For example, the development of ‘edge cities’ and ‘post- suburbia’ 
has been understood through post- industrial restructuring and flex-
ible accumulation. But the Chinese case indicates the need to under-
stand the role of political leaders, and more generally the state in the 
process of urban development, as described by the thesis of ‘the state 
acting through the market’.47 Similarly, gated communities are widely 
understood in terms of lifestyle choice, a rising concern for security and 
a preference for ‘private governance’. But the making of Chinese gated 
communities indicates a more supply- side reason. Associated with real 
estate projects, developers try to create an imaginary Western suburbia 
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to brand suburban and rural areas. Gated communities are part of an 
overall development strategy supported by the entrepreneurial local 
state, which is incentivised by land- based development from land sales 
and constrained by its means of mobilising financial resources, because 
of the restriction on the local government raising money directly from 
the capital market.48

However, as discussed in Chapter 4, the development of gated 
communities is also indigenously driven by residents’ desire for greater 
residential privacy, a better quality of living environment, a controlled 
personal sphere and family life, often as an imagined good life after the 
political turmoil.49 These specificities mean that the overall trend might 
be generalised but would not be an exclusive agglomeration effect with 
differentiated capacities to bid on the land by different social groups.

This book has adopted a historical view of neighbourhood changes. 
Rather than seeing the state leading the whole process or engineering 
reform as a well- designed, coherent and intended project, there has been 
in fact no clear road map. The tactic was fairly pragmatic –  ‘across the 
river by groping stones’. It is also a ‘worlding’ practice.50 Learning from 
successful East Asian newly industrialising economies and their develop-
mental states, China initiated the market reform and switched to export- 
oriented industrialisation. This is an understanding of particularism 
about the particular Chinese state with its history of leading socialist rev-
olution but maintaining neo- traditionalism throughout industrialisation. 
Industrialisation without urbanism sounds very particular, but there are 
both resemblances of the former socialist city under controlled urban-
isation and persistence of ‘street corner society’ and ‘urban villages’, or 
‘ethnic enclaves’ in the industrialised West.

Also, similar to the postcolonial global South where the understand-
ing of the urban needs to relate to the classification of governance sub-
jects (hence ‘political society’ rather than ‘civil society’) and re- mapping 
of the urban as governmental techniques,51 the understanding of the 
implications of particular histories of rurality and state socialism for 
urban China reflects the ‘geography of theories’.52 But this particularism 
is not without a more general concern for urbanisation and social order, 
which was raised in earlier sociological studies of the urban.53 Similarly, 
since the application of marketisation, Chinese society has embarked on 
a journey towards greater complexity, diversity and heterogeneity –  a 
process observed at a close neighbourhood scale in this book.

This process is part of planetary urbanisation, which permeates 
every corner of the city and every fragment beyond the city. Social total-
ity began to break down and, despite the techniques of governance, the 
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city is no longer under a fundamental, singular control, reminiscent of 
anomie during rapid urbanisation, a universal proposition suggested 
by Emile Durkheim in nineteenth- century Europe. As we see in China, 
the market does not rise to a status that can dictate the whole of society, 
or the so- called ‘market society’ by Karl Polanyi (1944). Neither can the 
state leave the social order to a self- governed society. There was a de facto 
tendency of increasing autonomous spaces, as predicted by the consumer 
revolution thesis. But this has not led to urban China as a new civil society 
beyond ‘rightful resistance’.54 Rather, it is a process of urbanisation which 
has driven Chinese society away from its stable, static and predictable 
rurality, which raises the practical need for and possible approaches to 
the restoration of a social mentality which requires a social order emerg-
ing neither from the state nor from self- governed citizens. This is what 
we have observed in diverse neighbourhoods. These neighbourhoods are 
the building blocks of urban China, which may eventually return to an 
indigenously generated social order if they are not broken into chaos and 
might eventually provide the foundation of future Chinese society.

New urban China: informality, network and urbanity

Considering the classic notion of urbanism as anonymity, high density 
and diversity, we can identify some features of the Chinese city which 
have not been uniformly transformed into a ‘market society’. New urban 
China is not a sterile place without social interaction. But sociality does 
not generate power –  the right to the city. The society is underdevel-
oped. In the following pages we speculate about some features of new 
urban China.

First, informality still exists in Chinese neighbourhoods and their 
urban life. As Ananya Roy (2005) argues that informality represents a 
‘mode of urbanisation’ in the global South, informal rental housing and 
the under- regulated built environment and accompanying social rela-
tions persist in China. Chinese urban villages are created by the ‘every-
day life’ of rural migrants and the informal rental practices of farmers 
in peri- urban areas. These places naturally contain some features of the 
traditional society such as more frequent neighbouring and social inter-
actions among renters.55 Especially, in inner urban neighbourhoods, 
migrants encounter and interact more frequently with urban locales and 
develop social trust to some extent.56 These neighbourhoods contain 
some sociability. In terms of governance, the form is also less hierarchi-
cal but involves multiple actors participating in an assemblage, crossing 
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administrative boundaries.57 The villagers’ committee is largely a type of 
rural governance institution, underdeveloped in the socialist period com-
pared with the more formal governance of state- owned enterprises. New 
shareholding cooperatives are horizontally linked with investors and 
developers. This is compounded by the legacies of clans and lineages.

The newly developed neighbourhoods are not sterile places. Even 
though urban villages occupy a marginal status, a vibrant everyday life 
still exists there, not only because of reciprocal support but also due to 
sharing informal communal spaces as well as the hawkers and street mar-
kets in these places. Because the state allows greater autonomy in both 
urban villages and gated communities, wishing that residents should 
look after themselves and sort out their daily lives and their own property 
maintenance, the dwellers in these places maintain informal social rela-
tions and interaction. For example, Yongshen Liu and Yung Yau (2020) 
observed in urban villages near Guangzhou University Town (a project of 
state entrepreneurialism):

Vendors occupy the streets and roads selling barbecued food 
or snacks to cater to students’ preference for a ‘midnight- snack 
 culture’. (p. 279)

Empowered by the market rule, villagers, student- oriented com-
mercial developers and self- employed migrant entrepreneurs 
extorted their power by developing a market society directed at the 
actual students and consumers of the area: university students and 
low- income tenants. (p. 285)

Similar to the ‘urban villagers’ described by Herbert Gans (1962) in the 
Italian neighbourhood of Boston, Chinese urban dwellers also engage in 
close interaction in their neighbourhoods where some features of the tra-
ditional society still persist.

This does not contradict the overall trend of transformation of 
social relations and urban life, because the traditional neighbourhoods 
and new rural villages in the city demonstrate a more organic everyday 
life of traditionalism than middle- class gated communities. The latter 
represent a more formal development in social life. This book suggests 
that even with intense interaction, a new social relation is largely forged 
on the basis of individuals rather than collectivism. The existence of 
informality thus does not mean that these new neighbourhoods remain 
like a static traditional society. Further informality is an outcome of the 
process of individualisation and will continue.
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Second, new urban China becomes a translocal networked soci-
ety, not only with greater linkage between Chinese cities and the out-
side world as well as the influx of migrants from rural to urban areas, 
but also with more intense interactions through networks across res-
idential boundaries. Besides ‘enclave urbanism’,58 there exists ‘bor-
derland urbanism’59 where residents between different residential 
enclaves interact and associate in everyday life. When looking at the 
actual everyday lives of residents, they are seen as not bounded and 
isolated by these enclaves. Bart Wissink (2019a) suggests that ‘an 
alternative relational comparative view’, which ‘understands enclaves 
as assemblages of heterogeneous elements that are themselves part of 
multiple assemblages operating on various “scales” ’ (p. 172) is more 
appropriate. A close examination of migrants’ social networks reveals 
some diverse patterns which are not bounded by the neighbourhood.60 
In part, social interaction crossing boundaries is due to increasing resi-
dential mobility, as many no longer reside within the same neighbour-
hood but maintain contacts.61 Intergroup interactions exist within and 
across neighbourhoods and social trust has been developed, though in 
an asymmetric form.62

The transformation of social contact and networks in China cannot 
be simply summarised as the dystopia that is typically characterised in 
the literature of the prototypical gated community.63 The change of social 
contact and mentality cannot be measured just in terms of the distance 
of spatial reach. Or, if indeed spatial reach is considered, urban China 
has seen a pattern of ‘planetary urbanisation’, linking the urban with the 
vast rural area through migrant inflow and their translocal contacts, and 
crossing urban boundaries between spatially confined collectivism in 
rural villages or traditional alleyway neighbourhoods.

Both urban residents and rural migrants are more mobile. Despite 
spatially extended contacts and perhaps precisely due to this greater 
encountering, similar to what George Simmel described in the ‘metropo-
lis’, residents become more atomised, centred upon self and family. The 
role of the residential community in urban life is declining (Figure 5.4), 
although the strength of neighbourhoods associated with a more ‘eco-
nomic man’ and formal administratively oriented governance has been 
strengthened.

In the case of urban and rural villages, this intermediate space of 
sociability, which was once based on clans and lineages as ‘collective’ 
social structures, is replaced by shareholding companies of ‘investors’. 
While the clan or territorially derived relation (people with the same ori-
gin of hometown, laoxiang) has not totally disappeared and continues to 
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exert an effect, its influence is mediated through social relations in the 
new urbanised context.

In the case of gated communities, social mobilisation is based on 
shared interests in properties, rather than a moral order established by 
and derived from a closer ‘community’. Gated communities may also 
be spaces of social entertainment and leisure; but none of the mem-
bers have sufficient information or comprehensive knowledge about 
the others. As such, following the description of the ‘blasé metropolitan 
attitude’,64 they present an indifference towards others, a respect for res-
idential privacy and a clearer distinction between the public and private 
spheres. Hence, these residential neighbourhoods are socially under- 
mobilised, except in the extreme form of ‘neighbourhood activism’ to 
defend their property rights.65

Third, new urban China also sees greater urbanity. The sphere 
of consumption demonstrates great diversity and discretionary styles 
(Figure 5.5). Everyday leisure, entertainment and spontaneous cultural 
activities are organised by grassroots residents,66 potentially forming 
a new ‘public space’.67 While dancing in public squares and parks has 
been read politically as contestation to regulated everyday life by the 

Figure 5.4 A private club near Xintiandi, Shanghai. The club, on the 
upper floor of a jewellery store with the same owner, has become a 
venue for fashion and business. Taken in 2019.
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authoritarian state,68 public dancing as morning or evening exercise in 
fact reflects the desire for a more private reason of pleasure and health 
rather than a political and social purpose, in contrast to the political ral-
lies seen in the socialist past in public squares (Figure 5.6).69 Because of 
the shortage of leisure space, especially for low- income neighbourhoods 
in inner- urban areas, residents tend to occupy any possible communal 
space, streets and pavements by offices and commercial buildings during 
the evening. These are informal, spontaneous activities.

The leisure activities are apolitical. Awareness of the public sphere 
does not necessarily emerge from consumerism. Although dancing in 
public is a new phenomenon since economic reform, the informality and 
sociality is not a surprise as even during the peak of the socialist period, 
traditional neighbourhoods and to a lesser extent workplace neighbour-
hoods still demonstrated quite organic features. Instead of thinking of pub-
lic dancing as a political statement, it exists mostly for leisure and health 
reasons. Noise and interference with other residents often cause tension 
and quarrels, demanding more stringent regulation. In traditional neigh-
bourhoods, and even in more modern public housing estates, residents still 

Figure 5.5 Taking a photo and strolling in Daning Park, Shanghai. 
Near the park are new commodity housing estates. The area is being 
upgraded with large shopping malls and green amenities. The scene 
shows everyday life in urban China. Taken in 2018.
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play mahjong along the roadside or in public spaces; public dancing is a 
natural extension as an increasing concern for health. There are commer-
cially operated ‘leisure centres’ or ‘card and chess playrooms’ ( qipaishi), 
but the elderly are unwilling or cannot afford to use these premises.

In upper- market housing estates, public dancing in the garden or 
square is rare. These gated communities have tennis courts, swimming 
pools or gyms for exercise. While informal leisure activities in traditional 
and inner urban areas continue to exist, the development of gated com-
munities indicates the transformation of urban life along with residential 
changes. In all the types of neighbourhoods depicted in this book, neigh-
bourhood social and entertainment activities are promoted by the state 
to enhance neighbourhood cohesion. As discussed in the implications for 
governance, emergent greater urbanism does not mean the development 
of a public realm. Along with individualisation and diminishing differ-
ential mode of association, the space of collectivism has been reduced. 
Instead of seeing the logic of rising consumerism and the creation of 
public space, in the context of ‘urban revolution’ a new social relation 

Figure 5.6 Dancing in a public park, Shanghai. Dancing in public 
spaces is an ordinary event. Owing to the high- density living 
environment, residents tend to use spare space for exercise, less for 
socialising and club formation. The elderly prefer free public space 
rather than commercially run gyms and clubs. Taken in 2019.
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has been forged, less based on parochialism. Everyday life, neighbour-
ing and social networks, and informal leisure activities continue to exist. 
But as we observe in urban neighbourhoods, there is a tendency that 
residents should now dance in community- organised leisure activities 
in a state- supplied community centre or in commercially operated gyms 
(Figure 5.7). Therefore, this communal space, used by a wide range of 
people for diverse activities, has not formed the Western meaning of pub-
lic space from which a civil society emerges.

In short, the notion of anonymous urban life might be an exag-
geration of the new urban China, as the legacy of the traditional society 
exists in the everyday life of urban dwellers, even though the level of inti-
macy has declined. The urban way of living characterised by anonym-
ity, detachment from the neighbourhood and secondary relationships 
does not apply to all Chinese neighbourhoods.70 In the world of rural 
migrants, such a state without full assimilation can exist for a prolonged 
time. For example, in the most developed city of Shenzhen, rural migrant 

Figure 5.7 A club, as the shop sign reads, for gymnastics, yoga and 
coffee. The commercially run club is becoming very popular with the 
Chinese middle class who are increasingly aware of health and a healthy 
lifestyle while facing high work pressure and busy urban life. This photo 
can be seen in comparison with the earlier photo of dancing in parks. 
Taken in 2019.
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workers in Foxconn may get stuck as manual workers living in a factory 
dormitory, subject to strict social management.71 Similarly, many living 
in urban villages in the peri- urban area may never find a way to become 
an urban citizen, hence spatially and socially ‘getting stuck’ in industrial 
parks.72 Their lives may never be fully ‘anonymised’ as a consumer since 
they are involved in social interaction in a network form with great infor-
mality and urbanity.
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Conclusion: a visible state emerging 
from urban revolution

This book has documented the impact of marketisation on Chinese 
society. Observing grassroots society, I have depicted the landscape of 
urbanisation –  an urban revolution –  and explained the urban roots of a 
visible state. In this way, I do not start from authoritarianism as a defin-
ing feature, as an ideal type of Chinese model or Chinese characteristics, 
in the sense of ‘neoliberalism with Chinese characteristics’.1 Rather, I 
have taken a reverse direction of enquiry, seeking to understand the new 
features of governance from a grounded understanding of the process of 
urbanisation. Therefore, the book is more about China’s urbanism than 
its governance and politics.2 The current book does not engage much 
with the rich literature of political studies on China,3 though this would 
be a fruitful future endeavour.

Studies on Chinese politics often take a macroscopic view, though 
they may be developed through specific cases. They are not in the field 
of urban studies. On the other hand, urban geographical studies often 
regard the general social process as a defining parameter for the city 
and tend to discover urban changes as variegated manifestations of the 
general social process.4 However, this study aims to understand how the 
urban process generates urban governance features.

The initial de- collectivisation and fiscal decentralisation in rural 
areas generated great incentives for village cadres to become local 
entrepreneurs, turning the local state into what Jean Oi (1992) termed 
‘local state corporatism’. The initial rural reform created township and 
village enterprises (TVEs) and introduced quasi- corporate governance.5 
However, rural village administration was still underdeveloped, remain-
ing as self- governing collectives and influenced by traditional structures 
such as lineages.6 Therefore, Chinese rural society has been partially 
urbanised into a hybrid of village shareholding economy and traditional 
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societies. However, near the central cities, rural villages have become 
‘urban villages’. Village- initiated real estate projects and related corpo-
rate governance, in the form of villagers’ ‘self- expropriation’ and reac-
tion towards state- led urban expansion, turned the rural village into the 
‘village- as- the- city’.7 This has meant a profound change in Chinese soci-
ety, as Nick Smith described in The End of the Village (2021):

For a nation long defined by its rural institutions and culture (Fei 
[1947]1992), the loss of its villages would represent a fundamental 
change. (p. 242)

This book has provided a nuanced understanding of this major aspect 
of urban change, which is complementary to existing studies on social 
and governance changes in China. In the 1990s, there was a debate on 
‘market transition’ and its implications for social stratification. Market 
transition predicts declining state redistribution and rising market actors 
who participate directly in production and market exchange.8 However, 
the thesis of power persistence suggests the continuation of state officials 
in the new market economy and the persisting influence of socialist redis-
tribution institutions such as the workplace system on housing differenti-
ation and residential segregation and benefits.9 Regarding the ‘transition’ 
debate, this book has pinpointed the exact change. Concurring with the 
transition argument, observed in inner- urban neighbourhoods and rural 
villages before this ‘market transition’, we witnessed the disappearance 
of traditionalism built upon its differential mode of association and the 
appearance of a seemingly pervasive market society. However, Chinese 
urbanity differs from an imagined self- organising market society which 
might not work in any circumstance.10 In this regard, the book is in agree-
ment with the power persistence thesis and highlights the development 
of a more visible state managing society in the process of urbanisation. 
However, different from seeing the continuation of socialist institutions 
in history, the book reveals changes in governance. As mentioned, this 
book tends to complement existing China and urban studies on transition 
and continuation rather than offer a complete shift of paradigm. This is 
largely dependent upon the emphasis on a ‘half- empty bottle’.

First, political studies on China continue to focus on Chinese state 
authoritarianism, which is regarded as a continuation of its governance 
feature despite new market mechanisms in economic development.11 
While the original intention of Andrew Walder seemed to explore the 
features of authoritarianism (though it had a traditional root), this book 
stresses the ‘traditionalism’ feature in workplace neighbourhoods. From 
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political studies on China, state adaptability and resilience have been 
noted,12 and so have other political and economic changes, such as the 
‘informalisation’ of Chinese workforces13 and land- driven economic 
development entailing land grabs, village demolition and relocation of 
villagers into high- rise apartments in urbanised areas.14 However, the 
state maintains control over the pace of urbanisation, the size and distri-
bution of cities,15 strengthening the management of grassroots society,16 
and bureaucratisation. Very few studies link micro and macro studies 
together. This is the value of urban studies for understanding politics. 
Mark Frazier (2019) scales down his unit of analysis to the level of the 
city and compares contentious politics in Shanghai and Bombay. He sug-
gests that place- based politics have a generative implication, which he 
terms ‘the power of place’, for a national political landscape. This book 
takes a similar stance. In short, as summarised elsewhere,17 across dif-
ferent scales of neighbourhoods, metropolitan areas and city- regions, 
the role of the state in urban governance is visible. On the other hand, 
China’s urbanisation is incomplete and some ‘traditional’ features may 
still remain even in today’s China, as many researchers have found when 
they paid visits to Chinese neighbourhoods.18

Second, looking at social studies on China, the remaining features 
of traditional societies are stressed in a vast literature of Chinese studies.19 
For example, social network analysis (about guanxi) has been developed, 
derived from the differential mode of association.20 However, the concept 
of guanxi is now often used in a modern corporate context. In this regard, 
the spread of guanxi might be also seen as an indication of the collapse of 
traditionalism rather than a revival of traditionalism. Further, an exten-
sive literature on urban villages emphasises the degree of informality, 
with reference to traditional features of lineage and clan, and continu-
ing collective economies.21 This book, on the other hand, argues that the 
source of informality derives from marketisation (if not neoliberalisa-
tion) which becomes a new mode of governance, similar to other places 
in the global South.22 Social relations in changing traditional alleyway 
and workplace neighbourhoods, urban villages and gated communities  
become more about exchange than reciprocity. Social control built upon 
the traditional relations of the ‘society of acquaintance’ no longer works. 
Fast urbanisation imposes profound challenges to the social and moral 
order, as witnessed by more advanced Western market societies in their 
respective stages of urbanisation. However, the attention paid to Chinese 
traditionalism as social and cultural particularism is useful in that it helps 
to go beyond an understanding of urbanism as the contrast between the 
generic urban and rural ecologies. Thus, by depicting a landscape of 
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urban revolution, now becoming ‘planetary’, this book highlights how 
urbanism unfolds in a geographically distinct context –  Chinese social 
topography. One salient feature is the lack of self- organising society 
resulting from the end of the differential mode of association, which cre-
ates an imperative for a visible state. Despite observation of social actors, 
residual collectivism and prolonged traditionalism, the replacement of 
the differential mode of association by urbanism does not have a suffi-
ciently strong foundation (the ‘soil’ in Fei Xiaotong’s words) to meet the 
challenge of pervasive marketisation witnessed in Chinese society.

Urban governance seen from neighbourhoods

This book has observed residential changes from diverse urban neigh-
bourhoods to think through political and governance implications. In 
particular, society is brought into scope to understand changing state and 
market relations, usually framed as ‘neoliberalism’.23 Is there a consumer 
revolution leading to the development of neighbourhoods as ‘consumer 
clubs’ under ‘private governance’? The postcolonial perspective attempts 
to answer such a question in a similar context by looking into the colonial 
history. The structure of colonial governance continues to affect current 
governance and the construction of social order, not leading to a civil 
society but rather to a ‘political society’ in terms of a politically associated 
relation of residents with the state.24 This is manifested as the detachment 
of certain groups (the ‘subaltern’) from the governance structure, though 
they continue to exert their influence through their contestation, actions 
and agencies. This form of governance is noted as ‘subaltern urbanism’.25 
Similarly, this book has attempted to look into China’s urban history –  the 
making of the urban –  to understand its governance features.

Over the last four decades, the overarching political economic 
change for the Chinese city has been market reform. There are debates 
about whether we should characterise the urban change as ‘neoliberal 
urbanism’ in China.26 Earlier studies have described a fully- fledged pro-
cess of marketisation and commodification. Later studies have seen 
modifications and revisions of the original thesis into a variegated form. 
Jamie Peck and Jun Zhang (2013) regard Chinese capitalism as a varie-
gated type between the ideal types of liberal market economies modelled 
on the US and coordinated market economies modelled on Germany. 
The strength of their analysis is to understand the dynamics through a 
Polanyian perspective.
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Aggressive market development in the 1990s, after Deng Xiaoping’s 
southern tour in 1992, most decisively in the commodification of labour 
and land, has created a tendency to move towards a ‘market society’. ‘Land 
finance’ as a major source of government income further led to what You- 
tien Hsing (2010) called ‘urban transformation’ –  a far- reaching ‘urban-
isation’ of the Chinese state. For the state, ‘urban modernity, more than 
industrial modernity, now captures the political imagination of local 
state leaders’ (pp. 4– 5). The social and urban changes are seen as the 
outcomes of this political economic change. Further, to cope with a series 
of social crises, society’s self- protection mechanism started to work. More 
precisely, after the initial radical reform in the 1990s, the 2000s saw a 
‘double movement’ during which the state played a more visible role. 
The campaign of ‘community construction’ was initiated in this context 
at that time. From the more visible roles of the state since the 2010s, it 
has been speculated that China has departed from neoliberalism to move 
closer to the ‘state developmentalism’ of East Asia.27

It is evident that the Chinese state has strengthened its roles 
in neighbourhood governance through the campaign of ‘community 
 construction’ –  systematic grassroots governance,28 and later a specific 
technology of ‘grid governance’.29 It is not about the degree of state 
 intervention,30 which is not disputable in research as shown in the need 
to denote ‘neoliberalism with Chinese characteristics’.31 It is a question of 
the origin of strong and visible state roles while an opposite market mech-
anism is prevailing. A further modification of the thesis might be using 
the ‘growth machine’ or growth coalition between the state and capital, 
suggesting that capital is becoming dominant and so the state is serving 
the interest of capitalists. But through neighbourhood governance, we 
have revealed the foundation of strengthened state roles in urban life.

To restore social order in urban space, a new mode of governance 
has been experimented with, similar to the account of the ‘double move-
ment’, which moves beyond neoliberalism and comes closer to state 
developmentalism in East Asia. Here the attention to East Asian culture is 
useful –  pointing to the origins of a collectivism that has existed in these 
societies for a long time. These societies may not have been very neolib-
eral, despite drastic market development. In the case of China, market 
reform is neither for the interest of a new bourgeois class nor leading to 
the dominance of market coordination.32

The use of the market is instrumental but the market remains an 
instrument while the centrality of planning power persists.33 The tran-
sition to the market and the retention of state intervention might be 
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intentional (as a national developmental strategy) but is perhaps imper-
ative (as a ‘double movement’). It was hard for the state to remain, or 
to hide, inside the society as it used to be. In that context, it used to 
operate as a small administrative class of ‘cadres’ (though their status is 
ambiguous as they were also, according to the ideology, ‘serving the peo-
ple’, or were part of the proletarian class) together with a largely ‘total-
ised’, ‘self- governed’ and organic society before China was ‘completely 
 urbanised’34 through an ‘urban revolution’. In that kind of society, ideo-
logical positioning was important as society had to accept the principle 
of self- regulation and mutual monitoring. Now, it is necessary to resort to 
a more technical governance, as China is becoming urban. For example, 
in the case of the Fifth Village, a woman migrant was required to show 
her marriage certificate. But in her rural village, this would not have 
been necessary as everyone would know her marriage status. Similarly, 
even in the early stage of economic reform, work- units still issued letters 
to prove the marriage status of their employees because the workplace 
knew their employees well. These characterised the traditional society 
from the soil –  and in consequence a totalised governance form.

Market reform has created greater inequalities and has led to the 
dismantling of traditional society and greater alienation. After the state’s 
initial retreat, state capacity building, seen as a Polanyian turn, was ini-
tiated in the 2000s and continued in the 2010s. The year 2020 perhaps 
marks a watershed. The global pandemic, the shrinkage of the global 
market and rising populism demand more than ever a stronger and more 
active state. This might not reverse the ‘urban revolution’ started after 
market reform, but the making of the urban is also more important and 
imperative than before as a new form of economy and society.

There has been serious doubt about ‘whether neoliberalism can 
capture the central stories or trajectories of Chinese urban transforma-
tion’, according to Yu Zhou, George Lin and Jun Zhang (2019):

By citing examples of recent urban China research, we show that 
the neoliberalism framework, even in its ‘variegated’ or ‘assem-
blage’ version, tends to trap China’s analysis within a frame of ref-
erence comfortable to Western researchers, and ultimately hinders 
the development of diversified, potentially more fruitful inquiries 
of the urban world. (p. 33)

They argue that previous more political economic– oriented studies did 
not pay sufficient attention to the urban sphere. The political economic 
perspective, according to them, focuses more on the omnipotent state or 
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its specific forms of state governance, for example, fragmented author-
itarianism –  sectoral and territorial fragmentation,35 central and local 
government relations, and the entrepreneurial state. They appeal for an 
understanding of a ‘spontaneous recombination and reconfiguration of 
the urbanising society at the grassroots level’ (p. 39).

It is true to some extent that urban development under state social-
ism presented an ‘organised’ feature. But this does not mean that the 
Chinese city at that time was an entirely modernised industrial entity 
operated by the state apparatus. Traditional features did continue in 
Chinese state- organised consumption. It is also true that urban develop-
ment in the post- reform era demonstrated the role of the entrepreneur-
ial state and its greater willingness to deploy market instruments.36 But 
again the application of the market mechanism does not mean that the 
Chinese city has become a more self- organised society where the market 
rules through private governance. The difference here, as stressed in this 
book, is the extent of urbanisation.

The key point stressed in this book on urban neighbourhoods is 
that society before market transformation had many of the features of a 
traditional society with close and territorial social relations. The transi-
tion is not from a state- controlled society to a society of public/ civic life 
based on social interaction and ‘communities’. Instead, as described by 
‘bargained authoritarianism’,37 the state is more responsive to the prac-
tical needs of stability, crisis management and problems through policy 
initiatives and actions. There is indeed great agency within society. The 
urbanisation process transforms traditional features, and is also accom-
panied by ‘individualisation’ and consumerism as already described in 
anthropological38 and sociological studies,39 leading to the creation of a 
new urban space which is simultaneously a new state space.

The direction of the transition seems to be opposite to what has 
been described so far40 –  from a bureaucratic and authoritarian state- 
controlled society to an organic and communitarian society. Partly this is 
because earlier studies understated the ‘organic’ features of the socialist 
city. Residential communities have been transformed. In the post- reform 
Chinese city, there is now a more networked society, and the scope of 
communities has expanded to consumer clubs which may not be terri-
torially based. But the course of urbanisation is not singularly designed 
or led by the state. The state hoped to get rid of ‘administrative burdens’ 
and pragmatically applied the market mechanism and instruments to 
the Chinese economy.41 But in reality, the state is being led by the ever- 
changing process of urbanisation –  an urban revolution –  and further, the 
state is being remade, at least in its urban governance function. A whole 
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set of changes has been created, including urbanisation, which have sub-
sequently transformed the relations between the state and society, so 
that the state has become disembedded from its previous position, creat-
ing the imperative for ‘urban governance’, often through complex inter-
actions with society and the market.

While recent political and sociological studies are able to present 
a more nuanced and complex picture of the Chinese state through con-
cepts such as ‘fragmented authoritarianism’42 or ‘bargained authoritari-
anism’,43 the notion of authoritarianism is convenient but problematic. It 
is not an authoritarianism that became fragmented or has had to bargain 
with the rising power of the society. A more dynamic view is required to 
treat the state beyond its static feature –  as if an omnipotent position of 
authoritarian state remains.

From the field of urban studies, this book has documented the 
emergence of a ‘modern’ state in these neighbourhoods during market 
reform. This perspective shows that the state was embedded in a total-
ised society in the past and marketisation began to generate a new gov-
ernance functionality of the state. That is, the state does not retreat from 
neighbourhood governance or follow the course of neoliberalism. It is 
an application of the market rule but also a consequential professional-
isation of the state. The state is no longer embedded within a totalised 
society which now demonstrates features that are different from those of 
a traditional society. China is becoming an ‘urbanised’ society, leaving the 
foundation of the differential mode of association.

Urban revolution in China

The thesis of the ‘private city’ emerges from the context of the nation 
state of Keynesianism in the West.44 Now, a small group of actors, or the 
‘club realm’, controls fragmented urban spaces, assets and their man-
agement through corporate organisations. In this club realm theory, the 
state is absent, transaction costs are reduced, and the efficiency of ser-
vice provision is increased. Hence, it is appropriately noted as ‘neoliberal 
urbanism’.

In contrast, China did not have universal citizenship. In the collec-
tivist tradition, a small group, either village or work- unit, is known as the 
‘public’. There was no modernist state or metropolitan ‘urban’.45 Similar 
to the socialist city where urbanism and the spontaneity of the urban 
landscape was absent,46 the Chinese city and countryside comprised an 
assemblage of public collectives before the urban revolution. In a sense, 
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they were ‘villages’. In the tradition of East Asia, this feature might be 
attributed to its collectivist culture.

Now, urban revolution in China should be seen as the end of tra-
ditional collectivism and the creation of a new way of urban life. This is 
not the replacement of a universal welfare state by private (collective) 
governance. The previous socialist approach of ‘industrialisation with-
out urbanisation’, which refers not only to the low level of the urban 
population due to hukou constraints but also to the lack of urbanity, 
has been abandoned with the adoption of globalisation and making 
Chinese society ‘urban’ as the ‘workshop of the world’. It is true that ini-
tial urbanisation might have occurred in the villages of the Pearl River 
Delta where overseas Chinese investors set up small workshops. But this 
is exactly the urbanisation of the countryside. Since then, the Chinese 
city has no longer seen the compact, built- up world of the state realm. 
The urban is becoming a pervasive process outside the boundary of 
the city, similar to what is described by ‘planetary urbanisation’.47 Most 
importantly, the urbanisation process is also embodied in concrete res-
idential changes in these neighbourhoods which are transforming and 
emerging, as described in this book. This urban world is diverse and 
consists of people who are in practice living an everyday urban life but 
may not officially be classified as urban and do not enjoy entitlements –  
rural migrants living in urban villages may be similar to the subaltern in 
the global South.48 In other words, this urban world is characterised by 
‘local capitalisms, local citizenships’.49

The urban revolution is characterised by diminishing traditional-
ism as the traditional society of collectivism experiences transformation 
from close neighbourhood engagement to a more diverse, individualised 
and networked life. Collective space is pressured from two fronts: the 
market and the state. The increasing, pervasive operation of the market 
in urban development has introduced a new governance of development. 
In rural villages and then in urban villages, the corporatisation of villag-
ers’ collective assets through shareholding cooperatives has transformed 
the residential neighbourhood of collective space into an asset- holding 
community. As for informal urban villages, the state strives to regularise 
them through demolition and the development of a more formal rental 
housing market. Demolition and resettlement signify an entire transfor-
mation of rural collective society. In many remaining urban villages, the 
state takes a rather lax approach before demolition, which is often read 
as ‘neoliberal’ as the state does not deliver public services and infrastruc-
ture, as in fact the rural farmers had never been inside the welfare system 
of the socialist state.
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The problems created by informal developments such as the village 
of Tangjialing in Beijing from time to time require the state to take action, 
demonstrating some features of the developmental state creating and 
regulating the formal economy. The poor informal environment is not up 
to the aspirations of the rising middle class, and the development of gated 
and enclosed estates is the norm rather than the exception. For example, 
in 2017, a fire in the village in the Daxing district of Beijing triggered 
large- scale demolition and redevelopment. The policy of redevelopment 
is known as ‘dispersing, regulating and upgrading’.50 The upgrading of 
informal space aims to ‘optimise’ the function of Beijing as a world- class 
capital. The emergence of urban villages and gated estates indicates the 
creation of new urban spaces that are not under traditional collectivism.

Reading the Chinese urban revolution requires us to develop new 
narratives and vocabularies. In the post- industrial West, the concepts 
of gentrification and suburbanisation have been commonly invoked as 
the key aspects of urban transformation. However, they may not capture 
all the aspects of urbanisation in China.51 Despite a now substantially 
expanded connotation to include upgrading, displacement, disposses-
sion and demolition,52 gentrification may still be quite specific, and per-
haps it would be better for the concept to retain some specificity as its 
meaning is much clearer when this is so.53

Certainly, many aspects of gentrification occur in Chinese neigh-
bourhoods. For example, some alleyway neighbourhoods are being gen-
trified, and gated estates in the peri- urban areas could also be seen as 
the displacement of the original rural farmers, hence rural gentrification. 
However, the emergence and transformation of all the neighbourhoods 
described in this book cannot be summarised as gentrification. As the 
title of Ruth Glass’s book –  London: Aspects of Change (1964) –  suggests, 
gentrification is seen as an overarching description to capture the ‘aspects 
of change’ in cities like London. Similarly, in this spirit, by visiting diverse 
neighbourhoods in China, this book has attempted to discover the major 
aspect of change in urban China. I believe that it is urbanisation in its 
broad sense of ‘leaving the soil’ –  an urban revolution or departure from 
‘the society from the soil’ as seminally captured by renowned Chinese 
sociologist Fei Xiaotong in the early 20th century.

This book has demonstrated the dismantling of the differential 
mode of association (chaxugeju) and ‘neo- traditionalism’ in new urban 
China. From investigating urban neighbourhoods, I have identified two 
mechanisms. First, the state uses the market as an instrument to promote 
economic growth and deliver services in Chinese cities. This is known as 
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‘state entrepreneurialism’. Thus, the state has become an actor in urban 
development. Market development has driven greater consumer choice 
and consumerism, creating a new space outside traditionalism. Second, 
the intensification of ‘urban’ problems and governance challenges pulled 
the state out of its neo- traditionalist position embedded within society. 
Compared with an underdeveloped society threatened by marketisation, 
the state has taken a role as arbitrator between the market and society, 
leading to the final separation of the state and society. The reform of 
neighbourhood governance demonstrates not only the intention to ‘con-
trol’ society but also a necessary and practical way, seen by the state, to 
develop social protection mechanisms and to maintain a social order.54

Conclusion

This book depicts the landscape of ‘urban revolution’ in China, which 
started in 1979 –  the turning point when the state decided to introduce 
the market mechanism into economic production and social reproduc-
tion, initially as a pragmatic solution to the problem of lagging develop-
ment. Later, the application of market instruments was broadened and 
included coordination and governance. Manifested as large- scale rural- 
to- urban migration, urban sprawl and extension, urban demolition and 
residential relocation, this urban revolution has propelled residential 
changes and led to greater residential diversity. New neighbourhoods 
such as urban villages and gated communities have been created, while 
traditional neighbourhoods have been demolished and transformed. 
An extensive literature has documented urban construction or city- 
building.55 To a lesser extent, the emergence of urbanism and urban China 
as social transformation has been understood in its entirety.56 While spe-
cific social changes such as residential segregation, displacement and 
rural- to- urban migration have been extensively studied, a holistic view 
is much needed to rethink the nature of the urban in post- reform China.

China’s market transition is essentially a response to the growth 
constraints inherent in the earlier extensive and military- oriented indus-
trialisation period.57 In other words, market reform was adopted as a fix 
to an economy suffocated by the lack of growth space. Market- oriented 
urban changes thus opened up a new space for accumulation. However, 
by applying the market instrument to urban development, a distinct form 
of urbanism has been produced, in sharp contrast to socialism which 
emphasises uniformity and collectiveness.58
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In the context of advanced Western capitalism, David Harvey 
(2008) convincingly argues for such a thorough process of commodifica-
tion, suggesting that:

the most recent radical expansion of the urban process has brought 
with it incredible transformations of lifestyle… . The quality 
of urban life has become a commodity, as has the city itself, in a 
world where consumerism, tourism, cultural and knowledge- based 
industries have become major aspects of the urban political econ-
omy. The postmodernist penchant for encouraging the formation 
of market niches –  in both consumer habits and cultural forms –  
surrounds the contemporary urban experience with an aura of free-
dom of choice. (p. 31)

Along with market development, a new urban way of life, called ‘new 
urbanism’ by Neil Smith (2002), is prevailing,59 which emphasises choice, 
diversity and the private governance of development, for example in the 
form of gated communities. In the United States, the wide spread of gated 
communities and private control of urban space have led to concern over 
the ‘demise of the public space’.60 In short, this new form of urbanism has 
been produced as an outcome of neoliberalisation.

In China, we are witnessing the development of a distinct form of 
urbanism characterised by great diversity and emphasis on the private 
residential realm.61 In the past, uniformity and collectiveness were the 
basic features of Chinese urbanism under state socialism.62 The construc-
tion of workplace compounds or workers’ quarters63 reinforced what 
Andrew Walder (1986) called ‘communist neo- traditionalism’, which 
lacked the diversity normally associated with an urban realm. The pri-
vate sphere was constrained or intruded on by the state through state- 
organised collective consumption. Housing developed in the pre- 1949 
era was converted into public rentals and became a living space of mul-
tiple occupancies. Residents even had to share a kitchen and toilet and 
communal space. The workplace affiliation reinforced close relations in 
residential neighbourhoods.

Market development brings in a new consumerism to rebalance the 
private and public spheres. The new middle class experiences unprece-
dented choice and mobility. Coincident with disillusion over the socialist 
utopia, they begin to search for a new lifestyle in gated communities. As 
they retreat to a more private residential realm, we witness a similar trend 
of changing residential preference, under China’s market- oriented urban 
changes, from utopia to ‘myopia’ or ‘dystopic’ urban space.64 Similar 
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to American suburbia, which is characterised by single- family hous-
ing, great social homogeneity and a particularly gendered way of life,65 
Chinese suburbia meets the demand of the upwardly mobile middle class 
for a new fantasy of the good life. Many gated communities in China have 
fancy Western names, such as Orange County, Riviera, Fontainebleau or 
Thames Town.

As a result, the Chinese city shows increasing diversity and  inequality. 
These development projects emphasise individual preference and choice 
and the private form of consumption. Just as the planned residential dis-
trict known as ‘mikroraion’ in the former Soviet Union, which was to cul-
tivate the spirit of the ‘socialist man’,66 these newly built residences in the 
suburbs of Chinese cities attempt to produce a pool of consumers who can 
appreciate the aesthetics of built forms. As a result, design features are 
constantly boasted about by developers, to suggest that their development 
represents a new form of urbanism.67 Novelty is not measured through a 
sense of time alone: older imperial or colonial forms can be re- invented 
under the name of ‘heritage preservation’, for example the Xintiandi pro-
ject as part of Shanghai nostalgia.68

Market- oriented urban changes and the new form of urbanism 
have a dialectical relationship. Under market- oriented urban develop-
ment, the city is used as a ‘spatial fix’ to absorb surplus capital and 
defer an over- accumulation crisis. Through market- oriented urban 
changes, for example commodity housing development, new forms of 
the built environment and lifestyles have been produced. On the other 
hand, the new form of urbanism is advocated to attract consumers so 
as to make development viable.69 The new form of urbanism is not a 
passive result of market transition. Rather, it has been consciously 
developed and branded as a more modern, more civilised and more 
desirable living environment.70

Therefore, since the 1990s we have seen the wide spread of prac-
tices to transplant Western residential landscapes, construct iconic build-
ings, and conduct city beautification in Chinese cities.71 Similar to the 
role of Haussmannisation in Paris in early capitalist development, these 
practices, through a set of new cultural forms and symbols, play a crucial 
function in sustaining market- oriented urban changes. As such, broadly 
defined ‘neoliberalisation’ should include, in addition to the changing 
state– market relation, wider social- cultural changes associated with 
market development, which transform everyday practices under the 
principle of market exchange, namely a process of so- called ‘bourgeois 
societalisation’, according to Bob Jessop (2002). This book has explored 
similar social processes and consequences of market development in 
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China, but without presuming that this would be a neoliberal urban tra-
jectory towards a civil society.

Focusing on diverse neighbourhoods, this book has contrasted 
today’s changing neighbourhoods with a more rural China –  Kaixiangong 
village as depicted by Fei Xiaotong in 1947 –  and with workers’ villages 
and more marginal alleyway neighbourhoods in socialist industrialis-
ing China, before China embarked on the journey to ‘urban revolution’. 
The overall trend of social life is that these neighbourhoods are ‘leaving 
the soil’ –  metaphorically the foundation of rural China –  and witness-
ing a new form of urbanism. This has been forerun by individualisation 
away from clans and lineages in rural areas and subsequently in the 
Chinese city.72

Now, the new urban has seen the breaking out of individuals from 
the previous bonded collectivism established by the differential mode of 
association (chaxugeju). The dismantling of collectivism and the social 
class behind ‘traditionalism’ means that ‘private governance’ might be an 
option to maintain a social order and for residents to make sense of urban 
life. But in reality, private governance does not work for most neighbour-
hoods, except in the urban village where the shareholding cooperative 
seems to impose some authority over the renters of collective village 
assets. But even so, the rental of housing is largely managed by individual 
households themselves. In other words, we have not seen an emergent 
civil society based on their participation in the market.

Instead of seeing the creation of private governance and an associ-
ated civil society in China, the imperative of developing an administra-
tive order has been forged. Fast urbanisation presents great challenges 
and is seen as problematic because it cannot easily be comprehended by 
the administrative system, which indeed imposes serious governance 
demands. In solving various practical problems generated by applying 
the market mechanism to an organic society which had not been fully 
transformed by the socialist revolution in 1949, the state has intention-
ally or unintentionally but in practice become ‘professionalised’. This 
process of professionalisation, the establishment of a more bureaucratic 
social order, is often read as the evidence for a visible authoritarian state. 
But this book has revealed its urban roots.

While the initiative of ‘community construction’ starting in the 
2000s tried to restore an organic society of collectivism and create a 
buffer or a new interface between the state and individualised citi-
zens, the space of traditionalism is increasingly becoming narrower. 
Although great efforts have been made to mobilise ‘society’, the tide 
of individualisation is difficult to reverse. The promotion of residential 
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communities –  whether physically through the development of new vil-
lage resettlement estates in places such as Tangjialing new town in Beijing 
where the ‘ant tribe’ lived, suburban gated housing estates, or socially by 
creating homeowners’ associations or neighbourhood sociability through 
leisure activities –  does not overcome the desire for greater residential 
privacy. It is impossible to replicate a new collectivism in these places. 
As a result, these spaces have embarked on the journey towards greater 
urbanism. We are now seeing a new urban China and a more visible state 
no longer in an embedded relation with society. Thinking about the dif-
ferential (chaxu) mode (geju) of association which characterised Chinese 
society before its urban revolution, differential relations (guanxi) persist 
but the mode, rationality, or order (geju) has perished.

Notes
 1. See Harvey, 2005.
 2. This might be a different book in the future, about Chinese state entrepreneurialism.
 3. This is the core of China studies; see Saich, 2015; Heilmann and Perry, 2011; Thornton, 2013.
 4. One useful perspective is to examine property rights so as to understand how different prop-

erty rights regimes define consequential urban forms. See Qian, 2022.
 5. See also Oi, 1999; Smith, 2021.
 6. See also Tsai, 2007; Oi, 1999; Smith, 2021.
 7. Smith, 2021: 180.
 8. Nee, 1989.
 9. Bian and Logan, 1996.
 10. Here, this is a Polanyian argument.
 11. For example, the authoritarian state encounters great difficulties in collecting economic per-

formance data; Wallace, 2016.
 12. Heilmann and Perry, 2011.
 13. Frazier, 2011; Giles et al., 2006; Park and Cai, 2011.
 14. See Ong, 2014; Rithmire, 2015; Yep and Forrest, 2016; Yep and Wu, 2020.
 15. Wallace, 2014; Jaros, 2019.
 16. Perry and Goldman, 2007; Read, 2012; Thornton, 2013.
 17. Wu and Zhang, 2022
 18. For example, Audin, 2020; Tynen, 2019.
 19. For example, village shareholding cooperatives; see Wong, 2016; Sargeson, 2018; Kan, 2019b.
 20. Bian, 2019. See Dillon and Oi (2008) for the application of networks and actors in state- 

building in republican Shanghai.
 21. For example, Sa, 2021.
 22. Here I refer to Ananya Roy (2005).
 23. See Keith et al. (2014) and Buckingham (2017) for the critique of applying the concept of 

neoliberalism to China.
 24. Chatterjee, 2004.
 25. Roy, 2016.
 26. There is a large body of literature on this topic: Walker and Buck, 2007; He and Wu, 2009; Wu, 

2008; 2010b; 2018b; Chu and So, 2012; Peck and Zhang, 2013; Zhou et al., 2019.
 27. Chu and So, 2012.
 28. Tomba, 2014.
 29. Tang, 2020.
 30. Wu and Zhang, 2022.
 31. Harvey, 2005.
 32. This is elaborated in Wu, 2010b.
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 33. Wu, 2018b.
 34. Brenner and Schmid, 2011.
 35. For fragmented authoritarianism, see Mertha, 2009.
 36. Wu et al., 2007; Wu, 2015; Wu, 2018b.
 37. The concept is developed by Lee and Zhang, 2013.
 38. Yan, 2010.
 39. Davis, 2000.
 40. As represented in Davis et al. (1995) and Davis (2000).
 41. As presented in discarding ideological argument and focusing on ‘economic efficiency’.
 42. Mertha, 2009.
 43. Lee and Zhang, 2013.
 44. Glasze et al., 2006.
 45. Municipal institutions were experimented with in republican China; see Stapleton, 2000.
 46. Andrusz et al., 1996; Hirt, 2012.
 47. Brenner and Schmid, 2015.
 48. Simone and Pieterse, 2018; Roy, 2011, 2016.
 49. Smart and Lin, 2007.
 50. Cecilia Wong et al., 2018.
 51. Perhaps other places too; see Wu, 2020c.
 52. Lees, 2012; Lees et al., 2016.
 53. For an introduction to the concept, see Hamnett, 2021; for the debate on the usage, see Schmid 

et al., 2018.
 54. This is to some extent captured by the thesis of bargained authoritarianism; Lee and 

Zhang, 2013.
 55. Wu et al., 2007; Campanella, 2008; Lin, 2009.
 56. With the exception of Friedmann, 2005, and more recently Forrest et al., 2019.
 57. Wu, 2010b.
 58. Szelenyi, 1996.
 59. Smith, 2002. Others have called this ‘neoliberal urbanism’; Walks, 2006.
 60. Low, 2003.
 61. Wu, 2005; Pow, 2009; Wu, 2010a.
 62. Lin, 2007; Wu, 2009a.
 63. Bray, 2005; Lu, 2006; Wu, 2015.
 64. See MacLeod and Ward, 2002, and Pow, 2015.
 65. Beauregard, 2006.
 66. French and Hamilton, 1979.
 67. Wu, 2009b; 2010b.
 68. He and Wu, 2005; Ren, 2008.
 69. See Wu et al., 2020, for housing financialisation and its contribution to the overall Chinese 

regime of accumulation.
 70. Vis- à- vis moral geography, see Pow, 2009; 2015.
 71. Wu, 2007b; 2016b; 2020a.
 72. Rising consumerism contributes to this process.
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